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FOLLOWING ARE THE CORPMSPONDIG RUSSIAN AND ENGLISH

DESIGNATIONS OF THE TRIGONOIETRIC FUNCTIONS

R•seiaan English

sin sin
005 COD

tg tan
ctg cot
see sec

cosec cSc

sh sinkh
ch cosh
t;1 tanh
ath coth
.ch sech
cach cech

arc sin oin-1
arc Cos cos"I

arc tg
arc ctg cot",
arc sec Bec"A
arc cosec csc- 1

arc sh ainhb"
arc ch cosh"1

arc th tanh-l
arc eth coth-b
arc sch sech"1

arc cch csch-1

rot curl
1g log
ct step
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CORILLIC AND OT1Z DSICGNATICKS USED IN THE TEXT

5ýJ¶ - pulpi-eIhaping ýnit TV - tachomachine

B11 - vibrapack yCT. PaCtl - steady-state calculated

rP - scanning Kenerator YCT. a5c. - steady-state uy experi-ent

S- diode 4M - functional generator

AP - voltage divider OEY - photomultiplier

AOT' - peraiesible IN - stepping ielector

ART - liode generator f - reversible stepping selector

3M - sign-inverting aM lifier olc - by experiment

- dyiwaelic range of vo'tage IJT - cathode-ray tube

- total &Qplification facto-

1com - kohm

KT- t•ech factor
iliflcatlon factor oc - capacitor of feedoacK circu'.

ILL - disturbing xoment e - input voltage

iUb - moment of motor e, rr*H - DooLndLry input vol*.ape

'k IA) - electromagnetic mAr.3nt BX. mx - M•xlaxum input voltage

mrow - megoba e PX. H - initial input voltage

- kf *Bx - approximate input voltage

M A) - retarding ont - output voltage
TO r

-(sex . ae.hanicel moments es.Lx. rTrai - boundary output voltaFe

- starting 'oment eB-X. 01 " i eal. output votage

n - ,otentIoaretr e p.-X . m&X - 3maxiSuM output Vo.tage

1!- transition unit eBMx. N - initia.ý output votag-

- peaex Jete•ctor al96X, p - real output voltage

X - pf a - initial voltilv

PAC'i - calculated • N.YCT - steady-state vc.tage, initial

CAr - autometic control systen eor - reference voltag"

S- jlane cojparator Er-y, - rectangular voltage
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FORARD TO M¶~ FIRST N)ITTOP

The developusat of systems of automtic adjustment and control confronats the

theory and practice of automtic adjustmet via, now an increasingly 0CM14 aed

problems.

For the laut 8-10 years in the solution of these problems d-c electronic

analog computers of direct current fow wide application. They are used for cal-

culation., in the carrying ont of .2p risotal investigations and LtAings,, and most

recentl~y as eli-ntMs themselves of sytwsi of control and adjustment, Haverw, the

value of electronic analog compters is far from exaiusuted by these aPplW tin

alone.

The embination of electrode moels with electronic digital campters, the

construction of comirsed disorete..contimaous compters opiew In the techniology of

model In broad new prospects.

In spite of all thiss, In the domestic literature to the present in ewns.,,

books containing generalised an systemtized qaestions of thecry, geneal princi-

ples of ocostruction aid methods of wee of 4-c electronic modelas, 2milsig 43qwi

ease acl dIn the Soviet Mbd= and abroad t ane lcki oz.

The purpose of the present boo is to till the existIng pp in the literature

on the cmaidered question. Centeat. af the book ame limitesd to the ooiueion

of electrod modls n their main deciseon* melnte, amd also to questions of



mof mdels for slutio of p of the dqnamioe of automatic ontrml

In this tere is toaken the assmiption that the operational a1IJfier possesse

ideal frquney rponses, i.eo, its transfer function In the ope tate ist a con-

stant nmer, equal to the ail fiation factor. This assumption made it poosible

to ignore in this book, intended for the initial famillarimation for a wide circle

of readers with the technolgy of electronic modeling• with a umber of cc licated,

very important, interesting, but at the sam tim still not ooqpletely developed

questions.

The limited contents of the book also imqpe].ed the author to exslude froa In-

vestigation a nuner of questiaon iiich, in regard to the solution of problems of

autatic control are not of prim importance or can be solved with groat effective-

noes with the help of other mean of computi•g technique, The latter questions

iaclude in the first place solution with the help of electronic odels of algebraic

equtions, partial differamtial equations and inte•ral equations.

Contents of the book are waculatod for the reader, who is familiar with quse-

,ions of theory and practice of autoatic adjwut and control, aW also vith

the principles of electromics.

In the writing of this book thevw ve used results of the devlopat of a

series of electrodc models of type W?*, obtaiued tW the author and his collabors-

tore In the Institute of Atomation ad olanowhmnics of the Academy of Science* of

the USSa, also material from lecturos ao the course aSimlation of qtm of

a~utomtic adjustwent, proeaeted Wy the antboi" from 1950 to 1956 for the Kigber

gnimeerlag Goeres. at Mosow Highest Tochall School,9 in the Dwstitut of hatom-

tion and Telemohamies of the Aaad4W of Sciameos of W.. fo s cientifis c"llabrs'w

tows indL the aww puiotýehioal ~is

OMU is Ameama abbrowition fwrestoi aealq .U""w. ad~



Referencee to the literature used are given in the text with indiction of the

suums of the author and ordinal nuer of his work (in breakts). The list of

cited literature shown at the God of the book is cawooed In ftssian Alphabetiual

order Wy surnams of the authors*).

I consider it s7 ow pleasant duty to offer m deep gmtatude to A. A. Fes 'dbam.

I. Z. Tuypkin, I. N. Tatl #boa and L. V. Yamdeh vg, w0o emm.Ia the manuscript and

made a nmber of valuable remarks, which ware considered in the final editing of the

book. I exq"rs grattude to V. A. Trapesnikov, hose advice I c used during

the ten-year joint work in the fields of electrmic himilationo and to the co'ective

of collaborator. with %&= the author worked at the Institute of Autasation and Tele-

mechanics.

Dwring preparation of the mauscript for publication geat help ms rendered to

the author by F. Ye. frenin, V. V. Ourov, A. A. Nkslw aId T. V. Pritulloo for which

the author expreses his sincere g•titude.

Isoow, April 1957.

qer a fuller Ibld-0- md wesuam of s i t 19?7 to 1955 s the
jinmls Au n amd T.lk nio, V. IIIo, lb. 3 sia 4, 1956.
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FORWIARD TO THE SECOND EDITION

The broad introduction of electronic analog computers (electronic modeling

denies) in the practice of scientific invvetigations and technical dwelopsmnts,

apparently explains the fact that the first edition of the present book ws sold

out very fast and there appeared the necessity for republication,

In the secd edition the general structure of book is retained. The intro-

duction W rewritten; in the first Section (Chapter IV) there is added a Sub-8ection

on amplifiers with parallel channels of amplification. The second Section is inup-

Plitoed by two Chapters - XII and XIV. The first is devoted to solution of ýro-

blau of autotic control in cases of fractional rational transfer functions, the

second - to methods of invsrtigption of the dynamics of syutm, whose range of

change of variables (coordinates) exceeds the dynamic rang. of the analog installa-

tion. Corrections are introduced in the table of installations produced in the U

and abroad (Appendix rI); photographs of obsolete samples are replaaed by photographs

of contemp ry ones. The list of literature is copleted mainly with neme of books

on analog cpting technique, issued after the first edition of this book*).

In the sece edition are alao corrected noticed misprinte and inaccuracies.

eebi on qumtiow of anlog compting technique from 1955 to 1960
in the Joumnul Autotion aWd Telmechainis, V. IIII, No. 9s 1957; V. X1, 9o. 5#,
1958; V. lIt n. U1, 1s 1959; V 1XI, So. 12, 1960; V. UXIII, fo. 2s, 3, 1%2.

I4..



The autho omsidoers it his privilege to express deep patitwdo to all omrades who

L.Aited errors in the first edition.

Moscow, May, 1962 B. Kogan



I -DCTC

The doevlopmt en& wide popagtion of syvtme of automatic adJuutint and

control in I 7umtry anad nilitary teohnoloU require the solution of a nauhr of

problem onnected with questions of ratiowl selection of structu-s and olementa

of those systin, ewvlutizng the itluce of separate pau'msters on the nature of

transient and stady states.

!Refore the imostigator and dsigner there is placed the problem of giving not

only a qalitattiv solutirn of these probleme, but also to bring the solution to a

nmasrical realt. Even for omparatively simple linear system of automatic adjust-

sent the latter presents knoma difficulties practicalj in all stages of dmmloment

(omspoeltin at the matheitioal description, calculations of transients, experi-

mental inmst4pation of system) and require. sigiiieant eMexditurs or tim. The..

difficulties Increase with ompliation of the system of &auttic adjustm.t (for

e=aple, in ease of the wldtiairvit syutem), with the proeene in he " systm of

elements with namlimee• -4hafcteristics ead wariable pax-omter-, and also with tUe

necessity of taking Into aoemt varylm riwln distur••nes.

Rumples of euch dqstow oa auzvtic adjustent arm sywstm of stabilisation

of the inUCe of aa'Vmft , systemm of atrini .djustmet with a constant deLV

(for exples, qutom of autotic adjustwt: of *Is tthickesse of rol.id mnterlal),

sysemm of admatic trackidt of target b mdar, wen into the error sips, enter

I



besides the useful signals also intorfetmwes, syftims of autawtic adjustment and

control with e•7 intercmoected regulated lsmitides (boiler, paper-ieking machine,

comqlex pmmr installation, 4t).

On the other heM, the coeloration of processes in objects of adjustment (in-

tensification of production) leads to increase of the influence of smal pearmeters

and nonlinearity of the regulator and object. In these cases the syutm are des-

cribed by nonlinear differential equations of a high order, for whose solution, in

general, analytic methods are still not developed. With the analogous position one

also ccows into contact during inestigation of autotic control and adjustment,

systies which are based on new principle. (for exam le, optmising control and self-

adjusting systins).

,he use of the methods and neans of simaltation at a definite level of the

analytic investigation of system of atatcimtic adJustment allmw one to obtain

solutions for the enumerated prohblea, reducing thereby to a minima the requirso

expenditure of tim.

The essence similation consists of replacmint of ths whole control systen or

certain of its aluts with a models, in its orties to greater or lesser extent

reproducing properties of the initial system or its separate piuts. Then in the

sytom, containing the model, there appear procesese anamogas to those which take

place in the real syst•en. These processes oe can oboerve, record, check for their

conformty to the results of theoret cal analyws, -*place the analytic calculations

of the treasient with its direct observation, test, and adjust the system .-.n

laboratory conditions.

Thus, simulation allo me a&ls to sove the basic problems of sxperital in-

vestisation.

At present there are distigu•ished two basic methods or simaation:

2. Wthimical siala tiam.

-7-



Pha1ysical eauati ig is an stutdy of 'hn• • an models of the sea physical

MAtur as the original. Sumaples are tests of aircraft model in wind tunnels, the

replacement of huge synchronous genterator by a synchionous generator of smaller

dimnenions.

Inaumuch as the physical nature of the process is retained, the model reproduce

whole complex of phenoena, characterizing the investigater process. In this com-

plex enter or can enter, in particular, also such aspects of tle phenomena or process,

which do not yield to mathematical description and cannot be considered in the equa-

tions of the process. Therefore, physical simulation permits one to deepen the know-

ledge regarding tr.e complex of the occurring phenomena, to refine and to facilitate

the mathertical description of separate processes. Methods of zmltý fmatical simnma-

tion, which reproduce the investigated process only in the frams-s of the given equa-

tions are partly devoid of these pav-sibilities.

Physical simulation has been applied in technoloa for a long time, mainly

in aero- arid hydrodynamice and in cor..struction technology; it finds application also

in msny cases o: investigations of control systems.

The method of physical simulation of control systems has the following merits:

a) the properties of the control system are reproduced more fully than in maths-

matirtal rimula-ion, resting on an idealised mati ematical aescription of the

object;

,b) the regulating equipment can be joined to the model without conversion de-

vices, introducing additional errors and distortion.

At the same time physical simulation has also substantial deficiencies:

a) during investigation of each new process It is nrecssary to create a new

model!

b) variation of the parameters of the similated objec', usually causes LAbor-

consuming alterations of the =rdel or even its replacement;

0) awdels of complicated objects (boilers, variots power plants) usumlly are

-8-



very expensive.

Determý_ning the place oi physical simulatio one should note that this method,
wit~hout doubt, is leses versatile than the method of mathematical simulation, but in

a number af cases it turns out to be very effective; for exa&le, for the investi-

gation of processes of adjustment anu various non-etationary regimes in power eye-

tams, separate units of chemical and met•a•lurgic prodwctions, in investigation of

autamtion of electric drives, in investigation of pneumhtic regulators, otc.

The theory and practice of physical simulation is sufficiertly well-developee•

in dmomstic and foreign works*.

Duing the investigation of systems of "utomatic ccntrol d,,wing the last few

years methods of mathematicai s~wuletion received wide applicatioat,, based on the

identity of differential equations deacribing the phenomerna i the origin&l and the

model, They permit one to accomplish with th- help of one devi",e the solution of a

",hole group of problems, provide speed and ease cf transition from one problem to

another, the possibility of introduction of variable parameters and various initial

conditions, alm r rompleee rmovl of the influence of its ow, -ars.mters of the

model equipnent on accurLcy of the solution, simplicity of introduction of various

kinds of systematic and random disturbances, possibility of siwulating syetem of

automtir control by elements.

Equally with this with mathematical simulation it is possible cocparatively

simple to change the parameters of separate elements of the investigated systm and

explain the influence of these changes on the performance of the syote* on the

whole.

In many cases it is useful to combine installations of physical and mathematical

simulation in a single system, allowing ate to cmbine the advantage of both methods.

In methematicLl simulati-n the original is the mathmatioal description of the

*See in Russian the works of M. V. Kirpichev and K. A. Iikhlchqv (1], P. P.

Kostenko ([), V. A. Venikkv J],

-9-



process, anid the rathematcal models themselves can be considsred the devices realiz-

ing the given mathematical relationships,, i.e., Computers.

In *ach computer the mathema4 ,ical operations,9 assigned by the initial equations,

are executed on certain so-called machine quantities. Lach quantity., participating

in the initial relationships, can be, thv.s,, placed In nonformity with one or several

of the machine quantities.

Depending upon the method of representation of the initial quantities in the

machine there are distinguished two classes of computers:

1) digital computers,,

2) aialog computers.

In digital computers the instantaneous value of each initial guantity is repre-

sented as several sachine quantities, whose weight, or value, is determined by their

spatial or temporari 1ccation (the position code of the representation of the imt-

tial quantity). In purely digital =wchines the transition from the initial quantity

to its representation is accomplished by quantization of the first one by level.

Elementary mathematical operations,, executed on the representing quantities,, are

limited here to the addition composition anid shift. Since each mathematical operation

requires a certain mnuber of additions of numbers, rervwesented in position codes,

th~en to obtain a result always requires a finite time. By force of this the selection

of the values of initial continuous quantities is executed discretely (with quanti-

zation in tiue).

Anlog computers are characterized by the fact that to each instantaneous value

of the initial quantity is placed in conformity an instantaneous value of a machine

quantity,, often differing in physical nature and scale factor.

Important is the fact that each elementary comuting el int in the machine

executes a strictly defined elementary mathmatical operation on machine quantities.

To this opereation, as rule, there correspond. a certain physical law,, estab-

lishing required mathematical depetdunoes between the physical quantities at the

-10-



input and output of the ccmputing elaent. As such laws it is possible, for example,

to indicate the laws of Chn and Kirchhoff for electric circuits, the **eseion for

the Hall effect, Lorents force and so forth.

The division accepted herein of computers, by the method of representation of

quantities, into analog and digital, in distinction from the general-usage division

(by the nature of saignel circulating in the achine) into continuous and discrete,,

in the opinion of the author, reflects better the most estential laws of the work of

a computer,

Processes in computers of both classes can be described by matheatical relation-

ships (although different), which are analogous to the mathematical relationships of

the initial problem, and in this sense from the most general positions coputers

can be considered means of mthmtical sinulation and one can preserve for electronic

analog compters their former nme-electronic sizmating devices.

In accordance with these determinations in Fig. 1 is depicted the classification

of meao of mthmatical si••lation.

Peculiarities of representation of initial quantities and construction of sepa-

rate co ting elements in analog computers to a significant measure predetermine

their comparatively high speed of work, simplicity of proring and setting-up,

limiting, an the other hand, the dnamdc rg and accuracy of the obtained result.

As compared with digital computers analog devices differ also b7 lees versatility

in the sense that during transition frcs one class of problei to another it is neces-

sary not only to change the relationship between the nmuber of linear and nonlinear

oputing alsnts, but also to suppl it the installation in przincple with new

elemets.

The limitation of aacuracy in met ases is not a obsta•le to use

of these devicos, since system of atatio adjustment and centrol, as a role, are

crude, in the &an*e of Andrcine, dumdmc systan Acee srm s are kn- with

an accurecy not exceeding 10 to 20%.
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SThe impossibility Of solvin WW problem by the same equipment should also nut

cobe coidered a substantil limitation for analog tchnolog, consideri its appli-

cation for the solution of problems of the dynamics of adjustment and control. Those

probln basically reducible to the class of o y differentil oquations, can

be solved with success within the limits of one, sufficiently great quantity of

computing elml ts, installation which remains still comparatively simple and re-

liable.

It is impossible to compare digital computers to analog ones. Both classes of

computers have an independent value and their own sufficiently clearly outlined region

of application.

Future progress of analog technolog,, apparently, will be connected with th*

penetration of digital methods. For exawple, one should point out the developent

of so-called digital models. for which separate computing elements execute mathemti-

cal operations on incremnts of variables, represendted in oe of the digital codes,

S and who" the transfer of results from block to block is carried out just as in

analog co uters. During paralled carrying out of separate arithmetical operations

it is possible to reach a caz'atively high speed of operation and accuracy, avoiding

"the necessity of labor-cmomnsing pwogrsing of the problem. The skeleton diagram

of the joining of two block* of much a device in shown in Fig. 2*.

Still greater prospects are pr•w•sed by the construction of combined analog-

digital devices, in which to increase accurecy of solution the part of the opera-

tional, n'y nunlie~ placed on digital devices or in which the analog installation

solves the problem s8imtLta&nousl with the digital, where to "e analog insta.lation

is entrusted solution of the problem in incremen•t, and to the digital--eeking

the solution, catrspanding to wipertrbed motion. 4er. the ero of the analog part

will be an error of the scod order of msmllne as canped to the er.or of

*. V. Uprose [1]. Analogous principle of construction of mahines f'or into-
potion of differntial equations wa otfered independetly by Prof. L. I. Gatemakhe
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determi utio of the unperturbed motion.

4S

• I t

Fig. 2. Skeleton diagma of electronic model with
digital elemnts. 1-input memory units 2-
arithemtical elmint (adder); 3--output memory
wMits; 4-tranmiasion of signal to other units;
5-arithtmtical eleent, (integrator); 6-control
elmemnt; 7--order to start calculations; 8-
order to trazamit the result.

It is natural that in such combined systems devices cormecting the analog

part with the digital part a*quire great simi ficance.

To the analog computer technique and related disciplines is devoted a great

number of works of dmestic and foreign scientists. Thus, in the book by I. S. Bruk

(1] there is a description of the mechanical integ-Ator created under his leadership

and method of its use is presented.

Regarding the theory of the work and construction of the mechmnical copt ers

light is thro upon the subjects in books of N. I. Pehel'nikov [1), A. A. Birahtsyn

(1], A. ]vaboda (1], S. 0, Dobrog.ratiy rl], S. 0. Dobraurskiy and V. K. Titor [1).

aewtians of the general theory of accuracy of mochaical computers aM dynamic

accuracy of eleatric circuits are discussed in books by N. G. Brvqevich [1) and

X. L. ykhm id (3]. In the book by I. I. Ettermn (1[] thre is considered a number

of methmtioal aspects of ;a* ertica of problem for solution an enalog cmputers,

and also ther are e•• erin eMecs to apraisal of the accuracy of solution

eM there is caqe d a set of tet problim.

eoah oa a eleoal oanted is the subject of books by B. I.

Stanislavukiy (171t Ya. V. Nomes~ltssy and A. N. Lobedwv f 1), a mogrphp byI



V. Ye. Kobrinskiyfl], a textbook by M. G. Bruyevich and B. G. Doutupow [1] and

snnries of lectures by G. M. Zhdano (i, 2]. rn the@* books aro touched also

questions of construction of elect'onic linear and nonlinear compting elemnts.

G. L. Shnmirmn [1) in a work devoted to the developaowt of dtfferentiating and

integrating devices for vibrographst first syttmtically expwqms the analysis of

electric differentiating and integrating circuits and indicates the expediency of

their use for the construction of elactronic ai]'lfiers.

Theory and results of the development of the original electronic integrator with

the use of &-c ampltiers, working with artificial iteration of procsose, and also

an electrointegrator for solution of partial differential equations, carried out on

electric nets, are presented in books by L. I. Gutemakher (1. 2]. Theories a#M

techniques of electronic analog-co•qterv with iteration of processes are developed

also in books by R. Tovic [1]s R. Tamvic and W, Kazplus (1).

Principles of the theory of electric and electronic analog omuters, besides

the monogaph byN. Yo. Kobrinakiy and the meW.toned books by L. L Outwnkhor,

wre developed also in books by F J. Kurrq (1] and F. oR. aRmd [1]. In the

latter the account is conducted with reference to d-c linear electronic integrators,

and a n•n.r of theoretical computations based on results, published in the book by

I. Outemakher (2] mentioned above. In the book by F. R. Rayo is discussed

experise of the French firm SEA.

Qestions of mathematioal inma~tion are met completely coanidered in the book

by W. W. Soroka (1). Here ar the description and principle of work of mcanical,,

electrmechanical, electric amW electronic computing elPlot, devices for solution

of algebraic llnear and nanlinw oequatins, doscription of a mtouaial Integrator

and principles of constrctiom of electrimc Intujtors. Ik the book tbere are

also ezpwad the principles of construction of models on te basis ot malgi

and devices, reproducing partial differential eqoatios ad finito difermeoo. The

back reminds me in maW respects of the work of L, .r, M 2]. Prtciples

S.......,,T. i-i15-. .



S of enA~•ru& n of models an the basis of analogies from pssiwve elmt and the

S application of the theory of simlitude to sallation are presented tn the book by

by G. Korn mid T. Kor [31, A. S. Jackso [1] and the four volume by S. ?iVor [1].

Here are questions regarding the method of solution of problems, principles of con-

struction of separate coiputing elements and description of certain types of elec-

tronic models, produced in the United States of America. The books of C. L. Johnson

[1], G. Smith and R. Wood [i], I. N. Warfield [1], A. E. Rogers and T. W. Connoly

(1), Danloux-Dassils [1] are good guides and trLining aids ,n application of

electronic analog compuers. Among training aide ose mt also menti-n the summry

of lectures by V. S. Tarasov [1), devoted to linear computing elements.

At the sum time there appeared books in which the authors sought to embrace

the whole field of computer technique, both analog and digital. Among these works

first of all one should consider the books by A. A. Fel3dbaum [5) and M. Pelegrin

[1). The enmyclopedinese and extraordinarily wide scope of questions, naturally,

could not allow the authors to allot sufficient place to questions of analog com-

puter technique.

Problem of xthetiwal sinslation wre also considered in a number of books,

devoted to the theory and practice of automtic control: T. M. 5okolov [1], A. A.

Fel'dbasu [1), F. E. Nxcn [l].

Books of the overwhelming injority of foreign authors basically ar devoted to

questions of tetnique of analog cmputers and specifically their application frr

solution at concrote problem.

?ogether with the extensive literatur, on questions of techniques of analog

omaters, produced recently intas scietifle -- d de4si developon s both of

machines as a haole, and also their sepLrate elimeste have not stopped. In the

United States, ran". Wlaand, Yagoslavia, N= g, Belgit and especiall in recent
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year. in Japan many firms, including aviAtion firms, are occupied with the develop-.

ment of these movhines,

OriAYnal conetructione of anaLog cnputters of various type, built in our country

under the leadersahip of L. I. Outemwakher, I. V. Ko'ol'kov, V. A. Trpoedtk , A. A.

Fel'dbaum, V. B. TI shakoT, G. X. Petrov, I,. N. Fitauer, I. M. Vitttsnerg, T. N. Sokolov,

P. P. Gormyev, 0. V. Kirillov, L. V. Yamehanov, V. A. Kotellnikov, G. L. Poltiar,

A. V. Shishkin and 4hers, were successfully used for the solution of problem of

autontic adjustment and control.
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CHAPTER I

MEOD OF MArMTX~ICAL SIMUATIrtI

1. SIMILAtn Bon the WID of MAozode

Jathematical cimilation in recent years is developing into two basic directions:

construction of models by direct analogy on the basis of known systems of analogies

and construction of computers (digital and analog).

In the construction of models of tne first type there are used systemi of analo-

gies between phencmena of a different physical naure, for exanle the analogy be-

tween mechanical and electric phenonwa, between electric and a"oustic phenomea,

between electric and therml1 phaenomA. ThIs allows one to trwnsfer the study of

phenomena in the original to the models of a physical nature different from the

original. Transition frtra one re~icn of phyicati phenomena into another hers purues,

the goal of simplifying cheapenn manfacture of models, making method easier and

increasing the accurocy of msuremnt of the desired quiintitieos. Thus, for zampAIP,

the motion of a mechanical pedulum (Fig. 3) near the position of equilibrium with

viscous friction under the inWl;&ncc of a perturbing influsce F(t) can be described

by differential equation of this foru

ation o• charge in a circuit (Fig. 4) with l ed constants (L, R and C),

to which there is applied an electr tive force (em!) I(t), is decribed analogous2.y
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by the equation:

11"1' 117 . (1.2)
,i/ • ,It *" . V 'I)

whers q is the electric charge.

The identity of differential equations

(1.1), (1.2) ai!owe one with the corres-

"1 ponding selection of constants to conduct

the study of mechanical oscillations on

"a n electric model aid vice versa.

Fig. 3. Physical An example of the application -f ana-

pendulum. logy for investigation of systems of auto-

matic control is an slectrodynamic device*.

At the base of the device is an electro-

-- -- id• analog (Fig. 5), a system of five
Fig. 4. Oý-
cillatory cir- electromagnets and five frames, located
cuit.

in the air gaps of the cores of the elec-

ttuugnets.

The first four frames are placed in radial gaps of the electromagnets; the fifth

frame 4.s disposed in an uniform field, formed 5etween the plane-parrallel poles of

the core of the last electromgnet. In the absence of current in the frames of the

analog the plane of the fifth frame is perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic

flux. Each frame has an outlet fron the center point. In the instrumtmt there is an

indicator of the agle of rotation of the frant (the critical angle i3 + 45*) and

a limiter of carront in the framee, trigered with turning of the mobile part at the

critical angle. In the lower part of the mobile system are affixed loads un a rod

*A device of this type for solution of equations of the second order was offered
by N. F.'XLnraky (1] (see also K. A. Ludeke (11, M2]). V. V. Soldovnikoy (1]
applied it in 1939 for investigation of a system of automatic adjustment of a hydro-
turbine. Resulte of later work with an electrodyrtmic analog are doscribed by
V. A. Kazbanov (1].
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fnr application of the required mnment of inertia.

Mae equation of motion of the mobile

part of the analog can be written thus:

/iA (1.3)
I

2• • where J - the wment of inertia of the

mobile part, , - the angle of rotation

of the mobile part, counted off froL the
a

2initial position, Al .11 t.he sumz of

moments of all forces, acting on the mobile

/ system.

The totality 'uf a.snts of all forces,,

acting an the mobile systia, can be divided

into two gro.ps: mechanical oments and

electromagnetic momnts. Disrarding

the sant of dry friction, mechanical

moments can be reduced to the sum of the

moment, caused by elasticity of the sue-

Fig. 5. Device of an electrody- pension and the moment of friction with
namic analog. 1--dural shaft;
2-frames of electramaets with air:
a radial gap; 3-permalloy cylin-
daer; 4-fixed paut (f the mag- = c?- 1 ) (1.4)
netic circuit; 5--indings of

electrwa•gnets with radial gap;
6--loads, movable on the rod, 7-
frame of electromagnet with plane- where c1 and b - constants.
parallel gap; 8--alectarceget1
winding. Klectromagnetic moments, l•eve•loped

by frames, can be in turn divided into motive and retarding for each type of magnetic

mystom, utilised in the instrunt,

For a magnetic system with rada gap the torque caused by interactim of current

in the frame with a m.gvtic flux in the gap, will be

M"t * - "is I . (1.5 T )
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where T='= vWAi---,(t) M - the total rnuber of flux linkages (D - frwa width,

B m-. m tic flux density in gap,, I - frame length), I -p current intensity in

winding of the loop, k -- proportionality factor, considering dimnsion, w - number

of turns of the loop winding.

In cases, %ben t' is wall

At"" =k/ I'l, (1.6)

During motion of the frame in the radil magnetic field in the winding of the

froae is induced an eme of rotation,, which in the v&aible flux will be determined

by the expressi•n

S- • d I(,) in" (1.7)
aIt

For mall v we obtain:

\ di di/

If the resistance of the circuit of the frame is equal to r + R, then current

in the fzww under the influence of this smt will be

and the retarig moment can be found by the C orwila
,(U W d* [•' () -i (1.9)

For the fifth framo, wring in a plane-parallel field, the torque will be

(t sin (1.10)

for mall angles 0
MT *-'s (tL) lP (t) ?.

The retarding moment, oaused by the interaction of currents from the eaf of

the rotation of the fifth frame And the manetic flux, can be found from the
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r e A .Ati o n s h i p h( ) d * . )1) dsi

for wmll angles 0
[ws 'f; e)d') -M d'I(11..

The general equatiom of motion of the analog for mmll angles of rotation of

the mobile system will have the form:

-- 4 * ,. Ar, d-I)

Depending ui the nature of chge in time of tingitudes 4,P . s(). *I1(t). 1)

and Ip;(t) the analog can reproduce different linear and nonlinear second order

equations.

For an example, let us consider the solution, by an electrodynrmic analog, of

a linear second order differential equation. The circuit diagram of separate

electrodynamic inetruments of the analog fc,- this case is shown in Fig. 6.

B adjusting the analog we establish:

,l%4t) - ,, z,7= , 1), I maix sin wt. I,•(it) - I,),, -= const.

RI- l it -= /, (1). 1v - (I/ , const.

The second frame serves to record and, therefore does not participate in the

formtion of maoents.

For selected values of fluxes and currents the equation of the amaile system

______ _______ ~~-23- ___ _____



I
Will be

-I + +isr (1.12)
? -r• leiq + kw,(1l',ý 1. 1 ýj- k~loj 11,, it),

i!

I.e

Fig. 6. Diga for the solution of
linear differential second order
equation by' an electrod~y~aazic azro,--.i•
1--fram for msasurnt of speed of
the mob:Lle systei,em 2--frame for •'e-
cozding resualts; 3-f-ea f~ar creation
of' dampin emnt; i4-- oop for creation
of perturbin .f'orces; 5--f rime for re-
production of moments; 6-,go-and-]return
circuit; 7-.-device, ensurin constancy
of current.

With sufficiently great R5 and 11 • component (,P.&.- A,• can be die-

S regarded as compaed to the reinn ones and then the motion of the system wl

be descrbed by a nonuniform liea differntal second order equation. Initial

co•Ltione for eage are asige by the initial setting of the angle of rotation

of the mobile system, the initial conditions for speed -- by suppyn a currert

pulse to on of the windings of a frame, moving in the raiical gap.
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The considered electradqmitic instrumnt gives the possibility alw, to solve

nonlinear differential equstions.

Another exmplea of uinlation of system of automtic centrol on the basis

of analogies in investigation of bsnking of a neutral aircraft with the help of a

d-c electric motor. The equation of isolated motion of banking of an aarcsaft, as

is knomw (V. S. Vedrov (1]), has the form

_, P- = M I -( . (1.13)

where -- the angle of banking (Fig. 7), A, - angle of displacledt of ailerons.

If one o.re +- ,---4'ir the spewt of

* ~flight v' constant and consider the do-

flection of the aircraft fron the equili-

bri regime (the regi in which all

Fig. 7. Investigation of
the process of utAbilisa- paramete, eL ch ra izing motion of air-
tim of bankg of an air-
craft, craft, have stad-state values), then the

linear differential equation of motion of banki a wil have the form

J,- (1.14)

where J- the moment of inertia of the aircraft relative to the longitudinal axis,

- the momeit of high-epeed resistance (determine@ the met of air frie-

tion), 0 -) the coefficient, detervirdng the aerrdynamic effectiveness cf the

ailerons.

We wil use now a d-c electric motor for siulating the isolated motion of

bankng of an aircrft (Fig. 8.). The oquation of mtion of• a d-c electric motor in

the absence of load on the shaft anl disreprding losee in iron and reaction of

the azature will be

j -Mae. Af1m -/(.(. U,).

where J - the vmnt of inertia of the motor.



For the cas of a linear mchanical charactaristic of the motor, with constant

Smagnetic fluO disregarding inductance of the arnature circuit, we wilU obtain:

Ma-= ,$/. and .--

The equation of the motor here will be

i. . C.

or

where i is the flux of excitation, I - the angular velocity of rotation

of the motor, i. -M the transmission ratio of the reductor, Tp -- -- the

time constant of acceleration of the electric motor, a -- anglo of rotation of

the potentioeter.

The converted equation of isolated motion of bankig of an aircraft can be

written in the form

Thus, if wm e to select parameters of motor in such a manner that these

equlities mre sustained

I I OM

then the angle of rotation of the cureor of potel.tiater P-1 will depict the angle

of bank. Here the procesee of change of anglr of bank of the aircraft and the angle

of rotation of the axis of the potentimter will proceed in time equally. The Son-

oral diagram of similation i presented in Fig. 8. One of the main advantages of

this erse *f simd•ti•on consists of the fact that the parameters of the model, for

ewmple the t of inertia, can be ued as equivalents of corresponding pars-

meters of the wiginal. Ag the deficiencies shol•cl be mentio•nd, In the first
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place comparativel great error of reproduction of initial eq•ations, since friction,

mnoment of losses, etc., are not considered; the possibility of reproduction by me

analog of o1 •an equation of the second order; the difficulties of ombintion of

several such analogs; the difficulties of investigation of procosses vith non-

sero initial conditions,, espcially for the first and secaid derivative.

A P.2

Fig. 8. General diagram of slailation of
the isolated motion of banklirg of an air-
craft,
KEi: (a) Reducer; (b) Autoemtic pilot; (c)
CORMtrng P-int.

In simalation of a system with many degrees of freedom to achieve the required

accuracy it is necossary to pay special attention to accuracy of manufacture of

equiopmet, or apply special mean to combat the harmful influence of dr7 and high-

speed friction, clearances and inertial maes. The last significantly raises the

cost and complicates the constrction, simultaneosly lwering reliability work.

2. !nthmtical salatiop by &ML% Caiter

Analog comuters, built from separate cozting elstAs, are based on car-ying-

out of elementary mathematical operations such as addition, subtraction, ua'tiplica-

tion, divislon, differentiation ad integration. From models, made on the basis

of direct analogy, they differ by a&bence of a direot jitsical analo betwon the

quwatitie,, ch•a•arising the tutdied phea- s, &M qaLitie,, obained as the

result of carying-ait seporate mathmttial operations. Such an aalo does not

exist betwoon paramters of the studied physical system ad the we of the

installation.
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Let us consider a method of solving linear differential equations with constant

S coefficients by an installation, built frm separate computing elements. Such an

installation should have in its ccmposition ccmputing elemwnts, conditionally desig-

nated by the rectangles in Fig. 9&. For example let us "set up" with the help of

these computing elements the above-conaidered equation of motion of aircraft for

banking,

The equation can be reduced to the form

?,d (1.16)

Here 4,U). B, and B, are given quantities, and ;(y) is the sought dependent

variable.

As follows from equation (1.16), for locating ;r') it is necessary to sub-

ject the am (B d? 8 to double integration, The unknown component

-BI- can be is formed by mans of multiplication of the quantity, receivedat

after the first integration and the coefficient - B1 . This component by feedback

is fed to the a&der (Fig. 9b).

a) Application of analog computers in

autom* z. is extraordinarily varied.

The basiz problems solved by these

means computer technique, can be boiled

b, down to the following:

__J -_ j _J-

----1 1. Analysis of ayna'T cs C" :5yctf:•

of control and adjustment.

elements, and a diagram of Here the given equations of an object
their connection for solu-
tion of the equation of and the system of control are solved in a
motion of an aircraft for
banking. selected time scale on instA.dlations

(Fig. i0) for the purpose of explaini the meaning of the main parameters, ensuring

the required flow of the process. Appication of analog computers gives in this
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case a sharp reduction of the time required to carry out calculations on the first

stages of projection, ".d alec exceptional graphicness of the results obtained.

2. Experimental inveat aii"r, of ýhe behavior of a system with control and

adjustment equipment in lat.-to~ry conditimns.

With such experimental izveosigations equipment of control or adjustment is

supplemented by an analog computer, reproducing in full tiu.- scale for the given

equations the behavio-r of that part of th, systam of control or adjustment, whose

work for one or another reason cannot be reproduced in laboratory concitions.*

Coupling of the analog computer with the control or adjustment ..•,"upment in ist

casea is carried out by a special converter** 'Fir,

3. Solution of problems of synthesis of co.t-o2 and 4 -tmvnt 3yteis.

Problems of this type cime down to select! -n by the given specificationis of thE

structure of the changed part of the system"ot" ti~e requ.-zd form uf functioyal

dependecwes and values of the basic vxrwwer,,. The fi.wl rsu•lt iA found usually

by mamn of multiple test solutlccs vth t.poraisal of the= in accordance with the

accepted criterion of proximity (Fig. 10c) -Prblems. of this trp very often car

be reduced to locating the extrem-is of a certain functional (A. A. Fel'dbaur- "i]).

[..f

alt,
-we

Fix. U. Fundamental diagran of solution of
the inverse problem on an electrmic modes,
K: (a) Automatic Al- ot.

Nsthod of siudlatitn with thc acfition of section, s ai t control ,oop &, of-
fared by V. V. Solodovnikov, author's cer•,ificate !ii. 6"7CY of 'Novebor 10, 1940.

**hr"..tVe plat, orMs, eiectro-hydruli c converters, etc.

S. . . . .. .0 -



4. Solution of problems of determining perturbations or the useful sin,

acting on the systems.

Durin* solution of this tyoe of problem by a given system of differential equa-

tionas, dearibine the dynamic system, by values of initial conditions and the nature

of change of the output coordinate known from experimant is determined the nalue of

the perturbation or the useful signal at the '-,tput. In Fix. ld is browuht a func-

tioawl diagram of the solution of a very simple vroblem of this type, based on the

imposition of additional negative feedback. This method of aUplication of analog

.onputers can be used dur:ng making of instrtmente, automatically recording per-

t.'Lrbations and producing a control signal depeAing upon the nature and quant. ty of

these nerturbntiome. The fimdamental cixcuit of solution of the inverse problem for

the abev-coeirdered case of stabilization of bankinz with a real autctlc pilot

Besides these problems, connected stically with investigation of a system of

contmol and adjustent, analog computers fim application also a& elements and unite

of colicated rsVt-as of LutLtion. H&er they are used for:

s) calculati•n of the value of a certair ccmbined paraxeter of adjustment

(efficiency, power, productI'uity, etc.) (see V. A. ?rapeanikov, P. Ya. Kagan (2]).

b) for working out optimm adjustmenta in the procsa of work of a dyric sys-

tem (D. P. Ekmn I. Lafkovich (11);

c) for working out correcting signals by carrying out Advance a&nalyvie of the

dynamics of-' the ctrol wystce (H. Ziebo.s, H. X. Psynter (1));

d) ft- creatim of optiuma L high soeed of overation cmtrol yutem by ap-

plication of prognoatioators (H. Chestnut, W. Sollecito, P. routmn 1i).

3 . rJMA~fh- of Mitýijtio $IWAltI9

The classification of mthoiis ^n d devices of simLlatiom is, in a knowame-

sure, cavditiocal, siee ofteOn i. one device it is possible to obeerv the auplication

siealm of wyer al different perciples of almli-a.-n.
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Czmbining different principles of mathematicil simulation is sepecially ef-

fectivb wien rimulatinv' vth real regulators, whooe s,.•nsitive eieernts requ.ro for

bringing into action comparatively great power. Applic.tion in these cases of moi-is,

made on the basis of awlogy, for reproduction of the motion of the vutput coordinate

of the object of adjustmcnt, lets mie have an input quantity of the regulator ad

an outpt quantity of the model of the object of the cam physical nature, which

glybs the possibility of directly JoixUng the model of the object with the regulato.-

As example let us consider the model of the system of autcamtic adjustment of

the speed cf a big diesel engine (see I. Ya. YKrichevskiy [£1). This system consists

(f a motor,, with whose sth~ft there is coupled .-i centrifugel speed regulator, acting

on the cAtrol mechanism of the rods ol fuel pumps (Fig. 12). The isimulating instal-

Latioi should give the possibility to adjust and to check new constructions of

speed regulators in order to reduce to a minim= the time of their finishing on the

object.

-• 1 Equations, subject to simuala'.ionj,

can be written in thA form

.Ed. Note. Subscript A = motor. 1

Fig. 12. Skeleton diagrsm of a where 7 is the time of acceleration of
system of aitcattc adjustment
of the dpeed of a diesel engine,. the regulated motor, a ( -) the coeffi-
i--ine; 2--centrifugal regi-
latur; 3--control mechanism of cient of self-levelling, . - the relative
rods of fuel pumps; 4-fuel pumpa

change of the regulated parsmeter, --

the relative s hange of position of the regulating element, - total delay in

trasmiission of the regulating influence to the object, .# -- excess moment.

So that the physical nature of the output coordinate of the f mod.1 coincides

with the physical nature of the input coordinate of the reglator, it is erpedient
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to plAwe the reproduction of .quatie- (1.17) an the model, de oc the basis of

Mlociess and reproduce equatior. (1.18) by rsete coa ting elimmots.

in PF. 13 is brought the futdatnal circut of ome of the possible varints

of such an instWlation. The d--c motor here pV the rcle oft he daAic model of

the object. Indsed, the equation of motit of the motor armture can be written

!A this totf

J-• Me A.- ,= J (1.19)

*here J is the mment of inertia of the moor, w is the angular velocity, MX

the mment, developed by the motor, M. - the mcint of loads, M - the ecess

moment on the armature.

Thus, by form equation (1.19) coincides with the equation of the object (1.17).

For reproductice of equation (1.18) there are nod separate computing elinnts.

With this aim the coordinate of the regulitin, unit , is ctivorted wash the help

of a rotentiamater into votage UO . This voltage is passed through the block of

de.lAy and is suewd at the input of an aplifier with a large •a•pIfio&Uo factor

K7 with components, reproducing the term , £* harecterizing self-levellings

load U, and excess moment U,.

For a very great amplificattio factor of the amplifier K voltageyJ

U3X will be minute. Disregarding it as compared with its separate com-

ponents, we will receive-

U1,( -C ) + f(1o) + us, - U, = o. (1.20)

Separate compments in es•mtion (1.20) can be fowW from expressions

Us- ==- C11,R. f(U,) =f(k,w)

As is known, excess .omnt on the azmture of a motor is pmoportional to the

change of current of armature

AM =00/..
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where c is constant, 40 is the flux of the motor, 1., - the increment of axnmture

current.

,, •(a)

A II~ Im

I1

I P "I• t. .L4-

i0

Fig. 13. Fundamental circuit of simU, tior, of the sys-
tem of automatic adjustment of a speed of diesel engine.

S- d&-c motori TIr- tachogenerator; B-- booster
generator' 1'- centrifugal regulator; 3- de-
lay block; OU- functioal converter; P-I, P-2 -

reducer; Y - amplifier. 2 - load assigner, M - fly-
wheel.
KKY: (a) Not.

Therefore

We wril introduce equations of scale conversions. connecting initial variables

of the problm. with variables of the model:

L/j •. m i•

and, substituting them in (1.19) and (l.•(), we receive equatione of the model, re-

duced to the initial variable:

d? (1.2-2)

and
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Cacpriam of wqr"sicns (1.17) Nd (1.18) with Oqstims (1.22) arm (1,23)

obtained for the model gives the fao1wig relatiomships betwe pramters. en-

sirig identity of the iadicated eqtions:

Nothods of simulation, especially when simuJlating with rel elmsts of the

closed control loop, am also be considered a speolal variety of experinAual methods

of investigation of ystem of aantmati control.

Siwilation should not be oaqupred to ankltic investipion. Similation is

impossible without anlytic invresti•tion, sSine it anticipateo certaLin] knowledge

of the system of differential equations, describing the behavior of tha uiinlated

control loop, and requires gasralisation of a large naber of pauticular salutiow.
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CHAPTER II

LINEAR COIPUTING ELEMENTS

1. q2!ýn 1mnsNcsa- for Solving
Linear miferentf iaiAtioMO

As is known, the theory of autotic control is most fully developed for linear

systems. However for determination of the nature of transients in a linear system

and explanation of the influence of senarste parameters on stability and quality of

processes it is necessary to execute labor-consuming numerical calculations or

graphic constructions. Witt. increase of the order of the equations, describing the

control system, the labor-consmption of the above-indicated calculations continually

increases. Therefore it is expedient after deriving initial differential equations,

describing the behavior of the system, to apply for their solution simulating de-

vices. The latter in this came will be called as mathematical ccmputsra.

Differential equations of motion of systems of automatic control can be set

up on analog computers in varying form:

1. In the form of one equation, written for the investigated coordinate, usuallt

the controlled variable:

+ ,JIm dx 2)"U ....dr -+ a, ,i"•T a. ,,a _ dIr ~ -

dim it dt

dr' 'y db -
dil di

where ", "•''". a,; bO,bl"..., bm are coefficients, X -te controlled variable
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F(t) - the external disturbeace.

2. In the form of a system of first order differential equations of thicr type:

"X4 T(2.)
btt

where bi, a k are coefficients, x , 12#*p Xi ... , xn coordvitee ol the ysytem,i

F i(t) - disturbances acting an the systea.

). In tLe form of a syat, broken do•w into the equation of the cuntrzoed

amber

4- - 4+a Y. (2.3)

y = F it)

and the ecation of the regulator.

With a statiC regulator the equation of the regulatr wM be

d'1a d'- •t o d +o,1-_+ + . . . -+ , , -+ -
Ce -de-, -e

g+ t.-,i-- - + c 1

with an astatic regulator -

do 1 do- .d.' g.O_- -- z_ i _;

where 9 is the controllud variable, P - the controlliot variable, F(tl - dia-

turbance acting on the controlled .b.-."ro a0 m, .'" %; bop b 1 .'". bn; cop C "

c ; see*#" gn; *g•,...* - coefficient., where +. - .he static amli ication fac-

tor of the regulator.

4,. In the form of equations of dynamic units. If. for xM~le, there are swlved

equations of a one-eircuit aytwi of autoatic control, containift me oe~illatory,

two inertial and me integrating unite (Fig. 14), then equations of wotion man be
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"written in the form

dtl1

T~d'x, d(X,

, y-1t) - X5,.

whr" x~, x2 . x3 , x4 . x5 are coordinates of the sYs~ml, YMt tj'e exterymal miii-

puLAted varable, T1 0 T2 9 3P T4 - tims constants of separate units, k., k2 *, k

-amplification factors of separate units.

5. In the form of the initial system of differential equations of the investi-

gated physical object. AS an example we will bring the linearized equations of che

system of stabilization of course of an aircraft (V. S. Vedrov (1]):'

equation of ~'he object

Ad i 4 !A (2.5)

equation of the automiatic pilot

T, .,At ~ (2.6)

di di~ 'ýtx•

where is the angle of the aircrat heading, , -anl)eof side slip, e -rudder

deflection angle, A1 , A2 , AP3 A4, A5, A6  constAnts ofs the aircraft, kl, n, i, TI,

T2 - constants of autoamtic pilot, M,0 F3 - disti~rbing wmant and diaturbing

force, andi f anto of inertiaofthe aircrft.

What5. the forn of notation of the differwetial equations of motion of the

*[t is assmd that the moreinnt of the course is isolated, i.e.., there is not
considered the influence of the wetion of bankingco the course meovento of the
aircraft.
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syslt•m, their rei r&duMtian with the help of 0 ting ele ta can at in principle

oarried out either by increasing the order zf the derivative, or by lowering the

order of the derivative.

Fig. 14. Skeleton diagram ao a one-

circuit system of automtic cmtrol.

In the first case the diagram of set-up of computing elements ic constructed

on the principle of successive differentiation with wisition (taking into account

sign) at the input of the first unit of qv•ntitieo after eh diffrentiaticn. In

Fig. 1• is brought as an exaqple the functional diap'au of the set-vp of the linear

second order differential wquation

d'X dx

During set-up by the method of innreaar4i the order of the derivative equation

(2.7) is solved for coordinate x:

x ., d a, ad 4. (2.8)

Let us asues that to the intograting unit there are passed all adends of the right

side of equation (2.8); then at the outpt of the unit we will obtain quantity x.

Subjecting this quantity to double differentiation &nd .iltiplying the result of

each differertiation with the help of wiltip•oation =ite by the correapcmdin

const.ants amd - we will reciee the n ecsary comsent. for the

first ingotrmtift unit. In this mtbod of settin-ap a problem the basis of the

device is omposed of dlffertmtlati decisicn elmonts.* Durin setup of the

*It is necessary to turn &ttemiUa to imprsticality of smuh method at setting-
up of the problem sinn durdn" series ditferenatiem Interfetmoeu al.Ims ex-
i$n • t! e ip si , oam iiowj.n i rissibly.



problem by lowering the order of the derivative the installation is constructed

on the principle of successive integration with ummation of quantities after each

integration at the 3nput of the integrating unit. An example of set-up of a linear

second order differential equation by lowering the order of the derivative is shown

in Fig. 16. For composition of the functional diagram the equation given for soilu-

tion is solved for the higher derivative, where all components of the right side,

besides independent variables, are introduced to the integrating unit by feedbacks.

Fig. 15. Functional diagram of set-up
of a linear differertial equation of
the second order by increasing the or-
der of the derivative.

Fig. 16. Functional diagram of set-up
of a Linear differential equation of
the second order by lowering the order
of the derivative.

As can be seen from Fig. 16, the basis of the installation in this method of

set-up of a pnvblm is composed of integrating decision elements.

The considered examples show that for solution of linear differential eqLtions

it is necosear. to have the following computing eleme t; adding devices, inte-

grating devices and devices for miltiplication and division by a constant (including
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by a quantity less thn swo). The mmumted aWaitng e1.mnts aoe Oalled linear,

sin•, the oaminction betwoa quantity at their output nd imtp is line .

Lnear cOzting elements a". catrucod an the moot vwaied primgnp . By

their structure they can I,@ divided Iito:

a) CRixFting olamts of Opm type;

b) comuting el-m-t. with paremetric ccmaatian;

o) cOlxtig , 1 .l ts of cloed type (with neptiv, feeback).

2. •"Mr .•2Lzq KLt Of C rID

As an MaOPlo of a cap:ating elimut of OPOU type let us Consider the friction

wheel integrator (Fig. 17).

11e frictional wheol. intego tor consists of a regoving disk g. oonmeated by

friotian with wheel 1. Th. disk an mm* relative to the Wel swivi to m ntm

of carriage 2 along guides. If wce wr: to desigate the radium of the mel by r,

then from the \cnditicn of equality of linear speed of the disk amd wbou at peoit

a, we will receive:

h,., r, (2.9)

'~ (2.10)

I,;

With a cs•t•nt aular velocity -, = - ont w obtain:
I'

dt (2.11)

Thus, the mabe ma a integste' maCanute int*PUsti Wt 044 for

indepenmdnt variable t. bet also foer any variable, for emnnlo a sin eqtim (2.10).
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in this lies the gre&6 merit of the consclurmd Integrating device. Haorver accuracy

of work of such. a mechanicai computing element In many respectm depends on accuracy

of constructio and the amount of load on the output shaft.

Usually to decrease load on the out-

d . put shaft we use additional amplifiers

of mouents (I. S. Bruk [1)) or electro-

mechanical. servo system. (V. A. Bush &Mi

C. H. Coldwell [I]). Main deficiencies

FIg. 17. Friction wheel inte- of mechanical computing devices are their

grator compmrativeLy low speed of work, comber-

,omeness, large labor-consumption of msnu-

facturo (thus, for exmple, grinding of

B'" -guide prim., by which the carriage is

L4-- transferred should be carried out with

Fig. 18. Electric circuit of accuracy up to 1 micron) and consequently,
sumation of three voltages.

high cost. In &ite of these deficiencies,

mechanical computing devices still have not lost the.Ir value.

As another exZiple of a computing element of open type let us consider an

eLtctric ciaiL. 4 ' A4, ed for summtion of three voltages (Fig. 18). Values of

currents flowing bi the circuit a-e determined from the relationships:

! ~z U1 ' - ,,,) ,.

l: :: t o tw, Y11

where YH, Yli' Y12' Y13 are correspond. ng values of conductance.
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QIM * hen

I

or

fit"

(2.13)

Frcm the formula it follow that the result of summation will depend c the

quantity of load ari~ charne of the aumber of copm ents. With a finite R. correct

summation will be guaranteed onlv if the number of components and the quantity of

load are c¢atant. Whmn Rl -- 0, and !H --Y the dependence of the remast of inm-

natim on change of the nimber of components and the quantity of load decreases.

However, here it is impermissibly to skarply decreases the absolute value of the

sim (output quantity).

Pu.sive electric circuits w~y also be

used for construction of differentiating

and ir, -S•gzti '"..s (G. L. Sh--

[1]). Hee as elements of the" circuits

h) F~ are selected ohmic zresistanoesn andi ca-

pacitoru (Fig. 19). Possibility of

Fig. 19. Passive reclizatiom of operitioms of differeatIa-
electric circuits
for cocxtruction: tics azd integration is based cm the pro-
a) of integrating
and b) differentia- perty of & capaoitao tc, accw=wl•a a MA.Lge,
ting devices.

q during applioatien to Its plates of a

'Self-iMductorv preatically do not find applcation a elements of smh a
eirsult, since creatiem of inductae w.th minute obwi resistance proeemis a
p2liM • iiantly nre difficult than creation of capacitance with dmimute
leak.
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difference of potergt 4 A,g e

The current t.,hroth the capacitor hmre,

can serve as a meastue of the derivative of the difference of potentiale arplied to

its plates. On the other hand, the cdifference . potentials oa capacitor plates,

ck -iected in an electric circuit, is a measure of the integral in time c. the c,..r-

rent flowing through the capacitor. These properties of a capcltor in pra,'-ce can-

not be realized in pure form. During construction of an integrator on the basia

of & capacitor accurate integration of the input sJign. can bA roceivod only in

an idealised circuit (F-1. 20), wten the capacitor is fed from an ideal source of

current.*

. . -Approximation to conditions of ob-

,-*- . • •-tairing accurate differentiation can be

obtained in the circuit of Fig. X'0ýb with

2)j s eries coupling of. 6fl capecitor with con-

trol coil of the magnetic amplifier,

Fig. "G. k'-Al ti, prrincip.le 02 o- possessing a very low J-pedance.
tainimg accurate 1) integrmtior
and 2) differentiation. Y --- It is natural that during use of a
magnetic amplifier, VE5 - phased
rectifier. passive electric circuit with ! and C tho
KEY: (a) current source.

result of the executed operation of inteo-

grat.,on or differentiation will be obtaitned with distortion. We will estimate the

micnitude of these distortions and their dependence on parameters of the circr'it.

*Ideal source of curent is such a source of electric energy, which creates
in circuits a given current independently of the resistance or the load.



For this let us consider a more general

case, where the circuit consists of two

- impedances ZI and 5'and load is imp-

Fig. 21. On appraisal of
the magnitude n! dis- dance Zi (Fig. 21). We will find the re-
tortions during differen-
tiation and integration. lationship between output and input volt-

ages for the considered circuit. This relationship in operator form* gives the

transfer function of the circuit:

• ,, ( r,{ (p) .(pj + (2.15)

where Y1(p) Zp) and Y (p) ~-yare operator conductances of circuit,
zlp 3,p + I7

YH(p) ='---• -- operator conductance of load. If conductance of circuit and

load are selected so that in the operational range of frequencies of input signals

it in possible to disregard the quantity

r.U-) + !

as compared with unity"*, then expression (2.15) can be presented in Ute forr

(2.16)
Y!

'aP)

Let us consider a particular case, where the circuit consists of series coupling

of resistance R1 and capacitance C3, shunted by load resistor R. In this case

,.,,)-C 3P. .,,)-- .. r.(P)

On the basis of expression (2.16) we obtain ims- *.f. if in the operat-

ing range of frequencies of input signals

__________ ±~!;~;.ICI.(2.17)
*Here and henceforth are taken the designations: p-_- *,0 is a omplex

variable t... '. representations of quantities euan, 1)(. o

**As is known, to obtain a frequency response for the tanfer function of a
system one must replace in the latter p - Jo.
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r~&~~~gto orIKIA~..0 'WO

,hus, the considered pasive & et, clrul exscut* OpeSti? of in! 'rat tor; .

nattsfy condJition (2',J7' it 4,1 necsa",ry t-- the " I^ txnt u: t cM

a...of the l to.) t f>, ae is W.eu

Let us consider &nother Articlc•dr case, wher,'? the circuit conrs.ists of capa-

citor with capacitauice C and resletince P., a munted by !c •,, in case, if

in the operating range of frequencies cf Input aignsle

then,

Changing to originA~ls, we obtain:-

de.2 -(2.20)

Up~ression (2.20) showe that the considered circuit *eecutes the operation of dif-

ferent•ation. To • v G co ci0 (2.19) it is necessary to select the time con-

stAnt of the circuit 0 - R C and relationship A as smLal as possible.
3

From arymlais of conditions (2.17?)-:2,19) it follows that accuracy of fulfillment

by a passive electric circuit of a given mathematiceJ operetior will be higher the

leos the voltage t4ken from the output of this circuit. We will esttIate error,

introduced by a com@ting elmnt, maie in the form of a passive electric circ'iit.

Error of siuch a computing element lot us arbitrarily choose to call the dif-

ference between instantaneous values of the output quantity in real conditions and

during ideal fulfillmwnt of the given mthem-iAcal operation for the same value of
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nthe basis of pr-seding tha idaffi Vkwj~j i~k trýo CPA t qýAfitlty wi' t-,

&nrd real1 v~u of the output qu~ntity-

If In the operating rsanv, of ?toqueaciEes -.f input sigrwl.

then it is possible approximately to vrite:

Thereforo with *ccur&4y up to elpi

f.. k 3

r oaA.a 'Z.23) iz a Soner4l x*i~*ionfl or ? ~fl*fltkt1toI of abooluteo rror

of a zavu Ie lement.

As ani exsaple let us, ccnusider error, Introduced by eiact a camputix% olea~nt

during work~ in cowltiiUnw of an intogretor.

(p)) - --

For e.,, given in th* fwr of a xtvpfunotE ion, &-a avre initial o~W~time, *Mr.OIn



sý .iolute trrov iur~rng a otep ct-Ax~e o. 'ýha imput tý,gAI Arc~mm W1ý t n a It

o? the tlmo of int:',Krttior, &MN d~) ecr-#Am ~~e ý,f 41-e cosr~tant of tro ir2 £W

load- r~eqtivor.

iUmally &3 t'he citerion of accuracy Is ust*d the quantity ol rclatlvo ,"o~r, tlrm

relsticxi of absco1uto~ arri to maim or the .-Arrent idow1 value of the output

quantity. In the first case for maxIum e.,-rnr x' obtAin-

In tescMce osderimS that 4.,~ we obtain:e~v

Tf the 5cil~t~ &M5 C~sd~i~ tharmo*i- atm ile !wr,; of ful btlain: h

that error do~,~Tes 5w4. exceed a given vaiuts ýor as.lctoI 'values of t tixiý

cmn~tantt- wtd 1*#a4, 'it i* ricsay to lizit. the totl-& (,a-tthin tim o!ý thig integrtt-

T'hLs for aw d~e, wt~en ~ % HC 10 90C e, AM R. t 2R

0.2 sec, With a ajinusoidal variable input vcoltage t~he error in a. gvon

mathei~atical apersti,; is cmvnteetiy expressJi1 in thm fors of the error off



;,>,'iýaiv c. crr ~ 3&i' 1" w i

~'or .i~n ox-ressicin N ~rfaminri' tvi, sc o.ewrst wo f 4'

e A.1

g 1nU&ao 4 1& variphs 4-pout aignal decr~aa,

"Fix. 2.2. !,se of an*1c with increase of thý. frequenc~y of the si~q-
tr~oic aru~Iifier In ccabl- ns&l &Md with lncreass of the tim cast~Ant
rationi w~th &~ passive slic-
tric cincuit. of the t~ircuit To - R C . Lncreass of tize

const~an T as fo~lows frL& a xpressi~ (.lm leads to d~crsase of the xagnitk.ds

of the output sigim~l. T1his zontrsd.1etion is possible to avoid, if in spr'ios W'itt

the conisidered rassive network me were to courvct an olect.roiic aup~lifier (G.L

Sham.1'n T11,) (Tig. 2-2). 1?,e corawcticwn bertwev outpu1t anM Input quantities now W111

If ve were to select Lbe rel~Atimes~p of parameters so that in the operC1m4 rV.ngs

of fre-q.-encier' then wes will recaiv. ftr~lUv

With *.he help of W.1ifier here " succ~ed, with wafficientliy low value of

detoruim.d by r*,,i~.r~nots of accuracy, in obtaininj the nicesvxy quantity of out-~

puzt v%..ItAge and aimltAwvpaua~y !A urloadIg *.he pausive networ-k.

The ccsnuidoriW principle of construction ef a aceputiz~g 61sm"t of ipe tyrps,

baeed M c~binAttio of a aza~trie 97sytm wEth an AW1iifier, &ls" has a nober af

deficiencies,



i. Special selection of parwaeterb of the covputi.ng element ia necessary, wlth
which in the operating range of frequencies this condition is metr

. T'he amplliier should possess a nufficiently high amplification factor (of

the order of 200 or greater), wtnere for removal of error due to variation of the

parameters of the amplifier the amplification factor of the latter should be .&ai-

lizea with a high degree of accuracy.

3. There is possible appearance of "driftt" of zero of the ampiJfier due to

the charge of the capacitor of the passive network at the input by the grid current

of Lhe first cascade during operation of the device as an integrator or differentia-

tor.

4. Permissible tLe of work as an integrator i comparatively visil •ue to

the difficulty of obtaining a large time constant for the passive network.

3. Linear ConMting Elements with Parametri~c Cmpenatý cn

Connection of passive electric circuits with electronic amplifie:s opens also

a number of new possibilities of improving computing elements. One of these pos-

sibilities is compensation of error, introduced by the passive elictrie circuit, with

the help of positiie feedback in the amplifier. The idea of this principle of con-

struction of a computing element follows from analysis of the equation for the pas-

-Iv electric circuit. Indeed, the connection between the output and input quai.VAties

of the circuit (without considering the load) can be presented in the form

(2.26)
Y, ep p

From comparison of equation (2.26) with equation (2.16) it followr that the

term determines error of the circuit. If we could mwiage to add to

the input voltage a component. proportional to the output voltage, then, obviously,

the problea would be solved. Indeed, let the new value of input voltage be

r.1 , e. ,



Then, substitut~ing's in place of e,~ in weprx-usiora (42.2S), vv wiil1 recelve:

If one wereto setý 2 t cIca* to 1 th an we will reogiV.' " -V.y get-

Wi-jA &ZPlifir eceaftt with the

easil r*rUai wt h ~po

LA ~ poaitit* foo.dbe (PISg. 23) we *&Mr out

construa.-tion of a caamput',M
1elent with Paramtric com- prcopwticnal to the output signed. Indee,,

perasatioii of errors.
forthediasaof Fig,, 23 we obwaz an

the baais of ?3)

1P)- (2.27)
( --Yli 4,(P )"P

The u,-~4o at *44Mlier is:

(2.28)

if on@ ware t~o select p.amwt*rs of system T2 and K Yin auch a way that in~ the

opesmtin~g rszige of frequencies ly im Y2 jjt - A, Y2 MwII < Y1V. Jtv)j. t~hht, is is pog-

sibl. with~ aufficient £oimmay to write the equtationa *f this computing simomat in

the form

fe% o (2.30)

Thus, the comeidered computing elemest exeut1 .s teurn mo maersion "s the pro-

6641.4 omeq but witJbgt the linitatim~u pasoed an the paargte~ of the OmvgrtA".

In Wordr to reduce to mere the left purt of the aboq,,instiomed isequalityO it



is neceesp&y to select an &MplificLt'oi' f&ctor of the amplifier equal to

(2.31)

TIn prt~iciuar when Y,(p) zY. (p), KY,

,his principle of constructlon of a computing element is offered by L. T.

Gutenmakher [1]. It is placed in somewhat modified form at the basis of the con-

struction electrointegratore of type aT-12 and FLI-14 (L. T. Gutenmkher, N. V.

Koroi'kov, I. A. Viasonov, L. S. Klabukov) G. K. Kus'micok li]).

In these electrointegratcra thanks to application of multirle automatic itera-

tion of the solution computing elements turned out to be possible to construct from

a-c amplifiers. The fund&mental circuit of such a computing element is shown in

Fig. 24. Along with total externai Positive feedback, here there is provided a&so

negative feodback in the mplitfier to stabiJ Ise the amplification factor.

Fig. 24. Diagram of an e1.en.ronic ampli-
fier with •r~trtc compensatiom 31 error

KEY: (a) k

Compared with the case of applicati~on of a pcsc~ve nietwork •i'th azi amplifier

this method of construction of computing element~e h.,• the ... vantage that it does not

6N 
- -1



require an amliflor wiviu a 1aM amplification factor and special selection of per-

meters of the network. An essential deficiency of the considered mthod of con-

structio of a cmputing lamant is the dependence of its transfer fnction mn the

amplification factor which leads to the necessity of stabiliation of t1. amplifi-

cation factor and to selection for peMrtion of a limited band of frequencies, in

which the paroasters of the amplifier do not occasion a noticeable influence.

Furthermore, the condition of complete compensation pmtically is uivceeptable,

since it -an leed to unstable operation of the c ating eleownt even with &Ught

variation of praustera. Indeed, let t-a computing element work as an integrator
1 1

whon T(p) - M1 TY2 (P) -72 and R1 -R 2 , T3 Cp. Then on the basis of ex-

pression (2.29) we will have

,- (2.32)

Lo satisfy conditions of compensation one mast choose an amplification factor

of the amplifier equal to K - 2. If after setting this value for the amplification

factor valuss of resistances R1 and R2 slightly change, the condition of compeinsatin

will be violated. Iat us aseete that RI - 1.05 R 2 . In this case

(2.33)

The presence of a negative sig in the denominator of expression (2.33) testi-

fies to the unstable rgime of the computing element. With a constant ratio R

change of the amplification factor can lead to these resuite. In connection with

this for obtaining stable operation it in necessary to depart from conditions of

complete compensation (in the considered case take 1ý < 2) and thereby knowingly

allm qualitative and quantitative distortion of the results of the mathematioal

operation, executed by the computing elament.

?his method of mostruotion of oemputing elements ca be oempared with the

method knmm in electric mehinee of pLieastric con atim (eaewading), which
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onsures the required nachJne regime only with its strictly conetant parameters.

The principle of parametric compensation can be used also during construction

of electromechanical integrating devices. As is known, for construction of such

computing elements there can be used followinA relationships for rotation:

- (2.34)
jdl dl •! _ •

where J is the moment of inertia, w - the angular velocity, 4 - the total moment,

S- the angle of rotation.

If one were to use the first relationship, then the angular velocity can serve

as a measure of the integral from total moment M, which is the input quantity. With

use of the second relationship the angle of rotation P wiUl serve as a measure of

the integral in time cf the angular velocity.

When the input quantity is an electric voltage, it is necessary to supplement

the device by a converting link, carrying out the conversions M - kU and w - k 1U.

Technicall. it is quite simple to carry out the conversion M - kU with the help

of an ordinary d-c or a-c motor. The conversion w - klU is usually carried out with

the help of a servo system. Influence of the parameters of the servo system distorts

this conversion and lowers accuracy of the executed mathematical operation. In

this ease U=.-C U. where D(p) is a ploynomial, whose coefficients are deter-

mined by the parameters of the servo system.

For these reasons they prefer to build electroui.anical integrators (A. E.

Kharybin [(]) on the basis of the relationships J 11"- M and M - k- .

Let us consider as an example the fundamental circuit of construction of an

integrator on the basis of a d-c motor (Fig. 2;). Voltage of the input signal moves

through amplifier to clamps of the azauture of a d-c motor with independent excisa-

tion. The equation of motion of the motor without considering the moment of re-

sistance on the shaft and the moment of armature losses will be

d- , Al,, - ,J-41t ,~ R.~



wher J is the total mmuut of Inertia, braugkt to the shaft of the motor; A. = c0l.

- the tArtins mamnt of the motor, Us - armstur voltage of the moter, R,,-ar'm-

ture resistance of the motor.

Pr

Fig. 25. Diagrm of an electrs heanioal
integrator with parametric compamtion
of error.
Kff: (a) Motor; (b) Tachogeneretor,

If the tachogenerator is disconnected, then r. e,,. and then

dn. M(2.35)--it- - a- K

Squation (2.35) indicates that acceleration, developed by the motor, depends

not only en the input uia1, but also on the speed of rotation of the motor shaft.

If to the input signal one adds a component, proportional '. the output signal

(in the given case, angular velocity w ), then, to in the preceding case, it is

possible to cerogsate error, introduced by the anti-eletrcmot iv force. Indeed,

if voltage of the tachochine is added to the input voltag, then

1,. = r.-t. 2h,. (2.*36)

By Joint solution of equation (2.36) and the equation of motion of the motor

(2.35) w will receive:

d- m,~ '~~J -•iti f-(-. +- - -k". --_ Y+ Y et.

If select pareatere of the system K and a s that the expssionm In pIrUm-

thoses tarms into sero, then the coauidered electotmobmnioal device will Ideally

exacute the operation of integration:
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whence

w I dt.(2.37)

The wu.d, vlue of . here can be found from the expression

,, (2.38)

It is obvious that by considerations
I ,N

-3 of stability one murt not approacn condi-

tions of com~plete cmipensatior. too closely,

/ - - and therefore the valve of K Mhould be

['A taken somewhat smaller than that which was

-- _ found from, expression (2.38).

A more accurate electrcmechanical

integrator can be created on the basis of
Fig. 26. Use of an asyn-
chronous two-phase motor the considered principle with the ielp of
for construction of an
electromechanical inte- an asynchronous two-phase motor (Fig. 26).
grator.

In this case the mment of resistance on

the shaft can be made insignifioantly ll, since brushes awe absent, however the

amplifier is complicated '-ore diue to the nonlinear dependence of the eaf of the

rotation on current in the windings.

The equation of motion of the motor can be written in the form

where J is the total mment of inertia brought to the motor shaft; ) - the a"le

of rotation of the motor; f - coefficient of viscous friction against air; 4 -

elsctriaetlc torque on tte rotor, I., Iy - currents in coils of the motor

stater.

The nt of resistance and moment of losses we will disregard. As is known

from the theory of t.-_phase asynohrams motors (I. M. Sadovasly (11), the expression
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for electr••agneti torque am with ,ccurj.. bxrici mt for practice be written in

the form

-- " dt (2.40)

This exapWrc-i is correct, if w disregard electromagnetic transients in coils

of the wutor, attnaMating sigrificantly faster than eleotromehanical transients,

"caused by inertia of the motor rotor.

In exprestion (2.40) there is designated: k - constant for the given fre-

quency of the network, which is a function of the impedances of the windftgs, .,

the synchronous speed of the motor.

On the basis of (2.39) and (2.40), if quantity f in negligIblo, we find:

s~1, • :J(4: 4 Is-,.," -kwISJ,

From exressin (2.41) it follow that acoelemtion of the oto. depends nt

only on current Ix In the control coil, but also on the rpm of the motor. If m

wers to use mthod, metioned above in the emple of a d-c mtor, then, obviounly,

for c•mensation of error of sh a cmuting elmen-t me mnut also introduce

positive feedback, but this feedback should be nonlinear and its coefficient

should depnd on the square of the control exrrent Ix. Techntically ts * is possible

with the help of application of an a--a tachachine and a special nonlinear eleo-

tromic amlifier IR. L. Coagriff (11). For the diagna of Fig. 26 it is possiole to

write additionally the folloviag relationships:

A,,= ,(I: + 4,).

160" a, k, a"e poWpwtiaity fators,, Rome

I, ,, K ' + - (2.42)
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After substituting expression (2.42) in (2.41), wc will receive:

U' ' ' / At

If one were to select amplification factor Kl on the condition that KY

then the equation of the coeputinF element can be given in the form

or

(2.43)
-di - f -- r., d

As in the preceding exumple, to guarantee stability of the system it in neces-

sary to depart somewhat from conditions of ideal compensatio-

4. C2S3tinA Elements of Closed Jype (watr Negative Feedback).

Lately in construction of computing elements more ai .more there are used

principles, plced at the basis of closed aystems of automatic control. Under

certain conditions it turns out that accuracy of operation of such elments doea

not depend on variation of the parameters of the main channel, converting the sig-

nal, but is determined only by the wpitude and stability of parameters of the

feedback circuit and the input circuit.

a to Let us consider the diagram of a very

{-iI- simple linear system of autcmmtic control,71- consisting of three units (Fig. 2'7). Lt

th4 equations of these unts have th- form:
Fig. 27. Skeleton diagram
of a very simple system of -
automatic control.

Z A" vp

where Fj(p) is the transfer funetion of the input unit, F2 (p) - the transfer func-

tion of tht feedback, unit F -(p) the tranafer function of the amplifier.
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From these equations it follows-

I ý A', (P) t'p)

If one were to select. so a large value of the amplification factor of the tzird

unit that for vu~lues of w , at which the syvtem works this inequality Is satisfied,

I KI jw) F, (j,.: - ., 1. (2.45)

then the expression, connecting the output quantity y with the input x can be, with

accuracy sufficient for practice, presemted in the form

- F(P (2.4.6)
Y - t , (P) X

Thus, with a sufficiently great amplification factor of the main unit of the

sy-steu of automtic control the conmection between output and input qTantities is

determined only by paraeters of the feedback circuit and the input circuit.

DepeadIng upon the form if transfer function Fl(p) and F2(P) the systm of

autotic control can execute various mathematica.l conversions of the input quantity.

In gaieral it is possible to consider that a syaotm of autmtic control, having

a very great amplification factor in the open stte, ailm one to solve differential

equation of the form

Fpy ,pX (2.47)

Lot us consider sev ral examples of construction of computing eleemets on the

basis of symtsas of automatic control:

a) Klectrcochanioa~l intecrator. The funamet~al circuit of the integrato.' is

shom in Fig. 28. The input sipgrl is akeod to the sigiul frce tb. tachomchine wit.h

the help of an electric circuit, consieting of resiotaiees R. IoltAe - at point

i sn a signal of um± tzh or error of the servo sytema. ?Ws amplified voltage of

iniiatch is applied to the armature oe a d-c w or aad determines the chsage of

speed of rotation of the arawture in such direction eM %wo to decrews the
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appearing mimtch. Therefore this system with accuracy up to ensures proportion-

ality between the speed of ro,.ation of the d-c motor and the input voitage.

. q

Fig. 28. FPudamental circuit of ,he device
of an electrcmechanica.l integrator.

Indeed,

1, - /*,,

4P I

where f Ip) - Is the output voltage of the amplifier; k,
e. 2 ,, ,. 1 upu otge tek

-- the tranmnission factor of the tachomachine, Ko - amplification factor of the

amplifier. Since t ,, from coditions of physical feasibility of the amplif ier

has a finite value, then for a value of K. vory large In modulo the quantity of

mistch u, will be minute.

If, for exmple, 1 - 100 v, amd F - 50,000 then LO - 2 .

Thum, the integrating point obtains a potential differing little fr<= the potential

of the ground, i.e., &a it is Raid, it is potentially grounded.

Thus, with a very large amplilication factor, it in possible to disregard

,mgnitude f, In expression (2.48) as cc•pred with the reaaining terins, and then

or

(2.49)

To the o aft of the motor through lorirg recucer with a tranmission ratio there is

loined otentimeter 7, by which the angle of rotation of the output sh&aft will be

S-I3



converted into output volt4ge. ConsiderinS that WO - , will rcieve:

h (2. 50)

&ere k is the proportionulity factor.

Consequentiy, the output voltage or the anglu of rotation of the output shaft

can serve as a mnasure of the integral in time of the input voltage.

Let us consider In smswtbat more det"l, how the pearwwers of the system viil

influence accuracy of the executed mthamatical operation. If one were n•.' to diA

regard the quantity of mismatch and not coatider lose in the motor arwturt, friction

and load on its shaft, and also consider the amplification factor of amplifier

Ko = const in the operating rang* of frequtucies, then it is possible for the

motor-amplifier unit to write the relations•hp

- Am.k (2.51)

where T is the time constant of acceleration of the motor, k, - the axplification

factor of the motor.

Substituting value r. from eoqvtion (2."8) in .quation (2.51), we wil. receive-

A k. (2. ý.2

or
^.' (2, !!)

e,•, t,• CP 2(p ). 1 I

I! in the operating range of frequencies

2 (T/,. + I

then

and the isyrtem executee the operatic3 of intep'ati.om without error. b-vor of

-----



operation of such a device will, obviously, depewvi on the *bsolute value of the

axpmaikon ead the stability of accume:y of sb•-up of the ratio

Decrease of the absolute value of expreNsion r can 'be &ttainad hbv

iner-r-so of the total amplification factor ` the servo syttex KO k.? k, selection

of low-inertia elements, for example motors with a low time c r.stant of *.3celer-

ction, and finally, by limitatic-t cf the operatii-A range of frequencies. Acrease

of amplification factor A% of such a system usually preve-ntc lo,- of stability,

causi*i by jýes, ce of such neglected factorn as dry fric'ion, the gap in kinetmtic

cIrcuit, equivalent constant delay, caused the neglected wmij inor'Cneises of tte

system and so forth. By force of this to obtain a giver accumcy it is necesary

Lo derrease the bwWd of frequencies of operation of the systom, i.e., irn essence

to limit circle of problems solved with the rhelp of such elactrcmchanicai computing

el embi's G9

The pasab&aM width of electrmechanical computing olements for the low-ingrtia

majwtic clutcles proposed by P. F. Klubnikin (seeYe. K. Krug and 0. M4inina [1)),

possessing an equivalent time constant of acceleration T - 0.028 sec, does not

exceed 4 to 5 c.

The required dynamic stability and fast attenuation of natural motdions of the

computing element can he attained comparatively simply in a wide range of operating

frequencies witia use as the comput..ng elements of systems of automatic control, ccm-

posed of low-inertia units. Special advantages in this respect are presented by

d-c amplifiers with negative feedback (I. R. Ragazsini, R. H. Randall, F. A. Russell

b) Electronic pýmlifier with negative feedback as a c.nr element. An opera-

tional wmplifier (Fig. 29) can be considered as a servo system, reicting to several

(in the general case, n) input signals.

Role of the controlled member here in played by the same d-c amplifier, the

role of the regulAtor - by a unique mRismtch indicator, a .ultiterminal network,
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composed of inpuzt im.pedances r-_1 *121-"; SI", foodleck regsitor, S2 "L nPut

resistance of the d-c aaplitisr 53. Sizo*e feedback In ths con•idervd atqi *fer is

neogtive, output voltage of thil stite'minl network P, oaw be considered the

error or simAtch of the servo sryem. onsidering the linbarity of elemintev

forntuL the maltiterinyal network of the amiiteh indicator, it is possible to pre-

sent the total voltage of error in the form of sum, in which every addWe in

detcrmined by the valuj of th6 voltage, applied to the giveon inpat pole.

Ineed:

fil -e, p ej 1P f, - f lipe (2.54)

weere, m we kow (K. A. Krug C1]), tr••sfer fuctionsa fU(P), f.2(p), ... , f•(p)

ad f2 (P) eWr-esfed by the couctance nf the corresponding nLiruita hays the ralues:

,, ( ) (2.55)
,,l (2. 56

A Y',(P) + Y,(p)+ Y t, P)Y,, COP

(F) t) F --- .. . (2.57)
%' Y Y(• + (p) +. Y,', ,•

y (2.58)
Z~ Y,(P) -+ Y, (Pý 4 Y, (P)

Y) (2(59)

Yj (,• p) re I, P( + , p

Here

I I I

1
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With a msaficisntly great aaplification factor of the amplifier (in tne opera-i

ting range of frequencies) and limited maximu• value -f outpit voltage of the ampli-o

fier, the voltage of error P, is very low. Here, as in the preceding example, it

turns out that integrating point 2 is as if potentially grounded. If we disregard

irs wcpression (2.54) quantity e- as conpared with the renaining terms, then it is

possible to find the connection between the output and input voiia of the opera-

tiosLei amplifier:
'

or after expression of transfer functions through the conductances of the corre-

sponding circuits:

Fro equation (2.60) it follows that accuracy of mathematical uperations, exe-

cuted by the ccamputing element, does not depend on parameters of the actual amplifier

I-j

1 e~4
Fig. 29. Operational amplifier.

if its amIliication factor is sufficiently great, but depends on accuracy of set-up

and stability of va2ues of the conductances of the input circuits and feedback

circuit.

Let us consider several particular regimei of an operational amplifier.

Let the number of inputsn=I,!j= ,! 2 n I then on the basis oi (2.60)

we will receive:

'l(2,61

-S-
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The operatiwoaia aal*iir easutee here the operation of multiplication by the
contant-- R

Let there byn inputs jt - , T2 .sa -thenin u s T i Rli R2

(2.62)

reail V pi-t'• .

The operational amplifier executes here algebraic smmnticn of n input sigtals

with multiplication of every component by a given constant R- 2
Rli

If R U R 12 . - -n = R V then here is carried out ordinary algebraic ssmtion.

If in the feedback circuit we conneet a capacitance, and on the input -, an

ohmic resistance, then when n - 1 we will receive:

- I - (2.63)

Chagi from representations to ariginals, we wiii have:

8 (2.64)
foods J-= to-,, dt.

Thus, with these resistances an input and in the foedbaek circuit the amplifier

executes operation of iptegration in tine of the input quantity. If the number of

input signals is n and at the input are connected ohlic resistances R., R12, ..0,

Rln, then here is executed the operation of integration of the sun of input signals:

whence a

,"f (2.65)

*Here and henceforth for brevity of speech by term "feedback circut' is deigU-
nated a circuit, connected between integrating point ad the output terminal of
the amplifier. In reality a feedback circuit is the Fotaivty of this circuit and
the circuit ccnecmted to the amplifier input.
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Finally, with connection at the input of capacitors, and in the feedback of

resistance R we will receive when n - 1:
2

or

The operational amplifier here works as a differentiator.

Thus, depending upon the values of conductances of input circuitg and feedback

circuits the operational amplifier can execute various ,mthematical operation9. 'he

expression

(tP)

carries the naw of the transfer function of a computing element for the i-th inputt

and henceforth will be designated by letter K, (p) in distinction from the static

transfer ratio K, equal for an integrator to K - - for a differentiator K = -tk,

R2
for an adder for the i-th input -- Kli - -

In table I are shown tne basic mathematical operations executed by !Ruch an ooera-

tional amplifier.

On the basis of the theory of electric circuit., at the end of the book (in

Appendix I) there is given a more general derivation of eq'ationp of the operational

element and there are brought cases of obtaining combine, linear operationt wvi'l

the help of one operational amplifier, at whose input and fedback.u there are can-

nected networks of various types.

It ih necessary to indicate that the exLmples in Table T of multiplication and

divi.eion by constants and i can also be uxed for realization of operation-

of multiplication and division of two variables, if the liagram is .upplemented with

a Se-vo system. %esides the mthemitic.l operations enumerated in Table I and Ap-

pendix 1, by an operational amplifier with connection of a feedtllck circuit and at

the input connection of nonlinear resistances there may also be carried out functional

pedi I b a oertonl mpiferwihconetin f febalcc-cut n-a
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Cautmamtlca of Table I
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conversion and there may be reproduced static characteristics of tsic type non-

lir.-.arities of systems of automatic control (gap, dry friction, sone of insen~itivity,

limitation ef cocrdir.nats by modulo, etc).*

,1~ We will give a phymical explanation

1'1 A I of the work of an operational anmnlifi.r

) ,as an integrator. For this let u! con-

* __ * sider the equivalent diagram of Fig. 30.

in this diagram the amplifi'r i- reniacec
Fig. 30. Toward ex-
plarnition of the work by an eq, ivalent generator with voltagp
of an operational am-
plifier as an inte- .. and a cavacitor ie connected
grator.

through resistance R to a voltage, equal

to e,w, - el, Let us consider the case when ,., is applied in the form of a

step function. Ry force of t, % fact that the voltage on the plates of the capacitor

cannot change instantaneously (assume , o 0 at moment t - 0), at the Moment of

switching on the input sipawl through the circuit will leak current

R

The voltage of error

It is obvious that with poascge of time, by measure of tne charge of týe capacitor;

current in the circuit will fall, and the volta&ge of error will grow. Tf _ ! tIA*

constant of charge is very great, then prtctically withiri a certain int-rval ,.f

time it is possible to consider the current con-tant. So that through capac'-f'or there

flow, a current of unchanginW strength, I: is neceseary that the vcltage : is

plates grows linear]y in time.

ef Ch. VIII• ad XI7I.
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TndeedI- C de-; i I T conAt, then
dt

d,,. I(2467)---=const amd r, t
dl C

Sime with a large aliciation factor of the ap" ifier voltage in miwnte, then

the Linear bulld-up of voltage on the capacitor signifies linear build-up of voltage

an O : If one wer to consider ths input signal ounstant,, then it will becam

evident that the output mical is a msmare9 of "o integral of the input aignal with

respoot to tit.

Ws will f ind the law of change of own-ent in the equivlent circuit of Fig. 30

with application of an Input signal in the form of a step function. Using Kirchhoff a

law, we will receive:

but

S.-- K , -- Ky (e,. - i.

hence

#,I +kT)=I{ CAR ft (2.68)

From relaticnship (2.68) it follmis that the procese of change of current, flow-

In& throuth the ca&Wlitor of an oertionsl amplifer, vwrking " an integrator, is

equivalemt to the ]n onee of chaige of current in a passive lectric circuit, can-

sisting of a serie& mewcted oapcitor of the sam eacapitamce amd odei resi.-

taace, asa•lified (I + K,) tiie under the conditit that to this cirvuit is con-

nset~d an input signal &W1ified (1 + 1ý) times.

olution of diff'er•ntia1 eqotion (2.68) is

(2.69)
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Ry exarssion (2.69) it ia possible to calc'ulate the mnaxiJm"ipeed of decrea,!

of current, flowing through the capacitor:

Jl , 1(•.70)

If tax s 10 v, R - 1 megohm, T - RC - i sec, KY - 50,000, then

, 0.2 lo 'a/sec 0 2 P' ` 4 , /sec.

Knawing the law of change of current through the capcitor, it in easy Lo find

the law of chane of output vo1tAge.

Indeed,

K K,
aM•

Expression (2.71) can also be obtained formally as the soloution of the differential

equation of the circuit (Fig. 30), written in operator form.

For a passive electric circuit, comsi.•ting of R and ., we hadt:

TMhu, in case of application oIf an opeationall axplifier as -an :no7.•ato.- ".h'

output voltAge 0hAnges a&io by exponentiai law, tut with a time coriRant anrv mteady-

.tate value of the output quantity alified (l + K ) time's. 'his givee .n mincrease

of the interval of time in which output voltage grows linearly in tLie, ar' .>n-

seq'jer.mly. zjcreae of the irs,.rvaJ of time, in w.ich the proeie, of ,ntesra&'ivn of



the ioput sigcml is carried out correctly.

we will find Vawne of input am out-

z Pat imlslao.s of the operational 1 olMt,

detemini• g the posaibility and coiweionce

of its combination with other devices.

/• :-a) Z By defiaition inyut impedn e can be

found as

b) I to% (2.74)
b)'

Tig. 34, fIiave for d*-
termination of a) input OCn the basis of 31a, uaing the earlier
and b) output Impedanoess
of an operaticenal aupli- ralatiomships, we will write • -1 -
fier.

and , -- .

After substituting thes expreasicna in (2.74) we will receive f'inally:

Z, ±(2.75)Z. -- Zi, T+ At Y"

Frm expression (2.75) it fdlim that input iance of the op&reticorml

ampllfier consirts of tw oomponents: one, equal to the resistan=e comected at

the input, and the ot4.er, eqiaal to the resistance of the feedbeck, decreased by

Withi a lA~r¶. asmplification factor the wocon aampoeat is negligible. UA*eed,

let

R, 1 #IOM. Z3-', Th- I u.ow A', : lo',

Z.. -R..-10 4 Ik+2 Okam.

Thuas, i•put iwpedawe of an opratimal amlifter with "euracy sufficient for

practlee ean be considered eq••l to the resistawe omoeted to the input. With

etioa at the In . of a a-pca itwr the inpat impedos, obrioalay will deereaoe

with in•weaee of frsqinsy.
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I or determination of the output impedance of the operatloyal amplifi-r we w1.I

turn to the sq,,lylent diagram in Fig. 31b. fonsirfrPng this diagram. ap a qlad-

ripole, we will write the equation ror currentt in thn polems:

12 ý--': }".ie , ATt" umc

Outpuat impedance of the amplifier according to definition will be:

From the equivaleAt diagram it follos that

After simple conversions for a very large Y we obtain

(2. 77)

It follows fromn this that the output impedance is sm•aller, the larger t.he

- the amplification factor of the amplifier without accounting for the plate load

of the output cascade -- and the less the transmission factor set on the com-

puting element.

During work of the operatioral amplifier as an integrator with increase of

frequency the output impedance slightly decreases, approaching Ae., P,

operation as a differentiator the output impedance slightly increase,.

We will define the order of magnitade of the output impedance of the computing,

element. Let ,, .5 1 o With these conditions

-1 2' -...2 . ohm.

Tnus, output impedance of the operational, amplifier is minute, which ern-urel!

simplicity of interconnection of such amplifiers ana connection, with other ^quiprmnnt,



5. gagge so of Va.ri~ns TM4e *L MM M

The nwrits and d•eficiencies of various types of lIieAr computing glemots

('Iype I - with a passive network at the input of the suplifier, type rI - with

parametric cawensatior. of errc f and type III - with negative feedback) already

were considered above In sufficient detail.

It is of interemt to camps" ihese devicas in the most critical regime - when

carrying out the operaticn of Mtegration. As the criterion for appraisal here is

expedient to select the lswst peamissible frequency of the sinusoidal input signal

and the mdimum permissible tine of inegration of the step input signal. These

quantities determine the possibility of sianlatimn with real control equipeont and

the possibility of use of integrating eleamte si, the composition of con~rol equip-

ment.

These quantities are determined by the totality of propefties of the computing

eleenti. Hawover for comparative aprais• al it is sufficient to determine these

quantities, proceeding from the perwissible qtntity of systematic error and limit&-

tion of the dynamic range of voltages of the deoiees. Calculation of drift of the

amplifier, imperfection of the integrating a•apitor and grid currat is brought in

Chapter InI.

We will give an appraisal of the least permissible frequency of input signals,

proceeding from accuracy of fulfillment of the operation of integration.

On the basis of earlier material tae oquations of the considered integrators

*By the dynamic range of voltages K. here is uder.tood the ratio of the
value of the output s@41= at the birWnary 9f linearity to the iniinm value
of the input ugial distinguished from interfezvnses.



in operator form can be presented in the form:

(2.78)
rams Tp r. •

Tp IAllr

tmil d A:k 1) T," I

where a is the coefficient, taking into account the degree of compen~ation of error,

0 .- I . K.A',• KKill-. amp!ifiCatio, factor o[i amplifiers o- integrator. T, IT, !IT

types without feedback, T - RC - the time constant of the passive network, taken

identical for all three types of devices,

With a sinusoidal input signal for peak -',4lues we have:

(2.79)

K l I 1I7'I[j.. .. 2,e aut '7 CT 2 ( ,, '- eat

K ,!I r I 1tout•' 1| iT _ kl '" i -- -_ __--__ lTj e ""

The second addend in the square brackets of these three expressions determines

the systematic error of the operation of integrmtion. Designating it . we will

receive the expression for the minimum permissible frequency of the processes

sI= -I tf I ( 2. 80
Wmin , r 2 1

I [V•

From nomparison of values of , it follow- that for "+.e sawe T and 3 the

least permissible w will be in an integrator type II1. However with a sinusoidal

input signal, besides error in amplitude, there occurs phase error.

We will find the minimm permiasible values of ,, proceeding from the given

*Signs8 '., in expressions (2.78) are cimitted, since for the given condidera-
tion they do not have essential maning.
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permissible phase error AV. With the help of eprssions (2.79) we find:

I 1 (2.81)

°,,,I =-XI I I) I1G

Since I <-I < (1 4- then fr given 60 and T the least permissible

will be in an integrstor of type III.

Lot us consider the case of ideal integration. Here, aoording to (2.79) w

obtain

11, (2.82)

X 11
r = 1-f•t

'row, =-T.; OR.

termin4g that b"' ,' K, is a finite quantity, w ewill find the minimm
'oI mia

permissible w from expression (2.82):

(2.S3)

r K11

Sioe KI > KII > 1, it follm that an inte tor of type III giwes in this

"so too the least permissible value of w.

Thus, for each type of device there are obtained three onmdititss for determi-

nation of wain Obviously, the determining coition will be the me for which the

frequency is higher. Which of the thre onditions will be the determining one,

depends on the taken values of ., A-?. T. 2. K, KI. K,, ad Kll

In Ta•le II are broubt, for womaple, reslta of calculation for values of

the m ted paeinitels oftnm mat in wdeting oam ,tin4 elents.

Tims, for integrates of types I and II the "atity .. ,. is determined by

the aftnesity of sustaining the givLm phase ,Iraer and for a devie of type III -

by the fiaitetmes of quantity K[. This last is limited in by output voltege V7
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the limits of linearity of the amplifier, and in input signal - by its miniim

value, which it is still possible to distinguish in the output signal from inter-

ference, i.e., the qtantity of permissible error. Tn many cases it iq pofoible to

consider fe., P,, -. 10- to, mt U, I. and, consequently, A, I;)

Durinig integratien of a step input signal output voltages of integrators will

change by these Laws:

t~ L-- Kite,6 | t- r. "• I~j (T I - . '

If( - '-ta

+ A 1 t ax I

Comuurisa ol these forinilas shows that error of integration, expressed by the

secolnd addend in parqwthem.m, will increase most slowly for integrators of the third

type.

Table II

I %Z2.4 I. i 57.3 P•'• ,

II f l)2"4 O,573 O0i'. A1  2
All

4,5 10 1,13 0 I !PJ A
4..5 . 0 1 i.15 i0 A , . lip"

KEY: (a) Ty1. of device; (b) Corditions of determination
of 'Vmn. (T) error; (d) Amplitude error; (e) Phase error;
(f) Fin•t, value of dynaic rnge; (g) Note.

Appmisall of tk~e mxima permissible durmtion of the process of integration can

be conducted Just as in the prcedine g case, proceedinig from the givun systeamtic

error of the pr•ess of integration and the finite value of dynamic range of
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valtape of the lzstrwmnt.

In the first cam. obtaij:

2: • (2.85)
2T to&&I - - 11,, 22T.1 (I +-Kil).

Proceeding from the finite vr~uv of A,. in ideal integrtion w have:

A. (2.)
Ta T. t S, AT.

In Table IIn are the rpwrJlts of oaloulatioa of too$ for the mot frequently

enowtotered v•alaes of puw.a tre.

Table III

( _C_' (ms),-- (e) d"e."

_ _ I ',I I _ --_I_ _ r

"u i 2 +" I MN'c" K2+"
I4OM 100 i, 10 4

I I I :I

UJ "+ Co 2 19

,0 ,OwI cowt

KE'T• (a) Type of device- (b) Conditions of determination
of 4 ,aLX ; (c) error; (d) finite value; (e) rcte.

Data of Table III indicate that for the mst frequently oIcowmtered values

of par*meters ad permissible error of A - 0.1% determining factors for fining the

ein permissible duration of integration are: systematic error for integrators

of types I, II and III (when KIII - 5.104) eW the finlt value of the dyUnIaic

ranre of voltages for devices of type III en KIII= 5,106 Devices of type III as

cmp.red with devices of types I ad II, other conditions being equal, enstre a tim

of in egration many order* grostei.

For further !ucreso. of the poerrseible tim of integrtio of a sawbiUised

oepmtratl aw*Wfior (K 111 5-106), as fallow from these e@latatians, it is rwes-

wary to inrease the dynwiic range of voltages of the intromft. This is poesible

to c&r ost both by decrease of error awd by e ixpeaen of the anear rimep of chanmge
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!
of output voltage. The last was very shrewdly realized In the step integrator

offered by I. V. Korollkov and I. A. Bubnov fl) (gig. 32).* 1he basic Idead of this

integrator consists of the fact that the operational armplifier Integrates Only for

the duration of permissible time .

After r" reaches the value e.... = + 100 v on the divider of rev-riibie

stepping selector /i the cursor moves one lamella (one step) and voltago ÷ is

stored; simaultaneously capacitor C is discharged by contacts or relay . or i and

integration atarts all over. Output voltage e.., Is taken fram auxiliary adder

2, where there is added the voltage frcoa the divider of the stepping . and

voltage frcn the output of the integrator. This ensures a smooth curve the w-hole

range of the output signal. Thus, after n steps on the output of the divi-'er there

will be established voltage ,n.,. which corresponds as it were to an n time In-

crease of the upper limit of linearity of the amplifier, and consequently, of K A

Therefore the mnidums permissible time of integration now will be increased n

times: 4.,1, -fA0T. where n is the number of steps of the divider for voltage of

the same sign. Simultaneously with increase of the dynaic rane of voltages one

can somewhat decrease error due to zero drift of zero due to operation with in-

creas-1 input signals. Thus, application of passive Integrating network- with an

amplifier is expedient startina with a frequency of the input signal of 10 c and

higher. When indispensable to integrate signals of minute frequency it ir n#ceseary

to change to operational amplifiers. The mimlisum permiseiblo frequency here will te

in (I*KIT) times lese a- compared with the case of applicati on of asgive cel14.

The factor deteraining the quantity value of , for all three !ypes of cev•' •s

the phase error. An exceetion are integrators based on -stabilized operational

amplifiers, for which the determining factor be:oease finiteness of the qu" tity

Maxiumu permissible time of integration 'of s eteý i"njit sigr• for *i"i

*See also L. N. Fitaner, L. I. Sheachenko, One Wethod of Integration of electric

voltage, In wtrment-omking, Mo. 8, 1957.



three types of integrato•s (with the exception of integrators with Otabi.lisod

operationa.] amplifiers) is determIned by mothodica' error: Her operational

amplifiers have th greteet ti of' integration. Ror integrators with etabilised

operational, aplifiers, the determini• g factors b4ccA. lead of the integrating

capacitor and finitenes of the dynamic range. The time of integration t.., for

such amplifiers does not exceed 1C00 sec when K - 1000 and Ry - i0 meoplae.

Further expwuaion of the pe;hissible tim of integration can be attained by

application of the circuit of a step integrator with simultaneous increase of

the leak resistance of the integrating capacitor.

Fig. 32. Pfwtia.l1 diage of a stop itegp ot,.
3C -esrartor, X - stepping selector.
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I

C H A P "' R III

FRROfR OF LINEAR • r:N; L':MNm

I. Baic Propositions of Krror Theory

Investigation of error of a computins elemnt puriues the R(Al of giving an

appraisal of the accuracy of fulfillme of a given mathemtical opcration, oV

determuining the akin primary sources of error and their irnflutnce on totai error and,

finally, of establishing ways and methods of decreasing the most mubctantlall. cak-

ponents of error. Knowledge of error, introduced by a separate computing ele*nt,

will allow one to proceed to appraiaal of the error of a complex of such' oemints,

i.e., to appraisal of error of the solution of a differertial equa,.ion.

Analysis of errors of linear and no.linsar active and pa.sive electric ciL>

cults, including cmiutin•g elements, is th, subiect of fairly extens~ve literatur-

(Nf. L. Bykhowskiy [31,M.~ A. S5hrnAydiner (Ij').

Error of a computing selement is wtlAt we usually call the

real an ideal values of outpt magnitude at a given mcwnt of timre tor the vv"

value of input mgn'itude:

lf.. i I I e.11

where ito, •, is the ideal output quantity, corresponding to a given mithfq~atical

opS•rtion, eq., Ptf is the real output mgnittude, obtalned as a result of operation

of the device.

To•t•l error .,' can be divided into two prts: systemtic nd rarviom.



The eymtomtic Part of total error is either u-a~stant, or chwW*e by 4, prior, WMvn

law. T*h- rz&im part, of error is caused by "cicAenWa factor3 ar gp"%d of psammet~aý-

witiMLi allowances for purts comvtitntimg the ccmW~ing olmew~t Rasidas errors oa~n

chbrove arbitrarily ln time, 1.e., bs MrAnOm funa~t~ie rf tine or nct change in tUin.,

A.'. be randmiu parameters, Iep~nd~zjg up= the chamater of procoeues in the com-

puting elemowt, calculation of tntal error can be conducted for two regires: et'Ady-

stat~e and ui..'naiont.

Determination of daynamic error in sign.1ficant ly ximplifivdý,, if mne were t,5 us

o~rwrtica.&l. calculuu' (set for inetcanc, H, 1. iwitoroiti rxD. lie" it A-3 posuiblO

to reduce a dynamic proble, to a static one by tre -. on to a ww-4.allod -vp-sont~a-

tion circuit, i.e., the circuit of a ccizputin~g elamit, composd of operator r~e-

sistanceo and the oaf of in~itia~l conditious,, &seuinng first that the apfirt~f

the compting element is ideetl (its transfer fmnction in ccmsi~ant). Such f~wtiix--

tion Ai~l allo one in the begim.ning not to worry obout quectione of wtabtl.b a

the computing *eiet and wot com-side"7 fiaiteness PAte nl

If the coaputing amplifier idsallr eoecutoo the gj~vvn umathevatica1 operati.-.ýn,

themn the conrection between output and input quantit1.vi viii be deteru-nod by the

reittionshkp (cee CTh~pter 11 pae -61)

a (3.1)

wtiore

riA. ftte. Subscript I-ideal2).

TMe result of the mat~hemt~ioa operation,, executed by the operational &IM~ifitir,

way differ f~ bc te ideal (3.1) die tv arrors in pbysieal realioatiom at the givsim

tmsaafer funtinas 1,.P-1. due to the proosm. at the input. at the smpfier of

an M ie equlve.1ent to IsUtabiit~y of the sero level at the outpat (*0-ca.Lled



OMar drift) "n due tc the presence 'n 4nput vOltA9SA of spuriouF high-frequency com-

pofl'Ont. PFurt4*cirvsoe,,, there car, oe jncý.uraAm 'Not- -p of- input dlata, rci- eA~mpia,

in case of feedin.g tha oei'atir%,A. &7!31Lfl-, frotn potentiometric (or othb:r type)

tr~nsducerm of ths investigrt'4d eqtuimvt.

ýf orua h-ire to' use 0,1a~o and± cTZ ovsid,ýr the. above-mentiorled factorl, Wi-te

the exception of ap¶t:,-ous higlh-frr-ýency ý7npcnent.t5 ofth up vlgsth te

C ifnnct ior Letween ýPtit. anel ýnput qL~m Itti 9 'or o ope rit iorA tr u i f ier can be

prefented in tl~a form

(3.2)

Iwo

A Y~

CE4. ,ue ub sc ri I and P ideal and~ raim. rempfectivelv'*

is the triensfer tfmction fv- the i. th. irO:~ 'ý otpt voltage, -&Au.d

by irAccurats setting of ssrm. :-I the of t. mv2' ! 9-ay Onr funt ~c On

sinlof drift is deter-mA~red amt

71,4s expression indic-tate wt'' ,t Is neressary tcý nrliwx tic o-~ lný.)t orth air~rlifer

the aigm~) of inntability of the zoro level., imav-rfsd at thýe o.,;*nut or ~ comrrut tn



If tho error of the 0I %tioml'Bl Il ior is sall, thn Ii.PIj r differs little

fr. [,tPnI. and in this case in the first order of app!ýtitm

= ',-,ew (3.4)

+

Error of output voltage of tne coputing • lownt can be calculated, if one were

to Plce in -ruat4&h (3.2):

(ee I allE1  
'B

and subtract equation (3.2) from equatin (3.1).

Disregarding pro•ict of Licremtes of variables and their squres as compred

with the increnmts themelves, we A1.1 receive

A I~ii() . so a 0,

Error in the .ranefer functions pj in turn de~peds on finiteness of the

awplifioation factor, the presence of leaks at the input, output load and errors in

'mtsore of ealitse of the input circuit aM the fod4ack circuit. Thorefore

(3.6)

t.•"- (3.7)

I S

Op I

(P 1.-1 t

?ths, otalu errrm of the . blk m o a . of hee l errorb,

1?1 Pp U e]'o&$a- V lde4(3-



caused by inhccurate phy Ical r! Isatlon of -'ho diagmrn block (pm.senee of ieakn,

loak aid a finite aumplification factor), eOo-ýA of input quant-ititee, orror3 In

set-up of parimeters of input impedw-ces and feosdiek renistancet ard, fitiy,

presence of instability of the sero lev6.l *Aie) aid irnceunacy of jit• set-.up

DetermirLion of total absolute error by expression (3.7) i.s -,,ble only when

the value of all primary errors are knowi before~hand. In reality, septe primry

errors, being random variables, can tAke in each new cycle of work of the block

different values within the full range of their change.

If a random variable har a norma distribution of probAbilitijs, then, as U'6

know (see, for instance, B. V. Gnedenko, A. Ya. Khinchin [1i, P. L. Chebyshsv Uli),

the probability that its maxim= deflection ¢Pom the mean value excetdis tUf quantity

S; (where 7 is the root-mean-square devlection) is cninute and constitutes 0.27%.

This Llows one to take as an appraisal of ma•dimum deflection of a random.. variable

from the mean value the quantity 33 If the considered random variable depends lLntar-

ly on a nmber of mutunlly independent priiAry random varibl3s, each of which has

a normal distribution of probabilities, then its maximum deflection from mean value

will, ae before, lie within 31, but now the average and root-meat-square detlection

will. be detemined ts the sum of mean and root-mean-sqare deflections of the pri-

mary random variables.

If it is considered that a;, .1),2. If,. Ife , . are random variables,

then the maximum value of the Mndom coweonent of error can be determined from the

expression

--3 (3.8)

where a,. is the mean value of error of the output voltage, and , is the

total root-mean-equare deflection.

In the considered case the resultant mean and root-mean-square deflectimi c&4
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it Iri

S + Iwa awA Ow

'M-WNSO tof wan alo dett~ t iinpraim, of x.psmto amnpr

ba f*oW "L-4 Prpsne of #4 cr~w Dm di~tributicm (?iU. 33) &W wwi

~TA r. ig., , the amt, af c 40r~t,99 Am' PlaCt4d Woeibl. .,wratjon

MWai their' !wbability dvijit.7 t(iq)

frdO"d, if i'u the field O-e tOler~m's tkO distziati~e, 11w of error is iu

OttfLiUT located cvj-wt thben

ýO J R:- If(91(3.11)

whN ,is hall the rlsd oif tewmqý WSac&W mai u r* algebraic bmdarle. of

the field of tolr~ance.

TOWa absolute error of a aagputinSag lmt bew.. WW~ be

LV0 =se# W + I 4-., I

*bee e~m". ip Lb. 0vtomtio w'

A. tbs ortsr~im of aevreg), of a coqxztipg elawat it is IWOssitble to take

the absolut u'Lu of eTrro, Oiase 40QoumY Of wWW of the device depends not only

OR 0GAIts err~r of its output qvmaitityp but also an the gl~ue of the mxi~

ou~tput qamtity. Obviously,, for equal &bi..lto Vase@ of toWa emrr the "Geamo

is higher for that device,, for whiab the out~at quwj~itY is gr-at-r.



In measuring technology (s•, for

instance, Ye,. G. Shrsakov r1i) there is

often used as the criterion of accuracy the

-- --- quantity of absolute error related to the

inmu value of the inst.numnt scale -

Fig. 33. Curve of normal the relative error. In our case this will
distribution.

be the ratio of absolute error to the iaxl-

irm output quantity

I'M". (3.12)

where e •at is the maxinn value of output voltage of the block.

When the quantity of absolute error is in turn a function of the output quanti-

ty, i.e., has different meanings at every point of the instrument scale, one should

use the particular practical and integral practical criteria offered in theories

of accuracy of mechani•ms (N. G. Bruyvvich (1]). The particular practical criterion

determines accuracy of a device at a given point of the operating range:

0.(3.13)

tlokg. max

and the integral practical criterion allowe one to estimate accuracy of operation of

a device at a definite interval of chue of the output quantity

"*& t (3 . 14)
f

relc ait

It is easy to prove that both thee* criteria change into the generally-accepted

criterion of accuracy (3.12), uehen %.,., does not depend on the value of the out-

put quantity in the operating rag. For a linear computing elusent as the criterion

of accuracy w usvaly take the expression

#"XK. mas%

One should give independent amusing to the absolute magnitude of the criterion
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of "*%oy. By it. nAtur. this Oriteron0 glv only an appismal oat inziam pos-

sible, error of .eltm, and therefore allwm w to OeCa'e uVr~ia omputing elemuts

by their aocumav,, and also to explain the meet suital nmelods of decreasing error.

It is obvioue, that that omp.ating aelmet for whiob the mpgitade af the expressiou,

takm as th- Ateriuon 0 accur tkesthe leat value, is the best me.

2. ftlea~ brors of A C9.q iaa &Sgo~

Lot us consider these primry errors, which determie the seytmAtic part of

error of a o ting elemimt. As am them above, this part of total error is

aused by imaccrate physical realization of the givm transfer funtion, basically

due to finiteness of the amplifioatiem factor, premoas of spurious leaks and capaci-

tive couplings in the circuit of the owpwting elemat, and also owing to internal

resiatance of the last cascade and the load an its output. The systemtic part of

error of output voltage will be determined frem the relatimship (3.7):

•..,.., = -. • 1714, (PAP -- 1, (?)IIW I1 (0-,) ..

DeraItion of th1 MMe"ei for the trsMfer twtem of d (P#)1 . vs will

doefiitis eWoressimo of the transfer function of lit,(P)I. received in 6octiom 1

taking into account the ab-v.-m tLid d! stortin factors. For this lot is omeuider

the equivalent functiomal circuit of an operatimoal amplifier, soun in FIg. 34.

Uising the method of finding the transfer funitimi shiorn in Mapter I, w will re-

ceive for the considered case: the equation for the voltage of error

> - i4P) '+ f : (P)f- +

(3.15)

+ f(P) + /I,(P), ... ,

diagram of an operm-
tional amplifier.
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I
here transfer functions f)l(p),..., f).n(p) and f 2 (p) have the values:

.( . . .. . (3.16)

I4 ?'(P)

Y ,(') (

faux. ,. Y, i (p ) +

the equation of the amplifier tking into account internal resistance of the last

cascade and of the load

[ ,fp). J -(3.17)

• ., -- K; (Pv•4 r •)-- T- Pi ) "

Comparison of expressions (3.14) an (3.17) with analogous expressions, found

earlier, shows that taing into account intsiIrl resistance and load in the last

cascade leads to a certain decrease of the total amplification factor. Designating

for simplification

Y,(p), (P)
yo~~~ ((rIJ -

we receive
a

- ua I

calculated indier the condition that in the output cascade T a--0 O K is the ampli-Y
fication factor of the amplifier without fehck, calculated taking into account

the dynamic amplification factor of the output cascade, but under the condition

that there is no external load, i.e., (Y."W.-1O. Ya is conductance of the plate

I
load of the tube of the output casoadel Yo ~ is the internal codx~uctance Of
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th. tube of the output oassade.

Renm.

% PIFu Y1 (__) (3.19)

,Y14 (P) + Ys (P) + Y Yo(p) K;ý (P)

b7ror of t.e physioul realization of the transfer tfnwtice can be fcwW by expression

(3.19) in the form

A? ()= y, P Y.,(P) - .1y, (P) Y', (P) 0.0

r,, (p) Y3 (p) ys (P) Y ( P)

I i I(.,(p

The syutintio part of the absolute error' of output voltag, will be here

a a (3.21)

*UICUC? dy3(P)- Y2(P) '* Fl-p
mo Ia()K, e

Relative syutemitic error will be

SOW. 1
, ... I u ((..2)

*@us. ws~

.1,'A(P) Y 3J(P) f ~ nP at I -', *V~jP

~(P) t IP fowl. out (PeA;f(P Jdi Sd/ q

Let us consider each component of error.

fRMe of M&uctq. of Mhe twat cimoui. This error, as expesion, (3.22)

shows, other conditions oei'eng eqeal is greater., the greater the nobw of .qmpeus It

AW the greater the troammsien~ ratio Y" set an the eaqut4.r elamt. * Eyo

Of UPA eluotaae (syst mat ic) uwmlly takes pl* a.. inni opmetim. of a emb-

PRin6 el"Met a0 a diffeOrIatat~or TAM to tbe ISOUt is eCIMeted & eePmeitw

pse..eealg a finite look reel staiwe 3ý. Nme1mtiing a ýI i-1amee of the, leak of



I
this capacitor by AY(p), we w1,l receive:

a •Y( Y1(p) f A V (p I V'(p; A• (p), (3.23)

AY(p) r., A

We will eetimate the vxifu possible value of this component or error, Lot

(for styroflex capacitors). Then

0s2 10 -- 2 10 O" 0.02%.

Errorf oexdutane in the feedo•k circui,te. This error is cauzsed mainly by

the preverce of loak in the t.;pacitor, conneteJt during work of the ccmputing element

as an integrator or integrator-ader. Here , . 1,- and

Chwgine, to originals and aermsing that e,, chwn~es in ruch a •maer that

.%,•0 when t < 0 and .,= iwhen t )0, ws wil receive

" I

whence for sero initial otwzditio# we will avrs

Thus, error due to leak of the ocpacitor duriM work of the block as an into-

gwto.4derwill grow propartiemU~y C.) the wtar. of ata tiis..

We will estimate the *y' Lude of this cc* Eent of errco.
Let C - I microfared, A, = r - 1, R1 " 1 megcm. Then in the

wmxiua time of eolutice

St Z



alub cc, am10O or I.

Ibrw duje to finitumns. of the .1im~i fctO? of the alifier. This

O~ 0%Of 617? OR the M48i of WPM ion.si (3.22) is detendmWe by the re~a1ionship

44 1 1 1(3.25)
IGSa"In {w [V Y(P) r Y3 PY-VaP Y ,(,);()-'X

F~RMV film with a fin-Its w~u. of the raa~simitwr, tbwe. is also teaki into

aowunt the influenc, of lead ý (p) an leak of thbo p1. of the inpat casnes& of

the amlifier Y3 (P) - iM* uasMlly qmatity an is alumy ieee th" eft the

influenee of load ean be asesw~dl for auring anijnlys of wzra, mused by finita."

of the &v lf iont faetar, by meo of a .orw z %pmgiz dosieme of he awlf 4 Jot ion

(P) ye (P)

Hwe Y()±.p+v.,L.. Si... 'em&y %0 - 10~' sih(ot ,.. 104' Rh,

-a ft~ 104m and T 2m -6 a,., tbw the quantty Y2 is " '"At two ad"r '**a

then YTw Ya Ow 'Y~.ý. LDr13 Operstim of a o~tagxI 61 at in Othe rvgimn

Wei emeslusion reminsa oseret, sad tbaezefe with suffioeut accuz,.y it is pos-

&iLU* to emsider

"i.ltl lutreime the emept oat the ro"lts"~ifai autao an



antoer takicg int ouamt load A,•, 7-A:; Since

K; r.K,

e-t Ye

whoen No, 10 10 .No. Ad- .Y, 10" '40

K,
*KP# 0,67 A',

SThus, the resultant amplification factor when (R.)1• 10 kiloh•s is lowered

III as compared with the 0roe, when ( -.

We will now estimate the error, appearing due to finiteness of the value of

the amplification factor for the heaviest case, when the operating amplifier works

as an integrotor-4idder, and input voltages change instantly by a cc'stant quantity.

On the bsiso (3.25) wben Ytj Y2 " CP and T3 0 we wil reive

or, Chan" to ,riginalso

w-ence, for s&ro initial aorLitions we will find

I N• I N" I #,,,b., ,,, = •i,7 -*i]..., k '. .. , -. ( 3,26.. ete)

Thus, durin work of a compting elowet as an iutegrator-4lder, the relative

*a aasfsed b finiteness of the amplfiotion M.*or-, wi be greater, the lose

*rn this equation there ic not considered the delta-function found in a strict
resolutimo of the initial equation.



the a•mpJiicatimn factor of the awL'f ir am the greater the value of the sum of

trnmission ratio* for separte componets. krw is direatly pnqmtia4nl to t?

mare of the tim of integratio. If absolut eor of suoh a o ating pl.tJnt Is

re.lated not to the mia yd value of output voltage, but to the ideal wvlue at ,he

givM mmet,

as thic is done in literature (M. A. ShnrAda nij, G. Komn ad WT. Komn (Ii), th~

e r.snsio (3.26) will be uimollfoed:

(3.27)

Free this .xpreuaion, in pwrtiaular, me an deteroinc the required valu, of

the aplification factor so that error does not cooeed a givan value:

(3, a)
K, -> 0,67 Ae: . •, .c

wthen - I(,(D sec, 0 ,,0.01. a -5. R, =Ru =- R t,=R1 - RtzO.Y, v:uw. C- 1 is:

we will receive

Thus, to execute the operation of integprtioa of five co•mets during the

period of 100 sec with acouracy of Ag it is neoeswy to have aa amplifioation

factor of the ampl1fier of the order of 75,000.

14.1* Slwa ofth aLjioat$. fact' -of th. o~rretiggg magLIfer at soro

m As '•- ÷-- from the above, inarease of the &=lf3leatio faster at soero

f roquaM o oAses docroae of eo of oan7rvi out a givn astimo *peration.

Thf: iso so. oally imortant durif teo operation of tIat tiIm. rin ection

with this, the vid.-opread opiaion that the higber the amplifioatio factor of the

amlifter a" sero frequeny, the higher the performamse of the OCI~ing ft111t.~t



Hvowvr if aw wr* to consider rval properties of the integrating capacitor, then

it is posuibls to *arri- at the conclusion that there exists completely definite

value of th . f!Actor of the amplifier fturther increase or %+ich no

longer hat. ;'u'cticu'1 xvwdr4.

If on %m- to us. the slAtlc i .p (3.18) and substitute in it T.r-,Ijinarl:y

(taking Into accolomt 16k in the intogrutiLg point and leak of the dielectric of

the in!tegrating capaci•ro)

Y"1 • R. Y• . ... . V --U. A (j-

t

that by simple tmaeformations w '41 r ,

RP+ v --- k. j . . . . .. ... . .

We will introduce the nerZ of the offectiwv awgifioatior. factor of tee

computing *1 met in szý Lft.4iVttor reg~w-~

A'.

Then after diviaion of the A M donm~i~toe of tha right side of the expris-

-R Rsion for rts, by I A, P ws finally W1f1 rec.l

Mhu., the s•tntmrv *f tbo fIorwal of a iute*"ting operatio. amplifier is

kopt during onsioeretiom of imperfection of the intgrpating capacitor and lleaks at

the amplifier input. CkAi.4 the maut of the effective W.lififiotia factor changes.

It is obviss that to lar error oe must .. " t- tca*. -v

710 Uinit Value of ie SttUin*A VtMW K.

ZL



We will determin, that value of the amplfioa*4.on factor K,, - K* of the *ap2li-
7

fier, with which tK,),:O will differ from the limit value by not more than 5;.

Frcs the formula for • it directly follam tha

V v (3.29)

Thus, the mdximm va - , of the alifi!-at..cn factor of the amplifier, taking

into acoount imperfection of the integratirn' capacitor at sero frequency, must not
R•

be taken higher than 20 ',

3. Rando Cgpoents of Error of a Computing Kieent

The i!oin coumoents of the rant;cm pe of error of a ccputint el"ement are in-

stability and inaccurate setting of the sero leel of the "tpur voltage, presence

of harnmucs in the output voltage and inaccuracy of setting of rebtista4wmee

aw Z2 •

Instability of the seo-o level Is *at

we usually call variable voltage. ippearing

i at. th* out••t of + * operational &mplifier

vit? closed at a en point In, ' imped
Fixi, -3r. Cft -the T~lotion
of sero dr.ft of the oper- W"ces (Fig. "§J. Appr e of voL'Fig

at the output of the operational aapis e.r

in uhe absence oL voltage *t input can Iave the following causea:

1) Instability of poer rippli-s of the awplifter;

2) chang of smittirA pro~r~ie8 of cathodes of *lectrwi tuoes;

3) pesence of grid cur 'nts;

4) wvriatici of paramoters of elasonts of the ampdfIer circuit.

UseaLly this false output voltage is lead to the input of the aqiliter. ') the

basis f(3.

I+ V f?; 13.30)
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For feeding operat~imae d-4 arnplifitrs we umsuilly apply jýtxitixed a.Tectrordlc

rectifieri with an aaccurcy of iiainmweeac of ý-onetancj -* rolt*.gs of 0.1 %()

Changpa of the wmission *urm-t a. tl ý,ýtrcn ttubos I.Vk~ p1lcoi 'axtb w Atn h¾,

frequencov wid also v~ry slowly, AN. Ar ptso* 1) ance is cauxz both by the attualJ

M~t 're Of ttM-MV !Mo~oeiis~ti trdy ~eiIt Onsf ffilxnnt VC,1W.8,

For operatimmii mplfienv) vilaw cýwigss of the &m."oIon curren't have tie gr*atest

imiportance. They lead to ax, se'ialert C-zAng ctt grid Mae cit the elactran tubes.

Thus, for exwpie, for tube 6,#9uy:-ý~ h.nao b~ ih&c~g fI-lmn

v;D1tae by 4- 1.0% is 21.0 rmilivolti ;V. T. 3ushkovich (I').

As we kmawr (see,, for inrttw~ca, Vl F. Vlazcvo f!"', eyven wiwl nagative -folt&Ag on

tIe grid of 4un elect~ron t.!bm ini the grid c-icudt the- can lo*,k both poeitive on

negative grid curi .-ft. Let us consider in &izwlified fo.r~r "by the diagraim of Fig, 35,

the influence off grid Current on the outi~t woltage of' t"e operticnm1 w&npl oierý,

One part of the grid current flaws the 2iiput inmpedmvncos, anid tJhe other -- in the

feedback reeistance. Thesrefore

+

Wher-e i. =in + i,2 +~ +- i.. is the total current, branching in t-he input. Impedaznces.

IT the conductance of the input circuits T11, T12p Tl3paoop YinP then

YOK +n~ +Y1 2 -* + v~i and currenut j, will be equal to

(3.31)

Current 12 onts can determine froum the relatior-ship

Considering that Ae, .- Ae,. we deturmine from equations (3.31) and

(13231 the quant-Ity of the grid current:

jx==jr~Y.4 Y2(I 4 A'~I

or. iI
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(.3.33)

The pre•enco of grid current causes the appearance of equivalent voltage on the in-

put of the amp1iffer. With a large Ky, t wen • 0-I + K,)> I. it is po•sible to

coeil1s• that

-. ~~ . '3.14,

T%,US, vwith a large Wl1fication factor grid current causes less change of the

.uivalemt grid biat., the lees the r"eietance of the feedback circuit a"d greater

th, W.1ificatlon factor.

The absolute and relative value of error of the output voltage, caused by the

prom of grid current, vs wJll deterine frcm expression (3,34) in the form

*NOW X- A 7 and Mal

Let Tg = 0.1 micr1e4ipero, T2  100 v-

4, - 2.10- v, or 2 §dcrovolt. Then

IVQ,,,,.= - 1 V , 41 ,. -4M

By itself voltage , is minute, Howsmvr its harmful influence can noticeably

develop during work of the operaticmal amplifier as 4n integrator.

Indeed, if in equation (3.34) we substitute T2(p) - Op and assame that grid cur-

rent is conotant, then we will receive

Changing to originals, we will have

d(J•i.) I,

(t A',t
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With congtant grid current and absence of voltage on the input the voltage at

the output will linearly increase in time:

The relative error of output voltage, caused by the grid current, will be

(3.35)
I,

- • , .1 alt

when 1g -O.1 l•06 a, C i1 10-6 f, for the solution time t. 100 sec and

1 100 v, we Vil receive

These results show the necessity of maximum decrease of the quantity of grid

current. This can be attained, for exmple, by selection of a corresponding magni-

tude of grid bias, introduction An the grid circuit of a corresponding compensating

voltage, or application of first amplifier stages of tubes, working in an electro-

metric regime (L, 1. Bayda and A. A. Smenkovich [l.).

The action of grid current, instability of tube emission and oscillation of

power supplies can be considered the action of equivalent voltages of interferences,

coupled in the IAd circuit by the corresponding cascades. In the presence of nega-

tive feedback the effect of these disturbances on the output voltage will differ

depending on the pl&ce of applicatin of the disturbance (A. A. Riskin ni]). For

proof of this proposition let us consider, as an example, an operational amplifier,

consisting of three cascades (Fig. 36), Following the above method of determination

of the transfer fanction of the operaticnal amplifier, we will write the equation

of the mi•datch indicator

# Y ,• es. e, (3.36)

and the equation of the channol of amplifioation of the error

KjKjKA3,r A',K 2A31e + K2K 3 .e2 K- (3.37)



After m1batituting e from equation (3-36) in equation (3.37) we Wi receive

,Y, (3.38)
¢.u• • Y, K, y, S P '

+ kK I Y4 K.

With & very large resultant aplimfi -in factor, when iKKJ y, ÷ r,
Y, + Yi

w will receiri

e OI Ae + (3 .39)

The second addend in this expresiOn

represents the error in output volt•ase
K,> caused by the oaf of the disturbance in

the grid circuits of separate cascaLdes.

From this expreusdh. it follows that the
Fig. 36. Three-cascade operational
amplifier, effect of application of disturbance is

leos the further from input the disturbance is applied. In ecm~ction with this

with a large total amplification factor the voltage of the plate supply of the last

cascade my be in general not stabilized. At the sane time the greateA influence

is caused by disturbances applied in the first cascade, and therefore one should

take all possible steps to eliminate causes of appearance of the emf of interferences

in the first cascades.

Variations of parameters of elements of the amplifier circuit usually proceed

very slowly even in the case, where the circuit is assembled from resistors, and

therefore they can be considered during tuning of sero every time before berLrnir•rg

the operation setting-up.

In electronic models setting of &ero is conducted with the help of a milli-

voltmwter, connectel at the output, and maximm absolute error does not exceed
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+1 my which, when ,e..,, 100 v, constitutes 0.(A1%. This error is more

substant 4sl during work of the operational amplifier as an integrator. Thus, for exam-

ple, with a transmission factor 1 = 1 durirng the timt t = 100 sec error will be
RC

S•,GOM = 0. 1%.'•

SError in setting the transmission ratios of the operational element is deter-

mined depending upon the construction of the installation or by the maximum deflec-

tions in values of resistance, or error in the giver, method of checking transmission

ratios. During operation as an integrator the accuracy of setting of traniuission

ratios depends also on the allowance for the capacitance of the capacitor.

This analysis of primary systematic and random errors of a computing e. ement

al-oIs us to formlate a number of conclusions, fram which directly ensue design

requirements for the amplifier.

1. Greatest error is caused by the finite value of the amplification factor

and instability of the szre level in the adder and, especially, the adder.-integrator

regimes.

2. In order to have small error due to finiteness the amplification factor,

one must select an amplification factor for the amplifier as large as possible (at

least 50-75 thousand) and limit the transmission ratios, set on the ccmputing

element.

3. It is necessary to turn special attention to decrease of leak between the

input. (grid) and output terminals of the computing element. Resistance of the Insula-

tion should be as great as possible. Here it is very expedient to separate input

(to the integrating point) and output circuits by a qr-rzd shield. This can reduce

leaks which exist in the circuit of the operational amplifier and witich shunt the

capacitor during work as an integrator, to leaks between the integrating point

and the ground and the output and ground.

4. During selection of capacitors for the feedback circuit or input of the

a-plifier, one should use capacitors, possessing the largest leak resistance and
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least dielectric after-effect. At present the meet suitable for this puose are

polystyrene or utyroflex capacitors. The rated capacitance of the capacitor can be

susmtined at present with error, not exceeding 0.1%.

5. Use am accurate mwthods of settiig ,If trnMuission ratios a" possible (for

exwmple bridge methods).

6. For stabilization of the zero level it is necessary to provide sausres of

compensation of drift in the first cascade and to feed the insalation from stabi:

lised paor supplies. To decrease the quantity of grid currents it is desirable

that the tube of the first cascade have a low A (that the distance from grid to

cathode is as great as possible), low plate curter,, low voltage between the plate

and cathode, lowered value of filaaent voltage and a negative bias at ieast 1.4 v.
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CHAPTER IV

DIAGRAMS CP D-C OPERATICNAL AMPLIFTERS

1. Asic ReQuirmente Presented to Qpertional Agmifier.

Selection of he diagram of the d-c amplifier in many respects is determined

by those ruirements which are presented to it as to the computer. These require-

ments basically can be reduced to the following.

The amplifier shmld be built by an aqmstric diagram with me coenng pole.

Tht' siuolifies setting-up the problm, since it allows one to ownnect the opera-

tional amplifiere in the installation, switching only nee pole (lead).

The sigal at the output of the operational amplifier should :%epeat the input

signal in such a manner that with a sere input aignal there is a sero output signal

and with a change of sip of the input signa the sign at the output would change

accordingly. In the aumtric diagram of the amplifier this requires in the output

cascade an additional source of constant voltage. The operational amplifier should

consists of an odd mmbor of cascades, changi sign, since with this it ensures

the additional operation of niltipication of the input sioal by - 1 and simplicity

or realisation of r gative feedback.

The total amplification factor of the ampliier is "eleted depending upon the

required accuracy of work. For applicativa in #eoeral purpose simlating instal-

lations it should not be lower than 70,000. This value of the ampl]'.qatlon factor

of amplifier ensures almost complete iadepodenme of work of the camputing ele.t
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from variation of parameters of the amplifier and low value of the output resistance

which facilitates connection of ccuputing elements among themselves and with oth, r

equipment, and also, as analysis shows, sUal error (less than 1%) of work as an

addor-integrator durtg sumation of up to five components with a transmission

factor K - 2 for each component.

In the diagraL of the amplifier there should also be provided measures of de-

creasing sero drift. Zero drift constitutes th" basic error of a computing element

made of d-c amplifiers ard~therexore.during development of ths amplifier, especially

its first cascade, thee-e houlA be ,rmsiaered the requirement of obtaining minim=

drift. For operational amplifiers of electronic models of general application the

voltage of drift at. the output must not sx6ed a magnitude of 1 - 2 millivolt for

10 minutes with ýa transmission factor of the ccwmx .ng element equal to unity, and

during work as an integral.or with a transmission factor cf unity - must not exceed

i magnitude of 100 ittllimolts for 100 sec.

Along with a high amplification factor the operational amplifier should possess

a sufficiently wide passband. Thus, for example, for A gener~al-purpose simulating

installations it is desirable that, in the presence of negative feedback, a trans-

mission factor of one and output voltage 100 v, the amplifier has a gain-frequency

response with a slump of 3 db, starting from a frequency of 8 - £0 ke. The wider

the passba~ad of the amplifier, the greater posAibilitie3 the operational amplifier

will possess. In particular, on d-c amplifiers with a wide pasaband there can be

built aimulating instaliatiiAne, working both in natural time scale (B. Ya. Kogan r11),

and with artificial repetitive operation (%L. I. Gutenmakher [2)). The requirement

of a high amplification factor and a wide pasuband are in contradiction with the

requirement of stabilit7 of the amplifier in the coverage of its negative feedback.

Therefore, in the amplifier diagram there should be provided correcting circuits, en-

suring such a character of the gain-phM.. response, with which the aplifier is not

"slf-e•xited in the various regimes, covered by negative feedback. Of large va' ue

in this respect is correct location of elements on the amplifier thassis, ensuring



I
the shortest grid connections, and the least leak between various circuits.

Decrease of leaks also has 'esential meaning with respect to limitation oi the

amplitude of spurious alternating voltages at the output of the amplifier. For

normal work of an amplifier as a computing element it is required that the amplitude

of alternating voltage at the output does not exceed several millivolts. T-

insulate input circuits from the output is most simple and reliable with the help

Ti of correct shielding of wires and separate units of the circuit and grounding of the

corresponding parts a the amplifier. Here leakage between input and output cir-

cuits is redistributed on leakage between the integrating point and the ground and

between the output aMd the ground. Such a method of combatting leaks has received

the name "ground insulation.."

The amplifier during coverage by negative feedback should allow connect l on of

load with the input impedance of the order cf 10 kilohmas and also ensure linear

dependence of the output voltage on the input within + 100 v.

The formulated requirements can be realized with the help of a three-cascade

d-.c amplifier, assembled by asymmetric diagram. Diagrams of operational amplifiers

known from the literature have much in common. Separate diagrams are distinguished

by the given method of decreasing zero drift, the principle of construction of input.

and output cascades, the types of tubes applied, ratings and number of stabilized

power supplies. In certain cases for the purpose of increasing the total amplifica-

tion factor there is used introduction of local positive feedback.

When operational amplifiers are used with a total transmission factor of one

as, for example, for separation of circuits, for feeding loops of the oscillograpn

or for coupling the integrator with other equipment), it is poesible to select a

toAl amplification factor without feedback of the order of 2500 to 5000 which

significantly simplifies the diagram.

By method of eliminating zero drift it is possible to divide all diagrams of

decisive amplifiers into two goup: with parametric compe-nation of zero drift and



automatic control of' the zero level. To decrease sero drift, caused by instability

of power supplies, they usually realize plate 3upply frot electronic stabilizers,

ensuring accuracy of maintenance of the' constancy of voltage of the order of 0.1 tC

0.01%.

2. Diagra~ms with Parametric C otnsation of Zero Drift.

Operational amplifiers with parametric compensation of zero drift ara 2&de in

two modifications. In one of them in the first cascade an auxiliary cathode- follower

is used, and in another the first cascade is built by a diagram with a series coup.1ed

triode. A typical diagram of in operational amlifier with compen.ation of drift by

a cathode follower is in Fig. 37. The amplifier consists of three cascades. Th,

first cascade is assembled with a double triode of type 6N9. The left part of the

tube is used as the amplif'ving part, the right is connected in the circuit of the

cathode follower and serves for compensation of zero drift, caused by change of fila-

ment voltage and oscillations of the emission current.

a -:ý CLC,£

* . \ .Io. .. a I

wit copesaio ofditb Iatoe"olw
4'.W - ;

• I
Fig. .v7. Diagra~m of an operational amplifier

with ccoupensa~ton of drift by a cathode follower.

KEY: (a) Input; (b) ,)utput.

During change of fllanwnt voltage or ewission current simultaneously changes

the current of the right triode. Voltage drop, which here is singled out on re-

sistance 12 has a stabilizing effect ,, the current of the left triode.

Deperxdirg upon tne position of the cursor on resistance R2 the coefficient

of negative feedback of the right cascade r1 knged, and consequently, the magnitude



'h11 t4. AV gmrmra.1-rd t'n i tn &(I a 4',ýtment of liagrasi of cal.iode stabi

Iliation. .f ,ns. w~rm to ammine that thp right and left triodes possess identical

characteristic, _T incadescence &nd identical internal resistances Ri, - RI2, then

w- arrive at a more simple relationship

I - (S I - R,Si ~

Magnitude R, u-ually im selncted frcrn calculation of permissible lowerinp of

the amplification factor of the first cascade, and the resulting condition is satis-

fied by selection of the proper position of cur:or of the divider - magnitude a

These expressions show that performance of the considered circuit depends on

identity and stability of characteristics of both triodes, When S1 = S2 we arrive

at the expression ',nown from literature (see, for instance, L. I. Bayda and A. A.

Semenkovich ril, A. M. Ionch-Bruyevrich r[l):

(4.2)

It is necessary to note that specifics of the work of an operational amplifier,

consisting of the fact that input signal ,,' is minute, facilitates compensation of

drift by the considered diagram, siice current lal changes in very narrow limits,

and consequently, . can be considered a practically constant magnitude.1

In Fig. 39 is presented an experimentally received dependence of the change of

output voltage of an amiplifier on change of the current of incandescence. t'rom

the figure it follows that cathode stabilization acts not quite symmetrically. If

characteristi:s of cathodes of both halves of tubes strongly differ, it can be that

one cannot satisfy conditions of cathode stabilization it is recomended 'o subject

the cathode of the first tube to aging.

Ths second cascade of the amplifier is mnue of a pentode of type 6Zh8. Coupling



tttween casades is carried out with the help of a bridge circuit (Fig. 40), formed

by two Rtabiitzbod power supplies F1 and r"2 and resistances V1, R4 , and R) for the

"!second tube and K6and R7 and R8 for the third (Fig. 37).

(a)5 e.. Resistance R and R one can deter-
.I • 4

mine from known (L. T. RaydA and A. A.

Semenkovich Hli) expressions:

p (4*3)
--. -/ F Z'i f') I (J

Fig. 39. Influence of F ir

change of filament voltage R,, /

or change of cutput vol- F,---tjI (4"4)
tage.
KET: (a) Chawge in out-
put voltage, uv; (b) Al
load voltage, •, if we know value of R R and E and

there is given magnitude e92.

Reaistance R is usually executed consisting of two parts: one unregulated5

and other adjustable. The adjustable part serves for setting vhe sero of the ampli-

fier and should '-e sufficient in magnitude for compensation of variation of parameters

of elements of the circuit (in connection with spread within allowance), and also

to consider the possible range of spread of characteristics of the tubes.

The third cascade usually is con-

structed on a powerful beam tetrode (6P-2,

6P-3). Obtaining of outpu~t voltage of

E V A + both polarities is attained by connection

in this cascade of a source of voltage of
Fig. 40. Diagram of inter-
stage coupling. -- 190 v. The diagrar of the third cas-

cade is presented in Fig. 41.

*RP -- resistance of tube to direct current.



In theý aý -. qfce of load, output voltage can be found from the relitionships:

v V.I -+U.

Hence

f U aAR"1 (4.5)
,, P- ,O

With an input voltage, equal to zero, the operating point i, selected in such a man-

ner that ..

This will take place when

' , (4.6)

Limits of change of output voltage can be found, if one considers two limit

cases: the tube is cow-pletely locked and completely unlocked. In the first case

and, consequently,

few, -• t 310 v.

In the second case from characteristico of the output tube for given load Ra

and U we find A% ,
a

For tube 6P3 when U -300 v,

S190 T, Ra 10 kilohm, U 25 v,

io - 40 asandoi UJAl
-" R, +-- ? 2'iim

I..I- : .3 o o 6,2t ) " 1 0 l 1() 01)h) V

During connect.ion of external load
Fig. 41. Diagram of
output cascade. limits of linearity accordingly narrow.
KEY: (a) Output.

We will estimte the influence of

load for the gene-al case, when to the utpuat is connected, besides ohm•c resistance,



&!so a source of emf with a given Internal resistance. This takes place in a number

of cases, when to the output of the ope-ationial amplifier im connected the cir-

cuit of a diode functional converter. Equivalent schemes of the outr it cascade

for the two limit cases, when the output tube is completely locked or completely

unlock(ed, are shown In Fig. 42.

In the first case we obtain

if' -F (4.7)

.,

in the second case
U4, Ra '

PO -- k... (4.8)
foul R - _a 'Aa

Analysis of these expressions shows that introduction of load in the form of a

source of emf leads to increase of the asymmetry of limit values of "., The

1!--it cf positiva valuee & iresee wiLh positive E and decreases with negative. The

iUmit of negative values of r.., vice versa, decreases with positive value of E

and increases with negative.

The considered diagra of the output cascade extremely uneconomicaliy expends

the pcwer of the power supplies.

Ind@ed, when the power consumed by the load is equal to sero, from power sup-

plies there is put in half the maxim=u value of the power:

0)I '1. 4 ( I'll,

During work at load I• it is possible to esti.mte the eccm• of one or another

diagram of the output -ccede, introducing the cocept of average efficiency

Pe", -Iel (4.9)
'.,rP CP



Io p

is the average value of power, fed to the load, and

f P,,,) d',,,,

P,,.pcp : - -- 1*,.,, .. ,,

is the average power, consuaed by the output cascade from high-voltage sources.

Fince

P=p -- ,I ,•12!,

U. -- ,. and l• I, - . U. ( I I)/, -= .... lp --* -+- -2 '. -,*.+ d
k+

for the given case we wili receive

i ".-~ =,(4.10)

3 U. J.,-1 U.,)

when Ra -RH 10 kilohm Ua& 3 0 0 v, Ua2 1 90 m a n d ,. 100 v, '3z 2. 271.

I- j•Significant advantages frm the view-

point of economny of power consmption of

power suppl~ies ar presented by the dia-

iV. gram of an output cascade shown in Fig. 41

0) (V. V. Gurov, B. Ta. Kogan, A. D. Talaantsev,

I I V. A. ?rspesnikov ru). In this diagram

.. resistor R a is replaced by electron tube

U"~2 Selecting initial biases an tubes

.71 and 1,a it is possible to attain a
b)

Fig. 42. Fquivalent dia- state where at a zero input signal we
grams of the output cas-
cade for two limit cases. receive equal ourrents through .7, and .7,



a-nd, consequently, tero Ic*d voltage. "he 4agnItude of Inltia. cu, rent can "e hor,

selected sufficiently low. Oo that with chan,;e of the !rnput signal te crlcuit works

correctl',, it is necessary tc ensure change of grid potentials of tubes i. and

in ant&-phasa. This is attained by connection of the grid of tube .7, to the second

ca5cade not directly, and through an additional inverting cascade (Fig. 44). As

compared with the above diagram of the amplifier here there is required a superfluous

half enVelope. However, if one we"r to put two amplifiers together on n chassis,

then Lfje total number of envelopes remins approximately the same as for the usual

amplifier (3.5 per amplifier).

Since for tne considered circuit
(a) a" , -

Ps Il = I. and P.•O -P

(a),,. then the average efficiency of the output

~' .4,cascade f or a zero value of the re.cing

current wili be
Fir. 0~. Ecommic mttniw
cascade, ,. is the outpuit a, (4.11)
voltage of the se,:ond cas- - L'

cade, ,' - bias voltage.
KEY: (a) Tube.

_- v

. .5 V

Fig. 4. Diagram of ___ler with economic output casae .

*4odlfication of the conside*rd dia4 man, not requiring an additional inverting
cascade, is shown in Fig. 59.
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R•eulde" a rti-er efficiency, a6ch an output Cascade also possesses that ad-

vantage that it allows us to lower approximately 4 times the power of sources of

plate slpply7.

C-Apcitors C2, C3 and C in the amplifier circuit, depicted in Fig. 37, serve

for correction of the gain-phase response for the purpose of eliminting the pos-

sibility of self-excitation of the amplfier. With careful fulfil.ment of such an-

plifiers and feedisA from stabilised sources with accuracy of mainterAnce cf con-

stancy of voltage of the order of + 0.05% we can reduce sero drift to 1 to 2 mi.Ui-
*

volts (voltage of drift is brought to input).

As example of a circuit with compensation of sero drift by a series couples

triode let us consider the diagram of an operational amplifier C. A. teneley and

C. D.Morrill [1](, presented in Fig. 45. The operational taplifier here is made

of four cascades.

Fig5. Operational amplifier with use cf a

serite-balaoing input cascade.

The first cascade is eseebled by a series-balancing circuit, the second case-

cade - by in & laraliel-balancing circuit, the third - by a msubtrwftor circuit

and the fourth - by a ciroudt, amalogous to tM circuit of the mtput cascade,

'Axplifiers of this type (UPrT4 and UVP-12) enter into a ember of electronic
analog instalations. See I. N. Vittenberg ý11.



of the above considereo I'ix. I'! amwllftlr. "'Ph urlpor tj'e of the %#rlF-noaanc n$

cascade it is possible to cinseler as a plate ilod wlth equlvaiont ro.1Rta&vc

where Ri2 is the internal resistance of tube, R. - the reuimtance, connmcted in

the cathode circuit, - the amplification factor. Here the amplification factor

of the cascade K - can be found from consideration of the equivalent dia-
l e

gram when R R and P. R, :

A1 22 AK, -2'

With application of tube 68 one can obtain K1  10.

If the characteristic of both tubes are identical, then with a constant input

voltage increase of filament voltage evokes identical increase of current in the

upper and lower tubes, and consequpntly, identical change of grid voltage. Therefore,

the fixed distribution of voltage on the tubes will not change. The circuit of the

first cascade can be considered a bridge, two arms of which are foriaed by tubes .-

and -7,. and two other - by resistances R1 0 , R 1 and R" 2  M connection with the

fact that during change of incandescence resiptancoo of tubeb .7, and .7. change

the sam mgnitude, the voltage, removed from the diagonal, rmwins here constant.

Likewise this voltage will not change during change of the magnitude of feeding

voltag*.

If characterietics of both halves of the tubes somwhat differ in incadescence,

then it is porsible to bring the, together by means of change of resistance R3 in cir-

cuits of the cathode of the upper tube. Changes of input vol age on tube .7, ae

mIinute duo to the presence of negative feedback and a large amplification factor of

the am;iUfier. Therefore,the bridge is practically always in balanced state.

The scond cascade of the amplifier is made according to the circuit of an asy*-

qgetric p•rallel-ba1ancing cascade. In the absence of a signal both grids are under



•den..tcal p_•:tn s v.1th respect to the Arcu'. :f cA Scterirtic of the t'*Ae -v

load reslstances and R are identica' ' at- " •..nts in the tubes Will Do

eqiwl aMd the output voltage, ottained an thb difference of x'tentiale b--tvee

points a - L and a - d, will equal sero. '-hange of potentia. of tha grid cf the

left half of the tube leds to a change of plate current of this haLf of the tube,

and consequently, to change of the voltage drop in resistance R9. This evokes change

of plAte current of the right half of thr tube, opposite in, sign to the change of

plate current. of the left half of the tube. As a result between points a - b &nd

e - d there appears a difference of potentials, whose sagn depends on the polarity

of the si..nal App.ie tc the grid of the left half of the tube. PotentiAls at P.Cts

a - b will change symmetrically only in .he case of large values Cf resist.ance !.

,he amplification factor of the cascade can be found from calculation of the

equivalvnt circuit. When the tubes have identical characteristics and parameters:

A' -h',.j• ' . A' A" . v, k, ?

the expression for the amplification factor can be obtaired in the form

• ' A'," A'" ( 4.14 )

Thus, the amplification factor of this cascade is calcu.lated Just as for the

triode. With application of tube 6X9 we can obt&I K2 - -5.

The third cascade, besides amplifying, should provide reverse transition to ti'e

asyswtric circuit. Tt '6a sde by t.. knwn diagram (A. A, S•okolov fij, f2l) of a

differential amplifier, called a "ubtmretor" circuit. Output voltage of the cas-

cade, taken fro resistrwe R21 onte the grid of the fourth cascade, should be the

amplified difference of potontials e-ed.

The amalnficatio fator of cascade can be apoximteiy found from the



6xpression

R R.

Pere

Ra RIaR- + PSI)
P,, - Pic + /,4)

The total amplification factor of the cascade, obtained with use of the tube

6N19, constitutes K3  1.

The fourth cascade, made of a beam tetrode, is built similarly to the output

cascade of the operational amplifier considered earlier. D ring use of tube 6P3 and

R2 2 = 10 kilohms we can obtain

K4 = 17.

Thus, the total amplification factor of the amplifier constitutes

KY-- K,-K2.AK•.K4• t 0.23. 19 - 17-80000.

With well-selected tubes, according to the data of C. A. Meneley and C. D. Morrill

rni, the zero drift brought to the input is less than 200 microvolt hour: noises

on the output do not excted 0.3 millivolts.

The frequency characteristic does not introduce phase and frequency distor-

tions in signals up to 1000 cycles (with a transmission factor of 10).*

3. Dia~Rsams of Operational Amplifiers with

Automatic Stabilization of Zero Level

Operational amplifiere with automatic stabilization of zero level are based

on the known property of systems with negative feedback to decrease the effect of

external disturbances, influencing elements covered by feedback. Indeed, from

*'he authors do not indicate the magnitude of the amplitude of the input signal.
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expression (3.39) it follows that the output magnitude consists as if of two compo-

nents: one, determined by the input =agnitude and the givem law of its convervion,

and the other, error caused by disturbances to the sytem. The nearer to the input

of the system the disturbance is applied, the greeter the era'r it wil cause in

the output. Decrease of effect of application of the disturbane ie directly pro-

portional to the amplificat'Lor factor of th.m section from input to the place of

application of the disturbance.

Considering soro drift as a certain

equivalent disturbance, broughe to the

9>i input of the operatioral amplifier, it is

-.- " possible to show that the comection between

Fig. 46. Skelet', di•grnm of the integrating point and the main d-c
an operationa2 Wmpifj ir with
series couplLng of an au.illary amplifier (Fig. 46) of an sdditional ampli-
amplifier. 1 -- auxiliary am-
plifier, not pseessanj sero fier, to wt:ich in principle there is not
drift, 2 - -ALn d -c alifier.

inhrrent zero drift, should lead to do-

.. creases of the drift voltage by K1 tines,

Z' where K1 - is the amplification factor of

-- the addition•l amplifier.

- ~The additional amplifier can be built

Fig. 47. Skeleton diagram of on the principle of modulation of input
an operational amplifier with
parallel connection of the voltage, subsequent amplif ication by an
auxiliary amplifier. K -
auxiliary amplifier, K1- the a-c amplifier and demodulation. It is
main d-c amplifier.

most rstional here as modulator and demod-

ulator to use an electromechanical vibrator, Pinc all electronic circuits and cir-

cuits vith the application of dry-disc rectifiers possess significant zero drift.

However, series coupling of an additional amplifier by the diagm of Fig. 46 turns

out to be not too rational, since simultaneously with decrease of zero drift it

leads to sharp narrowing of the Paseband of the amplifier due to the equation of
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necessity of operating at a comparativeiy low carrier frequency, determined by the

possibilities of electromechanical vibrators. More rational is the circuit diagram

of the additional amplifier, shown in Fig. 47. In considering this diagram one

should keep in mind the circumstance that the disturbance, equivalent to sero drift,

chawigs comparatively slowly and by force of this *hjtrow pasobawid ,.ne addition-

al amplifier is not an obstiacle to limitation of zero drift. Indeed, at low f-e-

quencies of the input aigrAl it is possible to disregard parallel coupling for by

signal e and, thus, the circuit is equivalent to that brough in Fig. 46. At

signal frequencies, lying beyond the limits of the passband of the additional ampli-

fier, it is as if the circuit formed by this amplifier is opened, and there is ac-

complished transition to the ordinary circuitt. This eliminates the deficiency of the

circuit of Fig. 46 and provides the possibility of work ef the operational amplifier

in a comparatively wide range of input signal frequen-ies.

We will, derive the relationship betwen thot outrut voltage of such an operation-

r.l amplifier and input for a given conductance of the input circuit and feedback

circuit. Following the method, stated sbove, w *til receive

the equation of the miemtch indicator

4 == fi,, (P) (4 - / " (4.16)

where, as before,

t Y, %P)_

is the transfer function of the input circuit, a

Y, (P)

is the transfer furction of the feedback circuit;

WFor simplification of compttions we consider that to the inpu' thrre is fed

only one variable.
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the main channel of the system

r - KJ(p),I I + Kf,(p)Ie et (4.17)

where 1 is the static amplification factor of the main d-c amplifier, f(p) is its

transfer function, K, - the static amplification factor of the additional d-c am-

plifier, fl(p) -- its tranafer function.

Sol"ing equations (4.16) and (4-.17) for e.... we will receive

XKo(p)1 A+f, (P)Me" (4.18)t..,= /,,(p)I o/ P)il +Ki,,(t,)113(P)

Kof (P)'eaT I + K! (.P))II -f f•(p)I,(P)

If the amplification factor KOK, is selected so large that for the operating

range of frequencies in the denominator of expression (4.18) it is possible to dis-

regard unity as compared with the modulo

IKJwp)Il + Kf, ip)jf/2 (p)I.

then equation (4.18), taking into account expression for transfer functions f U

and f can be presented in the form2

YAP, ) - (4.19)
f I + A1!,(p)I Y,(p)+ Y,(P)+ ,(p)

From the resulting expression it follows that error, introduced b; sero drift, for

such an operational amplifier will be (1 + Klfl(p)J times less as compared with an

operational amplifier, not supplied with an additional amplifier (Kl - 0).

Furthermore, at low frequencies the total amplification factor of the main

channel sharply increases.

Indeed,

Koft• "-- =(I + Ko) K,

when K1 > 1

K", A1IK,.

= = = .. . . . . . .



If I1 - 1000, and KO = 50,000, we obtain K,•,, - 50.106. The great total amplifica-

tion factor of the main channel leads to decrease of error (especially during work

of the ormrational amplifier as an adder), caused by the limited valie of the am-

plification factor.

One typical diagram (6. A. Goldberg [1)) of such an operational amplifiers is

shown in Fig. 48,*

As can be seen from the Pgure, as the main amplifier there is used a somewhat

modified d-c amplifier, shown earlier in Fig. 37. In this amplifier the diagram

of the firet cascade was subjected to a small change and there were introduced other

correcting circuits (C1 , R4 ; C2 , R7 ; C4 , Rli; 3p3, RIO).

The input of the additional amplifier is connected to the integrating point

through filter (R,2 R1 3 , C5, C6, ki) and conmecting capacitance C7 , and the out-

put after demodulation (right half of the vibrator) i, connected through mnoothing

filter C1 2 , R2 3 to the grid of the cathode follower of the first cascade, utilized

in the given circuit as the adder. The filter at the input of the auxiliary am-

plifier serves to prevent penetration into the amplifier of alternating current of

higher harmonics of voltage e, , multiples of the conmutation frequency of the vibra-

tor, and the filter at the output - for smoothing of the pulsating voltage, re-

ceived after half wave rectification by the vibrator. The comparatively low

commutation frequency (from 50 to 400 c) and parameters of smoothing filter limit

the passba:d of the auxiliary amplifier by approximately a frequency of S c. To

avoid self-excitation of the a-c amplifier and decrease of inductions there is re-

quired thorough the shielding of the vibrator leads feeding its contact!!, and almo

!*uch adjustment ot the span of contacts and amplitude of vibration of the armature,

with which is ensured work with "coverage" of contacts.

During work a a sale ampifier with a transmlission fator K - 1 (Z1 - Z2 - R)

*Amplifiers UPT-1O made on a similar diagram, enter into the composition of
electronic analog "-Y9.



such an operational amplifier according to source mterial (E. A. Goldberg [1])

has a passband up to a 100 kc. Zero drift brough to the input here does not ecood

50 aicrovolts.

_ , A.

Fig. 48. Furlla~mtal circuit of an operational anpli-
fier with autosatic control of mero leve..

-, R!- I,, .•. au•... 9, s..=a~o, R.?-,.2 ..ou . R, 9 -,; o ., wt, •t Ie.I z'ow

C,-C,.--l HC C, 0,)' *g, t,.-•C,-'i.I wx•, C..--C,,..K )i*.. C,,-I sma*
*Editor's note: urouk - N-m o Kola; ri - pf; uKt-Mf.

In projecting the auxlia~ry ampifier one should consider the neceseity of

providing negative feedback for lowt frqu y signals. Therefore,in the proesence of

the auxilary amlifier it is n~eesar to be sure that thuine i ality is obeer'ved

K1K0 <0O.

Since !K 0, then, consequently, K1 should be greter than mere. The sign of the

ampl~ifiation factor of the awiir amplifior, as foilows f aslyisoOf the

diagrezof ig. 48, is dcter•n by threefa tors: them rtbrof oasJaesdof the

a-c amplifier, which change sign, the sethod of coeonetiom of the vibrator and the

character of 8tsation of 8s.gnals by the mmt mplifior.

• ner of 'emplfifer stages can be even or odd. With On o~ mb of eaesedes

output v oltag of th ampifir km a rev rs phi oee aM oine•ent] , voltage after

the deodulator has a reverse sgn.
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Depending upon the corgtruction and circuit diagram of the vibrator it is pos-

sible to carry out ccmutation of input circuits (modulation) and output circuits

(demodulation) in the saie a-c half period (cometation in phase) or with shift by

one half period (ccxunutation in anti-phase). In the first case the sign of output

voltage does not changu, in the second case - it changes to the reverse. Finally,

qummation can be carried out in cathode or olate circuits of the first cascadoq of

Lhe main ampilier. V-urt': aummation = the cathvka there i, carried zt ---Lwation

of s gnals of main and auxiiiary amplifiers with opposite signs; during summation

in plate circuits - with the same signs.

In the considered diagram of Fig. -46 is used an 9ven number of amplifier stages,

commutation in anti-phase and suumation in the cathode circuit which ensures an

even number of changes of sign in the M-DJ amplifier (modulation - demodulation)

and, consequently, KI > 0.

It is possible to carry out other variants of circuits (A. D. Taiantsev Fl'),

in which the total amplifica ion factor of the auxiliary amplifier remains larger

than sero. For example, it is possible to make an a-c amplifier with an odd number

of cascades, connect the vibrator to the circuit of anti-phase conmutation, and to

carry out miation in the plate circuits of the firrt cascade of the main amplifier

or with an odd number of cascades of the &-c amplifier carry out commutation in phase

and sumation in the cathode circuit.

With an even number of cascades it is possible to have also a variant with

commutation in phase and miation in the plate circuits of the first cascade of

the main amplifier. This variant is not of practical interest.

In fig. 49a and b are brought fundamital circuits, showing how new variants

of circuits are realised.

Use of an odd number of casem. remves the inclination of an a-c amplifier

(with an e.vw maber of cascades) to self-excitation due to spurious coupling be-

twen input a: output andthere'•la.lim one to facilitate work of the vibrator,



since the necessity of adjustment with "covering" of aorl4.'00 dr-pS wl large am-

plitudes of oscillation of the Armature connected with it. During summtion of

sig•als in the plate of the first cascade of the main amplifier it in possible to

use a vibrator of ordinary construction with ccmumaticn it anti-phase. Sumation

in the cathode circuit requires application either of two vibrators, or mre special

one with a split inLolated armature and two pairs of contacts (Fig. 50). The dia-

gram o •&L A pcrtir.cl ampl'ar with such a vibrator is shmom in Fig. 51. * As

vibrator in the circuits of Figs. 48 and 49 there can be used both special electro-

magnetic interrupters and ordinary polarised relays.

2 ' I . I. °

4 Q j -i
- -I -

b)

Fig. 49. Variants of circuits of operational
aplifiers with autoatic eontrol of sere level.
1 - main d-c aml]lfiers, 2 - auxiliary &=lI-
fiefs.

Applisetion of electr•mawtio inter-

doubled or quadrupled comutation fro-

4\ quaency *f the current foeed" their windtng,(Fla. 49a mi Fi. Ob accoringl) and

the~by decreae• interfe ne*e with the

frequnc of the network. At the sam time

Fig. 50. Blectromg- electrainp~tio interrupters require moe
netic interrupter.

thm'euh sheldn of the otact qutm

*It is applied in thle analog inwtallatien of the AeaW• of Sienees of the
USI•, type DW-4.
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from the coil and its lead wires, since currents, which it must pass for creation of

electroragnetic forces oa the armature, generate a noticea le field of scattering,

Polarized relays in this respect have the advantage that the magnitude of vari-

able magnetic flux in their magnetic system is significantly leee. Comparison

.of 41ectromagnetic vibrators and polarized relays shows that the level of inter-

ferences in the M-DM are approximately identical, if in both cases we use for

feeding of coils iource of non-standard frequency (for example, 120 c for the relay-1.

The fundamental circuit of an operational amplifier with polarized relays as the

vibrator of the M-DM amplifier and economic output cascade is shown in Fig. 52.

,°- T" F -.(a)

#* f,•a 0 1g,.,jfl I'S... ....9

" -' .. . - - ---" ----

F_50N-. to S7

L4-1

Fig. 51. Diagram of operationhl amplifier with electrcmag-
netic interrupter (Fig. 50).
KEY: (a) input; (b) Output

An electromagnotic vibrator without adjustment of contacts for "covering" can

also be used in the circuit of Fig. 48, but an the condition of thorough shielding

of contacts and the arusture so thit leak between input and output of tht a-c am-

plifier is reduced to leaks between the input and the ground and between tre output

and the Arounr, (N. N. Lenov (1)).

*Ry this diagram were made the operational amplifiers of electronic analog EMT-ý

of the Acade of Sciences of the USSR (see V. V. Gurov, B. Ta. Kogan, A. D.
Talantpev, V. A. ?nrapesnikov RD).



This method of m.,batting leakage between the input and output, of the a-c ampli-

ftier is useful to use also in circuits with an odd nmber of casoades for rival

of spurious negative feedback, lowering in this case the aiplification factor K1

of the a-c aWplifier.

Connection of 1000 pf capacitors between the fixed contacts of the vibrator

(relay) and the conon point ajIo helps to remove the above-indicated spurious coup-

lings.

The amplification factor of the auxiliary aqplier at sero frequency it is

possible to present in the form

K,- k $.1L•, k, (4,.20)

where k M is the transmission factor o.: the modulator taking into account the input

filter, F - the natural amplification factor of the a-c asmplifier at the carrier

frequency, k,, - the tranmission factor of phasing circuit at the a-c amplifier

output, k, - the transmission factor of the demodulator taking into account the

output filter.

Fi. 5, u cirut of oA* erton.e', -
pW3f•.er with a poariacd relut vibrator of the

R-DN amplifier and eco omic utput cae•e.
Z-4.2 goof. - 00. D0~g . ** *1m.. goo *'. cva ft -1. a2go's
&ll.- Mll• ieo ; vp,.- *, . fti . .ll . MV.Il az . .-- I." 4.06, 0l< , 0,I1W e

14-)3 geal; *,,. l.O al. . l 2.0 abS, ,.. O D, - 2,1 m. .0,a

XEY: (a) N•lAtor•.4dUAtW vOlU41.
*Editor's note: r'oiU 141% KOM - Who 14 opf; M4



Analysis of the work of the modulator together with the input filter shows that

the form of voltage on the grid of the input cascade of the a-c amplifier in a

steady-Ptate regime will have the form, shown in Fig. 53.

Ordinate of pulses one can determine from the obvious relationships:

Usr,- u ,,'# . (4.21)

Us. =. U~".•
Ur' ,= 04 -- Ut.)d

'Us. -- (IN - U,-..-1 -- .

where % is the period of work of the vibrator, T1 - C2 (R2 + R3 ) " the time constant

of the circuit with opened contact of the vibrator, T2 - R3 C2 - the time constant

of the circuit with closed contact of the vibrator. The remaining designations

are shown in Pig. 53. Solution of the system of equations (4.21) gives:

(4.22)

-t I \ "*-

Us. =eJ.I._
,•_.. +- W,_ .

Ut,. - e .

Usually parameters of the input circuit are selected in such a way that:

,

R2 ==0.5R3. T*4- T,= -r R2, +

Here for approximation of the tranmssion factor of the modulator it is possible

to consider that at the amplifier input there will be formed a pulse of rectilinear

form, whose amplitude is 0.4 e41)

*More accurate derivation of relationships for calculation of transfer function of
input circuit of M-DM amplifier see D. E. Polonnikov, Input elements of electronic
amplifiers of autocompensators. Cand. dissertation, IAT Academy of Sciences of the
USSR (1956); I. C. Hutcheon A. M. I. ?"eh E. ,Properties of some D. C. - A. C.
Chopper circuits. Proc. IEf, N 6, Sept. (1 95 7;)
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E._

IT,,

b

Fig. 53. Form of the voltage cbrve at
the a-c amplifier Input; a - contact
P is open, b - contact P is cloted.

Thus, the initial transmission factor of the moduJator k m 0.4. The trans-

mission factor of the output phasing circuit (R 9 C6 ) (Pig. 52) at the frequeny of

modulation w. will be

ko (4.23)

where

R , P .. I R , (, l) • .P

The value of R'.C, is chosem from the condition

RCs,..- tan ;.

where i In the angle of phase shift, introduced by the a-e arilifiAr at the fre-

quemcy of c€ itatiao .-. )_,

The mom the phase of output voltage is shifted by the amplifier, the greater

*h-. i be the tim. constant in the output corretting circuit and the P eater tie

loriM• of the treamiissio factor.

When AWN M 0~. W4 c M-IA

0~~-.314



?ransmission fa-tor of demodulator it is possible to con-ilder equal to one.

ThJP , , I

For effective lowering of zero drift it iR rufficient to -ave a total tra~rnmmi-

,ion factor of M-DM amplifier of order of K1  1 i000. It is ob-ious that

k, A,.. OA- 1 0 1l-I

In reality the required ampl.-iLcatio, factor oJ the a-c ampllfi-r a.,oi• b :

higher (15,0,-0 to 20,(M)). ri is is possible to explain by the fact tnat in output

signal of modui '.or, besides voltage with c-rrer frequency, there ara nigher har-

ma-dcs, for which transmission factor of phasing contour and amplificatiun of

amplifier is significantly below described values.

Use of auxiliary amplifier does not complstely remove zero drift. Residuail

drift is caunad 1-v change ox contact potentials on vibrator, induction from excita-

tion cir-.t of vibrator and grid currents of first cascade of d-c amplifier. Drift

can al.rý appear due to unsuccessful selection of point of grounding of common

lead ,f amplifiers, thanks to which currents, flowing through the common lead, create

a ditional. signal at input of amplifier in .1:e form of voltage drop in this lead.

Therefores all leads to the cowion tejuiinal, have to be connected to it in one place

and here be reliably grounded with small transitional resistance of grounding.

As analysis of errors shows (see Chapter III), presence of grid current of

first cascade causes error in output voltage, determined by expression

___IC(4.24)owl
:W 11

For series receiving-axlifyLng tubes grid current is of the order 10-8 a and,

therefore, error , already at t,,, 100 sec can become very perceptiole.

'Iheref ores question of lowering or ri'ral of influence of grid currents is very

urgent also for amplifiers with automatic stabilisation of zero level. Decrease of

grid currert can be attained, for example, by introduction of corresponding
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coensating vltage in grid circuit of first caxcae of main amplifier, by selection

of tubes vith small grid current for work in this cascade, une of spoinia.1 circuits

for consturction of first casec*de, ensuring decroas of grid c•uwnta (for example,

circuit of cathode follower with lowred tonsicn of plate supply (G. KrN aOW T,

Korn [1)), and also introduction of connection of grid of first cascade of main a*-

plifier with integrattin point through capacitor (see RC circuit, delineated by

dotted line in Fig. 49a). In las case appears danger of accuulation of charges

on thia capacitor in period of overloading of amplifier and slow return of it to a

norml r-ginm.

4ero drift, caused by prsence of grid currents, it is possible also to lower

c-s~dorably, if one were to use additional feedback circuit for low frequency

channel (H. Hamer rl)). By this ccuponent of drift vltage due to grid curreats of

first cascade of main amplifier is raved fro input of the N-D amplifier. Xndeed,

if one were to u1e designations frcs Fig. 54, then for consd~ered case there can be

found connection between output and input voltages taking into account grid current

in tho form:

(4.25)
- K0(,+ K1 (e.2

S- | - RCP TR

-. - I - ( -p

(4.27)

Solving equations '4.25), (4.26), (4.27) for -.,fu. we receive

i, (4.28)t o w -- -, ' i . . . ... . . .

For very large KO equation (4,28) reduces to

(4.29)

_:3, 1



Frta equation (4.29) it fallows that separation of chNnel of low &M high frequency

with the help of additional feedback circuit gives decrease of r-ror due to grid

currents by (1 + K1 ) times. Here in required doubled quantity of styroflex capaci-

tors and accurate triinuig of time constant of both feedback circuits.

C

few

Fig. 54. Diagram of integrating opera-
tional anpliier.

4. Apamifiers with Parallel Affgmgication ChannelG.*

The principle of action of aplifiers with parallel amplifiration channels

is that channels of amplification are divided into two: high-frequency and low-

frequency (assembled by M-M circuit) - with subsequent suintion in broad-band

amplifier with relatively l•w amplification factor (nse Fig. 55).

Fig. 55. Skeleton diagram of T-ehaped
operational &=pl ier.

*Idea of parallel channeli of ampIfiatin in reference to amplifiers of self-
recording inEturmentes ws expressed in 1952 in work of Backorfield[. Al aetly
in reference to operational amplifiers thie idea se not used due to a numer of
difficulties.
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The paseband of separate ,tohaels in selected in such a way that during joining

there does not occur essential trougho in the gLin-frequency response awd there is

ensured stability during closing of feedback both at high, and low frequencies.

The high-frequency channel, an a rule, is executed by the diagram of the a-c

amplifier which lowers requirement on stability of sources of supply. Absence

of resistance coupling with the integrating point almost completely remove* in-

fluence of grid currents.

Aasming for simplification that amplifiers ' and amplifiers M-DL are iner-

tialess, we obtain expression of transfer function of parallel chianels in the

form

k T T TI' "I, kT 1 , 1p2 I T. P C - %1

where T1  RICI, T2 = R2 C2 , T3 - R3 C3 , k1 - amplifiation factor of amplifier YTi

kA.. -- amplification factor of d-c K-DM amplifier.

.4
Ii~ _____ (a)

Fig. 56. Ga-phase responses of amplifying chan-
nel: W( '-) - colex &=pIification factor of
parallel channels, k - static am'Iifation fac-
tor of circuit of parallel chanels.
KEY: (a) cycle•.



Prequeny response is found, as w know, from (4.30) by replacement p = Jw

in the form

ju - kMI - Ti T h.'*I k. 't 1 M T I, k 1T . (4.31)
II-(',T,+ TTtTJ,,) .It jT , ,. ,- rr, r,.',

Consequently, when ... 'j,, and when I- U 1ju) -P k•

We will estaimte character of chaMge of phase response

9 zz at, t~an "I-arc tan2

where

tanT1 k T I - I -T• • . '

t a n T. = il T ,r [r, l r , l ., .,-- (T.FS t frsT~ -rf '

bhen .- ,. tan-,-,.7, and tan; -vs.IT, T. 4- T1I1 Hence we conclude that at low

frequencies ' . and, consquent,]y, parallel channels give a Lag ofoutput

signal in reference to the input signal.
When .--. tan•-,wT2 , and tafl-'2T;

W.-r,,-• whence it follows that

, and, consequently, we get lead of output signal in ref erence to input.

"-I1 ~ ~00"- " "

FIS4. 57. Fudwwa aircuit of me of the f Lret modif icat ions
of operatioalam, I ~er with pa alle chne ls of aw l Iiation
otf ist.LlAtion of type IM4.



Finally, phase response passes through zero at cort•Ln frequfncy ..- when

'j , or txrn it - tan . This leas to relationship

t o - kiTI 2 T'T-12 TI . Tj - T T2 T,.'. (4.32)
k.• ..• -- T,k 1ji,. 1 -- ( r, Tj •TI T, - TI7 *1 ,, • ;

Frequency - -, at which i.- is also called frequency of union of passbanis

of parallel channels of amplification.

In Fig-. 56 are brought pin wnd phase frequency responses of one of the first

modl icatijns of operational amplifers with parallel channels of amplification (see

Fig. 57), developed in the Academ of Sciences of USSR (V. X WYeyev [1]) in re-

ference to analogs. Parameters of the circuit were selected in such a way thLt

at the frequency of union -u slump of the gain-frequency respose does not *=Geeo

30%.

If it is accepted for simplification that k,= kAM - It. then

- T, T ,

>• -~ -'I ,- -

Considering that, at frequency - , the radical equals oi.,., we receive

finally

I- I(T 1.,V, (k433)

T, T, T, T,

Considering i0 -. . 3 we fand ind

-O.3+24 0.7 0.

whe

, ,=- 4.



?ims constant T3 can be selected fro permissible value of voltages of pulsa-

tions at output of operational amplifier. Aasa.ming that pulsations of voltage

at output of operational amplifier are caused only by voltage of higher harmonics

after the demodulator wee., vs receive

__ h I(eI'I A + A

"where O(eII i. variable component of voltage at integrating point;

_t Iv M-#')hhA, -voltage of pulsations at output of M-DM amplifier;

r'-- voltage of interferences, brght to input of &-c amplif ier of ?-K

channel;

k,- amplification factor of integrating ad output cascades;

% - constant component of voltage at integrating point;

- frequency of modulation.

Considering thesi expressions, we receive finally

I(1f..m .. Ta I +' kk,h&
L ¥Y + PJ

whence

k 1 -+ Y,

nie lose the required quantity T , the wiaer the paehand of 14-ON amplifier and the

higher the frequency, with which the upper channel of amplification should enter

and, consequently, the less the tim constant TI. The Last very considerable affects

red'action of return %f time amplifier to riorum. conditions after overloading. As

follows from (4.34), to decreoa T?3 it is expedient wo increase frequency -..

For the circuit of Goldberg k - 1 and T3 other conditions equal, will be

considerably larger, Indeed

+

U-S3' in subsequent formal" iricates Goldberg circuit.
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The ratio of time constant T 3for the circuit of parlmlel channels of aqilifica-

tion and Goldberg's circuit will be

Thus,, for example, for operational amplifier of an installation of type E)u-e8

k.
(Fig. 58; B. Ya. Kogan,, A. A, Masloy, D. Te. Polonnikov [1]) we have -~.-20, j a

kc, - 1000, then

0.02

In real circuits this ration attains a mamenitude 0.001, since cy cnidie.tions

or stability of the Goldberg circuit value T,,. found fr~a the given conditiotts,

muast considerably increase.

(c) -- f j 11 b)4a0.1Ii

(d)

I L 

_

S'It

Fig. 58. Furdamental circuit of operational ampli-
fier with parallel channels of awlification of in-
stallat ion of type MT 4 -.

WE: (a) Charnel of aMlIfIication of h1gh fr*-
queny; (b) Integratiag and output casea'le; (c)
Input; (4) ristput; (9) Channel of aqml I icatian of
low traeqUcy M-Mi.



Further develoment of circuit of parallel chanmele of amplification forced

us alrealy in circuit of modified amplifier FMIt-8 (Fig. 58) to depart from initial

structural diagram of Fig. 57. To guarantee stability of low frequency with &

6
very large amplification (10 ) it ms necessary to remove filter R2C2, and for in-

crease of stability reserve to apply a third channel (C8 - R1 5), connecting out-

put of first cuasce with ifpv.!t of integrating cascade.

Application as demodulator of semionwductor diodes (Dl - D2) allowed us to

lower requirement of accuracy of adjustment of the contact vibrapack-modulator (VP).

In modified amplifier E4U-8 we managed significantly to lower influence of change

of feeding voltage by decrease of time constant RlC 7 , R,2C9 and application in

feed circuits of first cascades of decoupling filter R9 - C6 with !arge time con-

stant (2 aec).

Use of 4ifferential integrating casade, growUnm of median point of incandes-

coce., additional shielding, and also correction at high frequencies promoted es-

sential decrease of level of interference. and expansion of the paesoand.

Main charectsristics of such an amplifier: the paseband when P.., - 100 v

(peak) and attenuation is not more than 3 db constitutes 15 kc; level of pulsations

when k -I1 constitutes 10 my (peak); amplification factor at zero frequency of the

order of 1.2.106; zero shift with chWe of net voltage by + 10% is equal to 20 ma.

In spite of application for feeding the amplifier of two urstabilised power sup-

plies, drift of the zero level, brought to the input in scalo amplifier regime, does

not exceed 40 my, and in integmtor roo 2 mv for 100 sec.

Amplifiers of this type, beaides the installation ZHU-8, are used also in the

set of nonlinear blocks M (ms table XIV Appwxdix 11).

In last years were affered circuits of ampslfiers with parallel channels of

amplification (D. Te. Polonnikov i]), for which cascadies of high-frequency char.nssi

were as if disconected in series with increase of frequemy. Soch a principle

allows us consderabl• to awnd the paseband of aalfiaet- U c•n be considered a

"- '8-



I
result cf developmnt of the method, known from theory of automatic control, of

supplyilg of signal in advance,, first applied for broad-band inverter by C. S.

Deering (1].

(a)
" L " -.

- .... --- -*-------: 4--

Fig. 59. ,unantntal circuit of operational am-
plifier (TU-,0) with paallel channels of ampli-
ficaticm of install.ation of type iJ-10.
KEY: (a) Input; (b) Ouput; (c) From second am-
plifier.

In Fig. 59 is broaght diagram of amplifier of TU-].O, developed in Academy of

Sciences of US3N for the i•U-1.0. In this diagram the principle of series eliminating

cascades is used partially. In upper channel the signal from integrating point

proceeds only to first cascade 0.,1 possessing wide psisbanid. From output of

first cascade signal is branclaed to second cascade OA,! and through C ta in-8

t"grating c&ascade 131 Thus, with increase of frequency the whole signal mjves

to integrating cascade, passing (as if eliminating) the eec•nd cascade. Tizi con-

stant of first cascade due to application of cathode follower is lowrqO- to 8.10Q

see, and time constant of integrating cascade in of order of 3.10-7 sec. C^apsr-

tirely wmall magnittude of time constante of the"e cascades, and also application of

correcting circuits ensure sufficient reserve of stability with a wide passband.

$eparating capacitors C2 , C5 1, C-7 , C8 aWd reigwt&ne R2 , %, R9 , R1 2 a&r

selected in such a way as to ensure stability at low frequency and correct unlon of



passb•ds of the channels. Output eascwte is made by the c:rcult of the economic

cascade without a signinvertor. Amplifier M,-DM and upper channel are fed from-

stabilized voitages, the remainin cascades from an unestabilized source.

4sir technical. characteristics of ouch amplifier:

1. ir.ft of zero level in scale amplifier regime, brought to input (when

k 10), is 30 microv~it in 8 hours.

2. Drift of zero level in integrator regime when RC I constitutes 15 midil-

volts for 1000 sec (I millIvolt per 100 sec;.

3. Interferences (background) at output with tramiiiission factor k = i con-

stitute 5 millivolt (peak vl&ue).

4. Linearity in output roltage of + 145 v when load is 10 kilohm.

5. A•plification factor of open d-c amplifier (1 to 2) • 106, at frequeýrncy

200 c 8"10 and at frequency 10 kc 600.

6. PFasbend (slope of gain-frequency response at 30%) %hen 10 = !.0 v,

load 10 kiloa and shunting capacitance 600 pf constitutes 65 kilocycles.

7. Mdiran permissible capacitances at output of amplifier are not less than

0.1 microfarecd, ut integrating point not less than 0.1 microfarad (with omtput

capacitance l00X) pf).
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CHAPT T R V

DTLJE FUNCTIONAL &m]4?;Aru

I. General Information.

N4onlinear computing elements or functional generators are de, :es, reproducing

given nonlinear functions of one, two or many arguments.

A particular case of a functional generator of two arguments are devices, in-

tended to execute factoring and dividing operatione. in view of the great import-

ance of these devices they are usually separated into a special group and considered

separately. Equally subject to separate consideration are devices for reproduction

of disctntinuous nonlinear functions, to 'which consideration of tTpicsi nonlinear

characteristics leads CAP (Automatic 2ontrol •:!ystem).

Functional generators it is possible to livide into generAl-pur~ose and special-

ized devices. General-purpose functional generators allow us with the help of one

device mechanism, by rebuilding, to repruduc-ý various functiounal dependences. p.-

cialized generators are adapted (by principle of action) for reproduction of OIdly

one specific dependence. Examples of speci&lized frinctionAa generators are devyceq,

using the quadratic nature cf dependence c.:' plate current (with szr.&il plate currents.)

on grid voltage of a three-electrode tube (A. Ya. hreytoart rl•) or the Igarithmic

dependence of grid voltage on grid current (M. J. -'ucver sI]). In practice of

construction of electronic integrators and anailogs, and also separate c.[puters

both types of devices fo'.d application. "pe-ciaiized devices have advantage over

general-purpose only when,, other conditions equal, they are simpler in construction,

are cheap in ranufacture and are reliable in operation.



DependisA upon the character of passage of sign&ls through the functional gen-

erator we distinguish devices of open type, for which simnals pass directly from

input to output, and devices of compensational type, reproducing the given function

only with coverage by negaLive feedback. Advantage of compensational devices con-

sists in lowering the influence of external and internal disturbances and oscil-

lations of parameters on accuracy of operation.

Depending upon method of physical realization we dietinguish devices made with

electron tubes, electron-beam tubes, olectromechanic&l servo systems with functicnal

potentiometers (G. M. Zhdanov (11) or specially contovred cams (N. Ye. Kobrinekiy

[1]), etc. Electronic functional generators as compared with electromechanical

ones possess this advantage, that with equal accuracy they have a significantly

wide pasuband and are less labor-consuming in manufacture and setting up.

Use of functional generatorG in combination with ].inear computing elements al-

lows us with the help of electronic analogs to conduct investigation also of non-

linear CAP. In last years very sAmple functional generators became widely used

also in equipment of automatic control. Here they used for improvement of dynamic

properties of the CA" (A. Ya. Lerner [11, A. A. Fel'dbaum [2)).

Main requairements, presented to functional generators of electronic analogs,

it is possible to reduce to the following:

1. Functional generation should be executed for input magnitudes, given in

the form of d-c voltages, with a total range of change + 100 v.

2. Input impedance of functional generator should not be lower than 10 to 50

kilohms, output no more than 10 to 20 ohms.

Functional generator should possess sufficient output power for convenience

of union with other elements.

3. Reproduction of given function should be carried out with accuracy of

at least 1---2% of full scale.

4. Noise content in oucput voltage (direct current) should not be greater than
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5 to 1O millivolts (peak value),

5, Functional generators must reproduce unambiguous and muitivalue nonlinear

dependences, and also ricnl.inear dependences, reduced to elementary functions and

obtained from experiment.

60 It is necessary to ensure poasibility of reproduction of nonlinear depend-

ences with low and very large values of first derivative, and also rkn-monotonic

functions with a large number of extrema.

It is natural that one construction of' a functional generators can not satisfy

all the enumerated requirements simultaneously.

During construction of functioral generator is essential selection of the most

suitable method of presentation of the function given for reproduction. Here can

be used approximate methods, for erampie, assignment of function in the form of a

ser.es, by a totality of poinet on foundaries of discretc intervals of change of

the argument with corresponding interpolation between these points (for example,

piecewise-linear approximation). Last, the function can be given in the form of a

pattern or curve, drawn on paper.

In recent years from the large variety of functional generators, functional

generators built on diodes and electron-beam tubes rece ,ed th6 biggest application.

Therefore, in the future acccunt main attention is allotted to these types of func-

tional generators.

2. Diode General-Purpose Functional Generators.

Diode functional generators are constructed in the form of general-purpose

or specialized devices. They represen. in most cases parametric devices, using

piecewise-linear approximation of the given function.

Let y - f(x) be an unambiguous continuous functiron everywhere on the considered

interval, with the possible exception of a finite number of points of discontinuity

of type 1.



Then thir function it is possible approximately 1,o present by expression
N

y. y,,+ ftx + *. -+ (5.1)
J=|

where

S0 whenx x
Bj =-- const when x > x.,,,,

and .n,,, is the value of x at beginning of every segment of the decomposition of

the argument.

Wh(-n initial variables in an electronic analog are in the form of d-c voltage,

after transformation of variables y , . , .. , x - ,,

we receive

'I (5.2)
%ly 11 6 --sfle

if . .. ... I. then
A l y lil y

T (e.. b (5.3)

Swmuition of voltages in expression (5.3) is most simply executed on resistors,

proceeding to summation of currents proportional to each component separately.

Indeed, the first two currents can be obtained with the help of ordinary circuits,

consisting of ohmic resistances, and the last with the help of circuits which are

a combination of ohmic resistances and diodes.

In Fig. 60 are presented four diagrams of diode elements, ensuring s-equired

current characteristics with positive tangent of angle of inclination. For obtaining

current characteristics with negative slope these diagrams must be supplemented

with sign-inverting amplifier at the input of the considered diode elements. Here

current characteristics will be a mirror image of characteristics of Fig. 60 with

respect to the axis of ordinates.
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I, - -,.•. #1 -

Sa.J,. 'I a ~....• l

ILO.
Notu .W, to - ,-r,.S-- -"-'..

Fig. 60. Diode elements a4 d their current characteristics.

Synthesizing such diode elements in the diagram, for example, depicted ir1

Fig. 61, we can obtain total current in output resistor, equal to

! I• i-1 , I , /- ,

If we disregard internal resistance of the diode, then

1
j • Al~ a.4E.,,-. when ,.eo, > 2 ,0

where too is the reference voltage. Ouztput voltage of circuit here will be

u ,A , + - o , A .4 ,( P 'r o --( 
5,)

A. .4 .4 , ' A

wihtere
I I kA. -- _ke' A ,,---, . ., • " "i' ,,

As follows froi comparison of expressions (5.4) and (5.3), with the help of

the considered circuit we can not correctly reprodiuce t hi given relationship, since

with changse of the number of switched on diode elements ' in the last addend



of denominator also changes.

Fig. 61. Diagram of smunation of currents

of diode elements.

Obviously, in th' given case, j'ust am fcr linear computing elements with para-

metric comwenwatin, it would have been possible by means of addition of amplifier

and positive feedback to compensate error, intrduced by considered circuit. In

Fig. A2 is brought a diagram of such a functional generator, offered and developed

in tf laboratory of L. I. Gutemiakher (L. G. Kogan Il]).

•,,-- 2. .1,.w- '

T I LL. - - -• - - > - [, ,L _• -!

J- o-

Fig. 62. Diagram of functiona1 geerator with
parametric comp-ation of error of sation.

In this circuit feedback voltage in passed in such a way that it affects

currents of all diode eslment•.

J -I16-



As before,

"V4 (5.5)

I.

and

A, nhen

a Ir9, > , -e, , . I - A,)

After substituting these values of currtnt, in equation (5.5) we receive

tA, A .t A, • % I ,. . (5.6)

'Sun -- . . . .. . ..

A1-~-A, -+ A % ,(I-- ,

If one were to sele,;t 3 in ;uc!i a ,winer that '-A, I the denkairator

of expression (5.6) no Ixger will dep.ind on the number of coupled diode elements

and then output volt.Ag. e.,, wilt witt accuracy up to a constant scale factor

reproduce the given relationihip (5.3).

However, such a functioa.1 generator possesses a number of peculiarities, pre-

venting its direct use in d-c electronic vnalogs. Among these peculiarities should

be mentioned:

1. Necessity of additional stabilized nower source (reference voltage "

for which no terminal is grounded.

2. Necessity of stabilization of awlification factor of integratinzg amlifier.

3. Impossibility of direct connection with operational amplifiers with a co-

m grounded pole.

In Fig. 63 is presented a diagram of a functional generator (A. A. Fel'dbaum

amd L. N. Fitmner (11), free from the indicated deficiencies and possessing additional

possibility of ottaining of two nonlinear functions from one argument. rhe basis

of the circuit are diode elements, fron whose output is removed not current, as in



the preceding example, but voltage. Voltages of diode elements are summed by opera-

tional amplifiers 1, 2, 3 and 4. All diode elements are identical (Fig. 64) and

there is assumed identical coupling of the diode in the circut. The characteristic

of such a diode elment taking into account resistance of diode can be received

from the expression for current , *

A, A fli f

A, _ C= r j

-_ -Fý -
Fig. 63. Diagram of geeral-purpooe diode func-
tional generator with use of integrating d-c am-
plifiers.

Lndeed,

I e*06R, ~
ft.) ,k - .

where for a vacuu diode

I 500 ohm when

"I 50 mgoms when ,', .,

Using these expressions, we find

to , (5.7)

S~ I,, R ) =( .R 4 E a)• ..

Graphic presentation of this deplm e is shomn in Flg. 64,. As

*In this .xwvseion and further ~.must be placed with its sii.



follows from these relationships, input voltage, at which the diode opens, is de-

termined by relationship " '. antý the elope of the resulting character-

istic to the axis of abscissas - by expression

t P, (5.8)

The whole characteristic is located

C= a- e., only in the third quadrant. In order

i to obtain a characteristic in all fou-

quadranti with the help of diode eiemontb

of onry this typ-, it id necessary to re-

sort to connecting at the output of elgn-

inverting amplifiers (Fig. 65).

As fo.Jows from expression (5.8)

US. and Figure b5, the steepness of the cnr~arý.-

teristic of such a diolo element

#an , ',, )A A.

depends ooth on resistances k-, R2 am "
Fig. 64. Diode ele-2

sent and its current and on setting (of the divider at tie out-

characteristic.
put and transmission factors K,, K of outt-

put integrating ampWifiers.

Increase of steepess due to increase of K and K, runs into difficulties,

cor'ected with the resulting lowering of the tranwamssion factor of the diode ele-

ment and increase of zero drift of integrating ampii.' jers.

Resistances a1 and R2 are selected from condition of decomposition of the argu-

ment an Vtie given intervals (wIocesdi.L7 from the accepted accuracy of approximation1,

In gemralj-purpose functional converters to decrease the number of djustments they

often make this decompmtlion unifaorm. Mheo for n segwents of dccupositico, :

magnitude Ar.. each, we receive

1.1,..



where i is the numnber of the considered segment of the decomposition of th~e argxmsnt.

00..

4 Reto

Fig. b5. Current characteristics of diode ele-
ments,, used in the circuit of Fig. 63.

ConidrinH + R; R wiv- iR - Rli and then on the basis of

(5.9) we will hawve

R (5.10)

when

MIA R-i

For various intervals in order of increase of nmber we receive:

R11 =Z 1 2. .1R R 2 & - A-- 0

To lowr the current, flowing th~rough the diode with voltage an it, near zero,

in the circuit is pmrvided lowring of filaiet voltage to 5 Y.

The gurweal appearance of a general-purpose fuctionA1 generator, made by tho

diagram of Fig. 63s is shown in Pi,6. 66. The face penel of the linstrwment is divided

Into two parts syintric relative to the middle. On the panel are located handles

of potentiomters,, a switch and voltainterO by whiich nonlinear functions fl r,

amd f 2 14.0 are set up. During setting up the whole scale of input voltage, pro-

portiona.l to variablle e.is divided into J.0 equal intervals by the numbr of diode
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elelmnts in the circuit. At input termina8ls + x and - x is established voltage,

correamding to bcruWAries of intervals, -nd with the help of potentiometers of the

given intervel we estabLish by volt,.ý r the r)quired vadue of the fPimtion.

Fig. 66. (,eneral appearance of general-
purpose diode functional generator made by

the diagram of Fig. 63.

In Fig. 67 is brought a diagrau of a general-pumose diode generator (T. 4.

Vittenberg [2)) made wteth the described diode elements, differing by the fact that

in it are provided possibilities of changing the sign of output voltage e#d add•.--

tional adjustment of the relationship botween R1 antd t obtain nonuniform break-

down of the argiomt. As compared with the circuit conside-ed abive besides the

quantity of operatimal waplifiere it requires two reference-voltae sources,

doubled quantity of potentimeters and large quaty of switchinJg equipment (togglie

svitches and chage-over switches).

Total nmuber of diode elements is lowered here to I.' iwich during supplying

of input sinal through resistance asr with a constant bias ensures 14 semnts

decmpoition of the total scale of charge of the argument. The diagram is co-

posed in operation,, since *et-up of the girv function requir-r a large imber of

switching operation, including the necessity of selecting the plAce of installation



of diodes, ads, as the preceding wi, does not al. w ore to reproduce a function

titn great steepness.

Of great interest is the gener l-pzrpore diode-triode functional generato-

(see A. A. Felldbaum, L. N. FMtener fiI., providing reprr.duction cf curves with

ste-Puess u.p to 30 Y/Y. One rwdificatLio ,f the circuit of such a functional gen-

erator is ahown in Fig. 68. In tiis circuit i' used a twu-cancade d-c amplifier

Y -I controlled by divider le,. R, /-'•. ',, by output triode cascades

.7, .7 .7., wich with iTeirease of input sigrl in turn open, and close the

ieedback circuit of amplifttze Y - 1 throu~h resietances R21, R2 2 , ... , R2n. Out-

put voltages of these triode ta4cades are limited by diodes . 7 J.

Fig. 67. Diagram of general-purpose diode functional
gonerator (Igustrial model).

Setting 47 tU mrteweesp of the characteristic -f -very diode-triode ewleent

is c.rried out b7 sealctiom of corr-sp'ding msnitude it, a&:d can ,e loe

by divider n, . Ný of beglmiag of limitation is establshed by assipmat

of neatie bisa n divider R,,. R,. ... , R. .,. Akoogous circuits of functional

g.metre are mv ved ina electronic amslog,, M-1 .nd MU-4.

Tbe conaidered circut am work ony with paoiti'r input sigrals. Whn

,.0<t) at th input•of e ifter T - 1 tbere is c m-tod thrugh• R• a voltage



of "support" + 100 v (see Fig. 68). Uc' of the principle of feedbacx allows one

to increase accuracy and steepness of the reproduced nonlinear dependences.

047

*r

117
-g.N*

I.

Fig. 68. Diagram of a general-purpose functional
generator for reproduction of functions with great
slope.

FolU.oig the method of synthehis of diode circuits, presented in Chapter VI,

it is poesible to carry out eproduction of nonlinear dependences with the ame

steepness, but with use of diode elemets alone.

3. Diode Specialized Functional Generators.

The considered diode generale-pupoe functional device. alcsa equally with

positive qualities (wide pasband, ccaprative'Y low error of the oruer of 0.5-1%)

have also essentiA" deficiencies, consistiAg in the first place of the fact that

they are excessively cumqlicat#d in cmvtructi<n, require fulfilmnt of a large

umnhr Gt switching atW roguiattg operations dauriP adjustmnt on a given nomlinerity,

introduce lifitatlon In the permisaible st*penos of the reproduced function &-

ditficu~ty during rept uctimn of m otomic rmtions, ompocially in the case

Of smrvl extte. f

D~Aring solution of' tochwnic41 problems creation of Various. kinds of ccWutors



a&d especially during investigation of systm of automatic control it is very often

asecesary to daal with Pnarinarities, expressed by elementary functiont (for ex-

ample, y = $in Xy O y coo X2 P 7 . x3 , atc,)o Such nonlinear dependences,

apparently, are better reproduced with the help of specialised devices, beforehand

do-igned lor the given nonlinear dependence and not requiring further adjustment

during operation. Swmttion, axitiplication and division of output sigrals of

such nalimear generators allw. ua to receive new nonlinear depadencf;;, to ex-

pand the class of functione reproduced by these devices.

Method of construction of apecialised devices should ensure aimplict'y of

calculation, P4nian elements, asall cost and large operating stability and reli-

ability.

During projection and development of

such devices it turned out to be more ex-

pediLnt to use another approach or, more

correct, another treatment of the princi-

ple of work of the functional device, con-
Fig. 69. Functional dia-
gram of a diode special- sisting of the fact that it ib considered
ised functional device.

as an operational amplifier, furnished

with nonlinear comyerters of motput and input voltages in corresponding currents.

Indeed, for the diagram of Fig. 69 in a steady-state regime these equalities are

correct:

I, A~ '4(5-11)
,=/2 ('m.,." .

and

, (5.12)

With very large KY the system of equations (5.11), (5.12) reduces itself to equation

h,,., =- I, 1,, (5.13)
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Function /2(e...) we call the current characteristic of the feedback circuit, Oad

function if.) the currenlt Characteristic of the input circuit of the operatioal

aaplifler, .1eLatiorship (5.i3) is a more general equation of the considered func-

tional device.

To satisfy conditions of static sttbility (presence of negative feelback) of

suck aw. operational amplifier it is noetssary that

dij, d(.,

Since

. - K

then this condition is reduced to

M, > 0.

If one were to have in mizd,henceforth, consideration of diode converters, then

it turns out to be to be expedient to translate the derived general relationship

(5.13) into the language of conductance of the input circuit and feedback circuit.

Conuctance of the circuit determines steepness of the reverse volt-expere

characteristic of this circuit. In the presence of a nonlJnear volt-4pere charac-

teristic, as takes place in the ccnsidered caoe, the concept of steepaess as a urio

of currewt to voltage lo3es its mewaig and should be replaced by the concept of

steepness at a given point of & nonlinear curve.

Let us arbitrarily ca =.7 Y (e) the differential conductance of a nonlinear

cir iit. Then after differentiation of the fundanetl equation (5.13) for r,

we receive
d do,,,

Since by definition

V= •(,,,,). and dl Y,
doom, d l ,.



that

deem-% ,(,,)" .s- (5.14)

Expression (5.14) is the equation of a nonlinear operational amplifier in dif-

ferential farm.

During piecewime-linear approximtion for the i-th sepmnt of the decomposition,

differential relationship (5.14) should be replaced by a difference relationship:

-1. y I 3 1

where

less I (to.- e,).
atoms = (raid - ,e.n.)

0 ~when '., -':.• .S=consi t .

S 0 os when e $a e0,
AY2il0 he m. ,Lz

.1" 24 coiast when esu, NMI

With n segments of the decomposition we receive

S a. I(5.15)

I I

Expression (5.15) shows that nonlinear depemdences thus will have only negative

slope (located in the 2nd and 4th quadrants) and with their help it will be possi-

ble to reprodue only umonotonic functions.

To reproduce nonlinear functions oe should introduce negative conductance

either at the input, or in the feedbwk circuit. As is kown, negative conductance

can be created only with the introductica of additional sources of emf. Therefore,

for reproduction of nonlinear functions or monotonic functions with positive slope

me must conect at the input or output of the mn integrating amplifier sign-

inverting amplifiers (Fig. 70a and Fig 7%o). The circuit diagram of the sign-inverter
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at the input haa this advantage, that here only one operational am"pier works as

an adder.

When the given nonlinear depead-3nce is such that the current characteristic of

the input circuit or feedback circuit contains sections with coantant value of cur-

rent an a lefinite interval of change e.,, or e... equation (5.15) should be

written in the form

S A (5.16)

where Toi is the conductazce of the auxiliary circuit, taking two values: either

A = const, or A - 0 depending upon values e., or e

Every component of the right and left part is reproduced by a diode element,

an elewntary circuit, made of a coniductwnce, a gate and a reference-voltage source.

TYpes of diode elements. For synthesisino, specialised fumctional devices

the above-considered diode elements (Fig. 65 and Fig. 67) turn out to be of little

use, since they require excessively an large rnuber of resistors. pr.ctioal1y do

not yield to design and hamper reproduction of functions with ccmpratively great

steepness.

.F Ce . .....b)

Fig. 70. Circuit diagrams of a sign-
invertin MPlifie" for obtaini nega-
tive conduotance. ZI sign-inverting
amplifier.



I
L&t4. for specialised devioes there se offered use of the following types

of diode elmentst

1) diode elments with potenti•al. grounded diodes (A. D. Talantsev (2]);

2) diode olmsnts, =do like limiters (V. V. Gtur, B. Ya. Kopn, A. A. K'slav,

V. A. ?reapesnikov rim)

3) comined diode elenits (see the eame).

A diagram of a diode elemnt with potentially grounded diodes is shown in

Fig, 71a, If we disregard resistance of the diode in the conducting state as com-

pared with resistances . and r1 and designate input voltage, with which the diode

changes condctance (ther' is switching of conductance to another step), by e

then for the ourrart characteristic we will receive the expression

Se9.% - when e, > l," (5.17)

0 when rl.e

Hanc. when P, > '",,

di 1 (5.18)

and relationship (5.17) takes the form

It when .

where .y,_

Mhgitude is, ii determined from the condition of equality of the potential

of point 1, to the potential of point I. taken with accuracy sufficient for practice

for sero, mben m tion of currents of diode ellmts it carried out by an integra-

ttng operatimia amp"lfier.

Therefore

2!RA (5.19)
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a), aj

b)____?____ 
4-A

919 -3 AI

4:-
II

I "£I

p.

Fig. 71. Diagram of dioe. elm at with poten-
tially grounded diodes.

From expression (5.19) it foll•os that , caa be equal to, greater and

less than r.,

When fg < o:, ,. voltage at integating point L, is determined by the ex-

pressoin

I, *: + _ + 1y (5.20)

Voltage r. 'with increase of will decrease. Mem *I = f the diode will

open and potential of point 1., will differ from the potential of point S b7 the

magnitude of the voltage drop on the diode. This difference of poteatials will

constitute At"/ Ir, d I the worst case,, emn Ili - 0.2 ma and r, - 5W0 0•m

0U- 0.1 v. Therefore, during couplig of diode the lntegratig poist E, approaches

poteesially to point ':. and Coneqiently, is as if potentially 5 O1sdo

With the help of such a diode element it is possible also to effect sýtion

of several voltages, if to integrating point LI, w Join several voltaeps tbrough

idmnt~ial conductances IY - Indeed, the current obareeterlstie for the

tdmtleal~~~ ---------e • =-•



I
V circuit of Fig. 68b upon the forr assumptions will be

0 whe f,, , 0. (5.21)

IV r -- where >-.1,

COMbination of several such diode oells allows us to effect functicnal generation

of the eri of inpAt voltage* (especially valuable during creation of functiomrl

devices of two or more argunent ):

0'., = / Oft• +'P). + .. + *,)1. (5.2?3)

In Fig. 72 ae brought poesftle mthods of connecting of diode elements with

potentialy grounded diodes, ensuring obtaining of current cha.ssteristice., located

in all four quadrests. Change of character of current characteristic here is at-

tained by change of sig of input sU•I (auxliary aqIALLor), sign of support

voltag and athod of coupling of diode in the circuit. Circuits of diode elements

thus obtained are divided into two Pgrups (Fig. 72a and 72b): diode elements,

working an switching on, sad diode elmsat, working an switching off. Liode ele-

sents, working on switching on, are tbhoe for uhich with increase of input signal

by an absolute value the differeatial couctance with respect to the input signal

changes freo sero to a certain constant value -, For diode elemnts, working

n switching off, with increase e., cadataaee doer**ee a certain constant

value .1YU

Calculation of parsinters of the circuit of the considered diode eliments o th

pateantiall groumded diodes does &A case 4ifficulties. Indeed, after piecewdse-

linear approximtion of the given umslinear depdence (see Sect. 1 Chapter VI) w

already know the values and, iy. and, therefore, for a selected value of

S-6o
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calculation reduces itelf to determition of .4, by relationship (5.19).

.1 Y,(5.2%)ay, = -- *

where i is the nmber of the diode lmint.

The current characteristic of the considered diode element taking into account

resistance of diode can be presented in the form

0 when if. o

= Ij when e, > r.
R, "(e I Rý-;bi

If one were to cmare this expression for the current characteristic with equation

(5.17), then one can be convinced that calculation of resistance of diode can be

presented sa siusaltaneouas change of Rj and rj. Designating R~,( Tj)

and r -r(I W,_)= it is possible to write the equation of current charac-

teristic taking into account reaistance of diode in the form

0 when e,,, 9.,. (.2a

when .>

A peculiarity of the considered diode elesimts is the fact that at zero slope

of their current characteristic i)• __o) current throuh the diode elemt ai•o

is equal to sero /I L o),

Therefe, for reproduction of curaret characteristics, possessing sections

with sero Iwreamt, of curret when /, *..n it is necessary to resort to switching

on of an addi, llml diode eleint with a current characteristic, caW e1.ating in-

craeae of current from all switched an diede elements of the circuit. This cLr-

cumstance increses the total camsturtion of cu-ren; in the circuit, the naber of

simaltaaouslty switch on diode elmats and error of reproduction of the given ftuc-

tin. In sWIlar" * large edvmnAkge eme result from application of diode ele-

ments, built an Uw mnciple of a limiter. In Figs. 73a and 73b are broughM two
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typical circuits of such diode elements.

I%. CO.RI1

Fig. 73. Di•ga cf diode elements,, vade like a limi-
ter, and their cur-rent characeristics.

For the diga of FU•. 73c with the accepted desi~natices the equation ofD the

current, chrceristic wil be

when , ., <

a,,

where

A " to I

II

If we disregard resi e of diode c Y-.-. then erisiti for tec

charscteristc can be reduced to tbe f-'u

a Yt ,n,, when 4., < #., (5.27)

wheree to

.'* jy'i + ,it$

Ac *a cevs frs m the e relatoenshipd, slope of ourrnt ch eristic of this diode

sl int depends cly cc the resistamoe, determined by av, There , iet



I
calculatict does not differ at eU from calculation of diode elaent with potentie•lI

groed diode. However here there is a esemntial limitation, since to, must

be less thea to. S tn of current characteristic for the diode elemet, de-

k picted in Pig. 73b ýdJ be

UsA whe o., f. . (5.28)

eIt Y2d when *at > e:,..

Oere

a r,, + Y .(529)

From szpreuio (5.29) it follomu to.t vo1tage of switch1ir for such diode

*I1at alws shouald be larger thwe : Using relAtiorships (5.29) and (5.30), it

is possible alwys to aetoru.ne r•qmired vwues of R i *ad RJi by the given values

of r:, , and W.; Diode 'L.4t• . Of Ois t~ype alows one to decres mnbov- of

reusit4aoe in circuit with iwprokotian of add chaeacteristics. Indeed, if in tbe

circut of Fig. 73b we were to sitch in ttll a•oter diode with r. mo e voltage

i. as so In PF1. 13s, the w am L.3 a limiter with biiaeral limitation,

and such a doubled diode oel t w4L wori dw-bW both signs of input astpu1, ot

requirit add ttio diodes for mtatice of imput sipel in sion om usift the

sam resistances.. a R-

Diode elamts *co It Yiep. 73., 73b &Wd 73c ar elements, working (a witch-

ing off. Other poeeible methods of oupling of diode lumet. of this type a&e shih

in Fig. 74. As follwo from the figuares diode el tM of the liaiter type, wing

on switedaM , al.Ia up to ut of vitehift on give a" the intp-atiag point a

coetast orest Diode aelumate, ambled 4y di•pwi 1, can be ued

with mltahift "dtag"S from 0 to m1 od tv diagren -I - for sitchn voltagee,

Vw~rift fro go, to i,
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rig- 74. -POGsibl* intheds okf coupUing diode. al1ets
of the Uniter t ~ypo.



Combined diod* elemets are the totlity of various types of diode ealm ýs.

A,7tualy they are nA r*aly an elmat, but a eiode eircuit, reproducin.• a am'-Lmear

characteristic of sixplet fom. Ti ?PUs. 75% wi 75b ?xe brought two examples of

combined diode eleom to and their rosultant current oýaroteristies. Diode almm*,

depicted in Fig. 75., 1is a embimntion of a diode Uniter, mde by diagrm I

,V.•,. r. R, and R2), wiLh diode limiter, mrd. by diapre II (12, R1 ad R2 ). 2o

element, presented in Fig. 75bs cansipts in turn of a diode elemext with poten-

tiaIly growded diode -11' r,, R and R2 ) and a diode limiter, made by diagram

II (Ra, R2 Ond 2,).

£ Cawelms of curlaýnt characteristics

a) -of both types of doubled diode elements

"-4: ,shows that their distinction c naists of
the fact that in current characteristic

±" -of first circuit there is initial current,

different from zero. This current can

K. be compensated by supplying additional
b)A current at the integrating point from a

"-, !�eference voltage through a corresponding

resistaace. During use of the second cir-

. cuit it is possible in the same way to dis-

-place the characteristic along the xids of

F-so 75. Doubled diode ele- ordinates.
metes.

Circuits of dioode mnarators. Usually

during construction of the circuit of a nonlinear generatur separate diode elements

are connected in parallel. This means that current at the integrating point Of the

operational amplifier at a given voltage of the argument, is equal to the sum ctf

currents, set to this point by every diode element under the influence of the vol.-

tage of arthmmt and the refhinnce voltage. Thus, for example, during constructinn
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Fig. 76. Diagrug. oi' ccnnection of diode e.mqnt& (w4.h
potentially grounded diodes'", vorking on switching on.
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of a circuit only on diode elements with potentially grounded diodes, workiAg on

switchit ong , as have

' (5.3))

where

A,~ when to o 1.

0 w hen CAR t x

and k is the number of simaltaneously switched-on diode elements.

When to&. Ma

Ia.l Alo i., (5.32)

where n is the total nuber of diode elements. When e0, 1= 0. 1: - 0.

-'I.

-ssee

Fig. 77. Circuit for reproduction of even
fumctions.

Current characteristics# which can *e obtained with the help of such elements,

are presented in Fig. 76a and Fig. 76b. By change of iagnitude r1 in first diode

element characteristics can be displaced along the axis of abocissas a required
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mgnitude. In particular, characteristics start from the origin of coordinates, as

this is shown on these figures, when r•-";=, i.e., with disconnecting of reference

voltage from first diode element. Shift of current characteristics along the axis

of ordinates parallel to thmselves is attained by addition of a constant current

component by means of connection of a source of constant (reference) voltage through

constant resistance to integrating point. Considered circuits give build-up of

differential conductance with increase of input voltage. Therefore, they are directly

useful for reproduction of monotonic functions with positive value of second de-

rivative (with respect to absolute value of change of argument).

During reproduction of even functions it is possible for two quadrants to use

one diode circuit, supplying it additionally with comutating diodes, connecting

to the input of the circuit always a voltage of the same sign (Fig. 77).

t g

Fig. 78. Circuit for reproduction of
odd functions.
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During reproduction of odd functions it in necessary to use in every quarant

its ow diode circuit. Vansition from one circuit to another is carried out here

automtically (Fig. 78). If on first interval of change of argument it is neces-

sar to have current characterietic, whose slope is different from sero, ard if

with this a&i first diode elemts are replaced by resistances, then it is neces-

sary to connect to the input of the circuit a ccmutating diode cell as shown in

Fig. 78 by the dotted line.

During use of diode elements of the same type, but working on switching off,

we receive
b

I_ = ( ± �y,,'o. ; -A,"e.). (5.33)

and I -
Ay, = -7 when .• f.,,.

0 when ,w, > 4. i.
S| / te I.

AY, = Rj wh•'en ,,ax td,,.
j 0 when tax > 4,,

when

tea = fox. max* I: 0.

and when

t 0, Is /1 Iz * -m a .y,e,,.

Current characteristica, corresponding to expression (5.33), are shown in Fig.

79 for all four qLadrants with various parameters of the circuit. They give de-

crease of differential conductance with increase of aboolute value of input signal

and therefore, are directly useful for reproduction of nonlinear dependences with

negative values of second derivative. As in preceding case, by addition of direct

current at integrating point it is possible to shift considered current characteris-

tics along the axis of ordinatei up or down. As example, let us consider reproduction
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of nonlinear dependence

•lov-ew

Current characteristics of input circuit and feedback circuit will be:

I1 = IOr2

Character of change of differential conductance is determined by relationship

di, 5Yj
d,.1 ) "

Magnitude Y1 decreases with increase of e., Co-sequentl.y, for reproduction of given

nonlinear dependence one should use diode elements, working on switching on, en-

suring positive value of differential conductance- ivever, in given case when

*,* I1 = 0, and when C.. = 100 v, Il = IOO2-

klthough peralel connection of diode

elements with potentialiy grounded diode.,

vI, working on shr. L•ng off, ensures required

r, character of change of coniuctance with

change of input signal, it does not gIve

coincidence of current characteristics,

since when o. i =0:, I m:.i when

,es .. tax, = . ona,. b. - 0- In order to receive
I\I

•1\\!/ -- coincidence of given and obtained c'•rrent

characteristics, it is necessary to carry

'•-I out shift a current characteristic* b7

Fig. 79. Current charaeteris- pplying at graing po an additional

tics of circuits, consisting of constant current compoent, equal to value
parallql conection of diode ele-
ments uwith potently grounded
diodes), working on switching ca I aof I, -= 0 for a circuit of purely
Off parallel connection of thee, diode elements.
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The circuit of a diode nonlinear

generator thus obtained is shoam in Fig.

Si iT4 i80. Here for simplification is brought

approxiiLtion by four diode elements. Re-

4 • quired quantity of diode elements and

initial data for calculation of their para-

- " meters are determined after piecewise-

& Pe linear &pproxidiation (see Section 1, Chap-

"ter VI).

.Current characteristic in Fig. 80,

can be obtained also by diode elements of

limiter type and working on switching off.

Fig. 80. Method of reproduc- Here there is not required additional shift
tion of dependence by r:- vor'r-
diode elements (with potentially of the characteristic and there do not ap-
jrounded diodes), working on
switching off. pear accompanying increase of consumption

of currmnt by the circuit and growth of error for mall input signal values. During

construction from these diode elments of a circuit one must on the first two seg-

ments of the decomposition (for which ':, I.-o. ) apply diode elements, made ac-

cording to diagram I, and for the last two seonts - ones made by diagram II (see

fig. 74b). During reproduction of the last segent of the decomposition it is

possible to replace the diode element a resistor, connected to the integrating point

and input siweal. The circuit of such a diode sonverter for reproduction of nonlinear

dependenoe of the above-considered example is shvo in Fig. 81.

Iquation of th. current characteristic of the circuit, composed of diode ele-

ments of limiter type, working on switcLing off, can be foud on the basis of (5.27)

and (5.28) from expression

.3Ye. + ,YPwhen It., < (5.,34.

I- when ..
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where i is the number of diode elements, made by diagram I, and n is the total num-

ber of diode elements.

As follows from the expression, with

.V*1 growth of absolute valu, of input signal

total differentia]l conductance of the

circuit falls and when e.,. e,, MI con-

1ductance Y, 0 ad

When to, = 0 thi circuiit gives:

Y I

For a circuit, composed of diode ele-

Ments of limiter type,, but workitzg an
switching on, the expression for the re-

sultant current characteristic can be

Fig. 81. Circuit of connection written in the formof diode elements of limiter 
(5.35)

type,, working on switching off, V_' ' hne ~for reproduction of dependence + V when e, t,, 4.

AYe., - .le. when ct > e,a 11

Here

1" = I - I

R4w R and AY -R,

In considered case total differential conductance of circuit increases with

increase of absolute value of input signal.

Wihen
%.•0' Y. -- 0.

=V Owl V
o + N

oI r. .



Wh eel ' eel asI

r,=i % , -T i A

As in earlier considered cases, it is possible by coupling to the integrating

point of an additional constmt current component to comnuate initial displace-

ment of the characterisitc.

The preceding shows that synthesizing of circuits of nonlinear generators from

considered diode ell-Pitt can be carr.&ed out, proceeding from given the character

of change of differential conductance and the initial and finite values of cur-

rent, sent by the circuit to the integrating point. The fire'. condition allow. us

to explain wat kind of circuit (based on switching on or switching off) of diede

element of considered type woe should use, and the second gives certain indications

of the type of diodo elent which one should apply or about character of shift of

total current characteristic.

Final selection of type of diode elennt can be made proceeding from analysis

of errors introduced by diode elhments of various types, and taking into account

necessity of obtaining parameters of circuit, not exceeding permissible limits.

Thus, by conditions of work of operational amplifiers feedi"g the circuit of the

nonlinear generator, total canwmption of current mAst not exceed 10 m. Therefore,

minima values of resistances ri, R1 , Rl anu Ri should be selected in such a mn-

ner that the equavalent input impedance of diode circuit is lower than 10 kilohns.

Here quantities ri, Rij, Rl and R will be greater than 10 kilohas and conosqwetly,

error from final resistance of diodes in the straight direction will be negligible.

The upper limit of these resista oes is also Ulited by presence of leaks in the

circuit, twich for large resistances develop m sharply, and by technical dif-

ficuPlte. of selection of required resistances. In maite developed by the Aoe4I

of Scienes of the U[SRs the upper limit for these resistances comtitutes 5 nohmsn

and the lowr 50 to 100 kil1 .
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CHAPTER VI

PRINCIPLSS CF ThEO"Y CF DIODE FUNCIONAL GEURATC&S

1. Determinin the Law of Decmoeition of the Axis of an Argument and Values
f-DiferentilU Conductance of & Circuit -onEvri

During Piecewise-Linear Apritlon
*

Problem of piecewise-linear approximation of nonlinear function ,* /*., '

consists in finding a series of fixed valuese .r . e:. ewhich provides

approximation of broken line with vertices f(<'), "" )::,.) to

curve . . in such a mzer that on the whole interval of change of e., abeo-

lute error of approximation of the function does not exceed a given value l'e,, .

Of furtion f :e,, it Is assud that it ii raabigous and continuous in

the given interval of change of e., and has a continuous first derivative evser-

where on it, with the exception of, perhaps, a finite nmber of points of di.-

continuity of the first kirA.

In such a forulation the problem of piecewise,-linear approximation prent

for every interval the problem of ition of the given fmtim

e.., */''., by a ploynowni of the first degree. Am is knonm, error of such ap-

proximation is determined by thA rmai er of the interpolating foruala.

For Newton's interpolating formala during linear interpolation the reminder

e, is the scale of the ftuction, U - th scale of the argumet.



will have the fore
R es en, enS,)(- .. (6.1)

where e.,(i) is the value of second derivative at a certain point inside inter-

Val In,

Fro: analysis of formals (6.1) it follows that Re.,) will a v, lue of muxd-

mum modulo when e.,• and eremssi. I(e. - ,. ,)(9..1- :" ,,)l simultaneously

attain their m.ax.im For that worst case we obtain

!R (e..)..

Considering •,e-.,==a=maxjR(e.,)I. we obtain from (6.2) expression for determi-

nation of length of a segment of the decomposition in the form h,• (en.= , .

-- 1 , I(6.3)

during subdivision of the axis of the arguwmnt there is determined in the given

range the dependence I.., (e,.). The whole range of approximation is divided

into subranges, in which function 4. - ('.) changes monotonical•y. In every

subrange ou"91iilion is5 j'-)Ain rrcm %.A.., AWSSt~ ~ w~c

the greatest value.

Considering piecewise-linear approxiution by died* elammets, connected to the

input of the circuit, it is expedient to crose from initial dependmo ee.,.4,/(e.,)

to current characteristics, for example i•-.YJ ., andd I•• Ye.,s. In this

case formula (6.3) takes the form

= "(6.4)

where

'For derivation of forALLu see book of I. Ie. Vobcinskiy [1].
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Breaking down ttfe current characteristic, it is possible to directly determine

the value of conductance of diode circuit on every interval e M and then

for every diode element.

Indeed, (q ..- ',,,

. .. (6.5)

Sa I *- 0

whence

SYS •Y, - Y &

Formula (6.4) is correct when vertices of the approximating polygon lie on

the ideal curve. if approximation is conducted so that vertices of approximating

polygon lie on lower or upper boundar-es of field of allowance, formula (6.4) re-

mains in force during replacement of the given function ./ .e.,) by (, I

and substitution in (6.4) in place of ! its doubled value. Here as the ideal

curve is taken th6 upper or lower found of the field of allowance.

The presented method is not connected with specifics of the given appraisal

of accuracy of the considered functional device. Thus, for example, if as criterion

of accuracy is selected not b- but ,,,. , ei'-'eion can
f ý. 6111"1

be effected, using expression (6.3), in which in place of t is put 2,•e. "

M E , and the condition that the approximating straight line inside the

considered interval .n, is siiLultaneously tangent to the upper or lower

boundary of the field of allowance (depending upon curvature of the given curve)

at point *.. .

On the basis of the above we obtain

"old%(0:1 A 0" - " (: e ' )l 6,+•) ' ( -. (6.6)

and
.(6.7)

lop,7)In-



Thus, we obtain two equations of two knowns, ,'. and f, rfm which ,n

determine the sought value of e,,

Changing, thus, from one interval to another, we obtain not only the length

of separate intervals of the decomposition of an argument and law of decomposition,

but also, very important, the value of conductance of the circuit on every interval

which allows us in a number of cases imuediately to calculate resistance of ~are te

diode elements, and consequently, to obtain complete calculation of the circuit of

the functional devil~e.

Let u. consid- :pplicatim of the presented method to a concreate example.

Example. It is required to desing a diode functional generator for reproduction

of ?'incticn e0, M t(1 el with error of approxtution,r not exceeding + 0.25%.

Diode elements are connected only to the input.

Current characteristic of feedback circuit is

12L r (6.8)

Current characteristic of input circuit is

I, =-- 0.0It e (6.9)

Characteristic of ideal change of conductance of input circuit here is linear:

t, , O.02Yr ,,. (6.10)

Secod derivative of given function w1-l be a constant:

dI(6.11)
d1,, 11 0.02Y,

Therefore, all seients wl ,l, -,, will be identical and equal to
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The total number of semeints of the decomposition will be

"i " (6.12)
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Graph of dependence (6.12) when

a wlen . v " 100 v is shown in Fig. 8.

As follos froa the graph, decrease
ST T-

.1- of permissible error below 0.1 v (0.1%1

o leads to excessive increase of the number

of required steps of decomposition and,

apparently, does not have meaning, since

Q due to error, introduced by diode elements

Sthemselves, total error here isy not be

.loweredh and increases.

4,-

L•-• i !• ... .. When ,, M,, =100vand E =25 v
A 3 Z Q*I@ 3 0.4 0. .7 0.8- 0. VO_,

Fig. 82. Curve of de- (vertices of approximating polygon are
pendence of number of
segments of a decomposi- located on the ideal curve)
tion on permissible er-
ror of output voltage. n = 10, hk = I0 v

On basis of (6.5) we obtain breakdown of conductances:

Y j 7.7- 1 2 e , , M A I - 1 " ) 1 ) h i] . 0 1 Y 2.

where i = 1, 2,..., n - the number of the interval of the decomposition, starting

from the section of the greatest steepness.

In the considered case

1%V -_ i-- I 2h 0.01 )Y4 ; 0,2) .

Since when C:, e,,.,, 1- 00 v, T1 = 1.9Y2 , increases of conductance will be

identical on all steps, except the last, and are equal for the first 9 inte-vals to

, .,0.2Y 2. and for the last aro.-:O i,. Quantity Y2 we select, Limiting the

naximma value of resistance of a diode element to 0.5 megohas.

Then T2 = 2"10-5 mo, and 1YO 1- 2"10-6 O ho.

In 'Fig. 83 is brought the resulting decomposition o: the parabola for that

value of T2.



a,

V e6,V 70 W 00 eeIjv

"; (a.,J(a)

S20 30 40 5 6Q 70 80 90 • ,•

Fig. 83. Picewi-linear appro'cimation of quadretic
dop~ndwnce o
KEY: (a) •o.
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hetn approxitlon is contucted ty

SI., r,4 tUe lower býwndary of the fiid of a.-

lowance, decompo-ltion is carried out

Salso by expression (6.4), but in place
W
g0

30 Iof we substituts its doubled value.
I !

, p !Here

0 0 zo 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 IOU

.8 V The total number of segments of the de-

I camposition will be

, y/2. I I I I j-

,i-v• When 1-,'£00 v and 0 0.25 v

V 7030 40 30 60 70860 90 w we obtain

Fig. 84. Piecewise-linear
approximation of quadratic
dependence, when the points
of switching are located on h 40.0.353 14.12 v.
the lower boundary of the
field of &1lovance. Conductance on the first step when e,

100 v will be

TI = 1.859 T2

The increment of cr*duct&nce will also be constant and equal

Ay1ill -, VhO . .01 Y2 () 214 10

The increwnt cX conductance an the last step wii. be

!-, I, , YJ ii -- l- JX , ., , I,] 0.61 ) .

The reaulting decrcwcsition is placed on a graph (Fig. 84).

As thece calculations show, If one were not to put saditimul requirements on

limitation of the mnVIit.ude of the first derJvative, such approximation allows one

to create a more i--aical circuit, since it requires a sm&ler ni ter of diode



'Je of presented mthod .L1lovs u.: comparatively siMIy to detervine requ.ired

value of resistances of sqarate diode eleients and the ordler of their uiitching on.

Thum, for ezample, above-.entioned deccaposition of a quadratic function (see

Tage 171) shows that canductance of a circuit increases with increase of input sig-

nal, and, consequently, diode elements should work on principle of switching on.

Conductance of diode element, switched c first, should be equal to

(A Yjý -- 0.1644 Y,.

and conductance of the rmining six elements are identical and are equal to

When 12 1.10-5 ho, 0.1644.10-5 mho, h 0.2824 x 10"5 mho,

R7 = 6.1.105 ohm, R1 = R2  R3 = R4  R5 = R6 = 3.54.105 ohm.

If one were to use in the circuit diode eleamnts with potenti.lUy grounded

diodes, then on the basis of (5.19) we obtain

I &rile
ay = - -= - t

ri 0".

Substitutiag values of %Yi and r*,. rcov earlier, we receive, when

I.-30 T:

r 695 kilohm
r* 2361

r4 - 244
ri - 184
rl -m 148 j-

r, - 123.5 a

The cirruit of a square-laM fwtion guirator for elected pwsmters is

presentel in FiR. 85&.

In order to enur work of equare-law fuotion g•uerator for both si•ns ofL

input vltaMe, one mast at the Input of the cirsuit cmect an aitira1 sism-

inverting a-mlifier mW tw diodee, &a sh in Fig. 85b. With sOb chOPlxg Of



vc ,,'age uf t~ e sa a ttlgn., "t 1141 e t-/ •.l. @,, I Olalk; '" * .•

that on the In~nt il <les therse aproArs a vo~tlae d±rop WAIJtr.--roret •r• •y oe

required additionAl correctiAon of C >:ILtd valuss of' reeita~ncee cf th ircuit,

eepecialy on the Last stept.

In certain cases it ib erfpDient to use the same dicole circuit for oboainrng

direct and inverse funct~on.- ,witchini it ,or this purpose from the input circuit

to the feedback circuit of the operational awrlifier. Here ;• -s necessary to tLaje

into account error of approxirmation of tho direct and inverse functions are con-

nected by reiationship

S , .... l. 3 )
eat

f o . € t

44

fie

Fg~k. 95. Wudaetali cir,:uit of squa"I-law fun~c-
tion generators.



Therefore, if breakdown in carried out by a direct function and if the latter

has sections with a steepness less than one, then such breakdown can lead to e=ces-

sively great error of reproduction of the inverse function during couplin of the

diode circuit into the feedback circuit. In these cases there is recommnded brsk-

down segments of the direct function with a steepness larger than one, proceeding

from 'ne fact that ,. and segments of the inverse function with steepness

less than one, proceeding from the fact that e,^p -" With such breakdcw cf the

axis of an argument error of approximation will not excel a given value of

with coupling of the diode circuit both to the input and to the feedback circuit.

If function 4.(,- t ,.ox is given graphically, then double graphic differen-
tiation, necessary for cnstruction of dependence

leads to large errors. In this case we usually resort to graphic construction of

the approximting polygon. For this nonlinear dependence e.,,, - ,f or the

c€rrent characteristic equivalent to it /I 7 ,Y,f is depicted in the form of

a graph on uillimter graph paper in coordinates e.., and e., or I1 and

f., So that graphic error is mall compared with error of approximation, it is

necessary to draft the given nonlinear dependence by sections in magnified scale.

Theo for every section there will be set a field of allowance (absolute error !e

or a) 2 ) and in the resulting tube are inscribed straight lines in such a way

that an every interval .hey do not go* beyond the limits of the tube. The described

method is illustrated in Fig. 86.

During approximation by polygon with vertices, located on the curve of the

given nonlinear dependence (Fig. 87), there results a certain increase of nuwber

of segumnts of the decopesition as compared with the preceding case. True, here

error in reproduction of slope of given characteristic somewhat decreases. Final

choice eawmg these methods of approximation can be made taking into accoont
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Fig. e6. Heathod of piecewise-linear ap-
proximation.

Fig. 87. An other method of piecwiee-
linear approximation.

2. Nmror of Dioe Nr*ilinear Generstore

As in study of linear computing elements, absolute error of nonlinear functional
devioe3 is determined as the difference of ideal and real values of ovtput quantity,

aasured at the dam moment of time during supplying to the device's input accord-

intgy r•. I and ideal values of the input signal:

Af.u, r- Ir.... It~l• - Ie... MI~. (6.14)

He-vwer the absolute error 4i,,,, obtained thus will depend an the value

of e,. at which it is determined* Therefore, for appraisal of accuracy of a



device here it is possible to use the maxiLmm value cf a prticular pr.tics! cri-

terion of acctuacy:

[lf l IS

or the integral practical criterion of accuracy (see Chapter IIT, page 85).

In co evtim with the fact that the circuit of diode converters clearly do

not contain elmetsp able to store energy, and surious capacitive and inductive

resistances in the operating b"nd strip of frequ'ncies of these devices are YAg-

ligible, further consideration is cmducted exclusively in reference to error of

the steady-state regime.

Deptiiing upon the nethod of physical realization of the fMcticmal device

this error can be caused by various factore. Howevew. for most devices it can be

divided into three main components:

1) error, caused by errors in input sipal;

2) error, conected with tho given method of rementvt.io of the given non-

linear function in the device (for exanpi~e, error, introduced during piecewise-

linear approximation in the case of diode lenerstcri):

3) error of reproduction of approximated nonlinear dependence.

Let us consider each component of error ir r-efe'enm.e to diode fumntional gen-

erators.

Srr, camed by inaccuracy of inimt ai'aal. can be estimated on the assumption

that the generator ideally reproduces the given nonlinear dependence (no errors of

approximation and reproduction of piecewise-linear curve).

With such consideration there are rejected errors of the second and highthr

orders of mallness and results turn out to be correct for any fun iaul device.

In fact, if there is given: e.., =- fGe.,). then

S1 .(615)
"does



and

owl t fo wl toi ,et d(- )
S1ý. mat

or

42w? Mr- s(6.16)

where S, iq the steepness of the given function.

Thus, relative error, caused by inaccuracy of input srial, will be greater,

the greater the steepness of the nmnlinear dependence to ' reproduced.

In case of use of a diode functional converter, for which a given nonlinear

dependence is realized simltaneously by connecting a nonlinear resistor to the input

and feedback circuit, we receive

dl, (6.17)

relative error is

s,_ o.i. (6.18)$I,

where Si.=-----. _ - is the given steepness of the current characteristic of
Gel. mat! I

input circuit, St-, "'i/'" the given steepness of currert characteristic

of feedback circuit.

As follows from expression (6.18), relative error in output, si'a is greater,

the greater the steepness of current characteristic of the input circuit and the

less the steepness of the current characteristic of the feedback circuit. Since

in feedback circuits there is realized a function, the reverse of the given one

(and usuaUy realisable at the input), then by simple transfer of -the diod* circuit

into the feedback circuit we can not lower the error free inaccuracy in input

sigal.



During reproduction of nonLinear functions with value of steepness higher

than 10 one should present rigid requirements on accuracy of the input signal,

and consequently, to lowering of error of other computing elements of the installa-

tion, Thus, for example, when S, - 10 and e,, - 1% we obtain e = 10%, wich

in a number of cases can be impermissible. Thereforeelectronic analogs, intended

for solution of nonlinear problems, should be, as a rule, supplied with operational

amplifiers with autawtic stabilization of sero level and in them should be thorough

"ground insulation" (see Chapt.r IX, page 289), and provided other measures of in-

creasing accuracy. Let us turn now to consideration of error of piecewise-linear

approxixmation. Selection of the quantity of permissible error during piecewise-

linear appraximtion is an independent and fairly complicated question. Here we

will limit ourselves to onl•r several rmrks.

Practice of constructifn of specialis-d functiomal converters showed that for

many conversions error of approkimation £ = 0.25 v or ' 0.25% gives total error

of the order of 0.75 - 1% during reproduction of a given function with steepness,

not exceedi 10. Decrease of the quantity lower than the shown meaning leads to

sharp increase of the required num~br of segments of the decomposition of the argu-

ment, and consequently, to increase of the number of diode elements and lose of

total accuracy.

During reproduction of functions wiO) steepess,, exceeding 10, error due to in-

accuracy of input signal becomes so great that it is possihle without sacrifice a

of total accuracy of the device to increase the permissl ble value of a and to re-

ceive thereby econo in the nuaber of diode elements. It is rational to select

by the relationship,

U (6.19)

Then %*mn 4919 -0.1% a"A 5 10we w~have 0.-.25%.

rTor of reproduction of apprwomted nonlinear dependence during coupling of



circuits of diode elements to the input and in feedback circuits of an operational

amplifier will be determined by error in value of currents, sent by these circuits

to the integrating point of amplifier. Indeed, if given nonlinear dependence

--= '( e,,) is reproduced by current characteristics I, =-./'1f Ie.,,) and

I- .e..d. then in the worst case total error in output voltage will be

HeTM , (6.20)•,

Her d and have ideal meaning, given by piecewise-linear approxi-

mation. Including the error in these quantities would not change the result practi-

cally, since here there would be considered only error of the second order of

smallness.

Relative error here will be

,- +ut (6.21)
St,

since

do"

Thus, to explain total error of a fumctional generator from inaccurate re-

production of the apwroximated characteristic, it is necessary to know, besides

steepness of current characteristic S1 2 , also relative errors in output currents

of diode circuits, coupled to the input and feedback circuits. Since determination

of error of diode circuits with respect to output current does not depend on the

place of coupling of the diode circuit, then in the future it is conducted for cir-

cuits, switched into the input circuit. For circuits, switched into the feedback,

it is possible to use results received, accordingly replacing the index for current

and voltage.

Besides error, introduced by diode circuits, an integmting operatimoal am-

plifier also introduces error from sero drift. During use of awliiers with
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autontic teAbiljstion of zero level this error as compared with others can be dis-

regard.d,

The =ain part of error in mtput current of diode circuits consists of sys-

tematic errors$ caused by inaccuracy of selection of resistance@ of separate diode

elements, change of current of Lncadescence, influence of internal resistance of

dioies and their restirg current,*). inaccuracy of setting, of the quantity of

reference voltage, influence of change of temperature.

Error of the circuit of & diode converter can be found, knoving errors intro-

duced by separate diode eleaents, from which the circuit is composed. Therefore,

we will conduct an analysis of error for every considered type of diode element

separately.

As was shown earlier, current of a diode element with potentially grounded diode

can be found from expression

9 -- Aon"

lu =-

whence absolute error in current, created by one diode elemnt will be

I•( R, -4 01At- V ar + (6.22)

Ot- \ dRJei-ii (r' r ,

+ (L` IL(e'j.

where '.(':,i) is the resting curr••t of the diode; AR,. .r 1. change of re-

siutancea It, ri and reference volt4ke e,.; (R,). ar,i, - values of resistances,

received from calculation of piecewise-linear approximtion.

Procoeding to relative errors and expanding the value of expressions di'l/.

dlki

and we reeive

1.,(u.J. ± , 1. _, _(6.23)UU= I-T;-/.•RA + 04•.. i; + ' -•° + ,.

•( i tM0 ,,1 It Oh i I-

oResting current is the current, flowing through diode during sero differeac

of potentials between plate and cathode.



Relative error of resistances R and ri in turn can be pr-. .!-•. -4 as consisting

of three components: one, determined by inaccuracy of selection of resistances

("R,.. •r the second, caused by change of resistance of diode during change of

current flowing through it and oscillations of current of incadescence (OR1 ,. .

and, finally, third, caused by change of resistances under the influence of change

o^ ambient tempereture (,;.,.. or,)

Therefore,

Quantities ,. and 4r,. are determined by allowmnce for selection of

resistances. During use of resistors VS and MLT, having factory allowance + 10%,

umsl~ly selection is carried out with accuracy of 0.25%j applying for decresase of

error coupound resistors (two). Resistors Ri and ri are best select with allowance

of one sign. In accordance with expression (6.23) this should give certain decrease

of total error.

Error due to change of ambient temperature can be determined from expression

~ 20). (6.24)

where a is the temperature coefficiee.t, equal for VS and MLT to -2- i0-'-

in the interval o fron + 20 to + 1000 C.

In spite of ccuparatively large % influence of change of teerature from

20 to 600 C is small, since changes of ,R,. are compnsated partially by cheage

of ,'.r. and, furthermore, resistance in feedback circuits chages in the sum

relation, so that vith changing input current current of the feedback circuit,

also changes, and voltage at output change. little.

The mot essential onent of the cside• rid error is caued by change of

resistance of the diode during operation. This ompaenmt of ewr can be fomd from

relationship, wrught on page 154P, i the form

I4



there A', is the mim=m delectiom of resistamce of diode from the value of

r - 660 ov taken for calculations.

Considering that

Cox

we receive

(' (6.25)

In r:g. 88 are brought the curves of

&RIA - ' (Ri)

where l, = 200 ohm and various relationships 0..

Frcs the curves it foLUos that for considered (Liode elements error ,;a,,

,r, grow with increase of o"i and when RIO - 200 kilohi it can attain mg-

nitudes of the order of 0.4 -0.5%.

'who' i4,

•wheneDf" - - 2O ohm
4' -n-o

|| I

0 kOiloOiim 2J.~R~j

Fig. ft. Ourves of chang of error.$'
a40d ",,A dPediM upM *..

&rrWr due to chage of ingitude of refernee voltaUge is prolortionl to

relative changes of this voltage. Therefore, a~eurocy of operatin of a stabilised

rectifier for reference voltage sbould be not loer than 0.1 -- 0.05%.

Restim current is developed at the -m-t of mnlockig of the diode e1et



and usually leads to loering of jumps of the first dorivatVve at t~he mcment of

switch is.

It was experimnta.jy fixed that during change of Ri and ri fros 50 kilohn

to 1 segohm and filament voltage from 4 to 6 the resting cuwrent lor diodes of

type 6D6 oscillates from 1 to 8 mcropereq.

Taking into acco•wt the remarks made and disregarding the resting current

for the worst case, where signs -of '?, ad ,e, are oppoeite to sign r we

receive for mAxiuau relative error of the diode element the firnal expression

--j 7 II ono. j,R, l I~r'"lt ;,R ,. I -•r , + (6.26) •T a ro Ij ,

IP•

From expression (6.26) it follows that relative error in current ef diode

element increases with increase of e, -, "'. the ataejnws of current chsarc-

teristic iY- of the considered diode elemet and change of resitance, of

the diode r,' relativt to average caicuLating alue.

Results of determination of error for other dlode elwt*, r'tcdoe i by tUe

above-stated method, are given in Table IV.

Coarison n these results allwos us to make the fodlow11 Ast uaions:

1. The influence of internal resistance of diode* and ircurecy Of Paloc-

tion of resistances for diode elmen t of limiter type, asoeehled by diagram It,

is usinificantly less than for diode elma, its with potentially gronded diodes. With

increase of ,,, other conditions equal, error froa ,, decroaomw, mhle for diode

ele--ts with patmetially graded diodes it increse. *Influome of iascurecy

of setting of ,. s e ouly during the turned off state of a diode el ot of

limiter type. In c•mectiom with this it is expedient during cmwtr•tiou of

circaits for ,.. to use diode elame of liiter type, ases•ed by 41ara ITL

_3-]
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2. Diode el*I-to of limiter type, working by diagram I, do not give essential

advantages with respect to lowering of error when compare ie-.th diode alemenas with

potentially grounded diodes.

3. For all cir'-Uits without exription error increases with growth of the given

steepness of the current charazcteristic of the diode element.

Sinc, total current of the diode circuit, send to the integrating point, is

equal to the am of currgats of separste diode elements, then total error of the

diode circuit c€4 be calculated for the worst caue as the sum of errors, introduced

in the current by every diode element. Thus, for ex.j.ple, for diode circuit (Fig.

85a), consisting of diode elamenta with potentially grounded diodes, total relative

error uill be madxim , when all diode elements are switched on:

a, -- '.M41 7 A

• I I I

When in the circuit there are used diode elements of limiter type, then it is

necessary to consider error, introduced by diode elements, in boti on aad off state.

It is necessary to seek to build a circuit of nonlinear converters, so that tne

number of sinmltaneoualy won" diode elements Is minimam.

Total error of a functional device can be calculsat ed by vWqssian (6.21) and

values of ! •M , f oud as sýomw.

3o bthods of Constraction cf Ci:td-uts of

As tw showi above (see Chapter V, Sectizn 3, vaje 156), par•llel ccmnction

of various diode elements does not ensure possibllity of reprodution zf a suffi-

ciently broad class of functioas. For the purpiee of expnsion of poesibillties of

diode circuits it is necseary to apply artificial methods., for wramale shift of

current characteristics by ecomectica at the iritegrtia point of an w4diti1l

constant current ca n ent, m tion of arrent cbaract-eristics of **par&ue diode

circuits and so forth. Howrer t for reproduction of steep tucti•ms e not



have c~rr4nt characteristics with great steepness and increase the rnaber of Bind-

taneounly working diode elements which unfavorably affect* accumer€ of work of the

considered devices.

"We will wtimate the limit of the given steepness of current chracte.lrttice.

Taking an base quant~i-es m a. e., Mal - Ma 0Oaxd Aýi~s

ing limits of ratsiatances in circuits of input and feedback to quantitiea I: V ci) .

< R <5 iegohm, we receive

0.02 < S < 10,

When in input or feedback circuits there is connected a constant resist~ace,

the steepness accordingly will be

SIL=. St.=~

When the- iode circuit is ccnnoctod only at the input, S2 I and

i.e., steepness of current characteristic of diode circuit should be equal to the

steepness, given for reproduction of the function.

Since steepness of current characteristic of diode circuit by conditions of

phisicaI reAisation is limited as indicated above, then the class of functions, re-

produced by such functional device, will oe limited by these limits of change of

steepness.

During connection of the diode circuit only in the feedback circuit

I
St. = -7,;. S,, -= -.

and tr&o class of reproduced functions will be limited by conditions

St, > 0 a 0.0'2 <.- S1, < 10.

Thereforesuch functions, as, for example, e., . which within limits

of chWnge 0.1 v , r., -ý 100 v give change of steepness - 1000 < S, < - 0.00,

cannot be in general, reproduced with such a method of connection of diode circuits.

- 1%-



It ie possible to offer a number of methods of synthesis of diode elaqwntsp al-

loving us to reproduce a given ntnl~ear dependence with steepneess varying in a

wide rwe. These methods allow us to mwke diode converters in such a rawier that

steepness of current characteritice of separate diode circuits do@e not go beyond

r ermissib]e limits and that it. is provided by the least number of suiAltaneously

switched-on diode elements. They are based on the earlier derived dependence

(6.18), which tan be written in the form

s,, (6.27)

Quantity Se and the characrer of its change in functions of the input signal

usually are given by the initial nomlinear dependence and the problea consists in

such distribution of quantity So between SiI and SI, so that each of them does not

exceed permissible limits. Durar simultaneous cornection of diode circuits in

input and feedbacks steepness of the given fL-ction S., as expression (6.27) shows,

can be realized by S-1 and S,2, where each of them will change in a narrover range.

We will show in the example of reproduction of function 10,, - the method

of determination of current characteristics for circuits of nonlineasr convertesm,

utilised simultaneously at the input and in feedback circuits.

Characteristic of steepness of the functica for the considered case will be

10 _ S,

For the purpose of decreasing steepness S 1 and S1 2 as compared with So we wil

decompose expression S9 into factors. Such decomposition can be very diverse. Re-

jecting decompositions leading to increase of the degree of e., we receive a

number of possible variants:

10 1 10 10 I 10 10 I 10
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Hance expeions for steepness of current characteristics accordingly will be:

, .,

I I Ii. Si, S1, -= -- W

2. S1, 1 -

3. s,, . ., s,,= -T7---=

Current characteristics can be found by integration of expression SI 1 and S1 2 .

Indeed, when I1 mx 12 max - 1 ma and 't".S.U - .,M. = 100 v:

,,=0.01 f S,, de., , .al. (6.28)

'a.0

eusHL N12= 0.01 f S,,ne",,,,.01. (6.29)

Here 0, 1 and remit" are initial values of voltages of considered sections

of current characteristics.

Values of SI1 , S12" 11 and 12 and limits of change of Sll and S12 with change

of e,. and epm, in the interval from 0.1 to OO v are brought in•Table V.

Comparison of results, brought in the table, shows that in all three cases

limits of cha-,6e of steepness of S,1 and Si2 are si8liicantly narrower than lJit.

of Uiamue of stepneess S. of the initial nonlinear chamcteristic. Such an approach

actually leads to functional generation of initial characteristics, indicating at

the same time a regular way of finding the form of the generation.

First variant of generation of current characteristics one should recognize

as the most rational, since it allows us to use identical circuits of nonlinear

converters at the input and in feedback circuits.

On the basis of expression (6.27) there can be offered another method of re-

production of a given function with a wide range of change of steepness, with

which the given steepness of the current characteristics of the diode circuits does

not exceed one. Essence of the method consisto of the fact that the given function

-10•-
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by steepness is broken down into two sections; in general on one the steepness will

change from 0 to I and on the second from I to

Reproduction of the first section of the curve one should place in the diode

circuit, conmected at the input, the second section, on the diode circuit, coupled

in the feedback circuit. If one were now to make these circuits work in that se-

quence, with which change of steepness of the current characteristic at the input

occurs with constant steepness of the feedback circuit (equal to 1) and, vice versa,

change of steepness of the current characteristic, coupled in the feedback circuit,

is carried out with steepness of the input current characteristic constant and

equal to 1, then this task will be carried out.

As an illustration let us consider reproduction of function er. 10 ens

Steepness of the funct 4 on will be
f~d1 - 2 S/.

Sdes& S1,

Se reaches one when e.. = 57.8 v.

Consequently, up to , = 57.8 v the given curve should be reproduced by

diode converters reformers with current characteristics

, ,(6.30)

and

4 =(6.31)

wherein *

4iantity '2 - ,, we determine from the condition that on the considered in-

terval of change of argument I2 = 100 • Since _, O' thin . 0.01de,,,.',ldr.,i,

on the boundary of the first section ---0.192 V., and !, - 0 I12 •a

on the remining interval of change of argument, i.e., from •.. 57.3 v to 100 v,

1- , and $1,,-.

Current characteristics on this interval of change of the argument can be

found by integmrtion of correspondwi.ng characteristics of change of steepness.



Thdo, -- I. -h100

S- I, .. + 0.01 (f." - fl. rp..)1  (6.32)

Since
i _ I
Us. to'' = .3I or..4

then

too (6.33)

The gr•ph of curenat characteristics received thus is shm in F44. 89. Know-

ledge of the law of chuWe of current characteristics and their steepness allowj or.,%

most rationally to select types of diode elments. For a circuit, owAted at

the input, it is rational to use diode el.mits with potentially grouded diodes,

vworing an uritching on. After o,-r. , all diode elm its of the input circuit

should be switched an and should provide the given steepnese of the input crt

chsarteristics equal to 1. Ia feedback circuits it is rzatinl to use diode ole-

ments of limiter type, working an sritchin off by diagru .IL. When #.. - r .

all diode elensuts are courteted in the feedback circuit and prde a steepness

SI2 - 1. By nmwe of Increase of ,.. diode el mts are consecutively tuned

off.

A complete fdamutl circuit of the comsidered nlinau gamerate is sem

in Fig. 90. In it is foreseu the poesibility of wrk with two .1s of Input and

output signals.

The mber of diode elhmnt and their par•zas are detwuzmai on the basis

of pieeemiis.-linear a ax m eim

In certain Oases lring of the steepness of car barcteristioe of diode

6 anetrpD o, pled mRd7 to Input•• m be carried cut also bq pWa eift of

the cam of differential eew-stme a oaestet quntity and to the

input si1.1 of the equivaleat oosetant compsta i wmsa.
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Fig. 89. Current characteristics of the nomlinear
generator of ,.a, -o-.,,

I- L

Fig. 90. Fun ta.1 circuit of namlUnear gen-
erator of

Lot as imigim 4eepne, SI 1 ac nisting of rus

• , a ,, -r s o. (6. 34)



Then

Si. • S,. - Sill

Thee, if SeSI2 does not ciange sign on the whole interval of change of the argmnt,

"uen steepness 'S < 1SS,, Such a shift of the characteristic of differnt ial

steeopmee of a censt.vt quantity is equivalent to turn of the current characteristic

a certainangle. It is obvious that the greatet lowering of steepness when S -1

constitutes Therefore by such method one am obtain current characteristics

with eteepness, not exceeding one, ealy for a quadratic function.

Considered methods of lowering steepness of current characteristics roin in

force also during reproduction of norwntonic functions. Of specific is reproduc-

tion of a A-igonometric function of the form

*am, == I00 sil,

Characteristic for steepness of this function will have the form

s..o, -an,.O T fl (6.35)

Steepness will be positive in the interval 0 < e.s <50 v and negative %hen

50 v < ,,,, <K O1 v

AccordiAg to (6.27) we obtain

s,, (6.36)

As expression (6.36) shows,, reproductias of this function cm be carried out

both by oannecting a nonlinear conveore to input, an also in the feedbeck aircult.

Ia the first cae

S,, - r 1,COSI*o. n (6.37)
SI. -- I.

Hee the audmum givie steepness of tae diode circuit at Input •will titse

slr.. -



In the second case chacteristle for st.ejeness S1 2

• .coo .

is decomposed depending upon the value of the voltage of the argument on the three

sections (offered by A. A. Niasloy).

'When
0 <1., < 47. , $.= - 0. .
0 < t . ,, < 9 9 .6 V S 1 . O A......

47.1 < e., < 52.9V S, •0.A

99.6 fe,<i ILK)U V St. S,=Ii-_---. -Si i Z 1.

52.9 <100J V S O
_.0.8

99. < too, < 99,6 V S1, :S,. -:--r-/ • 96• •
•. V I - li

Introduction of average interval is causd by the fact that steepness of initial

nonlinear chacteristic wim t., - 50 v turns into sero. It is expedient that. 5

turns into sero not due to 2 seeking infimity, but due to pasage to 5 1  0.

, - - • A

< r 1 *-- -. * . . •

I A - "

Fig,, 91. , .- T- --.- t -" -

v/ .91. Orpe of o wrqrt rlete
tuwttimul pomartor for mredution of' fun-

tion -

io)
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Fig,. 92. Fuimm• ci~rcuit of double fuma-
tUonal gwmtor for g-spvvdticna of f'mctiow•
W*: (a) circuit.

Curn characteris~tic,m, found by integratim ck abov~me awJtiamed arroaca

f o r S a d 4 1 1 0 w l l b e : 3a c i;

Sl____l2_

W- (6.36)

-. .Ogs,,when 0 < , < 4 7. 1,

Ii- -0.377e" wthen 4 7. 1 < ,,< 59. (6-39)

- 0.37 7 -r" 0.008 t - 52.9) whlen 52.9 -,1 <, , 100.

Mbe gr# of thMe Gh~rjtertit4 is ShOW I& n4. 91.

T4 OM r fsWt.etiCe,, f , r It is voggelte, to use thetid seami

amokeer 2. Omrret dm •twstic of iput c t ewalA be to tS1  left

50 v. Thbe $imL mt lre-dt fo f'o~tmnaJ Ganve.ter, InM4 forMFV to

of thewe f•a•m, is poem, ed in Fig. 92 (T, A.. Tfpe.kw so , U lO I PV. v.

G•. A. A. Mo [(1e). Mo ctirt. , I (built is glP4. wit .WWIU
ovmrtW died@, world"ra cbdtdrift of) rep t WIM eut Nes eto t 2# lef



circuits II aW III reproduce current checteristics I,, correspondingly for

reproduction of function

toe100 sin foc

# 41.0 1 0 0 C• o s 1• t ot,

In circuits I aid II are applied double diode el1ente, where in circiut II fur

construction of double diode elmose are used diodes which cztate itgn. Diode

is eowwvor for circuits IT and ITT.

4. Diode Functional Gerators of

No or &Tr Armmsis

The necessity of reproductica of function@ of two or nore argumnts is usus.11y

met durinS solution of various ballistic problems investiptions of systms of

control of flying objects, for which coefficients of mudto, lift and leteral

aerodynamic forces are twntims aimaltauiously of angular dispIAc ts and Moth

nuabere, in catdintercamected systei of automtic central of ildustria.L

processes, in seywtes of autctic adjustmt and contr-l,, deaigwd for maintaining

an oiptiman regime.

?mctisns of two varUales can be directly. repro dced b7 thre-dixonaionsL

cams -'e. Kobrinskiy [1]) or their ea.ectric u."LAlr•s (H. F. Melssinger iij). .kow-

eer., application of them devices ustally roquire realization of mcchanic&l dis-

plc tis - which causes aharp roduction of the passbkod. Their mo edw cture is

extraordnarily labore-coain and is coited with grect .xpm.

Functia.s of throe and mre vusiales generally cars" oe rpreoduced Lrk iuh

a aimer. Therefore, we uslly resort eve in tbe case of a function of two vamriabl

to varimos mtbods of appraoation with the help of coasntims of ftatic of

only variah].e.

For fmtiaos, givim in table rorm, it is pmosible to use decaiositiom

(K. W. Pike and To K. Silverleg (1]) of the form

psili I y Xb I+, C 4 1 I Y-'x~ ') +I I ix.)A'1.y 4.6..~



Hre it is as wmd that the Ma value of fuction f(x 1 , yj) eqw8l. ge". If the

wan value o the funtion does not oqxaLl smor the it CAn alum be braeght to sh

a fIorm, subtracting froa every tabular value of the function its m. value

a aF9= l-)lx yd oftariumts xis jit isas "eased thatteyare c~mie ted

way by operation of addition and subtraction. With these assumptions verie (6.40)

tuins out to be convergnt.

The desired functiona of the ex1w.on are deteruined frcm the condition that

tha s of squati of w,- re of approximtion is ininumm. Wah approximtion is

conducted only by the am of fu.ction.

solution of this variatiorAl problen leads to the following expressions for g(x 1 )

and b(yj):
I <, /(x,. ye).

(6.41)k (Y,) - • _ (6•I

II

ubwe a is the uber of values of y in the table, a is the nwer of values of x

in the table.

In cas of use of am campete decoosition

values of function. S'(IN) And k'(y ) are determined by olutio by successive

pp i ions of the ystms of equotian,

kI A , . y j • y R ... . y .. .. .. .. . .. .... .)
R9 ix - - -, . - - [ +(y ,)I.

System of equatlons (6.43) is a result of mialsing the - at the squree



c! errors during approidmtion for R(xi, yj) with the help of

g' (Xe) /of (yI).

Designating error of this approximation by

it is possible to approximate it in turn by product g"(xi) h?(y7), and find function

g"(xi) and h"(yi) by minimization of the sum of the squares of resulting errors.

Appraisal of acesracy of approximation can be made by the value of the mean

quadratic dei'lection, which is determvied as the square root of the ratio of dis-

pe*rsion of the last remainder to dispersion of the original functicn

(I.:ý (6.44)

Y, R

Thus, for the given f(xi, yj) ws find funv~tor9s g(xj), h(yj), g'(xi), h'(yj),

etc., for fixed values of xi, yj. [ring reproduction of the found functions by

diode coaverters it is natural to use linear interpolation between tabular values of

the found function-.

This mothcd is useful for representation of functions of many variables, which

here are reduced to functions of one and two variables (see for more detail E. W.

Pike and T. R. Silverberg [(1).

Functional diagram of a functional generator for a function of two variables,

using the decamposition (6.40), is show in Fig. 93. As follows from the figure,

with such approxdetion there are required six functional geneiators, two factor

devices and one adder.

To a somewhat different composition of the required equipment leads considers-

oion of given function f(x,, y) by sections for given fixed values of yi. In every

section here we get a function of one variable f1 (x, yj).

Transition from fj (x, yj) to the curve ef the following section can be carried
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out by application of ome or another intepolating feictin. Usally her. there a

used linear interpolation. An exipl of such elect• camnil deic*e, made Ith

functional potentioieters, is sham in Fig. 94.

S • 0r

-In Y___rr

Fig. 93. FPnctional diagram of func-
tional dev.ce for reproduction cf
functions of two variables.

During application of diode generators for reproduction of each function

fj(x, yj) it is necessary to resort to their piecswise-linear approximation. Her*

transition from one function to another is best arriei out by *triangular func-

tions."

Skeleton diagram of such a converter is shown in Fig. 95.

5U, U, U [ ',

Fig. 94,. Skeleton diagram of electromechan-
ical device with functional potmtioweterefor reproduction of a function uf two vari-

bles.

*A. A. Fel'dFum and A. I. Slnukhtn, lstramic apparatus for ob n function

of two variables, Auth. cert. No. 100891, priority from October 16, 1951.



Fig. 95. Skeleton diagram of A"-Ationai
generator for reproduction of functions of
two variblee.

Variable x ,wves to the input of diode functional generators designed for re-

production of functions f (;!. yj). Voltage, representing in ths device the value of

these functions, is passed accordingly through dividers yy). so that at the out-

put of each divider we obtain the product of 3,(Y'If Ex. Y,). where 2, I

These products then are sumued so that the output quantity will be equal to

2 ) (6.45)

Functions zjy) have triangular form. Thei.. form is shown in Fig. 96.

When y -y, y 211 I. and 2 1 y)z 0. therefore, z - f 1 (x, y,); when

y--y2 21 iyo- 0. and 2,y) I

5 = f 2 (x, Y2).

In the interval between yl and Y2

If one were to fix a certain value x = xl, then during change of y inide the

considered interval, S will change linearly between values s, - f l (xl, yl) and

Z2 =f•2 (xl, Y2)-
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IVI

Fig. 96. Graph of fntiw~~on j.

Thus, application of "triangular" functions also leads to linear interpolation.

Here as can be noted from compaison of Figs, 95 and 96,j in reproduction of given

function simultaneously participate only two adjacent functional generators of

fj(x, yj ) which signil,"ntly reduces total error "a comared with the above-

considered method ef' representation of a function of two vaiales,, with whch

there must simultaneously work six functional generators and two factor devies.

The funamental circuit of such a functional generator,, developed by A. A. Fel 'dbaun

and A. I. Yknukhin (1],, is shown in Fig. 93. Here multipliction of f i(x, y i) and

IJ(y) is carried out by a device based an the tim-"s pr~incpe. •muntity 7

wl be converted in the relative duration of pulses,, controlled by comotion of

outputs of separate functional generator* Off, on •, *') by diodes 1. .1., .... 1,,

to the integratin point of output operationa m pl ldier 1. Control occurs in

such a way that with increase of y within limits adjacent sections .1y, and .1y,,.

the relative duration of switching on of 011, at first grur from sero to one,

and then toward the end of section Ay,., agin falls to zero, Here the mea vaue

of voltage at the output of integratin amplifier 1 from this funtional €o•vrter

will ¢han~e accordin to the law of the triage. Control of dLiodes ,... 2

*Fntional generators ,pn,. o n. consstato s elparate diodoel e --at@
(see page 142),, whose currents are sume by awlfier 1,



is produced in the circuit of Fig. 97 by triggers T1 , T29 .... Tn. Voltage, repre-

senting variable y, is fed to auxiliary amplifier 2 through resistance H.2. Re-

sistances of feedback for this amplifier are resistances Rl, R2 ,..., Rn, coupled

to plates of triggers, having potentials Uj, U2 ,..., Un. Output voltage U of

amplifier 2 through voltage dividers R - RT, R -- , Tn
T11 T21 T12 __RT22E?,, ITn Len

rrcves to grids of the triggers. Here also move reference voltages (U0o, U0 2 ,...,

110n) from divisor , H and voltage Un of sawtooth form with frequency of the order

of 1000 cps.

In the absence of an input signal the reference voltage displaces voltage Un

so much that not one trigger works. In this position on some output of triggers

there will be large positive potentials UI, U2 ,..., Un, and on others negative
! S I

potentials U 1' U2 P""' Un" Resistances R1 , R2 , R' 3 and R'n of the circuit of auxi-

liary caintating diodes .3, are selected with such magnitude that here both diodes

are locked and at points M, pL 2,..., M. of the circuit there is fed a positive po-

tential. As a result all diodes 7,. .7,. ..... I , turn out to be locked, and on the

output of the integratJng amplifier voltage is sero. With increase of input voltage

resultant voltage reaches the threshold of operation of the trigger. This occurs

at the end of the period of change of voltage Un first an the grid of trigger Ti,

whereupon the trigger is switched an ,or very short interval of time * (Fig. 98).

With switching on of the trigger potential U1 becoms negative and both diodes .Al

are unlocked, fixing here, the potential of the ground at point Ml. Diode At, is

unlocked and voltage, representing function fl(x, yl), posses to amplifier 1. With

durther increase of y the time of the switched-on state of trigger T1 increasee and

when y - y it equals period T of the change of s&toooth voltage 1.. Further in-

crease of the input signal leads to operation of trigger T2 at first for a very

short interval of time. With switching on of the second trigger diodes Ai are

locked and diode - is locked. Thus, with increase of input signal above yl'

relative duration of switched-on state of diode -1, starts to decrease. The



rwaining parallel circuits work similarly.

A.

r~ ,i--.,s

AO ~ -ý -e

-bi ti--v+ - Is • S,•
4  l

Fig. 9?. Furiantl cirmuit of functionl
generato• .

Fi.97 un 'ena CIr... " f ru-- ct. aiaa+

kk% 10 Vi,, j

at- Wt

06 J

---" - - "-. - - --

Fg. 9e Aoi. , coneri on

of output....... Int reItive " len

! t . ..... .. . .

Fig. 9S. Lxpianattic of work of circuit of ecmvwraio
of ouput mIpa17 into r.lative pule lemqgth.

With the help of feedback through reiletancse Rj, R2,..., In we em setablis

pro"K•ntality between input Iignal and variable man value of voltae at output



i nf triggers, and consequently, the relative duration of switching On independently

of variation of parameters of the circuit wid linearity of chwage of voltage Un.

Capacitors C Iand C2 are conniected to decrease the variable copmonent in output

voltage.

A deficiency of the considered circuit, besides large volume of required

equipment, is also the comparatively small passband, which is liaited, as for moat

systems based on the time-pulse principle, to a frequency of 10 - 15 cPs.

Of great interest in this connection is study of the possibility of use of

the previously considered diode generators of one variable for reproduction also

of functions of two variables.

If in these generators we make the reference voltage variable also, then there

can be obtained a family of nonlinear dependences with parameter e.. If we use

a functional generator with potentially grounded diodes, then during linear change

of reference voltage in function m.2 I er, 2 represents the second variable) there

results a family of equidistant nonlinear curves. This follows the fact that for

diode elemnts with potentially grounded diodes change of reference voltage does

not lead to chae of steepness of the current characteristic, but only to its paral-

lel displacement. if oe were to change e, according to a certain nonlinear de-

pendence '.r K 4.,, then it is possible to -eproduce a more €coplicated func-

tion of two variables. In Fig. 919 is brought the family of curves #M circuit of

a diode functianal generator for their reproduction.*

As it me shown in the work of Ieissinger, in general during reproduction of

an arbitrary fnction of two variables it is necessary to change reference voltage

of evewy diode element by its oun law dpendig upoe., Therefore, for exaple,

with 10 diode elementa there will be required ten auxiliar7 fwoctional generators.

Me figure is bait from the work of H. F. Obisiznger (2). It is necessary
to note that this circuit possessoeo the deficiency that toward the eWn of the scale
of the argint all diode elmets turn cout to be switched-an in the circuit.

I __ _ __ _ __ _



However thorough analysis of character of flow of functions givsn for reproduction

by separate sections allows us to reduce the number of reqaired funtioaml genera-

tore by feeding from one functional generator g, 1f., ) of those cdode elemsnts,

which participate in formtion of sections of the curve, having idmntical steepness.

It is moet convenient in studying the initial depewdmndes to use the method of

isoclines receiving wide use in the qualitative theory of differetiaJl equations.

Determination of functions of reference voltage sI .. ,...... g (er., j, its required

for reproduction of a given fumction of two variables, can be carried out In the

following mamer: the function given for reproduction W..,= ./.., :t will

be placed on coordinates ego% I I% or 4,.,. e., for various fixed values of

(e,,21, in the first case an of tr,,• in the sec•rd.

By one of the curves of this family are determined current characteristics of

input circuit of the operatinl amplifier and *eedback circuits, hich are subjected

to piecewise*-linear approximtion, and thea there is determined the nuebr of diode

eisments, their type and operating regime and switching voltage.

In case of application of diode elinnts with potentialls g ded diodes for

the l-th diode elumt on the basis of (5.19) this equality is e'r-rect:

", I(6.446)

where i is the umwber of the diode e nt j -j te number of interval of deco.-

posit ion for variable r.. :

Since from approxm•ation of the given cumve we kOw t,, for orVW' fixed value

of it,. then, camsequontly, we know the relatiaonhip

_ (6.47)

Substituting (6.47) in (6.46), we fin

to (foil p '
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separate diode eleutro will be so conmected aaog the.selves that functions g '*,i

All appear to coinciae. %.mutnang gfphic ccustruction in reverse omer, there

cei fcund by the given g r,,.) for on. iode elm.at the avitching voltages for

I ne rminit.

The p ente. w'3".od of reproductions of functions of two variables can be

extend.4 also to functions of more variables,, If a tne function of the reference

voltage we use in turn a function of %v• variables.

M'terJl brougat in this paragraph shaa that the problem of reprod iction of a

function of two or more variables presents great difficulties. Presently knmwn

solutions lead to sigaflicant ccw~lica&Liw of equipment &rid lwring of accuracy

connected with this, and also require a large voluwa of preliminary calculation.

For these reasons it is possible to convider that develcpent of functional

devices for reproduction of a fuact.on of two or more v Anbies still is far from

completion.

*In recent 7ear receiving a••licatio am metods of snthbeais of functlonal
gen.ters of y variable fro diAl• logical elamnts, offered liependently by
1. !. Ste=n wWd G. A. Ph.brick Wd farther developed b7 S. A. Ginsburg (ms, for
waploe, T. .tSterm Pioemetde--ltear netww* amlhysis wW e&Asis, proeeeings
of the siai• on nonlinear cireuit mIyss, fw York.-Lodon (1".7); S. A.
Ginsbwur g.qioal method of e7at~hesis of factiou1 vooms'ters, ?r*As. of First
Congr.oe IFAX, Vol. IV, PtablUinkin Nwaw of Aasde of Selma** of ISSR (1961).
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CHAPTER VII

FUNCTIONAL G9IA4TRAORS USING
CATVO[&-RA'. TUBES

With necessity of rapid transition from one form of reproduced nonlinear

dspendence to another, and _also in case of repro1urtirn of functions with many

xtrea and functions, possessing great steepness, as is known fro literature,*

genera1- purpose functional generators, based on the use of the cathode-ray tube,

can be applied.

Well-known types of such functiral generators can be divided into two groups:

1. Devices of closed type with negative feedback, using principle of servo

system.

2. P•&lee devicee of open type.

1. Devices of Closed Tyr, Based or Principle of

Static Servo S•ystm.

In Fig. 101 is brought functional diagra& of a functional generator besed or

a cathode-ray tube, built by principle of static servo sylta. In front of ecreeon

of electrui-bea. tube 1 with electrostatic control is pla&ced opaque plate (mask),

w.,ose profile is executed in accordance with the nonlinear depwidence given for

reproduction. A certain distance frm the mas is placed photo multiplier 2.

Electronic beam of tube is deflected fran axis y to an upper boundary deterained

by the horizontal side of the inscribed square, by voltage U%.

#*D. (n-l [1, D. N. packay (1), D. 1. Swast*in[1], G. D. McCann, C. H. Wilts,
B. N. Locanthi :11, H. W. Shults ti], E. J. Hancock (1).
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Wuring switching on of the photomultiplier the luminous flux, formedi by the

luminescent voint on the screen, will cause appearance of photocurrent. Voltage

drop from photocurrent in output resistor of photomultiplier after amplification by

f!ectronic amplifier 3 is fed to vertical plates Y-Y of the tube with such polarity

that beam begins to lower toward the mask. After arriving at the boundaries of the

I CD 

z

Ufr

U

Fig. 101. Principal functional diagram of cathode
ray functional generator with photomultiplier, 1--
electron-beam tube, 2--photomultiplier, 3--amplifier,
4--transition units, 5--mask.

FM

Its Its -J! ,

Fig. 102. Fundamental circuit of functional gersrator,

1--mask; 2--photcnultiplier, 3--optics.

mask further lowering of the beam causes decrease of the area of the luminescent

point on screen, ar4 together with this decrease of voltage U, , fed on the

vertical plates. This decrease will occur until the difference between the initial

value of voltage U0 and voldtage drop from the photocurrent with the given
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aaplificaticon factor of amplifier provides on the vertical plates the voltage,

necessary for setting the beam on the edge of the mask. Obviously, this voltage

will also depict the vadue of the function for the considered value of tha

argument. If one were to start to change voltage Ux on horizontal plater X-X,

t.,en ac-ordingly the beam will be transferred along the edge of the mak, and

voltage on plat6s Y-Y will change by the given nonlinear curve. Fundamwtal

circuit of such functional generator as made by Institute of Automation and

Telsmechanics of Acadey of Sciences of USSR is presented in Fig. 102. Here the

transition unit controlling horizontal deflection of the beam is made from two

tubes I I and 12 , and the transition unit block controlling vertical deflection

is made frw- double triode J3 . Amplifier 1 serves as the amplifier of main

channel, and amplifier 2--for setting the scale of the function. The scale of the

argument can be set by potentiometer ]I-.' . Potentiometer 11-5 serves to compen-

sate the constant component, appearing during shift of the curve given for repro-

duction with reopect to axes of the tube for the purpose of maxium use of the

area of the screen.

2. Error of the Functional Generator.

We will derive the basic relationship for estimating error of the given circuit.

For this purpose it is convenient to present the functional diagram of Fig. 101

in the form of a block-diagram (Fig. 103a). Here are designated:

Mrir-- bridging amplifier of horizontal deflection,

h.a, -- amplification factor of bridging amplifier,

TT, s7stew. of deflection of beam in horizontal,

-- sensitivity of system of beam deflection in the norisontal,

Mask -- nonlinear dependence, given by profile of mask,

Bl -- systam of beam deflection in vertical,

-- sensitivity of system of beam deflection in vertical,

U". U,.-- voltages on horizontal and vertical plates,
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LrMB -- bridging amplifier of vertical deflection,

W q'-- characteristic of screen,

O '.,1 Y)-- error in setting of be=m in vertical,

S -- area .if undarkened part of fluorescent spot,

F -- luminous flux,

E -- transmission factor of luminophor,

7,-- time constant of luminophor,

, -- current of piotcaultiplier,

/ -- dark current,

Wt)-- integral sensitivity of photomultiplier:.

R.-- load resistor of photomultiplier,

U1 -- voltage on load resistor,

U -0 voltage of initial displacement of beam,

,es-- voltage of zero drift of amplifier, brought to the input,

-- angle of inclination of profile of mask with horizontal.

Pa

Fig. 103. Block-diagram for derivation of fundamential
equation of functional generator.
KEY: (a) Amplifier.

Equations of separate units of block-diagram, Fig. 103, will be:

1. Equation of input circuit
£ ),k, a1  (7.1)

Y-. I (x).
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2. Equations of main channel of amplification of error in turn breake up into:

a) Equation, determinirq dependence of unshaded part of spot on errnor ==y,,-- y

Form of function T'Ae) depends on given idealization of the shape of the spot

and character of curvature of mask in the regiin of the spot. With a well focused

spot it is possible with accuracy sufficient for practice to consider that the

spot has the shape of a circle, and the mask in the region of the spot can be

replaced by a sloping straight line AE (Fig. 103b).

With these assumptions

[ Im. I I t';

Assuming movements of the light spot about the mask to be 3ma1l, after expansion

of quantity arccos ( -a-- ) in a series and disregarding all terms of

a degree higher than the first, we will receive*

S 4 &

b) Equation of luminous flux

dPT7. j- + F= E(t) S.

c) Equation of photcuultiplier
1 -I, +r /a = () F' 4 ,.

U, IR, = R. a (t)F 1r,R..

d) Equation of amplifier

town K, K(- U, 4! U,- to).

Solving the given equations for e... , we receive finally aquations of the

main channel of amplification in the form

to, =K, IM. i (t PF 1,R.-- U.± edI. (7.2)
~dF r ( 4 Y Yo6AaT, -• + F =--- El•t)- - I -.- ,.-

itI X

*Derivation of this dependence "elongs to A. 0. Lalantsev.
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3. Equation of feedback circuit

Y e m u s*. ( 7 . 3 )

Considering thl.t a CO- , we find from equations (7.1), (7.2) and (7.•)

when T, -. o

-= ' 4-

C, Do A k ,R 3 (1) 1 (1) 2f 0 a pn6 

(7.4)

4 K, Ask, ~IJL(t)2r Cob 3

rr'

In a steady-state regime in ideal conditions, when voltage U0 -=R. 5 E- 2-. I,-__ 0.

".,,-z 0 . witn very large Ky and f(x) = f(x. ), from expression

(7.4) we obtain

Urn- 
(7.5)

It follows from this that error of work of buch functional generator will be

caused by inaccuracy of making the mask If=1,.,(x.)--/ix.', the finite value of

the amplification factor of the main channel, time constant of iminophor, presence

of dark current of photomultiplier, inaccuracy of setting of required quantity U0,

by drift of the amplifier and instability of sensitivity of thi deflecting system.

For the purpose of decreasing error one should take speci'il measures for

accurate adjustment and manufacture of the mask. As awilifier of main channel

it is desirable to use amplifier with automatic stabilisation of zero level.

With very large amplification factor and ideal manufacture of mask the error,

as expression (7.4) shows, will have the form

(is - R. @ (t) E (t) + ,,w R

gh - " - -*.- ) 2 to k C ,in (7 .6 )

It is obvious that this error will be less, the greater the magnitude of the

denominator. This indicates a way of selecting parameters of photomultiplier,

properties of mask and transmission factors of transitiuca urits.

Analysis of work of such functional generator shows that changes of dark

current of photouultiplier and brightness of fluorescent point of screen in time in
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ezsence determined the natural zero drift of functional generator, and inasmuch

they act almost directly on tne amplifier input, increase of the amplification factor

of the latter in the presence of negative feedback dces not lead to decrease of

indicated drift.

In connection with this there were attempts (by C. N. Pederson, A. A. Gerlach,

R. E. Zenner [ 1]) to surmount these difficulties by increasing dimensions of

screen of the tube, transition to another type of screen and dpplication of

several photcmultipliers. In Fig. 104 is brought a skeleton diagram of such a

functional generator. In this generator the luminescent spot, appearing on the

screen of the tube, is projected with the help of optics cn black sheet of special

paper, on which by white paint there w4_ll be depicted the graph of the function

given for reproduction . Into the circuit of vertical beam deflection there is

fed biased voltage, which is sufficient to move the beam to the upper edge of the

tube. Light, emitted by the luminescent spot of the screen, passing through the

white line on the black screen, is reflected from it and hits the group of

photomultipliers. Here at the output of the amplifier there appears voltage of

such sign, with which the beam seeks to drop down. As a result the beam will be

11,,

Fig. 104. Fundamenta.i circuit of functional generator
with photcuultipliers and cathode-ray tube with magnetic
control. 1--amplifiers of deflecting systems, 2--coil of
vertical deflectioni 3--coil of horisontal deflection,
4--cathode-ray tube; 5--photcmultipliers, 6--optical
system 7--graph of given function (white on black back-
groundS, 8--light absorber, 9--amplifier of signal.
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held on boundary of the white line and with change of voltage in the system of

horizontal deflection will track the boundary of the white line. Thickness of the

white line, by which the graph of the function given for reproduction is depictea,

should increase with increase of steepness of this function. With an angle of

inclination, approaching 90", for retention of the beam on the white line its

thickness should be in the order of 3 M. By application of four photomultipliers

fluctuations of total dark current are sharply reduced.

According to the data of C. N. Pederson, A. A. Gerlach, R. E. Zenner 113

the described device ensures accuracy of 0.5%, a pasband of ILK) c, ease and speed

of set up.

Of great interest a".) are functional generators with application of cathoae-

ray tubes, which do not require conversion of the beam current into luminous flux.

From literature we know the principle of construction of such a generator (A. C.

Munster [1]). In a cathode-ray tube, equipped with the usual gun with electro-

static deflection of beam, there is placed a plate-target, wade from material,

possessing a significant coefficient of secondary mission (for example, aluminum

oxide).

(a)

Fig. 105. Fumdamental circuit of functional
generator with internal receiver of beam.
KEY: (a) Collector.

Part of the target is covered with carbon ink in such a way that the curve,
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bounding the carbon dye, depicts the function given for reproduction. In the tube

is placed an additional electrode-collector (Fig. 105), gathering secondary

electrons, flying from the target under the influence of electron bcabardimt of

the beam. Aluminum and carbon have at selected accelerating voltages different

coefficients of secondary ain-saon (for aluminum oxide e = 2, and for carbon dye

O< 1). Therefore the direction of current in resistor RH will vai7 depending

upon what part of the target the electron beam strikes. If alter preliminary

amplification we use the voltage drop at R. to control deflection of the beam by

plates Y-Y, then it is possible with feesing of the input signal to plates X-Y

to force the electron beam to follow the boundary between the carbon dye and

aluminum oxide. Here voltage after the amplifier will represent tne desired value

of the function.

Such a functional generator, as follows from this description, does not

require conversion of current of the beam into a luminous flux. However there is

required accurate adjustment of the target inside the tube, which presents known

difficulties, and there also aprears an &Iditional source of error due to

instability of coefficients of seccmary emission along the bowx1ery of the division.

By principle of action the considered functional generator cannot be general-

purpoae. Replacement of functions signifies replacement of the electron-beam tube.

For construction of a functional generator based on a cathode-ray tube, which

would not require conversion of beam current into a luminous flux, and then into

potomultirlier current, it is possible to use the .phenomena occurring in the

cathode-ray tube with accumulation of cnarges (B. Chance, V. HUges [11). In these

tubes the screen should possess a coefficient of soccrdary mission O'> 1 in

range of operating accelerating voltages and very high resistance. These require-

ments are met, for example, by Prex glass, frcm which envelopes of electron-beam

tubes are usudily p. *pared. Fcr use of thir phenceenon on the -uter surface of the

tube (Fig. 1U6) is put a signal electrode, and inside is placed an additional
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I
electrode (collector), under a positive potential, scmewhat exceeding the potential

of the second plate. As collector there can serve, for example, an Aquadage

electrode, utilized for post deflection acceleration.

3

Fig. 106. Principle of action of a cathode-ray
tube with. accmuilation of charges. 1--capacitor,
2--signal electrode; 3--glass; 4--electron bam.

The surface of the screen, under the influence of the electron beam, will be

charged positively until its potential canes near the potential of the collector.

Certain setondary electrons, attracted by the field of the charged positive spot,

will settle near it and will create a negatively charged region (Fig. 106b).

Changing periodically the intensity (brightness) of the beam by the influence on

potential of a Wodulating electrode, it is possible to carry out periodic change

of total charge at a given place of the screen which causes appearance of capacitive

currents through the signal electrode. During use of the described pienomencn for

construction of a functional generator the signal electrode is made of two parts,

divided by a sl~t, made in the form of the function given for reproduction (B. Ya.

Kogan (21). Alternating current, removed fra• e-•h part of the signal electrode,

is amplified by high-frequency amplifier and is rectified. The rectified voltage is

added in anti-phase to the input of the operational d-c amplifier, covered by

negative feedback through the electron-Ieam tube (Fig. 107). When the beam is in

the middle of the slot, current of each half of the condueting layer is identical

an voltage at the output is equal to sero. With displacen t cf beam in the
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a) ri-r'J

J

Fig. 107. Functional generator based on cathode-ra
tube without photcmatiplier, a) fundamentlict;

1--traunsitiOn units, 2--high-frequency oscillator; 3--
high-frequency amplifiers; 4--4etectoro; 5--d-cabpl)fler; b) gener• view: c) chcr)cteristic.

direction of one or the other plate at output there appears voltage of mne or the

other sign, and of the mantude. necessary for holding the beeis on the *lot level.

Obviously, this Voltage wVJLj also repý"3ent the value of the d~esired f~unctiou.

The diagrea and general .iew of a unctionar l generator, bhilt n such a princple

by the Institute of Autcaetion and Ttleuichtiicr o) Acs:a of Sciences of Ucicu, is

shown in Fig. ali, a " b) and its evh:c)cisrctr isti c.n F&. 1c.

heFnctional, generator developed by colle nere of Institute,, V. s. Gurov.
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Basic data of this functional generator are such: input and output voltage

+100 v, output current--of the order cf iV. ca, input impedance--greater than 2W0

kilohm, accuracy--of the order of 1.5-2% of tctsl acale, passband--greater than

IUC C.

.. Functional Generators w4th Controlled

Beam 3cannLn _

Principle of action of such functional generator is based on use of dynaa.ic

compensat!on (F. E. Tamrikcv (1i). It car be ccmprehended by the functional

diagram in Fig. 108.'

Functional generator consists of cathode-ray tube r., rpace maek 9. iteratirg

the curve given for reproduction, photomuitiplier 2, located a certain distance

from screen of the tube, pulse shaping unit 3, generator 4 for sc&•ring of the beam

of cathode-ray tube alorng y-y axis, peak detectf•r 5 and integrating antplifier

6. To these elsemnts are added (Fig. 108b) % sour!e of constant cca&-ensatlng

voltage 7 ( 3H ) and key 8, prtectit* break -down, of ti be"a of tube with

sharp changes of voltage of the agrument.

Before beginning operation of functiomal ge"erator cutput clamps of generator

of scanning are closed and when *x - 0 the e -mv uric t-6= of tube is at Yoint U.

With starting of functional generator o-tmzt voltage of generator of scanning

deflects the beam to one of the edges of the mask. With departure of the beam

beyond the edge of the mask, thanks to •.mLmrination of the potcmultiplir there

occurs a sharp change of voltage on its load resistor due to change of current of

photmuIltiplier. This change of voltage is shaped by unit EDM into a standaMr

ua/se, which starts the acanning generator in the opposite direction, by force of

which the beam will move to the oppoite edge. As a result there will .be

extablished natural oscillation of the bas~ between edgos of the eask. Amplitis

Offored and developed in Acao• of Sci'nces of USSM by- A. D. Talantsev [3,
(4a; see also R. Havilald fil.
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of these oscillations will be directly proportional, and frequency inversely

proportional to the distance betveen edges, when the beam moves with constant speed

along the y-y axis.

Usually in such functional generators we use the dependence of amplitude of

natural oscillations on distance between edges, since here rigid requirements v•re

not put on linearity of change of voltage of generator of scanning. During change

of e., amplitude of natural oscillations wiil char4e by the same law, by which

the distance bvtween edges changes. When both edges of mask are symetric with

respect to axis x, amplitude of oscillations will reflect the ordinate of the

fuitction given for reproduction with accuracy up to a constant ccsponent. Aapiituae

of ,tatural oscillations will be converted into constant voltage by a demodulator.

As danodulator 'here is used a special circuit of a peak detector, ensuring

liý;arity rectifying in the operating range of frequencies with accuracy -_j.1%.

As generator of scanning we apply syme'ric trigger, whose plates are loaded by

integrating networks.

its-
S'a

Ig. W9, Functional diagrum of functional generator,
based on principle of dynamic ccmpensation. l--cathode-
ray tube; 2--ptotamtiplier; 3--juls• fonsi.ng unit; 4--
generator of scanning, 5---peak detector; 6--integrating
amplifier 1--.-aoUrce of stabilised voltage for compensation
of constant eoponent; 8--key; 9--opaque mask.

Presence of initial distance b0 betwoee edges of mask (Fig. 109) is caused by

necessity of obtaining negative values of output voltage, and also the difficulty

of obtaining mall amplit,'ies of n•atural oscillations with veory great frequency due
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to inertness of systcm and nonlinearity of operation of peak detector at small

signal amplitudes. Constant component caused by this in.:tial amplitude of natural

oscillations, is compensated at output by, voltage UO.

During operation of the generator there is possible random nonoperation of the

scanning generator or break-down of natural oscillations owing to sharp change of

input voltage e., . Therefore in the generator is provided special protection

from break-dowr )f natural oscillations. In e.ase of nonoperation of scanning

generator after appearance of beam on edge of mask output voltage of scanning

generator will increase, until key K open- which will cause change of voltage at

the input of BFI and in turn will cause appearance of impulse at output of BFI

and operation of scanning generator. The next operation will occur when the beam

reaches the opposite edge of mask, since with setting of beam beyond screen at

output of photomultoipler appears a voltage jump, opposite in sign to that, which

takes place with emergence of beam from behind the mask. Pulse shaping unit does

not react to voltage jumps of this polarity. The very same occurs during non-

operation of rp at the other edge of mask. In absence of mask screen there

take place natural oscillations, amplitude of which is greater than amplitude,

corresponding to maximum width of mask, which is attained by corresponding adjustment

of the key.

Frequency of natural oscillations for

t i obtaining the widest possible pansband for

J. the device should be as high as possible.

With a fixed maxijmm distance between tdges

- --...... of mask the lower limit of frequ..ncy of

____ _ f natural oscillations is determined basically,

by properties of the luminophor of the tube
Fig. 109. Fxmple of mask
for functional generator, (time lag of glow and time of afterglow).
built on principle of
dynamic compensation. In connection with this it is expedient in
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such generators to use cathode-ray tube with screen made of calcium tungstate,

possessing comparatively small afterglow and giving a blue gl w, for which sensi-

tivity of photcoultiplier turns out to be the greatest.

With the taker. dimenfions of mask (Fig. 109) minimum frequency of natural

oscillations is approximately 1000 c which provides a passband o_' about 100 c.

Main sources of error of functional generator are: inconstancy of moient of

starting and switching off of scanning due to instability of brightness of the spot,

nonlinearity and instability of peak detector, instability of power supplys

(especially for compensation of constant component) and inaccuracy of manufacture

of screen. Error due to inconstancy of moment of starting and switching off of

generator of scanning significantly decreases with application of optics, projecting

on photocathode the image of luainescent spot and screen. General view of such

functional generator as made by Acadeny of Sciences of USSR is shown un Fig. 110.

In generator is provided possibility of rapid transition frcm circuit with

controlled scanning beam to circuit, operating on static principle.

Results of experimental checking of

operation of f!mctional generator with

controlled unfolding of beam showed that

1) error of reproduction of functions with

hand manufacture of mask lies within 1.5%;

2) drift of output voltage of order

04. v in 15 min;

3) passband -- 30 c;

4) limits of change of output voltage

+120 v with 10 kilokm load.

Fig. 110. General view ol Ccoparison of functional generators,
cathode-ray functional
generator with controlled made of cathode-ray tubei wn the itatic
ecanning of beam.

principle and those with controlled scanning
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of beam ohms that the latter, with other technicLi indices equal, require for their

realisation more electronic equipment and give the worst use of the useful area of

the mask. However along with functional generation these devices allow us to carry

out Also frequency modulation and several other cofwnctions. Continuous movement

of the beam on the screen in these devices gives a certain increase of period of

service of cathode-ray tube, ensuring more uniform wear of screer-.

By cathode-ray functional generators it is possible to reproduce also functions

of two variables (G. Korn and T. Korn (i]). With this aim between the screen of

cathode-ray tube and photomultiplier is placed a mask, whose transparency changes

from point to point. The quantity of luminous flux, and consequently, the output

current of photomultiplier will be proportional to transparency at a given point

of the mask. Making the mask in such a manner that its transparency changes with

respect to the given function, from the coordinates of the beam (or voltages on

deflecting plate*). One can obtain a functional generator of two independent

variabler-

Application of such functional generator simplifies obtaining of complicated

functions of the form

However accuracy of their work is low and constitutes 2-10% and the device itself

is complicated, since it requires very stable operation of the screen of the tube

and photomultiplier. Furthermore, technology of obtaining of semitransparent masks

with given distribution of transparency is sufficiently labor-consuming.

During construction of specialised functional generators of two variables

semitransparent mask can be located inside the electron-beam tube. Here the need

of a photcmultiplier, naturally, disappears.
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4. Pulse Functional Generators of

In recent years there have been offered a number of circuits (L. G. Polimerov

[11, E. E. Newholt [i)) of pulse functional generators of open type using cathode-

ray tubes. In these functional generators, just as in those described above

(page 239), a photomutiplier serves only as an indicator of appearance of beam

in slits of mask.

Functional diagram of a device is shown in Fig. 111. Here is depicted also a

cathode-ray tube with mask, provided with two slits. Slit I corresponds to the

function given for reproduction, and slit II serves to fix the axis of the argument.

The beam with the help of scanning generator periodically deviates from the

horizontal. At the moment of appearance of beam in slit II or slit I at the output

of photomultiplier 2 appear pulses which change the position of trigger 6. As a

result at the output of the trigger there can be singled out square pulses, duration

of which will be proportional to the distance between edges of slits. So that

measurement of this distance is made only during forward movement of beam (from

slit II to slit I) slits are made of different width. This establishes a definite

sequence of pulses during forward movement and other sequence during reverse. In

the pulse selection unit 5 there is passed only the sequence of forward movement.

Fig. I1l. Functional diagram of pulse fuwnctionl
generator of open type. 1--generator of scanning;
2--photomultiplier; 3--limiter, 4--pulse shaper;
5--palse selection unit; 6--trigger; 7--key- 8--RC
circuit; 9--peak detector; 10--cathode follower.

Conversion of duration of square pulses into voltage is carried out by
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integrati network 8, and voltage m capacitor is fixed by peak detector 9. With

frequency of seamng 500) c operatin frequency of input signals does not exceed 5 c.

Such functional generator in yieldig to generators of closed type with control-

led secanning of beam, since, other conditions equal, its accuracy depends on

linearity of generator of scanning, and the p&asband turns out to be considerably

narrower.

Essential improvement of performance of the considered functional generations

was attained in the work of A. I. Petraiko [1), who offered a method of combining

of pulse and continuous circuits.
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CHAPTER VUII

MULTIPLIERS AMD DIVI3MR

1. Classification an hrt .§MLe of iE!ý p jqsof
Construction of M'ltiLpliers.

Various constructions of imultipliers and dividers are convmniontl17 classified

on the diagram, brought in Fig. 112. Here all devi-es are broken down into two

groups: devices of direct and indirect act..m.

Fi tn. 1.12. OtI' Classifica t ionos utile
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I
In direct action devices the operation of multiplication (division) of two

independent variables is carried out directly by use of various physical laws.

In indirect action devices the operation of multiplication is carried out by

a number of other mathematical operations. Here usually the transition to other

A .. mathematical operations is carried out on the basis of known relationships of

analysis or algebra and requires, as a. rule, realization of functional generation.

Thus, for example, using relationship

, - , .L , 1 LX - (8.1)

it is possible to replace operation of multiplication by operations of algebraic

addition and squaring.

Functional diagram of device, reproducing equation (8.1) is shown in Fig. 113.

US

L__ Y1- -U,

Fig. 113. Fvnctional diagram of multiplier
with square-law function generators. O1 --

square-law function generatore.

As follows from tie figure, fo," realization of operation of multiplication ther:

are required linear computing elements for summation and change of sign and two

functional generators, carxying out squaring.

For construction of such functicuial generator, there can be used, for example:

quadratic dependence of plate current on grid voltage of three-electrode electron

tube in regione of small plate currents, nonlinear chararteristics of pentodes

(J. M. uke [1)), and cathode-ray or diode functional generators.

As another example let us consider obtaining of a product on the basis of
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relationship

xy ° (8.2)

Here it is already required to carry out other functional generation-finding a

logarithm of an independent variable. The antilogarithm here is often obtained by

coupling a logarithmic generator in the feedback circuit of tne operational

amplifier.

Since logarithmic function is not definite for negative values of argument, then

multipliers of this type are useful directly only if the co-1eactors do not change

sign. Otherwise it is neces ary to add constant positive quantities to co-factors

x and y, and then by subtraction of corresponding quantities single out the desired

product.

Thus, for example,

whence

XY -- h- ay-hx+ anti I(x+ a) -j.I,(, -h)I. (8.3)

Logarithmic multipliers allow us to execute not only multiplication of several

co-factors (two or more) and also involution and extraction of root.

T >, ,

Fig. 114. Functional diagram of multiplier with

logarithmic generators.

In Fig. 114 there is presented the functional diagram of such a multiplier.

Logarithmic functional generators can be based on the diverse principles. In
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I
certain cases there are used natural nonlinear characteristics of electron tubes.

In Fig. 115 is brought circuit (see B. Chance, V. Huge* (11) for obtaining

product on the basis of expression (8.2) with use of known property of grid

characteristic of triode:

us A= k log Ir (8.4)

V; which is correct with low grid currents, i.e., with large values of resistors,

connected in grid circuit. For integrating amplifier it is possible to write

LC Ua KY I(U.), - AUg. + (U4. - put, (U..h - :iU,, -U,,t

or

(U.%, -- AU,. +- (U,.4 -- If,- (U*.ý + pU . -u-t U ; == O

where subscripts 1, 2, 3 signify the number of the tube in the circuit.

Selecting Uo in such a manner that Wadi + ,UA - (U.)h = U0. aWW

assumLing K,-.x , we receive

whence it follows

IOgLg, +Iogt#,,logltg or U,=U.==U,U,. (8.5)

Conooquemtly, voltage UZ is the measure of product xy.

Fig. 115. Diagram of multiplier based on log&a-
rithnic dependence of plate current on grid voltage
of triode.

Instability of characternstics of electron tubes leads to increase of error
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of such devices. In connection with this lately widely used are multipliers

(B. Davis, I. 3wift [1]) in which reproduction of logarithaic function is cirrieu

out on the basis of piecewise-linear approxination.

If one were to use the expression for total differential of product of functions

d(xy)= xdyt ydx. (8.6)

after integration of both parts of equation we receive

z,=f xdy f ydx. (8.7)

In this case operation of multiplication is reduced to integration and

aunmation. Since integration here should be produced for every independent variable,

in the general case not being time, this method of obtaining a product cannot be

realized on electronic integrators, carrying out, as we know, integration only

with respect to time. This method, however, is successfully used in solving

problmas on mechanical integrators (I. 5. Bruk [I], V. Bush fl]).

Comparative ccmplexity of devices of indirect action aid dependence of their

error on accuracy of fulfillment of separate elments caused development of devices

which execute the operation of multiplication (division) directly.

Direct action devices by principle of construction can be ditided into two

groups: compensational devices, either closed (with negative feedback), or

paramet ric--open.

a)

b) d)IL

Fig. 116. Various principles of construction
of multipliers.
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L,, pdrdmetric ievi'es re use eiinenth, whose PIhysIiCAi properties ensure

fulfliunerit of muitipiication. FExAmrles are linear l-,) and a-&- circuits (Fig. 116,

d drxl b), for whicn the voltage drop on a circuit element is the prcwiuct of two

.depz.adent variables--current and resistance, or a wattmeter element (Fig. 116d),

for which the mcment developed by the mobile system is the measure of the prcduct

of two independent variables -- two currents or current and voltage. Likewise, tte

electromotive force is developed by a generator on idle running (Fig. 116c), is

proportional to the product of two independent variables: speed of rotation of

aiinature arni quaritity of magnetic flux.

*U'U
(a) Z'

Fig. 117. Multiplier based on amplitude modulation of

signals. 1--first balanced modulator; 2--second balanced
modulator; 3--damodulator.
KEY: (a) To carrier frequency source.

For obtaining a product there may also be used the phenomenon of amplitude

modulation. In Fig. 117 is depicted the fundamental circuit of one such device

(G. D. McCann, C H. Wilts, and B. N. Locanthi [1]), made on the basis of two

balanced modulators: one, assembled in a annular circuit of dry-disc rectifiers,

and the other--tubo, using property of variable-mv tubes to change steepness of

grid characteristic (in definite limits) directly proportionally to voltage applied

to grid.

Modulated in the first modulator the input signal will form as it were the
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vo tage cf tt.e -ýirrler frequenc) for tt.e serond odulatcr, where this carrier

frequency a zecond time Is mudulatea by a second input voltage. Double-modulated

vultage of carrier frequency after amplification is rectified by phated -ýectifier

(demWculator). Magnitude of rectified voltage turns out to be proportional to

product of U and 'I

In compensationa_ devices the operation of multiplication is executed with

coverage of the Aevice or its main elements by negative feedback. Here it turns out

that the result cf operation of these devices under certain conditions does not

depend on change cf characteristics of elements, covered by feedback. Compensational

multipliers are constructed on aiverse principie3. They can be divided into three

main groups;

-) devices, based on automatic change of transmission factor of a certain

network;

2) devices with electrodynamic elements;

3) devices, based on application of electron-beam tube with transverse electric

and magnetic fields.

b) a

0]

Fig. 118. Methods of reahlation of multiplication of uipn-
alternatling signals. 1--multipliers, workxn• with one sign-
alternating co-factor; 2--aifferential amplifier.
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Muitipiaers, made ir the form of purely electronic system, vroviCe 4 suf

ficientiy wile passband of signals anid error within u., -- %. F1 ctreaCr hanflc dI

device although they ensure in princirle large accuracy, have a narrow ra, -,banrd

(up to I c).

Usually to multipliers is presented the requirement tc carry out the operat'?on

of multiplication of two co-factors, each of which car ta&e bott positive anrJ

negative values. Above it was z,hown how, with the help of a multipier, workin inr

principle only with positive values of co-factor's (multiplier with logarithx.ic

generator), it is possible to carry out multiplicatlon of sigrn-alternating

co-factors. In Fig. l18a and 118b are brought methods (G. Korn and T. Korn [11)

of realization of multiplication of two sign-alternating co-factors by multipliers,

in principle allowing change of sign for only one co-factor.

In recent years aost widely applied are multipliers based on the time-pulse

principle, and multipliers made from square-law functional generators. The first

en.ure comparatively high accuracy U.1 toO.2% in a relatively narrow passband, the

latter differ by a wide passband and accuracy within 0.5 tol%.

a,

Fig. 119. Methods of construction of
dividers. 4pfl -- functional generator, I--
mu" UIplier.

Operation of finding a quotient usually is executed either by a multiplier

in combination with a functional generator, giving the reciprocal (Fig. 119a), or

by coupling a multiplier in the feedback circLit of an amplifier with large

amplifieation factor (Fig. 119b).
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as ~ ese 4o6 P9 %re - _rrect.

I -hSi, e / / .,e

araI sireI I'~ri-
- tA,,~ (8.8)

The latter method of obtaining a divider requires less equipment and gives the

possibility to obtaining the operation of division in a wider range of change of

U as compared with application of a functional generator reformer for obtaining

of quuantities, reciprocal to Uy.

2. MuŽtipliers Based on Prnle of Automatically

Reulated Iransmission Factor.

These devices usually consist o.l a network, to whose input is fed a voltage,

representing one cc.-factor, and the transmission factor automatically changes

lenearly with change of voltage, representing the second co-factor.

Depending upon peculiarity of physical realization of this network we distin-

guish:

a) devices, made from an operational amplifier with a transmission factor

changed by steps;

b) time-pulse devices, or, as they are othsrvise called, devices with pulse

dividers;

c) devices, based on double amplitude modul&Aovn;

(1) AN-FM devices.

For increase of accuracy of conversion of one of the co-factors into the

transmCssion factor of the network there is used introduction of negative feedback.

On skeleton diagram, Fig. 120, by A-i is designated the divider, to whose

input is fed constant voltage Up, an" from the output is removed part a UO

(where e is the instantaneous value of the divider's transaission factor). This

signal is compared by differential amplifier 3 with signal U,, representing one

of the co-factors. In case of xismatch, to the divider is fed a signal which
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P0 cranpes its traflifliss,-on fairtc~r inl SucI.

direction as to eliminate this mwsmatch.

In a steady-5tate reg me with very iarpe

K• this relationship is correct:

NA1 11
UU.

whence
Fig. 120. Method of automatic
control of transmission factor ,
by negative feedback. A-i,,.-2
-- dividers, 3--differential if the coefficient of division of the
amplifiers.

second divider )I-2 changes owing to the

same mismatch signal, then during feeding its input with voltage of ý,cond co-factor

Uy we receive

U, = = U, - (8.9)
' UO

Let us consider certa-.. practical circuits of the above-mentioned multipliers.

!..__uit_.ijer based on step .chan of transmission factor. In the muit~ip±Atý,

based on step change of transmission factor of operational amplifier, there is usea

the basic ratio for an operational amplifier:

Y,

Whan Y2 = const output voltage is

, proportional to product of conductance Y

and ,., . If one were to make

b) o ccxuctance YT according to law

Y k =e keel (8.1u)

then such a device would execute the

-6 operation of multiplication.

Fig. 121. Skeleton diagram of multi- However it presents great difficulties

pliers with step change of trans-
mission factor. 1, 2--amplifiers; to execute conductance, linearly changing

3--reversible binary counter, 4--
pulse generator and shaping cascade, under thn influence of voltage and not

5--cowmva output, sensitive to
polarity and magnitude of mimatch introducing here its own mf to the circuit.

KF•nal?) Count, (b) Add; (c) Zubtract.
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Tereforo we ýsua,.y remor" to approxiAte reaiization of relationship (e.xJ,

replacing ••, •pe;norce by step or changing to linear dependence between me&,

Tal Ues3.

In Fig. 121 is brought skeleton diagram of one variant of such a multiplier

(E. A. Goldberg [1]). Conversion of one of co-fa-tors into a proportional change

of conductance is carried out here by a unique system of negati' e feedback, incluitng

a digital device.

For the first operaLional amplifier this equality is correct:

Via=- U- •6.11)

If this voltage exceeds a specific positive value V4 > 0 , the device

delivering coands lets pulses pass to the binary counter, which for each pulse

takes away one from the number earlier fixed on it. To each digit of the binary

counter there corresponds a relay and a conductance (AY,,) conrected by this reiay

to the injut of the operational amplifier. This process will o;cur until Y1 2

changes so much that with constant U. U4 will be leei than U•, . In thi Case

access of pulses to binary counter will stop. W.,-n&< .U4,, < 0. then

device delivering cmmanrds again lets pulses pass to the binary counter, but :ow

every pulse alr~ady adds one to the number on the counter and thereby awitches

the relay in such a manner that

JUI < t'I.

When U,-*0 in a stoay-state regise this relationship is correct:

U- U6.t -0O

whence

If binary counter simultaneously controls several idantical systems of relays,

and the latter comute conductance to input of other operatiomal amplifiers, then

at the out~mt, for example, of operational ampl.ifier 2 we will receive

Us U,.
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we asuae tr4t Y- %,r. e.'

.ince input Irecance, c(umutei by the reiuys, is con~tltut Y fr*,m r,,s 3vP

elments, then for realization of multiplication with signalt ernat In co--1fctor

1. we ube alditiun to the nnput of first operational amplifer of a ý4sit.,ve fixel

voltage U,., in magnitue exeed-ing the maximum poesible ,falue of vcit4ae U Here

in tA'e product triere 1a a super.Luou component , which must be .ei/uct-C

1zy feeding the input of the operational amplifier 2 an additional compoment

after slgn-inverter 3 (Fig. 122).

CAO

S.

Fig. 122. The same 9s in Fig. 1"- but for
multiplication of si•1n-a.ternating ••gnals.
1, 2, 3--aMplifiera, 4-..reversible binary
counto.-, 5--comanr output, 6--pulse
generator and shaping cascade.
KXr: (a) dd; (b) Count; (c) '.ubtract.

.In the described device there were proviried 11 binary digits in the binary

counter and correspendiingly ii passive circuito, camuted to input of operational

ampliV.Wqr whicn allowe us to set cor•uctawce at the ouatput with accuracy of

u.uO,•.u, referance to maxima value.



Kr a erk;r : cr ~ :n lev'e as r-omt'ra dO-Ves t~~~were *usmc

s!*c'al r, 9 r svec, relays wlt. d respons' , t Arcewlrg, iA, microsecinls.

At a frequency of -ulse repet~tlor, of I.L(A c the time, re(,i.ed t .:harxe Y1%

with intermnlttent charje of Ux b) a total magnitude, constituted I sec.

The considered cdev-.ce allows us to realize simultaneous multiplication of

magnitude U. by several variables Uyl, Uy, U ),...Here we need additional

conductances, controlled from relays, and corresponding quantity of operation

amplifiers. Other equipment will be coon for aLiI multiplication circuits.

The device as a whole possesses a low passband and requires a large number of

electron tubts.

b)Mult lpiers, based on application of pslse voltage dividers (time-pulse

d4evices). Multipliers consi-ered in this section are based on change of spacng c-f

periodic sign-a&ternating rectangular pji.ises proportional to one of the co-factors

and o.! the amplitude of these p Isea proportional to the secona.

1L-,..
a)>4

Fi g. 1.'j. Principles of ronstrucLion of
time-pulse multipliers. 3--key controlling
units.

in Fig. 123a ig a skeleton diavram of tne device, explaining the principle of

.• operation. Key K is periodically switched from contact A to contact F, grcunt'no

thereby the lower, and then the upper voltage Jivider. To the upper voltage Iivti,-

is fed a po!t v.. e value of first co-factur, and to the lower--a negative, obtained

with the help of sign-inverting amplifier 1.

To the output of the device moves voltage ( , when key is on contact A
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and-- 211 with transition of key to contact B.

Let time of stay of key on contact A be tj, on contact B, t 2 , and total period

of operation of key--T.

We will calculate mean value of output voltage of device for period T:

From formula it follows that mean value of output voltage will be proportional

to product of U y by relative duration (spacing) of operation of key:

S_ (8.15)

If one were to construct circuit of control of key K in such a manner that

[ klUx, then
U ,O, 2. rp = U YU j2•k 1.

(8.16)

6o that such a device operater correctly, it is necessary that frequency of

switching of key is significantly higher than frequency of change of input signals

UX and Uy, i.e., that for the period of operation of key K these voltages can be

considered practically constant. Capacitor C serves to smooth the sign-alternating

high-frequency pulses.

For simplification it is possible to execute the circuit of the multiplier

with sign-alternating co-factors, using only a one-way key (Fig. 123b). In this

case, so that output voltage of amplifier 2 had equal amplitudes during open and

closed state of the key, obviously, it is necessary, that

R3 = 2(Rl 4 R2 ).

In recent years there have been offered a number of devices, working on this

principle. These devices differ mainly in method of physical realization of key

and circuit of obtaining the dependence E = klUx. As key frequently there are

used polarized relays, fed by alternating current (D. Isle [1], G. Korn and T.

Korn r2]).

Simultaneously with feeding by alternating current into coil of relay is

introduced magnetizing, created by voltage Ux of second co-factor. Thanks to flow
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of magnetizing current armature of relay lags in one extreme position longer than

in the other, and thus there is attained change of spacing of rectangular pulses.

t

It a, r To improve linear dependence of spacing

.us >Of UIlSeS on voltage Ul, there is applied

"the ccnpensational circuit (G. Korn and T.

UV-_. - Korn t 21 ) shacn in Fig. l.

4 This circuit can wori also in the

Fig. 12-4. Electromechanical absence of external alternating voltage due
time-pulse multipliers with
negative feedback, lIP -- to natural oscillations.
polarized relays, )i -- static
transmission factor of filter, Such multipliers a.re outstanding in
1--smoothing filter.

their simplicity and c~aparatively lDw cost.

Error of their work is _-3.5%, a9-d P&ssb35- is not higher than 1 cycle.

Desire to expar.J pAzssjrAd of Buch devices and increase accuracy of their

operation lead t rtp.ace-ent cf rtlays by the electronic key.

The most wide-spread circuit of diode
'4 _

key, applied in these devices, is shown

in Fig. 125 for the case of a one-way

a•_ •kt~y. To terminals M-.N is fed alternately

voltage from control unit by the key first

Fig. 125. Circuit of diode +150 v and then +150 v. When there is fed
key.

1S150v, both pairs of diodes open, wh.ere-ipon

"tic diffcrence of potentials between points a and b becomes equal to zero; the

key is close&. In the case of opposite polarity diodes are closed --M the key is

open; the ,i:,put sigrai passes into the operational amplifier.

In Fig. 126a is the functional, and in Fig. 126b the fundamental diagram of a

multiplier, developed at the Academy of Sciences of USSR.4-

*Figs. 126 and 127 are borrowed from work of I. S. Bruk and N. N. LmIov [1].
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Stable frequency oscillator creates sinusoidal oscillations, which vith the

help of pulse shaping circuit QW will be converted into pulses with frequency ý.5

kc, starting oscillator of saw-tooth oscillations IT
The pulse shaper at the beginning of each operating period of the saw-tooth

oscillator gives a pulse to trigger T, bringing it to initidl position. 1W for

each cycle of operation gives a voltage linearly variable in time with a small return

time (of the order of 0.05 T), symetric relative to zero (Fig. i26b). voltage

U&, moves to gain comparator CA, where it is compared with input voltage U*X

At the moment of equality of U., and Ux the gain comparator sends a pulse to

second input of trigger T and transfers it to another position. Output voltage of

the trigger controls the diode key, consisting of four double diode2 and two

voltage dividers (Fig. 127),

From the diagram of change of voltages at ssparate points o; the circuit, in

Fig. 126b, it follows that spacing of rectingalaA pulses at output will be

Therefore according to expression (E.14) mean value of output voltage will

constitute

(fou , =- -- Ur 1UU. (8.17)

Stable frequency oscillator, pulse shope- k-d s•m-tooth oscillator are mounted

separately and are equipment, comon to all multipliers the simulator.

Voltage fram fi moves to gain comparator through cathode follower, reproducing

input signal with error, not exceeding 0.05% (tubes JI and +J2 on the diagram

of Fig. 127), and eliminat.ing inter~ction uf separate multipliers of thL installa-

tion. The gain comparator is built by a circuit with pcs4 tive feedback through

transformer H T (tubs .4 ). Trigger consists of dcoule i.ricle 6N8 (15).

Diode key consists of four 6N8 tubes ( 1" ), working in diode regime.

With the he-p of toggle switch T it is possible to change the sign of oi)tput.

voltage of the derice.
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Sign-changing amplifier and output amplifier are standard operational amplifiers

of an analog.

F ( b)

T9

Uj

'3

•' 26. Multiplier of analog of Academy of
S•=.• JCasof USSR.KEY: (a) Sagn-changing mplifier; (b) Diode key.

As expression (8,17) and analysis of work of such devices show, main sources

of error for them will be: unequalness of steepness of leading and trailing edges

Of pUlses at the trigger output, instability of amplitude,, error in linearity of

voltage U., , and also imprecise work of keys with increase of the comutistion

frequency. According to the data of N. N. Lenov [1)z total error of such a device

constitutes 1%, and the passband in 19 c.

I!, m I_(a ) (b

L f~

26. u ltiplier. 127. Operation of mul-o .tiplier of Fg. 126.

KEY: (a) Gemaius (b),: () Sign-ch giga lifieSign-changing ; Do efier.

oferorfo t~ il be: nequlnes ofseFja o edn n taln de

, ~6N8

votae . ,' an ls mpeis or ofky ihinraeo"heca~i

Ah-4 +
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It is po~siblw, to vspiiificantly decrease influence of above-mentioned factors

on the device'e ertor, if the cirtult of conversion of co-factor U× into spacing

of rectang'ar pulses is ex ,uted on the principle of negative feedback, as this is

offered in Vol. 21 of Trans. Massachusetts Institute of Technology and in further

developed b,• A. A. Fel'dbaum and A. I. Manukhin fiJ.

t In distinction from earlier considered circuit here trigger T simultaneously con-

trols two diode or'-way keys (Fig, 128). Key K1 passes voltage of one of the co-

factors Uy to output operational amplifier. To key K2 is fed a constant "reference

vol ace ITO. Output voltage U2 of key K2 is averaged by filter R4, CG and is fed

into amplifier 1 through resistor R2 with a sign, opposite the sign of voltage Ux.

Thus, for amplifier 1 there will be formed a negative feedback circuit through

trigger T, key K2 , filter and resistor R2 . When U. :- 0 there is established voltage

U1 of such magnitude that $ 0. Voltage at integrating point Z of amplifier 1

will be

U= U U(8.18)

With a very large amplificat. n factor of amplifier 1 magnitude U4 can be

disregarded as compared with components of the right side of equation (8.18), and
Re

On the other hand, according to (8.14)

whence
•u, (8.19)

From expression (8.19) it folloms that considered circuit with large meaning

of amplification factor of amplifier 1 establishes proportionality between input

signal and spacing of rectangular pulses at the key output.

Inetability of amplitude of voltage of saw-toothed oscillations U*,

amplification factor K: amplifier 1 and value of initial spacing does not affect

accuracy of conversion. Equally small deflections in linearity of voltage Vnr are
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imaterial.

, AAccuzacy or result -.ill depend on

usstability of U0* W-an1~

This inveetigarion carries a qualitative

1character, since by force of the finite

value of amplification factor there *IIl
b) t'

- -- --- be introduced certain error. Fuithermore,

us-- -- unequalness of time constant of charge

r T Iand discharge of caracitor r4 during

operation of the key, will also affect the

departiure from linear dependence (8.19).

Fig. 128. Skeleton diagram of Fundamental circuit of a mu1ltiplier
time-pulse multiplier with
negative feedback and diode keys. is shown in Fig. 129. Six envelopes in the
KEY: (a) To input of output
operational amplifier, circuit are distributed as follows: 11

and 12 constitute d-c amplifier 1, .L will form an asymetric trigger with
cathode coupling, .1 4 and J6 -- diode keys KI and K2. Tube A is

caon to diode keys K1 and K2 . Capacitor C2 serves to prevent of generation of

the d-c amplifier, but capacitor C1 will form integrating feedback, improving

filtration of voltage in the circuit. Setting of trigger in intial position is

carried out by a voltage pulse, appearing at the saent of a jump of saw-toothed

voltage. Output voltage of considered multiplisr is determined on the basis of

(8.14) and (8.19) by expression

-t, Ve-,

If reference voltage U0 and voltage Uy change Places, such a time-pulse device

will execute the operation of division.

lan parameters of the device (according to the data of A. A. Fel'dbaum and

A. I. tMnukhin (1) with Unr. fraqueawy equal to 1000 c are surch:
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1) time of initiating the operating mode 12 min;

2) maximam drift of ovA'tput voltage in lX0 sec 8W-100 my, in 1C min--4L my;

3) maximum error of product 10.4v;

4) maximum background at output I my;

5) gain-frequency response has a slmp of 1ess than 5% for channel Ux up to

frequency 12 c, for channel U.. up to frequency 16 c.

FrLr•ier improvmeftl t!"e-pulse multipliers haa 6ee,, ;.n the direction oi

increase of static accuracy and expansion of pabsband.*

In the circuit (C. D. Morrill and R. V. Baum [I1) shown in Fig. 130 this is

attained by transition to stabilized electronic keys (K1 and K2 ) and introduction

into the self-excited regime a circuit of conversion of Ux into spacing of pulses.

Here there drops the need for a source of saW-t--othed voltage.

Stabilized electronic key is an operational amplifier with two foedback circuits

parallel to the amplifier. Each feedback circuit is ccnmutated by a double triode,

controlled through two-cycle amplifying cascade by rectangular pulses of trigger

circuit.

Depending upon polarity of rectangular pulses, arriving it grid of tube .1

tube Jl or 12 opens. Output voltage is rimoved from points A and A' of keys

K! and K2 accorlingly. When the upper feedback circuit (RIy) is closed, the lower

is open, and voltage UA is equal to voltage at integrating point of amplifier 1. In

practice one can consider it equal to zero. Upon closing the lower feedback circuit

the upper one opens and output voltage obtains the value

U4 : (8.20)

With such a principle of construction of a key there is removed drift and

influence of naturai parameters of ccutating tubes on accuracy of work of system,

and we ci &Aso increase frequency of coatation of voltage Ux and thereby expand

the pAssband.

*,lee, for example, L A. Gcllberg t3], K. Flater and K. Frantz [ii.
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Fig. 129. Fundamental circuit of multiplier.

We will deriie basic -relationships for the considered circuit (Fig. 130).

Let voltages of operation of trigger

circuit be e1 and e2 (e1 > e2) Let us

'assme also that operation of trigger

- circuit after reaching e2 corresponds to

____ _ closing of key ( 1 2 is open, and Jl is

shut), and operation upon reaching e1

corresponds to opening.

Change of voltage at out put of integrator

3 for 1poth cases when 21, R 31 ~R32

M • and Uo < 0 will be:

A I (f.21),!dt
Fig. 130. Time-palse multiplier I,-U4. + •)d.

with stabilised key. 1, 2, 3, 4-- 0
amplifiers; 5--trigger circuit with
two stable equilibrium positioms. If U x ciAnges little during the time

TI and T2, then duration of the sectim of build-up of voltage at output of
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integrator will be

T •, -- ) C
"k-• - •j(8. 22)

For section of voltage drop we obtain analogously

0,, - fl) C (8.23j)
us, + ,

Spacing of pulses, created by keys K, and K2 when R3 1  R3 2 , is determined by

-xpression
T . _- 1,t4 R3.

it2  .RAS (8,2.1)

Mean value of output voltage of operational amplifier 4 when °'_ 2

R 4 R will be

l V,- W,= R., U, v.(8.25)

Frequency of natural oscillations of circuit of conversion of voltage U.

can be found when R2 = R3 from expression

f I *,C1  _ _RJ (8.26)/= T 'ri•7 =-•,- ,)c, 21',

which shows that frequency of natural oscillations depends on magnitude of voltage

U(, Ux, time constant CR31 and voltages of operation of trigger circuit. When

U1 = IOU v this frequency of natural oscillations according to the data of C. D.

Morrilland R. V. Baum 11) changes frcm f :- 15 kilocycle when Ux - 0 to f - I kilo-

cycle when U_ ý- IO v. Error of product of such a multiplier does not exceed 0.1? and

passband lies from U to 200 cycles. Total of required envelopes is 18.

Described devices, although postessing comparatively good technical character-

istics, still are excesrively complicated, unreliable and have exceptionally high

cost. In recent years in connection with development of technology of semiconductor

instruments and magnetic amplifiers there were repeated efforts to realize the time-

pulse principle on tubeless elments (L. A. Finsi and R. A. Xrthias 1), L. J. Craig

LlJ, P. L. Van-Allen (lI)).
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As example let us cnnsider the multiplier offered by R. L. Van-Allen. In it

are used pulse dividers, controlled by keys, built on semiconductor triodes (R. L.

Bright [1)). Relative duration of switched on state of key changes proportional

to voltage, representing one of the co-factors, and amplitude of the voltage,

comutated by the key, represents the second co-factor. Mean value of voltage,

taken from load resistor here wiii be proportional to the product of the mentioned

voltages of separate co-factors.

a)

V. V

b) L
1zig

Fig. 131. Principle of action of time-pulse
multiplier on semiconductor triodes and
transformer with core, possessing a rectangular
hysteresis loop.

Ccn:-version of voltage in relative duration of work of semiconductor key is

carried out by special circuit, the basis of which is a transformer with core,

made from material with a rectangular hyteresis loop. Change of flow in such a

core under the influence of applied voltage U. one can determine fran expression
r

-- kI U, dt[v X asc]. (8.27)

if one were t2 ignore voltage drop in omic reistance of winding circuit I (Fig.

131a).

If at ament of application of voltage U. the core already w•s saturated under

the influence, for example, of voltage of rectangular form Frnep and polarity U, such



that the core is here magnetic&ULy reversed, then change of flow for a fixed interval

of time will be proportional to the mean val , of voltage IJx for the same interval

of time. With application of constant voltage of magnetization F.,e_ and a

discon:iected Ux the recovery time of saturated state will be proportional the

accumulated change of flow, and consequently, to the mean value of voltage UX

Thanks to inclusion of diodes Al and 42 in the circu',t of windings ] and II

there is achieved the required sequence of application of voltages Ux and Erep

Indeed, in the half-period, when Erep is disconnected from winding I1, under

action of voltage Ux in the core is stored a char... of flow; in the other half-

reriod after opening diode ý2 there is a return to the former saturated state.

Here for the duration of time (It~ diodle A1 closed undier the influence of

the voltage induced in the winding. Since S - S1 (Fig. 131b), then

Us (8.28)

In the haif-pericd of connection of voltage Ux in winding III there is induced

a voltage of such polarity, that the semiconductor triode is closed (-.-tntial of

base is higher than potential of the emitter) and resistance of the emitter--

collector Section sharply increases. This state corresponds to opening of the key.

In interval (t -- 2 ) polarity of inducea voltage changes, the trioce

opens and to load resistor in practice there is fed total voltage.

Thus, the mean value of voltage on load -esistor for period T will be proportion-

al to the desired product Uu.J. UWU,

In fig. 132 is brouaght a full fundanental circuit, designed for multilicatlon

of sign-aiternating co-factors. In this circuit for improvement of ccmutation

of cirrults of voltage U. and Enop there am introduceri two seicwductor keys
Tp-5 and Tp- 6 and an auxiliary transforwer with winding* WV, W2 , W3 and W., tsI

by voltage En*, . Besides, for limitation of current in the circuit Enep there
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are introduced diodes A4 "J i 3 with reference-voltage e•,•+"• E.

To guarantee accurate work there is required high degree of stabilization of

voltaqes E and Eeop . It is necessary also that sources of Ux ani Uy possess

constant internal resistance, not exceeding 1000 ohma.

The passband is determined by the frequency -f E , t...,... .ts upper

boundary is at least an order lower than the frequency of Enep . Static accurac;y

according to the data of R. L. Van-Allen (13 constitutes '1% at constant temperature.

Daring change of temperature from 0 to 60' accuracy falls to -t4% (during change of

input voltages in an interval from U to 16 v).

lelon Atr troeree

&I 
-

Fig. 132. 'wi1aawata1 circ'uit of time-
pulse multiplier mae of magnletic elements
with a rec tangular hysteresis loop arri
semicondiuctor triode keys.

A dividing sme-pulsoe device, aede out of those elements, is bisah on

peculiarities of corer with rectangular hystereseis loops, consisting of the fact

that the tiae of reverse mW etisation of core fa one stato of saturation to the

other is reciprocal to the amplitue of the mletim-re~rsingi voltae4 (D.

Schaefer f 13).

Analysis of work of described devices shovm that they still carmot completely

replace tube devices. Their further development and imapove- t are in direct
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dependence on improvement of technical indices of semiconductor triodes and cores

with a rectw.ular hysteresis loop.

M•_u4_Liers based on modulations of inpt volta.es. Application of various

metheds of modulation uf A4g1nals allows us practically with tUat. ;ame tatic

accuracy to construct a multiplier with a significantly wid&r paasband as compareoZ

with the above consid,•red time-pulse systems,

We distinguist: 'evices, based on amplitude (M. Mehron and W. Otto [13) and on

a combined amplitie aM frequency tstem of modulation of signals.

An examplc of R device of the first type is the multiplier of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (see B. Chance, V. Huges i])), a skeleton diagrwm of which

is shown in Fig. lij.

.'ig. 133. Multiplier, bazod on amplitide modiuLaion
of signal. 1--controlled amplifier with amplification
factor ml; 2--controlled amplifier with amplification
factor m2, 3, 4--generators with frequency w2 , wl; 5,
6, 7--rectifiars., 8--cathode follower, 9, 10--filters,
tuned to frequencies w4, ,2"

Basis of this device is two modulators I and 2, made in the form of amplifiers

with amplification factor, changing propor'ional to one of the applied voltages.

As suchi amplifier4 one can use, for example, cascades of vacuum-tube amplifiers,

constrv'ted from "varimu" tubeh or multigrid tubes.

To amplifier 1 is fed signal U1 constant in amplitude and of frequency •.

This signal after amplification is rectified and is compared with input signal Ux.

If both signals are unequal, than there appears a differential signal at the input
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of integrator, and to amplifier 1 is fed tension until its amplification factor

changes so that
U, =- alf U,1(01). (8.30)

Thus, by the considered negative feedback circuit there is established linar

dependence of the amplification factor of the amplifier 1 on voltage Ux of the first

co-lactor independently of change (within certain limits) of parameters and operating

conditions of amplifier 1.

OUigvt signal of amplifier 1 here is a signal with frequency W, and an amplitude,

variable rroportional to input signal Ux. This signal is sumud with a signal of

f requewy w2 a'd constant amplitm"e U2 . TJs sum moves into amplifier 2 with changed

amplification [actor, Linear dependence between amplification factor of amplifier

2 and voltage U., representing the second co-factor, is attained also by application

of a negative feedback circuit. Here output voltage of amplifier 2 after separating

voltage of frequency w2 and rectificaticn -s compared with U., and the difference

after intergration changes the amplificatior, factor of amplifler 2 until

U? = 6:0"2'2(0. (8.31)

Output voltage of arplifier 2 is simultaneously pas3ed through filter 9,

separating signals with frequency w1, and then after rectifier 7 moves to the

output through cathode follower 8.

Output voltage of cathode follower here will be

U112 = 0,4M20MU 1 p.,).

Substituting in thWs expression values of m, and m2 from (8.30) and (8.31), we will

receive finally us U,

01, TII -- us(8-32)

Such a multipiler can be made with accuracy up to 40.1% and a passband with one

constint co-factor up to 1000 cycles.

The main deficiency is comparative equipment complexity (there are required

more than 12 envelopes), and impossibility of direct fulfillment of operation of
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multiplication with sign-alternating co-factors, since during converolon of input

sipnals into voltage of carrier frequencies polarity is lost.

The latter deficiency can be eliminated, if we use a special modulator circui.

(L. A. Lukashevich fl]), which permits us to obtain also negative values of the

modulation factor, i.e., change the phase of the voltage of the carrier frequency

depending upon the sign of modulating voltage anr4 replace in the circuit of Fig.

1,3 ordinary rectifiers with phase-sensitive ones.

Fundamental circuit of such modulator is presented in Fig. 134.

Voltage of carrier freuuency U o) is fed in anti-phase by secondary windings

of triuisformer T to grids of a triode and heptode, which work on the total plate

load. Voltage U0 controls steepness of characteristic of heptode.

If steepness of heptode and triode is identical for a certain value U0  U 0

then the variable output component will equal sero and, consequently, m 0- 0. With

increase of voltage U0. steepness of heptode increases, and output voltage receives

phase, determined by halfINnding 1 of the transformer. Here m > 0. When U0 < T-
0

the phase of output voltage changes 1800 and the modulation factor becomes m < 0.

A multiplier made with such modulators by the general diagram of Fig. 133,

ensures accuracy of 0.3% with a band of frequencies up to 10 kilocycles for both

co-factors. Frequency of carriers in the circuit, of L. A. Lukashevich was

selected fl = 1200 cc and f 2 = 500 kilocycles.

4._

Fig. 134. Fundamental circuit of phase-
sensitive modulator.
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Aa compared with time-pulse circuits here there is attained a significantly

wider passband, although there is lost simplicity of realization of several dividers

with identically changing transmission factor.

Multipliers with combined amplitude and frequency modulation of signals do not

have advantages as compared with devices with double amplitude modulation and

therefore are not considered here.

Description and detailed analysis of these devices can be found in works of

K. E. Erglis and W. A. McCool [i].

3. Multipliers Made from !Ptratic

Functional Generators.

Methods of constructing multipliers from quadratic functional generators.

Structure of multipler, reproducing expression (8.1), in .aany respects depends on

two factors: the method of obtaining sums (U. + Uy) and (Ux - Uy) and peculiarities

of functional generators, utilized for obtaining quadratic dependence.

22S

>4

1.21

Fig. 135. Multiplier with quadratic functional. generators..

Tn functional *,enerators, made on the basis of pi eceswise- linear approximation
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by diode elements (see Ch. V and VI), and also with artificial deformation of

nonlinear characteristics of certain semiconductors (thyrite, germanium), quadratic

dependence of current of nonlinear element on input voltage is reproduced only with

one sign of the input signal. In connection with this in such multipliers appears

the problem singling out the modulo of sums (Ux U y) and (Ux - Uy

The necessity of singling out the modulo of these sums completely drops with use

of a quadratic functional generator, in principle allowing worc with both signs

of input signal. Among such functional generato-s in first place are devices

based on use of electron-beam tubes with an inner or outer screen (see Ch. VII).

Application of these devices brings the necessity of inverting of output voltage

of one of the quadratic functional generators.

In Fig. 135 is brought a circuit of a multiplier based on diode square-la'i

generators, developed in industry (see I. M. Vittenberg 21], and also L. N.

Fitaner [1]). In this circuit for formation of the required sums there are used

three operational amplifiers 1, 2, and 3. Amplifier 1 works as a sign inverter.

For formation of modulo there is applied an ordinary circuit (see, for example,

Fig. 85, page 172), in which as gates are used circuits of quadratic functional

generators, working only in one quadrant. Amplifiers 4 and 5 serve to change

polarity of input signal. By force of such specifics of use of quadratic functional

generators in the circuit there are introduced four generators.

The upper two quadratic generators work only with positive input voltage, arid

the lower--only with negative. Their output currents have opposite directions.

This is attained by various methods of coupling diode elements (Fig. 135).

Multipliers of electronic analogs must. give the possibility of establishing

the required (positive or negative) sign of output voltage independently of the

sign of input voltages. In the considered circuit this is possible to execute

by a switch by change of the place of connecting of the upper anj lower pair of

square-law generators. Such multipliers equipped the electronic analog of type
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HN-2.

Simplificatlwn of the circuit of Fig. 135 can be conducted by change of the

methods of smaation to 'nut voltages and methods of singling out the modulo of

sums. In the functional diagram (N. A. Shnaydnan [2)) in Fig. 136, statlon of

input signals is carried out by two operational amplifiers, where the halfdifference

of U. and U y is obtained here by addition to one of co-factors (in the considered

circuit to Uy) the halfaum of Ux and U. with reverse sign, obtained fra output

of operational amplifier 1. Singling out of modulo is ca-ried out by coujlir- g in

each channel of square-law generators with various signs, Dependir upon polarity

of the signal in the channel one or another quadratic functional generator works.

So that output current of upper square-law generators always has a positive direction,

and the lower--negative, there is connected an additional sign-inverting amplifier

3. Switch IMi serves to change polarity of output voltage. Further simplification

of circuit (Fig. 137a) can be is attained by transition to suvination of input

signals by resistances and singling out of the modulo of these sums by diode gate

circuits (I. M. Vittenberg [2), L. N. Fitaner [1)). Such multipliers are applied

in the latest types of nonlinear models (type MN-7).

S, " ,O W,,

>4-

Fig. 136. The same as Fig. 135, but with another method of
foriation of the sun and singling out of modulo.

Analysis of these variants of fmctional circuits shms that in the last
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circuit of Fig. 137a the number of operational amplifiers can be reduced to two

by another method of summation of input vc.tages of Fig. 137b. This variant

requires for its realization a minimum of elements and, apparently, represents

the limit of simpl-.fication of the circuit, which can be achieved.

All circuits in Fig. 137 are built on quadratic functional generators with diode

elements, which differ from these applied in diode universal generators only by the

fact that in them the output magnitude is current, and steepness of their character-

istic is established not by a voltage divider, but by selection of the required

value R for given R1 and R2 .

For the purpose of conserving on resistors for assignment of reference voltage

there is used a series, and not a parallel divider. Circuits of square-law

generatora with positive and negative output currents are shown in Fig. 138.

Error of these multipliers is 0.6-0.8%. Passbanc is limited to the pass3band

of the operational amplifiers.

Main deficiency of these circuits (especially the two latter ones) consists in

difficulties of calculation and adjustment of separate square-law generators. This
U, + U, U. - ty,

is caused by tte fac" that source of signal -I- and 2- has

significant internal resistance and is loaded wit', variable resistance of diode

ci.rcuits, depending on magnitude of voltages applied to them. Furthermore, to

guarantee :orrect sunation it is necessary to introduce secondary voltage for

compensation of influence of reference voltage on integrating circuits. To decrease

influences of resistance of diodes of the gating circuit in conducting direction it

is necessary to incr-ase resistance of setir. divider which in turn requires

transition to higher ratings of resistances in the rmaining circuit.

Application for construction of square-law generators for multipliers of diode

elements with potentially grounded diodes, possessing integrating properties,

allows us to elisinate above-indicated deficiencies. In Fig. 139 is brought

functimal diagram of multiplier with potentially graunded diodes of the analog
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Ekb-5 (V. V. Gurov, B. Ya. Kogan, A. D. Talantsev, V. A. Trapeznikov 1iJ).

Sumation of voltagea of separate co-factors is transferred directly to diode

elements of square-law generators.

Functional diagram, shown in Fig. 140, inlicate a way of further simplification

of multipliers constructed from square-law generators, possessing integrating

properties.

Of principal interest is th3 method of singling out the modulo of the sum and

difference of input magnitudes, offered in the work of A. A. Maslov (1] and

depicted in Fig. 140b.

On diode elemen4s of the upper square-law generator here are sumarized the

following quantities:

ZU == (U+•-+ U - when

"+" 0 U,4-- Up' 0hen- U0

On diodes of the lower souare-law generator

K U, + Ur Ul -I U, t
- y - - min .U,,. UP) . . ...... 2 -. " (8.34)

Coefficient L in the first component of forsula (8.33) is obtained by
2 1

summation on the diode element of voltages Ux and Uy with weight -- ; Second

component, incldlel in braces, is obtained by switching on diode 1 , wherein

voltage after diode Ah is sammed on resistors of the main diode elment with

weight 2. Second ccmponent in expression (8.34) is obtained by application of

special circuit of singling out the least of the two voltages Ux a&d U .

ks is known from theory of rectifying circuits, during connectlio of two

rectifiers by like-sign electrodes and feeding of rmaining electrodos from two

indepewent sour :es that rectifier will pass the currut,, on Whose plate the

potential is higher and on ýLhe cathode, iower. Therefore during supp•ying cathodes
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F~g. 14. pciific&t, oC3 of a a1, p ccord~•4 t~o

Fig. 139 . " U y t h.,* will be .ransmitt~d to the

of diodese 
be l n t v o thA2 vo

circuit that volt" '*, Which at the give n uml * h" pe ntia l O that. &

do. r"ao itive v°at *4 " UIL "n ul,

fevce worke &~Igo dur"l Q1~~,i.4 
z~ pte ~O ~it&i

rai5e by ,O°t•&e"'
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When the formation of modulo fo a difference with a plus sign is indispensable

expression (8.34) it replaced by

Here it is necesary to single out the greater of the two voltages Ux aw1 fly.

Obviously, for that it is sufficient to change the circuit diagram of diodes,

coupling diodes by cathodes, and chAnge the sign of the reference voltage.

We will calculate the value of the potential at point a when UX> Uy >U in

the circuit of separating sin (UX, UY). Considering equivalent the resistance of

the diode circuit of the square-law generator RH and resistance of diode " in

cor.aucting direction RA , we will receive
R5

(8.36)

R.-I

If resistance RA is sial] as compared with and RH, ther it is possible tWo

consider that
to = U,.

Thus, the circuit will work P--.-e accurately, the less the value of RA

From this point of view for such circuits it is most rationrl to use smiconductor

diodes.

In the considerul circuits of multipliers the total input current always Should

be equal to
it + /I:=, US-+U up .U, L (8.37)

wtere a is the proportionality factor.

For an output integrating operational amplifier this equality is correct:

wt. ence

U . .eI L', - , U,- U,/i-' 4z R4,t, (8.38)

So that when Ux -y iUO v we receive U. =l • v, cefficienLt a on the basis
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of (8.38) should be
I

Multipliers of this type may also be used to exectue dividing operations

according to the diagram brought earlier in Fig. 119b. With this aim the Iultiplier

is connected in a feedback circuit of an integrating amplifier (V. V. Gurov, B. Ta.

Kogan, A. D. Talantsev, V. A. Trapeznikov (1]).

Input voltages of the multiplier now will be Uy and U , where U is removed from

the output terminal of the integrating amplifier. To the integrating amplifier

through resistor R1 is fed voltage Ux, representing the dividend. As before, for

the integrating amplifier the relationship Ix =-I is correct and, since

;=-U, ' 2,U, U,.

then
U,us= 39)

Voltage U y changes the conductance of feedback circuit so that with growth

of Uy conductance increases and output signal decreases. With a low UY conductance

becceas minute and integrating amplifier approaches even with a minute signal Ux

saturation ('reproduction of -"). During change of sign of voltage U. it is

necessary for observance of conditions of static stability (presence of negative

feedback) to change the sign of the current characteristic of the multiplier.

Coefficient due to selection of R, usually is selected equal to 10.

Fxrror of fulfillmnt of operation of division doe@ not exceed 1.5-2%.

Transition frco a multiplication circuit to a division iircuit usually is

carried out by means of simple commutation by a toggle witch.

Peculiarities of calculation and construction of gqgrstic elemets of multi-

jliers. Calculation of *quare-law generators, made frr diode elHamts with loe1

resistor (see diagram of Pig. 138.) presents great difficulties.

We will sho0I, how one calculates a circuit when using diode elements with

potentially grounded diodes.
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Current characteristics of separate square-law generators on the basis of

(8.37) will be: 1, U,+U, ,

=2 -U 12Ij2

Steepness of current characteristics will be

$ =, :U + 1,-.--3 : 2,j! ', --UV!.

Maximau voltage of the argument will be

IUr+ U,Z.,., 200

Allowing an error of approximation , - 0.25 v and decompossing in such a

manner that the first segment of the straight line originates from the origin of

coordinates, and points of switching lie on the ideal curve, we will receive directly

from Fig. 141 all aata necessary for calculation. Indeed, shaded area F expresses

error in reporduction of current characteristic, and therefore

iY;,,, , (8.40)

Sell

II

Fig. 1.41. Calculation of square-law

generators of multipliers.

On the other hand, from expression for steepness of current characteristics it

follows:

(8.41)
ar, =- '. ,22.
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Froa expreasions (8.40) and (8.41) we find:

(8.42)

I2

When - and s=0,2 v we will receive lYs F % 5a1

From Fig. W it follows that decoaposition of argument w11 be uiform:

ef I= 2#,,;, = 20V.
l %= 2, (I -- ).

,r6 =2e, (a - 1) 80-

whence the number n of sections of deccmposition is

n = 10.

Increase of conductance for first diode element will constitut1e

art~ = O.05 1

For subsequent diode elements all Increases tun out +.o be identical and equal
S2

AY2 --.--Y3 =.%gw = 2 ,SY, =- 0, 1 1 2'• •

Thus, imaediately are determined *alues of all equivalent resistances:

R .= 2ORR.R3, = R3,, .... = RIO. O• R=,,

By resulting values of e,, we find:

rl = Ri, g-

rR = R_ 15RIR,.

r3 = R.R I OR
P4 = 5Rw,,. -=300

rs= -Sy R.= 3.75R,.
3W = 3R,..

"g 10W Rw

r, %• Rot = 2 .5 koc.
300

ril= 4W R,-- 21.BR,.

-00
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Using theorem of equivalent generator, we determine by foind values of

equivalent resistances of resistance Rli , R21 and R3 1 in each i-th integrating

diode element.

Thus, for example, for upper square-law generator of the circuit of Fig. 14ub,

we 3obtain

f-4 (U+ )-U- I U. U),

From this expression it follows that

whence

Rol = 4 P, 4. ~Ru k-R91.

Fundamental circuit of diode square-law generator is shown ini Fig. 142.

Fig. 142. Circuit of square-law generator of
multiplier made by the circuit of Fig. 140b.

Application of diode square-law generators, based on piecewJie-linear approxi-

mation, in considered multipliers along with merits (wide pasaband and sufficiently

high accuracy (0.5-1%) has also a number of deficiencies. Ameog them one be

mentioned the necessity of expenditure of power on heating diodet and stabilitation

of reZerence-voltage source, stepnature of reproduction steepness of characteristic

and limited period of service.

Multipliers, based an application of square-law generators, using natural
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quadratic nonlinear resistances, 14n principle should be free from these deficiencies.

However till now wide application of such inltipliers has been limited by unstability

of natural nonlinear characteristics and inaccuracy of approximtion of their

characteristics to quadratic ones. In connection with this such devicer on the

whole possessed a low operating accuracy. As an exapie there is the multiplier

for a correlator (I. N. Holmes, M. A. Duken (1], K. W. Goff [1]), in which as

quadratic nonlinear characteristic is used dependence of rilate current of pentods

on voltage of its grid, approx•mated by expression

i. =.+bee +ft1. (8.43)

Error or such a multiplier is lot less than 8%.

In recent years considerable attentiw was allotted to use for quadratic

elements of certain carborundim resistors (thyrite, villaite), possessing stable

volt-ampre characteristics (A. A. Naslov [1], N. A. Rosenblat and 0. A. Sedykh (1),

L. D. Kovach and W. Cooley [1), G. N. Blasanov [1), V. L. Benin [1], L. N..

Fitener [2)).

In Fig. 143a is brought a typical volt-ampere characteristic of carbor•dxtm

(thyrite) disk 50 ,m in diameter and 10 o in height. This characteristic differs

from a quadratic one and usually is approximated (M. A. Rosenblat and 0. A. Sedykh

[1]) by expressise:

or ~It 6 .,C. + so# le+ Cl 1,.."or (8.44)
1, = e•,.

where a,, bl, c 1 and k, n are constants, determiined from experimentally received

characteristics.

In order to obtain a nonlinatr dependence, close to a quadratic one, by the

natural characteristic of thyrite, the latter should be deformed, constituting

an electric circuit, which is a coobination of linear reeistances and the

resistance of thyrite.
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Circuit diagram of thyrite, applied at present, are presented in Fig. 143b.

Coupling in a series resistor (L. D. Kovach and W. Comley [1)) as it were

stretches and straightens the volt-ampere characteristic of tyrite, at the same

time reducing its working section in the same limits of change of input signal.

Coupling in a parallel resistor (A. A. Maslov fii, L. N. Fitaner [2]) cause

turn of the characteristic a certain angle to the left or to the right depending

upon sign of conductance of parallel circuit. Therefore in general in parallel

circuit there should be a sign-inverter.

Application of two adjusting resistors R1 and R2 allows us more accurately to

move the characteristic of thyrite to the given characteristic, not complicating

here considerably calculation of the circuit.

a) I II[ pa)

w Il

JW

,U

M

b)
St f al

Fig. 143. Volt-amporu characteristic of thyrit. and
circuit diagram. I--ideal quadratic current character-
istic; II--current characteristic of thyrite; III--
current characteristic of thyrite with series
connected resistor.
KIT: (a) Thyrite.
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Determination of required values of resistors R, a&-* R2 in principle can be

done analrytically (V. L. Benin (1)), using one or at.other &Ailytic expression for

volt-ampere characteristic of thyrite and placing thr ekition of minima integral

quadratic error. However this does not lead to ex4.esi_-Im in closed form and an

answer can be obtained only by method of suwcessira approximations.

More expedient turned out to be the method, consisting of the fact that the

characteristic of thyrite is approximated by an expression, determining the ideal

characteristic which thyrite ought to have in the considered circuit so that the

circuit as a whole had a quadratic current ciaracteristic.

For a circuit with parallel connection of resistances it turns out that ideal

current characteristic of thyrite, deturained through parameters of circuit,

should have form

2W .=• -4- | W% ,, (8.45)

where k - &--the scale factor of ideal quadratic current character-I,

istic of circuit, I I -- e•a"er

conductances of circuit, ,, -voltae on thyrite

resister.

?aking for approximation of volt-aapere characteristic of real thyrite the form

of relationship (8.45), we obtain

11ýa-V8 -w - Cd', (8.46)

From ccoparison of expreseions (8.45) and (8.46) ensue relationships, connecting

parameters (I circuit with parstere of thyrite:
I _ I

R- (8.47)

Coefficients a, b and c are determined by coordinates of three points of
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experimaentally received characteristic of thyrite 4,,. (a, /,,•).0" I-,( Is)

r om expre ssio ns:+

= (•, - ,;•I)I... .

2 -. (I,. + ce,,)- (/, -4 (r,SO

on-

Values of a • and 'Y are found from expressions:

-?Itf onf(Ir -0,0) -- o .I,?)'I(f,3 -- Ij)+ 4r•/,• (W,j -- v,.
- /dre IIl,(0,2 -#11,) -- I,1I.]I,2 (4,3 -- r,, d+ #III.1/, 1013 'I)-- ,l

- 1/11,2,3(/12 -- I1) - "1 Iil,,", , - I/) -r el1•//1)(13 -/,,)I .

These formalas* allow us to calculate parameters of circuit of square-law

generator so that its characteristic will coincide with the given one at three

points. So that at remaining points ve receive the beat approximation of character-

istic of circuit to the given, selection of points on experimental volt-ampere

characteristic of thyrite for inding pareameters a. b and c one should execute

graphically by the polygon of P. L. Cheby*ehv (F. Te. Fobrinskiy [1)).

Since at, the basis of analytic determination of values of linear ,•wductances

of circuit g,- and ,--•, lie experimentally received values of coordi-

nates of three points an volt-ampere characteristic of thyrite and since the

variance of charzcteriuitce of thyrite .,om amaple to ample 16 very great, then

the expreimental nethod of determination of these conductances also merits attention.

Easence of method is easily perceived from Fig. 144. ro input of integrating

amplifier 2 are connected two input circuits. One circuit is compoeed of a

standard sqiuar-la& generator and sipg-inverting scale unit i the other circuit will

be formed from tested thyrite with series comected resistor R, and resisto- R.,

connected to a source of reverse polarity. In case of c•oplete coincidence of

characteristics of ideal square-law genemtor and circuit with thWrite the sun of

*Derivation of these formal" and deveop t of methods of calculation belong
to A. A. Maslov [1],
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currents I, + = 0 for all values of input voltage 1. Coincidence of currents is

fixed by & zero resding of a voltmeter, connected to output of addar. In practice

selection of the resistance is conducted taking into account given allnmnces feo

noncoincidence of current characteristlcs. Selecting an the basis of calculation

tertatively resistor R1 , then by change of scale a by setting of the transmission

factor of amplifier 1 we seek atral4tetacig of the characteristic of error (see

curve i/,, in Fig. 1"b). After that by coupling R2 we introduce error within

the given allowane.

1IS

b)

Jul

Fig. 144. Method of experitiental determination of *.rsaeters of circuit diagram of
thyrite for sqiaare-law guenwators. 1-scale uniit; 2--integtr4tn splifer; 3--
stwridard square-law generator. I--ideal quasdratic current ch~rstoristic; JII-
current characteristic of U.karits; III--curreat oahracteriietu of tJ~riLe vitb
series camected resistance.
KEY: (a) Thyrite; (b) Pew seible.
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I

Circuits of multipliere made frea thyrite square-law generators (L. N. Fitsner

(2], A. A. Haslov [1]) are shown in Figs. 145 and 146. T-he circuit shown in F!.g.

146 is outstanding in its minimum number of operational amplifiers (tWo) and gAv.i

at low current levels great accuracy of approximation of characteristic nf ct ruit

with thyrite to a quadratic one. "Aitch 1i1 serves to change polarity of output

signal, and switch 71P -- for selection of operating regime (division or multipfil

cation). In both circuits summatiou is carried out directly on thyrite re3istor:•.

8,

Fig. 145. Circuit of uAltiplier made of thyrites.
KEY: (a) Thyrite; (b) Thermistor.

Fig. 126. Modification of circuit of multiplier with
thyrites.
KEY: (a) Multiply; (b) ivide; (c) GOTs 21, etc; (d)
Thyrite; (e) Thermtistor.

For miemaatian of error, causd by dependence of resistance of thyrits on temper-

ature, there are used thermistors with neat..ve tmpoerature coefficient. Resistors

R9 , R10 (Fit. 145) and R1 6 (Pig. 146) amee for equalising transmlssion factor of

lower square-law gerator. Circuits of Fig. 145 and Fig. 1,46 differ in
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methods of singling out the modulo uvi method of approximatinm of charcteristic

of thyrito to the quadrati:. In the first there are used for singling out the

modulo commutating circuits; in the second--the methcd,pr.oS4t*4 an poo@S 268 and 270,

In reference to a multiplier with diode sq"re-1Aw generators. OAe deficiency

of the latter cirruit as cmp"rod with a circuit with three opsrational aiplifiers

is increase of requirments for lowering pase dieltortions, introduced by inverting

amplifier 1.

Error of work of such maltiplier does not excoed 1%, and passbund is 100 c.

4..Multi iOre Based on Combinip& the

Considered Principles

Multipliers of this type reproduce relationship (8.1) without use of special

quadratic functional generators.

.v•.(wN) In Fig. 14? is broumgt tundmenta

circuit (offered by I. S. Bruk, as@ N. N.

Lenov (1]) of a multipler, in which repro-
's AA, I

duction of shom relationship is based on

I obtaining men value of rectified i of

Stow two alternating voltages, shifted 9. To

input of device are fed voltages U. + Uy
and Ux - Uy odulated by freq ncy ,

and the voltW of carrier fre~any E ( K )
Fig. 1.47. Circuit of
multiplier, based on shifted with respect to voltages (Ux . Uy)
obtaining the man value
of rectified omm and and (Ux - U ) 90. Diodes Zi and
difference of two a-c
voltage*. ee*re " halwavo rectifiers, provi• i•g

sioultaneous correct operation of the device with ip-at eo'ating inaput ailals.

Mean value of rectified voltafoe U. vad UO. can be found fro expreseias:

cuA .+ V ,',.+uTU:+ . (8.•8)
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which with sufficiently large E can approx~iaatel, be presented in the form:

0 Th .. ,1. (8.49)
£(,) -, ; ftL-~ f, '

Diflerence of potentials betwee points a and b of Circuit will be

fI R

L;I' y•- (8. 50)

-- fe

jiT

a' 'a',

Fig,. AS. %ircuAt of multiplier in which for obtaihing
quadratic depidercse there is used the theorem of the
area of siailar triangles.

In the malplier (I. S. Brum (2)) presented in Fig. 1J48 for squaring there in

used tne theor known frce elnt&ary gecmtry that the area of similar triangles

vary as tae s4sares or their altitudes, For conver"o.& of voltage of input signals

intc rulse" of triangular fozr with altitude, proportiorn- tn the resultant input

Signal. UX Uy or Ux - Uys, *to the input of each branch Is fed additiunaJlly a

saw-toothed voltage. Voltage at points a and b of the circuit will differ frcs

ro.L',- -uI�'and U, - > , anddiodes

and a' are T-,a. Here voltae, at points a anm b will change as shon in Fig.

148, reprwsontu triangular mree. with aititude (Ux u) and (U. -- uj.

Areas of these ptllses are

Smb- U,--U,$. .=- •IU, L' , (8.51)



where T

Mean valu, of output voltage is

U,,110 I II(,W - !', -(U, + U,91 -0; U', lip. (8.52)

For correct operation of the devic6 it is necessary that U, + U, I.t. <I U.,!.

Sthe frequency of repetition oZ saw-toothed oacillatione was, at least, two

orders hie.or than the froeqKncy of change of input signals. It is natura-l that

accuracy of operation of the multiplier directly depwimd on linearity and stability

of vtltagoe f gmerator of saw-toothed voltages.

Fig. 149. Ono variant of realization of circuit of Fig.
148. 1--subtractor-1; 2--filter.

On this principle there was bilt a inWtiplier (R. L. Kills (11) using cyclic

comection of rectifiers for singling out triangular pulsee of required polarity

(Fig. 149). Potential diagram of voltAges, applied in sections a and b of the

am•zmilar circuit when (Uz + Uy) > 0 and (Ux - Uy) > 0, is shown in the sam

figure.

Frm rnAlysis of the circuit it follows that nen value of output voltago of the

subtra&ctor for the per1od of change of Unr will be

U st ,-(s,+S,)-(s,-s,) (8.53)

Since triangles with areas 31, Sý, -t S. $S,. re simintlar, thmn:

$I--AiU,,+-U,-tUP#. $=+$,2=k1U.,-- (V, . up).

a -- Uh + Us+--U,pP. S=A WU.-U,-U,9F.

woek T
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After substituting t-ese v-jueg 1- (8.53) we will received finally:

S U.u,,= •U uf- u -u I .-ufu u (8.54)

SI LI

r_ -V- '-tf= Al, --

SI,,dX ,,"

atg

X x

Fig. 150. Secord variant of multiplier or the
circuit of Fig. 148. 1--generator of saw-toothed
voltage, Z -- adder; 2--subtractor; 3--unit for
change of sign.

An interesting modif'ication of sathod of physical retlisation of considered

principle of construction of multipliers (K. H. horaworthy [1]) is illustrated

by skeleton diagram of Fig. 150. Instead of an annular circuit diagram of rectifiers

here are used two identical comutating c1rcuits. In each ircuit the cathode of

one diode is supported by a positive voltage, while plates of other diodes are

connected through resistances to the growxd. Amplitude of saw-toothed voltage

Ur is selected equal to anitiude of reference voltage eon . Potential

diagrams of voltage at points P1 , Q2 and P2 , Q2 show that mean value of voltage at

these points are:

when (U, +- U) > 0

(UA +-286- ( + U,?,

i -286-



Itig. 151. Fwiavmntal circuit of inaltiplier
fulfilisi accoiding to Fig. 150. 1--dmw-
toothed rnerator; 2--unit of chang. of sign;

fmR 1 0R m w R, 68 kom, R13 -R14-

K"Y: (a) )tiet.
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when
(when U, + U,) < 0

(UQb. -, U,;

when U'- UV>0

(UP ,)CP #.a, + - -(Us t) •

(Up,)., 0;

I' when

(up.

(U•,3p 1- (u,- u

Mean value of output volt ige of subtractor here is determined by sum

usC = UA +(UQ!)cp - I(UQ, 11P + (Up,\1ý1I.

With any combinations of signs of input signals this expression leads to

relationship
us,= CP ((U,±+ U,?- (U, - U,)2 = 1 U,. (8.55)

Fundamental circuit of such a multiplier is shown in Fig. 151.

As source of saw-toothed voltage there is used a special generator, made from

three envelopes, providing a frequency of output voltage from i to 2 kilocycles.

Reference-voltage source in the circuit should have low internal resistance.

Error of device constitutes 1%. Maximum frequency of input signal 50 c.
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CHAPTIR IX

PRIUIPLZS Or COKSTMXrI(M OF D-C EICTRCNIC
ANALUG CCKMPUTnS

1._ C_€ poition of Cgg tim Elments, Methods of

Installaion an Interconection for Slia& a Prblm

Composition of campting elements of an electronic analog is determined bIy

asignmnt of ccoputer. We distinguish general-purpoee and specialised devices.

General-prpose coaputers have as their main assignment solution of ordinary

linear and nonlinear differential equations, occurring during investigation of

dynamics of various technical devices. Specialised computers are intened for

investigation of only one definite class of thes devices and therefore mit

provide rewolution of differential equations of find str•cture. As an exple

there '.an serve varios link trainers (see G. B. Ringhamid A. Z. Culter [1]),

installation of type "Typhoon•*) and "Tridae.,' adapted correpodmingly for

instruction of flying staff and solution of problem of dynamics of guided missiles.

In specialized devices depeAing upon their assignment there can be provided

coapletely definite composition of computing elements.

*ewe computer aids air defense (Project Typhoon), kIlectronics, 1951, Vol. 24,
No. 2, page 132. (For short characteristic and photo of general appearance see
appaulix II, Page 068.

*,Thre.dmensional analogue compter, Ingineer, 1954, Oct. 15, Vol. 196, No.
5151, pop 532. (For short characteristic and photo soee appendix II, pge 168.
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In general-purpose devices it is impossible in principle to limit composition

of computing elements since beforehand it is unknown what problems will be posed

for solution.

Until now in world practice during construction of general-purpose analog

computers they either went the way of limitation of the order of differential

equations, solved by the computer (so-called stand installation): IPT-4, EDA

(I. 3. Bruk, N. N. Lenov [1]), MPT-9, IN-2, MN-7, Elt-l, EMJ-2, EMJ-3, EJ-5*, or

,he way of fulfillmnt of the computer in the form of separate identical units,

assembled in needed quantities and types each time before beginning work (computers

TPT-5, MPT-ll, installation computer of the Philbrick firm)*. In first case most

installatiorm are limited to solution of linear differential equat&ons up to the

6th order inclusively (IPT-4, EMJ-3, OIE-12, installation of Short firm REAC,

MN-2). For solution of nonlinear problems to them there was added or in their com-

position there was provided a definite quantity &-d assortment of nonlinear blocks.

Solution of problems, beyond the capabilities of one installation, was carried

out by mans of connection of several monotypic one (sne, for example, MPT-9, MN-7,

EMU-5, EJ-6, ONE-L2).

During designing of such installations rational selection 'f r.ilationship

between number of linear and nc-ilinear computing elements presents great difficulties

and has not yet fotmd positive solution. Apparently, solution of this question

can be found in designing simulators of block type. However in distinction from

existing analos of block type (IPT-5, MPT-ll, the Philbrick firm) dimension of

block should be increased so that with its help it was possible to reproduce

equation of motion of system with one degree of freedom. Furthermore, separate

blocks do not have to be connected by com power supplies and a con setting

field, as takes place in the installations mintioned above.

It is useful to equip linear coputing eleiments with nonlinear feedback circuits

to execute nonlinear operations. Such construction of installation will allow us

with the least number of standard sises of blocks to satisfy various requiremnts,

*Short technical characterisation and general appearance of enumerated install-
ations are brought in Appendix II.
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not fixing rigidly the general composition of computing elements of model. Further-

more, every separate block can also have idependent application (solution of

differential equaLions of the secamA order, picu"jo oZ elnuaoiaL ozCeiJuations,

instruimet for measurment of resistance, etc.).

Electronic analog EDU-8 (see Appewdtr II) can serve as an illustration of a

first attempt at constructive mbodiment of these ideas. Use in this installation

of operational amplifiers, not requiring stabUised feed, and semiconductor

elements (germanium diodes and thyrite resistoroy) in many respects promoted

successful solutirn of the problems posed.

Linear and nonlinear computing elements considered in )receding chapters

constitute the basis of both general-purpose and specialised installations. To

these computing elements, executing operations of mation, integration, different-

iation, multiplication, division, reproduction of given functional dependences, there

usually are added devices for reproduction of typical nonlinear characteristics of

CAP (Autcmtic Control System), for introduction of constant delay, factors

variable in time, random disturbances, and also converting devices for comection

with tested equipgmnt.

All these additional devices are considered below during analysis of siemlation

of separate types of CAP.

In certain simualators (see T. N. Sokolov (1], L. V. Polamkya [1], N. Kleaka

(1), J. T. Carleton [1), I. Obradovich '1]) designated for study of CAP, at present

along with operational amplifiers they still provide passive electric circuits for

reproduction of transfer functions of separate dynamic sections of the system

(inertial link, link of the second order, etc.). If 8-10 yeas ago such a solution

could be justified by absence of well-developed operational amplifiers, then at

present it can be considered economically rational only for narrl.) specialiaed

devices.
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BZ mZthod of arrangement of separate linear computing elements in the instal-

lation we diutinguish matrix and structural models. In matrix models separate

ccmputing elements are united beforehand in groups,, each of which is intended for

solution of a first-order differential equation (see, for example, E.L-6, ELI-14,

S~IPT-4 0,1OE-2).

Set-up here consists in setting coefficients for the variables, introduction of

signals corresponding to right side,, and interconnection of such separate groups.

Structural models differ by the fact that in them all computing blocks are free

and are coupled by the operator in an order, determined by the system of differential

equations to be solved coupling of computing elements can be carried out on an

nperating field, formed by face panels of operational amplifiers (see, for example,

computers EIU-3, of the Boeing firm, IFT-5, EDA) by flexible cords with plugs or

by a special setting-up field, where leads from all inputs and outputs of operational

amplifiers, their integrating points, units of input impodancts, potentiometers,

nonlinear caputing elements and other additional equipment, added to thn computer

are assembled (see EEU-4, EDJ-5 I4PT-ll, M-7, REAC-400). Matrix models facilitate

operation of computer, since they require a minimum number of switching operations

during set-up of a problem. However as co-pared with structural models they

require approximately twice as many operational amplifiers (see for more detail

Ch. X). Furthermore, during solution of nonlinear problme we can not sustain

completely the matrix principle of conmection of blocks (sea, for example, ELI-6

whose linear part is assbled by matrix principle, but the nonlinear part--by

structural principle). In connection with this most simulators are constructed

at present by the structural principle.

Connctxion of separate coputing elements by flexible wires with plusgs has

the advantage that connecting wires between separate computing blocks, and especially

important, between their integrating points and input impedances can be made very

short. Daring set-up of the problem on separate setting field these connecting
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wires, other ccoditions being equal, are significantly longer, which les to

increase of spurious capacitance between the integrating and camon point of the

amplifiers and impairment of their frequency responses. However, during solution

of complicated problenAs the large nuaber of wires, eimeshing the front panel of

the simulator, leads to lose of graphicness and to subjective errors of the operator.

Presence of a plug-in setting field (see computors of the Reeves firs, SbA firm,

MN-14 and D(U-lO) allows us to ccnduct preparation of problem beforehand and

thereby considerably to reduce solution time.

Simulators are also divided into devices working in natural and unnatural tim

scales. In computers of 4'irst type processes are reproduced with the speed, which is

determined by the initial differential equations piven for solution. In computers

of second type processes are reproduced at an accelerated rate.

During solution at an accelerated rate we often introduce artificial iteration

of processes whi !h allows us to observe the solution on cathode oscillograph and

to build operational amplifiers in the form of a-c amplifiers (analogs EWI-I,

ELI-12, Philbrick firs, and others), and also to adapt electronic analogs for

solution of two-point boundary value problems in ccaolete derivatives, certain

variational problems, integral equations, etc.

Artificial iteration of solution is used in d-c electronic models for visual

observation of the solution on electronic oocillograph, urnished with an electron-

beam tube with a screen possessing afterglow. Frequency of iteration is estab. ishad

here from 0.5 to 8 c. Such computers can work both with a natural and wnntural

time scale; here there do not aPPeaz exessive requirements as to width of the

passband of separate ccmputing lement#.

Before beginning solution of a problem on a compter it is neceesary for

every dpasident variable (coordinate) to establish initial values. This is poesible
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to carry out in principle two ways: charging the integrating capacitor and by

con.nection to each integrating amplifier of an additional adder, to one of whose

inputs there is fed constant voltage, corresponding to the constant of integration.

a) ce ft In Fig. 152a is the most wide-spread

C• circuit of setting of initial conditions

> C (computers IPT-4, IPT-5, MJT-9, REAC, EMU-l,

b) •)• EM4-2, EMU-3, ?J-4). Here each integrating

.,unit before beginning work is shifts into

S (d) >the mode of a delay component. Here its

c) output voltage will change in accordance

or, C.vith expression
>_ _ + P . (9.1)

In steady-state regime
AM

Fig. 152. Circuits of setting - (92)
initial conditions.
KEY: (a) Input; (b) Control Thus, integrating capacitor before
relay; (c) Output; (d) Initial
conditions relay. beginning work of the computer is forcibly

charged to the required voltage.

The circuit does not requre limitation in duration of pr*operational period,

since in this interval of time the integrating capacitor is forcibly charged from

a source of voltage of initial conditions. The main defieiency of the circuit is

the fact that voltage, equivalent to initial conditions, is not established at

output ef amplifier at once, and therefore accurate adjustment is hampered and is

linked with ezcssive waste of time. Acceleration of the setting-up process for

initial conditions can be achieved in this circuit by coupling an additional

capacitor CH in parallel to resistor RI. (see dotted line on Fig. 152a).

Here

(9.3)•... - f ,'.P., 1,) -
- D,. -lD.cp4I)-, I

~*W(Rb P- I,



If one were to select parameters in such a manmer that Riw Cj1 - R21 C, then

and output voltage of amplifier will be set practically instantly.

Inaccurate observance of equality of time constants of both RC-chains leads in

the case, when R,,C.. < R.C, to delay in achievement of steady-state at output

voltage, while when R,.C. > R)C it leads to a jump of voltage at integrator

output, exceeding steady-state voltage of initial conditions. The latter at

r,,,. near 100 v, may cause output of the block beyond the limits of linearity.

In the circuit in Fig. 152b* acceleration of process of setting the voltage of

initial conditiont is attained by switching the integrating capacitor to the outcut

of the computing block, which in the period of setting of voltage of initial

conditions i- converted into the regime of a scale block. Since output resistance

of the operutionarl amplifier is low, the capacitor is charged practically instantly

to the required voltage.

(0) = (9)

In transition to operating regime the capacitor is switched to the fedback /

circuit, and resistors R1H and R213 are disconnected from the integrating point.

Resistor RH serves to preserve negative feedback of the block during transition

of the armature of the relay of initial conditions PHý frca contact to contact.

It is selected from 100 kilohms to 1 magohm.

In similatore with iteration of procesee at a frequency above 10 c (computers

ELI-14 and ELI-12 see L. I. Gutecoakher [2]) there is applied the circuit for setting

initial conditions shcm in Fig. 152 c. We to low internal resistance of the

source of *H capacitors CH and C are charged practically instantly:

(9.5)
C.

09M (0) Me-_-r # *

SApplied in DEU-5 of A-.admV of Sciences of USS.



Die to the fact that voltage at C, equals voltage sk, rurrent does not flow in this

circuit, and the source of % is disconnected from integrating amplifier. Resis-

tances R serve to limit current during eA4harge of capacitors C. and C in the

half-pericoi of preparation of the circuit for solution of a problem.

A circuit, tllustrating setting of initial ccnditions by adders, connected to

output of integrating block, is shown in Fig. 153. Such metho of setting initial

conditions has the advantago that it doe not require cerebration of the circuit at

the integating point of the operational amplifier, it lowers requirement of

high speed operation of cctrtol relay and allows ur to oper, blo n preparation

for solution of a problem by i•hort-cireuiting integr~tii; cspa i. rs by ccMtacts

of PY. I . Resistor R, serves to limit current thrth corcits of the relay at

the moent of short-circuiting of the capacitor. •a'in deficiency of thiLs means of

setting initial conditions is the necessity of cwiiectin- tr.e adtder with every

integrator.* Often as such an aader there cwr be usei a unit in set-up circuit.

However in general the number of operatonal "plifiers roquirid here increases.

"(b 'to
'Its-

Fig. 153. C4rcuit of setting of voltage of initial
conditions at output of intogrting amplifier.
KEY: (a) Input; (b) Control relay; (c) Output.

Setting of tranmeission factors is carried out in most c"*s on Wze.r computin

elements. Nonlinear blocks usualW are supplied with a fixed trtnamwisicE factor,

*Besides this one should eleider that app1iea\e,1 of this circvit rwquires

hav"ng of scale of voltages et setting to alminate possible output oa aplifiers

beyond the limits of linew-ity.



determined from the condition of obtaining at output a total voltage of the

model scale (100 v) when supplying input witb voltages of the argument, 100 v.

To solve differential equations it is necessary to provide possibility of

change of transmission factors of every linear coaputing element in wide Limits

(from 100 and to 0.001). Setting of transaission factors greater thin one usually

is carried out continuously by change of reortance, connected to the input, and

in steps by feeding the feedback circuit from a divider, connocted to the amplifier

out put.

Setting of transmission factors less than one is carried out. continuously

by connection of voltage divider to output and in steps by tranesition do another

•agnitude of resistance of feedback. In case of work in integrator regime step-

by-step change of transmission factor is carried out in the direction of decrease

by parall•l connection of an additional capacitor and in the direction of increase

by trvntitiUon to capacitors cf lower capacitances, connected to the block from

without. Saooth. change of tran-sxaseion factors greater than mne is achieved by

chang. of the resistance, connected to input, and maller than one--by a divider

at the output, 1n Fig. 154 is brought a circuit, in which &re provided thi above-

mnitioni methods of sctting transmission Luctur of an operstioral smplifier.

stow a&#

FIg. 154. Methods of setting trwsunissiow
factor.
KKY: (a) Input; (b) Outpit.

In certain imslatore the ptOnttsmeter, connected to the output of the block,
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ir executed in the form of i ten-turm wire potenticosetr, jfor example, in E4U-iO,

PACE, REAC arn others) or a three-decade divider according to the diagrow in Fig.

155 (fcr example, 1PT-4, IPT-5, MPT-9, etc.). Voltage dividers ,-1 and -r have

eleven sections of equal rtsistances each, and divider "1-3 has 10 sections. If

resistance of sectii" of separate dividers are selected in such a manner that

relationship r, = 0.2r 2 and r2 = 0.2r1 were fulfilled, then in the given diagram

connections of dividers of resistance between cursors a and b, and also c and d will

be constant and accordingly equal to r 1 and r 2 .

Indeed,

fcd-- + ioT , ;

whearce when r 3 = 0,rr 2 we obtain *to = r 2 ;

2r,. -or,

whence when r 2 = 0.2r, we obtain -hb r l .

Therefore independently of position of cursors ab and cd to divider ,!-?

"#a%
there will always be fed voltage Uab - , and to divider 7-3 -- voltage

A-a A?
0 C

C t4
I '3

fal Z 3 U1+U3U t+PtR o

-"er - C S -, IP

e --

Fig. 155. Circuit of three-decade divider.

Total voltage at output of circuit will be

S +0(9.6)
-298--O. Ij+0.01•).
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where nlj, n2 , n3 are the numbers ot lead-outs of a section of the dividers.

Thus, with the help of such a divider it is possible to set coeiffient 2< 1

with accuracy up to the third significant digit. Usually resistors of sections rl,

r 2 and r 3 are made wire resistor.

Setting transmissions factors greater than one is realized by change of input

impedance. This resistance in certain analoga (D4U-3, D4-4) is executed in the

Fig. 156. Circuit of two-decade additional
resistor.

330'OM

b) 270thoy 27O'(mv

5
6NOM 56MA@ 1MI

30'(om 3VAoMs

Fig. 157. Plug-in resistance box. a--

General view; b--circuit.

form of a two-decade box with smooth setting of the third signific.nt. figure by

a series connected resistor (Fig. 156). Here there is necessary for each box tý.

have two switchs of 10 positions each.
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Accuracy of setting of transmission factor with the help of smooth change of the

third atop of a 10 kilohm resistance will vary depending upon the magnitude of the

series-connected resistance.

a) is

AV

44 
J

b7't

b)

Now

Fig. 158. Bridge circuit for measurdeent
of resistances. a oT -- potentiometer;

34 -- standard divisor.
KEY: (a) Resistance box; (b) Standard
resistance box.

In connection with this of interest is the method of change of input impedance,

used in electronic analog D(4U-5. Here input impedances are nade in the form of

separate plug-in blocks (Fig. 157). The blocks are made in three modifications,

covering total range of change of transmission factor (from 1 to 10). Inside

each block are mounted three constant resistances and one potentiomzeter for accurate

adjustment of the coefficient. First mc~lification ensures smooth adjustment in

range from 1.14 megohzn to 270 kilohm., the second--from, 320 kilohm. to 150 kilohm

and the third--from 184 kilafra to 91 kiloha. In Fig. 157b are diagrams for

connection of resistances in each modification. Switching of resistances in each

block is carried out by setting the installation block in one of three positions.,

provided by an octal tube plug.
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Application of resistors calibrated with great accuracy for setting of coef-

ficients usually leads to sharp appreciation of the installation cost. Transmission

factors of blocks can be fixed with accuracy up to 0.1% with application of

ordinary carbon resistors of type BC, potentiometers with tolerance of +10% and

use of a bridge circuit for measurement of resistances (Fig. 158). Input

impedance R.. , subject to setting, resistor R,. in feedback circuit, ard

two standard resistances: ., -- unregulated and R (standard three-decade

wire resistance box3YAC) form the bridge. To points A and B of this bridge is

connected a zero-indicator. Zero-indicator is an a-c amplifier with contact

modulator at the input and an output tube of type 6E5 ("magic eye"). Dring

appearance of alternating voltage on grid of this tube the dimension of the shady

sector decreases. Therefore, when bridge is in equilibrium, the whole shady

sector is cleared.

When setting transmission factor of potentiometers, connected to output of

operational amplifier, bridge will be formed by standard divider, whose diagram ir

shown in Fig. 155, and the most tested potentiometer 1iT (Fig. 158b).

Amplification factor of amplifier of zero-indicator is selected equal to 10 to

15 considering that it is possible ,aliably to distinguish one step of the third

decade of the 33C and 3.

._Individual and Grp Setting of Zero Level of Operational
Amplifiers, Methods of Combatting Leak and Methods

of Indicating Overloading.

At the output of operational amplifier in the absence of input signal there

can be a certain voltage. This voltage usually consists of a constant (or, more

correct, slowly variable) component and higher harmonics. It appears as a result

of inaccurate setting of voltages of power supplies, presence of grid current and

change of emission of first cascade, leaks at integrating point from side of power
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supplies, etc (see for more detail Ch. II). In connection with this before

beginning to solve a problam there always is carried out a check of zero level.

During use of operational amplifiers with a triode circuit of compensation for

drift (see Ch. IV, page 102) setting of zero level is executed, as a rule, before

each computation by a potentiometer, switched into the coupling network between

the first and second cascades. With application of amplifiers with automatic

stabilization of sero level the need for frequent check of zero levi! is gone. Here

in the process of initial adjustwnt of the operational amplifier by a potentiometer

of the intsrstags coupling they select an operating regiwe for the least amplitude

of higher output harmonics, and displacement of zero under the influence of grid

currents in eliminated by introduction of a certain additional amf at the input

of the operational amplifier.

When the simulator consists of a large number of operational amplifiers with

triode compensation (0-24, EDA, etc.), for the purpose of fLcilitating the operation

operation of setting of zero can be automated. Here all amplifiers of the computer

are broken down into separate groups, and setting of zero of the amplifier of each

group is produced in turn.

The system of group setting of zero is executed in two modifications: electro-

mechanical and electronic. Li both cases setting of zero is carried out by measure-

ment and amplification of the signal of error e, at integrating point VA

In electromechanical variant (Fig. 159) anA-JAM amplifier (see Ch. IV, page 116),

with polarized relay 2, conmected to output, is periodically connected by stepping

switch 3 to integrating point of amplifier. If voltage ej exceeds 2-3 Millivolts

output rele; works and one half of electromagnetic clutci, 4 is switched on,

moving the cursor ol potentiometer of zero setting 5.

Such a systet ensures control of zero of amplifier not only before beginniig

work, but also during operation. According to the data of I. M. Vittenbrg (1)

with a periodicity of adjustment of 20-30 minute error due to inaccuracy of setting



(a) Oro... jor

Fig. 159. Electromechanical variant of device
for group correction of zero level of operational
amplifiers. 1--main d-c amplifier; 2--control
relay of clutch; 3--stepping switch; 4--electro-
magnetic clutch.
KEY: (a) To integrating points ,f other amplifiers.

of sero level does not exceed 2-3 millivolts. In electronic variant of thA device

(N. N. Lenov [1]), brought in Fig. 160, amplitierMI-AM Feriodically is coruiected

to integrating point of amplifier and charges capacitor, connected to grid of right

half of first tube.

Na"__ ..- (I -•

i L• _$

16

Fig. 160. Elect.roic variant of device for
groiup ad Justmnt of zero.
KEY: (a) MAin amplifier; (b) Stepping switch;
(c) Screen; (d) M-4 Jamplifier.



'lace in the absence of correction the amrlifier in this circuit remains without

triode compensation, then it is necessary to switch on a device of periodic

correction continuously and increase the frequency of control to I time each i,-.'

stc. Error in setting of zero in :;uch i circuit is not 1ess than 2-3 millivolt

(on grid uf first tube),

( Pesides setting zero level, the described systms uomenwhdt lower instability

of zero level, mainly for an operational amplifiers, working in regimes of scale

blocks and integrators. During work of amplifier in integrator regime these

slstems cannot in accuracy ý.f stabilization of zero level complete with optr~tiorial

amplifiers equipped in individually with a systeol, of automati. stniiuizitlun.

Experience shuws tha:t application of systems of group setting of zero es in

both variants in magn tuae of zeru drift, Joeo not give results better than In

nmplifiex3 with triode compensation, however it prcvides a complete prc css auto-

matiorn of set+ing zerc.

Aýcuracy of work of integrating operational amplifiers depends both or the

•egree of stabilizatior, of zero level and also r;, spontaneous discharge c f

integrating capacitor due to leas through the dielectric and external insulatior.

In 'ig. 161a are shown possible leaks in the circuit of an operational amplifier

on tUe example of the amplifier of analog EMU-5. Besides these leaks, change of

Tharge of integrating capacitor can be caused also by leaks bctween cur,-'erit-

c-arrying wires of power supplies and the integrating point of the a•p4lifier.

a) ILpu b)(Ot

I *L

C, VP

=C C

(b) 0x

Fig. 161. Fxternai leaks of integrating capacitor
and their removall. Air --resistance box; P) -

coto Nao1 -ea of initial codi it ior.s.I.Y a Inu.. h)Otpt



Application of improved iasolation between the indicated parts of the circuit

has significantly lose 6Zfect than introduction of so-called "ground insulation"

(V. V. Gurov [1)). In Fig. 161b is brought a diagram of an operational amplifier,

in which all elements, coupled with the integrating point and output, are

separated from each other by metallic grounded parts. Here all connections to the

integrating point should be by shielded wire with reliable grounding of the

shield. The lead to the integrating point should be conducted not through a comon

plug, but to a separate Jack, fixed in the metallic chassis. The metallic housing

of the integrating capacitor should be reliably grounded.

Contacts of relays of discharge of integrating capacitor murst not be on the

general insulating plate. In order to use here ordinary tele;Zone relays, it is

expedient to connect contacts by the diagram brought in Fig, 162. Contacts a and

b are connected correspondingly to the integrating point and the output of the

operational amplifie.. (a) (b)

Fig. 162. Diagram of connecting of cofitacts

of relays with "ground insulation."

Enumerated measures lead to replacement of leaks between integrating point

and output of operational amplifier through surface of insulation by leaks R,,

between integrating point and the ground and leaks Rj between output and the

grotui (Fig. 163). Increase of leaks between integrating point and the ground

has not so essential an influence on error of work of the unit. Additionally

appearing here, spurious capacitance between integrating pint and the grownd

leads to certain reduction of pasaband of amplifier.

Effectiveness of described method "ground insulation" can be illustrated by

xaample of solution of a differential equation of type

4-O9.7)
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when y(0) = A and ?(0 -= O.

In Fig. 164a is brought oscillogram Jf

solution of this equation, when a -- 0.314,

by ordinary operational amplifiers, and

in Fig. 164h, when a ;- 0.003, by amplifiers

(electronic analog PVU-6), for whic tr~er,
Fig. 163. Equivalent
diagram of operational is "ground insulation." As fcllows f'rnm
amplifier, with "ground
insulation.," mc -- resis- these figures, lowering of a•mplitude after
tance box.

30 min in first case constituted nearly

4.5%, while in the second it practically is inconspicuous. Lowering of amplitude

of oscillation by 2% is observed in second case only after 120 min.

These data indicate possibility of use of such -perational amplifiers for

simulation of slowly proceeding processes of automatic control.

In simulators there are two accepted methods of signalling departure of opera-

tional amplifier beyond the limits of linearity. Usually for this on output of

operational amplifier is connected a neon signal bulb, which burns upon achieve-

ment of a voltage on amplifier output of 4)_OXv. Often simultaneously there is ccn-

nected a relay for supplying an audible signal and the coiand to cease ccmputation.

When operational amplifiers are made with a system of automatic stabilization

of zero level, it is possible for indication of overloading to use signal of errcr

e 6 , amplified by aM-.I amplifier.

As is known,

4ith departure of amplifier beyond limits of linearity, K. -. 0. cnd r,-*1r, )

Xand will grcw with increase of input signal.

in literature signs of this method of indication of overloading is met for the

first time in the book of G. Korn an T. Korn (1] during description of operational
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At (a

Fig. 164. Oacil1ogram of solution on ainaiog of
secondi order equation.

KEY:~ ~~~ (a) Miue;() -c



in, ifler of simulator of the Rund firm.

In F4.. 165 is brought diagram of indication of overloading based on neasure-

rnmezt of amplified signal e a and applied in electronic analogs MI-5 and FXU-6

(A•ademy of Jciences of USJR).

Voltage of error e b in this circuit after amplification by '.f-,rpj amplifier

onuves from demodulating contact of vibrator 81 to ore of the electrodes of neonz

tube H.7 . The second electrode is connected to a comon terminal, to which are

connected neon tubes of other operational amplifiers. The common terminal is

corfnected to the ground through resistor R3 . With ignition of neon tube on resistor

H3 there will be formed alternating voltage, which is amplified by tube J7, ,

rectified by diode .71 and after smoothing by filter R6 C3 moves to the control

grids of tube .73 . Relay P, , connected in plate circuit of tube .7, , here

is triggered and closes contacts, 1PI and 2P1 . Contacts of the relay give signals

to cease work. The system is tuned in such a manner that the relay works with a

voltage at the integrating point, exceeding 2 millivolts.

D,

4 I

t .- A "
--4 dm a

Fig. 165. Circuit for indication of overloading.
)nr -- d-c amplifier, V-aM--amplifier with

modulation and demodulation; nu -- neon tube-, a --

vi •rapack.
KEY: (a) Stop (reset); (b) Stop.



ouch a method of signalling departure from the limlts of linearity has the

advantage that it allows one t. use in the absence of load on output of operational

amplifier the full range of linear change of output voltage, considerably exceeding

usually _ib00 v. Furthermore, it indicates malfunction in the circu.* wv. cutput

voltage remains within limits of model scale *100 v, but real limits of linearity

are narrowed, for example, by too many potenticmeters, connected in parallel to

the output.

4.__ Main Functions and Principles of Construction of
Control System of Simulators.

To control system of simulator usually are entrusted fulfillment of following

operations: switching on process of solution ("Start"), ceasing proce9ss of

sdlutlon ("Stop") and return to initial position before switching on process of

solution ("Stop").*

Ceasing solution is necessary to carry out measurements of values of separate

coordinates at corresponding moments of solution, and also during overloading or

fault of computing elements. Furthermore, the control system should ensure

necessary switching operations when setting initial conditions, transmissian factors

of separate computing units and supply of disturbances.

rJr posslu1±•ty of visual observation of solution on screen of cathode-ray

oscillograph with tube, possessing afterglow, system of control should ensure

division of process into periods with period of 2 to 30 sec. It is very desirable

here to carry uut supplying of time marks and in turn connect to plates of

electron-beaim tube one of the two input quantities for their simultaneous observation

on the screen.

Together with this in the installation there is often provided automatic ceasing

of the process of solution ana switching on or disconnecting input signal at a

*Editor Note. Author apparently means "reset" for second version of "Stop."
We will put (reset) after this varient.
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m. ent of tame g4ven teforehar.i,

The control system Ahoulid be 3imrle, relable ar•d c-rnvereent ,n 4verit.T.

The less the switching contact equiuent in the circuit, tne greater •t:i rel.•t',.

. . . .. . .. . - w-,,- _ _ (

(a)_- .. ,.tm .....

(a- b

b)b)

(c) 'tt d

Fig. 166. Control circuit of electronic model, type
IPT-5.
KEY: (a) Repeat; (b) Once; (c) Cycles; (d) Indicator
unit; (e) Time mark; (f) Input; (g) Integrator; (h)
Output. *

Ai example let us consider control circuit of electronic analogs JPT-5 and

E1U-5. In Fig. 166a is brought the fundamental control circuit of simulator, IFr-5.**

In addition of functions, mentioned above, in this circuit there is provided -cntrol

of stepping switches of variable coefficients. In connection with the fact that

power of contacts (if the interrupter is insufficient for commutation of circuit of

coils of stepping relays, in the circuit is provided control by contacts of

multiple-throw switch K. Circuit of coil of multiple-throw switch K is interrupted

by contacts of interrupter. To installation are added plug-in interrupters with

pulse frequency 213, 1, 4/3, 2, 4 and 1C c.

With 100 steps of stepping selector this gives a time of duration of working

cycle of 120 sec, 100 sec, 75 sec, 50 sec, 25 sec and 10.0 sec.

*• Eitor Note: this is basically illegible diagram

**See description and operation instruction of electronic linear analog of type

IFT-5, 1954.
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-'' pr-,es -•I- s:luti-n ii T!his C4rcuit i. connected with bgirginn of

firit paise he•een pulses, issued by Interrupter. This is achieved because the

cintrnl relyai ir blocks of operatin,-%i .p'iiiers are connecte, -only after relays

P interlock P, nnd thereby feods ths coils of relay P9 and relays P thr nith2 y

nnrmally closed contact IP 1 .

Here relay P3 Interlocks by contact 2P3 and fends of relays Py in c'Uputing

units for the duration of the whole time of solution.

To obtain time mark there is provided a circuit, consisting of series linked

normaliy clojie contact 2P, and normally open contact IP4, shunted normally by

closed contact 3P 3 . At the beginning of each pause (starting with the second)

between puls6s of interrupter at a moment, when relay F, has already released its

reed and, relay P4 still holds, the indicated circuit is closed a short time. This

is used for -,,pvlying time marks.

Duratior of supplying time mark is determined by response time of rela) P 4 .

In the circuit there is provided a pulse counter of type SI-1, by which it is

possible to count these pulses.

Key 17, has two positions: work with constant and work with variable coef-

ficients. In first position key 17, disconnects coil of contactor K. In second

position pulses of interrupter through contacts lP0 n 2P0 proceed to winding of

contactor K, the lattor by its contact AK gives pulse to coils of all selectors

of blocks of variable coefficients of analog.

Control by work of blocks of variable coefficients is realized by stepping

selector II,) , giving on the 49-th step the signal of switching of output

circuits of blocks of variable coefficients frcm one field of lamellae of the

selector to the other.

Cn the 90th step of the selector 41, there moves a signal to relay P.,

by which is prepared a circuit for operation of relay P at the zero position of
k

brush of selector j,,r

Operation Pk ensures return of installation to initial position.
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In Fig. 166b is brought the timing circuit of the min switching elements of

the ,''icuit.

If it is required without interruption in work to iterate the solution, then for

this toggle switch n,, must be placed in the "repeat" position. Here on the

step of selector It, excitation moves to windings of relay Pf, fixed in blocks

of operational amplifiers. Relay Ph , disconnecting by means of contact lIp'

the circuit of relays Py, which disconnect inputs of amplifiers and discharge,

through a resistance of 1 kilohm, the integrating capacitors. On the 101st step

of selector If, relay T, is disconnected and to the operational amplifier

there moves the voltage of initial conditions. With the help of contact 3P6

relay P. remains switched on and the whole circuit continues the following operating

cycle.

The circuit allows us to stop solution and to fix the value of desired

variables. For this we press button "Stop"--Ko, which excites relay P5 through

contact 1P . Relay P interlocks through contact 2P and excites through6 55

contact 1P 5 relay P in computing blocks whict! breaks the input circuit of integra-
9

ting amplifiers. Simultaneously with this by opening contact 3P 5 we disconnect

contactor K which causes a halt of all stepping selectors of blocks of variable

coefficients. Continuation of solution is carried out by pressing the push button

K11.

The control circuit of electronic analog computer DEU-5* is divided into two

parts. One part, mounted directly in linear part of computer, ensures "Start"

"Stop" and return of installation to initial position "Stop" (reset) and also

switching operations during supplying of disturbances, setting of initial conditions

and protection from overloading. Fundamental circuit of this part of the control

system is shown in Fig. 167a.

In Fig. 167b is brought the circuit of an auxiliary control unit, intended for

*See V. A. Trapeznikov, B. Ya. Kogan, V. V. Guroy, A. A. Maslov, (1].
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real;zatnr. of re-tit.tve i4'pratiorn, V.tCMatlc ceasing of 3solutxio, BuTp1yzrn9 ;f

time marks on s-reen of eiectron-beam tube, ,,w.tchllng on and wntzching off of

input signal at a predeternaned moment of time. For bringing the circtuit to a

working state toggle switch of network T, is set at the 'Orn' position. Here

there starts to revolve synchronous electric motor C. , which is coupled witn

three contacts of interrupter. These contacts produce pulses of direct current

with frequency 1, 2, 5 c, which can be used for switching of stepping selector

11111 . Frequency of pulses is selected by switch R7

Upon pushing the "Sta.t" button K31I relay P3[! works, which locks itself by

its own contact wl)3r). Here the signal tube lights up and contact 2P317 closes.

The first pulse coming from contacts of interrupter of synchronous electric

motor CQ , switches on the circuit of winding of relay Pn • Contact l:;.. S

closed, which pr 'duces the operation "Start" of analog E4U-5. Simultaneously

stepping selector switch makes the first step. During rotation of electric motor

CA relay P[i works with the frequency of the interrupter (1, 2 or 5 c) and

stepping selector starts to count the number of pulses, comsing from interrupter

of electric motor CI . In the circuit there is applied a stepping selector with

a maximum of steps, equal to 50.

To perform the operation "Stop" at a predetermined second to the "Stop" termin&l

they connect by a flexible cord with corresponding lead-out from lamellae of the

s3epping selector.

With connection of the brush of the selector with a lamella, to which is

connected the cord "Stop" relay PO works and by contact IPO breaks the

circuit of blocking of relay P3VI . Contact 2PO pr-.Aces in the analog •IU-5 the

operation -Stop." With disconnection of relay P3/7 contact2P3fl will be opened,

the winding of relay P/n is disconnected from the interrupter of the motor ,.,and

the stepping selector stops.

Period of iteration of the process is set by switch :7 and conrection of cord
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':;top" with the corresrmndlng lamella of the steppin, se]ector. [Waring switching

on of toggle switch of division intu periods T. relay P/11 works and by contact

3u1111f produces the operation "Start," contact IPilfi closed, contact group 2'Ni!i is

switched and stepping selector begins to switch.

-Nf

at% Wall
L t,# 6 *

M-.7

Fig. 167. Fundamental cnntrol circuit of

electronic analog of type F24U-5.

Contact of the zero position of the selector j1, closes, and contact Hf,

opens.

With connection of the brush of the selector to the lamella, united by the

flexible lead with socket "Stop", relay Po is triggered. Contact 2PO closes and

switches on relay PC ; simultaneously to analog EMU-5 moves the signal "Stop"

(for discharge of capacitors of integrators and setting of initial conditions).

Relay PC interlocks by its contact IPC.



Contact 3PC closes and through the normally closed head contact Uf Relector

fr'if switches on the winding of stepping selector U1tf ; here the brush of the

selector automatically is set to zero position. With return of brushes to zero

position contact U.2 will open and relay PC. is disconnected, which will open

contact 3 PC . Furthermore, contact IIo, through contact lPf7 produces the

operation "Start" of the model. The stepping selector again starts to switch and

upon connection of the brush of the selector with the lamells, to which is connected

the cord "Stop," the process is repeated.

In the additional control]lng block there are two relays Ps' and P2. . With

the help of these relays and contact group 2P1 it is possible to execute the

following operations:

1) switching on of input signal at a given moment of tine;

2) disconnecting the input signal at a given moment of time;

3) switching of couplings in the set-up problem.

To execute the enumerated operations socket "On" is connected by cord with

corresponding lamella of the stepping selector. When the brush of the s92ector

is connected with this lamella, relay P1 works and interlocks by contact IPI

Contact 2P! is switched on. For switching off relay Pt socket "On" is also

connected with the corresponding lamella cf the selector.

In the control circuit there is foreseen the possibility of parallel work of

several simulators of type DE4U-5 with control of the solution process -ror any

installation. In distinction from installation IPr-5 here there is not anticipated

work with blocks of variable coefficients, based on stepping selectors (see Ch. XI).

5. Observation and Recordinx of Solution.

Every simulator usually is supplied by means for observation and recording of

the process of solution. These means are distinguished depending upon the speed

of processes, which are to be recorded or examined. With slow processes with

frequency, not exceeding 1-2 cycles, we can use self-recording instruments with
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drive of the stylus mechanism from servo systems (instruments of the type of

recordinF self-bdlanced potentiometers, for example, EPP-9). At frequencies up to

luc, cps for recording of the solution there usually are us&I ]oop oscillogr•rhs).*

At higher frequencies they use oscillograpils with electron-beam tubes.

3park recorders of type - (aev, bred

Iuw-•. a in industry), based on the principle of

dynamic compensation, work in the same

range as loop oscillographs, not requiring

here comparatively expensive light sensi-

Stive material and time for its processing.

-• •However accuracy of recording here is 2-3

times lower. Heterogeneity of paper leads

S -- to puncture occurring with a large spread

n) -- of points,

In Fig. 168 are brought the general

4ji view wxd diagram circuit of recording

device of Goodyear firm (Goodyear Co, UjA;

seok P. R. Vance and D. L. Haas [I]) with

'" /drive of the stylus and drum from servo

, / • systems. Analogous installations are also

produced by the Reeves firm (G. Korn and

T. Korn [f]). In case of rotation of drum
FiR. 168. General view and
diagram of recording device with constant speed this device works as
of the Goodyear firm (United
States). 1--drum; 2--can- a ordinary recording instrument. Upon
lucting layer, 3--current-
collector, 4--amplifier; 5-- feeding the input of the servo system of the
drive motor, 6--potentiometric drum drive with another dependent variable
pickap.

there can be obtained recording of dependence

*lt. is necessary to indicate that with the help of loon oscillographa in prin.,
cdpie it is also possible to record processes of higher frequency. However here the
power -,,nsuand by lorp and required speed of movement of paper sharply increase.
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between tvo coordinmtes in the process of solution; in Particular, there canr be

obtained recording of trajectories of flying objects or phase port-aits of etudied

dynamic systems. Accuracy of recording here it 0.2% at a maximum frequency of

reproduced processes of 2 c. The derice can also reproduce in the form of voltage

an earlier registered dependence between two coordinatez and, consequently, wcrk

as a functional generator.

They also apIjl two-coordinate recording tables with drive fr= two servo

systems. Thus, for example, recording device put out by the firm "Dobbie Mc.

Innes Limited" (England; see S. A. Was3 (1]) has a table 456 x 764 = and ensures

accuracy of 0.25% during recording of very s1uw processes. Error during reproduction

of sinusoidal oacillati,..ns with frequniyv Jf 0.4 c ard amplitude '228 = already

constitutes 0.5%. With increase of fri-oureney it "'i .aecessary tv. lcwer accordingly

permissible amplitude of oseea•4tllona.

luring operation of si.".tora it is cýxartient along with loop to use also a

cathode-ray oscillograp_. T!-e latt-tr •-•,•s her, mainly for visual observation of

the process and singiLng cnt frcm th4 ienole set of rseceived solutiu.s thoee, which

will be recorded. Here there can bt used standard cathode-may oscillographs -f

type EO-4 or EO-71 for which instod of tube 13JT037there is installed a tube of

type , '76 with long afterglow. Voltage of scanning of the beam is fed to the

oscillograpi from integrating amplifier of the analog and by this syncbronizes

beginning of the process with begnniY% of scanning. The time of scanning changes

with chaing ol the tiAe constant of the integrator.

There bre -'i.o constructed specialized cathode-ray indicators of type 1-4,

1-5 am6 ERU-l. 'Te f "rt two are equipped with tubes with long afterglow of type

C.and .... 'qtaccordiingly. The third type has an electron-beam tube with dark

recording.

In Fig. 169 is brought the diagram of an indicator, made with small differences

from the diagram of indicatov, 1-4 Scanning of beam here is internal and is
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Fig. 170. Goneral view and f•undamental circuit ofL ERU-I.
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carried out with the help of a phantastron oscillator circuit. synchronization is

carried out from a 50 cps network. There is anticipated possibility of setting

duration of scanning of beam within I-lU sec, 5-40 sec, 10-80 sec, iU-lO sec,

50-400 sec and iOX-&X) sec. The time mark is given also by oscillator circuit of

phantastron type every 1, 5, 10 or 25 sec. The time mark acts on cutoff of the

beam. In indicator is provided also relay PA1 , which ccmuutates plates with two

inputs for obtaining ')n screen simultaneously the image of changeý of two cooruinates.

Starting -.%rl ztopping .-f samnring is carried out from the panel of the simulator.

Diring starting of the analog to the phantastron there moves a starting pulse through

capacitor c. When stopping the process, scanning is stopped by breaking of contact

IPi, in grid circuit of tube '-,5.

In cathode-ray recording device ERU-I there is used a cathode-ray tube of type

O•QL•2-T with recording by a dark line with magnetic deflection and focusing of

oeam.

Screen of this tube is covered by a layer of crystals of potassium chloride.

When the electronic beam strikes the screen on it there will be for% I dark violet-

blue lines, caused by absorption of light by those crystals of potassium chloride,

which experienced the electron bombardment of the beam.

Contrast of recording decreases in time and depends on illumination and

temperature of screen. With ordinary temperature and illumination of screen the

recording can be kept for several days.

Oiscoloration of screen--erasing of the recording is carried out by heating

the screen by an external electric furnace. Therefore to the device is provided

two sets of electron-beam tubes. While recording is conducted on one tube, the

other is prepared for work. General view and fundamental circuit of the instrument

is shown in Fig. 170. Coils, deflecting the beam, are fed through operational d--c

amplifiers with negative feedback for coil current. This ensures linearity of

dependence of current of coils on input voltage with accuracy up to U.l%.
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Sensitivity of circuit for both inputs is not less than 0.8 Mu/v. For realisation

of scanning in time amplifier Y-1 can be used as a generator of scanning, for

which it is converted into integrator made. In the circuit by relrys P11, , P17 ,

P11, , and P11, there is ensured simultaneity of starting of analog and beginning

of scanning of beam, ceasing of scanning upon stop of process of solution and

return to initial position during switching off of simulator.

Table 6

No. i of indicator
in __ __ -5 ERU-I
order Main characterist-c----

1 'Diameter of tube screen 180 X 220 130 mm 100 Mm
2 Type of tube 31L033 13L036 lOLPK2-T
3 ISensitivity on both axes 8 mm/v 7 mu/v 0,8 mm/v

at maximum amplifi-
cation 8 m=/v 7 uu 0v8 mm/v

4 Duration of single from 10 from 10 1from 1 to 1000 sec in
scanning to 400 sec to 250 sec three steps from 1

to 10, from 10 to
with repetition from 1 from 1 100 and from 100 to

to 80 sec to 25 sec 1000 sec
5 Frequency of internal 1, 5, 10 and 0,1; 1; 10 c Pulses of time marks

time marks 25 c move from without
6 Error of measurement 2% -
7 Feedbig from net from net From stabilizer recti-

220 v 220 v fier ESV-IJ

Basic data of the above-mentioned cathode-ray indicators are given in Table VI.
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CHAPTER X

METHOD OF SE1fTING AND SOLVING PROBLEMS

For successful use of simulators of great importance is correct fulfillment of

a number of operations, connected with preparation of initial system of differential

e4 uations for setting on the installation. These preparatory operations include:

composition of functional diagram of connection of computing elements in accordance

with, given system of differential equations, calculation of transmissions factors of

separate computing elements with respect to coefficients of initial equations, selec-

tion of scales of representation of dependent variables and time, determination of

initial conditions and disturbances in those physical quantities, which in the sim-

ulator are rvpresented by initial variables of the problem•.

i. Corgosition of Functional .ia.ram of C,'ýinectlon of
Selprate CompAtins, Elements for Solution

of Given Differential §quatjons

Differential equations, subject to soluticn by a simulator, can be given in ttle

form• of one equation of high order, in the form of a system of differential equations

of different orders, a,.1, finally, in the form of a systeor of differential equations

.1 the first order. In orinciple set-up can be realized by increasing the order jf

the derivative cr lowering the order of the derivative. In thi first case the equa-

tion is solved for the desired function and sopamte computing elemnts are connected

in such a wy as to carry out sequential differentiation with subseuent stumation
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of separate derivatives. In the second case equations are •Iive(d for the derivative

of hiphest rank of the desired function. If one were to ;3AUuLet thai the vaiJue J,1

the derivative' of hihest rank is known, then to obtain the de:jire1 functj,,n it. 19

necessary to execute consecutively nany operations of interration as the orrjor r, tJe

highest ranking derivative, and then sun all components, conbtitut.inp the tipft,

rankirp derivative. One group of these components ii the uesirea function An, ltt;

lower rank dArivativeb aý. obtained by impo~itlion of feedback frnn the outnut o(f

the integrators to input of the adder; while the other is obtained by suppiyinp

fror without (right side of equations, other dependent variables in case of slutDrn

of a system differential equations).

Thus, set-up by lowering the order of derivative requires that the basis of the

simulator be integrating com puting elements. Here there is attained essential de-

crease of influence of interferences, created, for example, by the stepped nature

of potentiometers at input of separate units, the presence of higher harmonics 'n

voltage of power supplies, and so forth. Therefore, as a rule, set-up on sinJiators

is constructed by lowering the order of the derivative. Let us consider several

practical examples. As the first example let us consider composition of functional

diagram for a linear differential equation of the sixth order with constant coeffi-

cients
OX d'z dxz d'X dPa,) -- r "+- 1 + a, rli +f 43 d-F J Wi--r +l 4l4 -•tl + l -d as aox ý- Y (t). ( 0 i

aclving equation (10.1) for the highest ranking derivative, we will receive

-1 ONa ~ ' d's 0' 4rX
d6 A, li b4- -hbx + byIt().)

where

a,- . a-,,. a'- -,. a'•-

%•-- . 4•= . b,.s•.

The functional diagram Is shown in Fig. 171. Ering composition of functional dia-

grar there Was taken into account the property of computing elements, built on C-c

amplifiers with negative feedback, to chanle the sign of the input signal.
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It is possible to somewhat simplify the Aunctional diagram by combination in

the first unit of functions of summation and integration and unification in one

auxiliary adder of the function of change of sign of input signals, which was exe-

cuted in the above-mentioned circuit by three corputing elements (units No. 8, 9

and 10). In Fig. 172 is brought a diagram of set-up taking into account these re-

marks.

4 f C C C C
/1j L " to•

SIt

-zip ' I'

-I$' II

-Z-

Fig. 171. Functional diagram of set-up of com-
puting elements for solution of an inhomogeneous
linear differential equation of the 6th order
with constant coefficients.

I C C r C 9

Fig. 172. Another variant of functional diagram.

As a second example let us consider composition of functional diagram for sys-

tem of linearized differential equations, describing processes of course stabili-

zation of an aircraft by automatic pilot. Not considering banking, with constant

speed of aircraft • - const and an automatic pilot wv.th proportional feedback and
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response to the first ana second derivatives wi wil.l tbtain

equation of rioments with respect tc . axis
rlý + =-k - + I ,

equation of projections .)' all forces on z axis

T• + ;== ~Tj- 1f21).

equation of ruuder drive (I.J)

T4 +I = */.

equation of amplifier and sensors

J' +1 Ih~ h+ 't 4 ~

In these equations there are desipnated"

Ar -ti, Zon3tants of aircrcaft;
T, = ýý

Ae

-amplification factors of aircraft;:ij
Mf( )- M- 41

A -increments of distirbinp roment and
Z.(t) - 74. forces;

Z)

T - time constan#. of acceleration of rudder actuator,

T3 - time constant of amplifier,

k. - static transmission factor of ruader drive,

k 4- coefficient, det.erining rigidity of feecoack,

At. A,. A;-- coefficients, eewuirininj influences with respect to aeflecti(n it,

first and second aeivatives,

*-- course angle increment,

- increment of slip angle,

*-- incremnt of angle of rudder,

I -- incrtment of t tal control signal.

.or.position of func ional diagm•m for system of differential equations ai.sures

corn sition of a separp e functional diagram for each e•uati-sn, and then intercrn-

nection of ttese aiagrtur. s-3



Fi.13. Fncioa diga ofstu

SL J

L - - - € - - ---

of computing elements for investigation
of processes of course stAbilisation of
aircraft by an autc.Mtic pilot.

we construct the 1unctional diagrr of these equatious, as beforep preliminar-

ily soiving each equation of the syster for the highest ranking derivative:

I•; , & , k •, (o
EIA I 4. 4, ((I.

+ *Ta,. (10.5)

4- (10.6)

+l To + 4T +, - ' (10.7)--T -'y,-+ I, : + , + t, il-,

The overall fu'ctional diagral is shown in Fig. 173. Vott.ed lines circl* cir-

cuits, corresponding to separate equations of investigated system.

When there is given a syster of first-order differential equations of the form

W- d,,±hJ(. (10.8)
1-I

for each equation there can be couvosed &n identical functional diAgrn (Fig. 174).

This allovs us cnce and for all to connect computing 1elmnts in simulAtor-

among themwelves, and to set-up by settin, coefficients aij and bi, as this is thown
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Fig° 174. Fun-*.ionrl iagram of set-u[. of
computin, elements ior solution of linear
differet ial equatiun of first order in
matrix models.

in Fig. 175 for solution of a linear differential equation of the trnird order

d1. d'x, d(1

", • + , -d+ , __ a* = uat(0.9

By preliznPri ly -bstitut.&on _- -- =ýx, and 1- -=x equation (10.9) is reduced 'o

system of three d& 'Ore,,ial equations of the first order:

d X =, X +
dt X,-+ X O. XJ+O.fI (I).

a-Y =• - t 0 X A• + h.-- I ,)

•--FJC as -, ,--- , 3 + f 3 (t)

a2r = O. an = . a2 = 1. 0o--
•Jt a as 84

For set-up there is not required composition of a functional diagram; it is

sufi "cient only to detemrinm values of coefficients ai, a•.d bi and set them by cur-

sors of corresponding divieiqrs.

The diagram of Fig. 17) is the totality of the three diagrass of Fig. 174, bnit

with this distinwtion, that in each diagram, solvi.ng a first order equation, besides

an adder, iregrator and sign-change unit, there is introduced a unit for setting the

srole ce vatriable xi (units No. 2, 6 and 10 on the diagram of Fig. 175).

6,.Ach a principle ;f set-up is called matrix. Sinalators, for which computing
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Fig. 175. UVmp13 of commutation of blocks in
matrix models.

elements are united beforehand in circuits for solution of first order differential

equatic s, also are called matrix.

Use of mtrix principle of set-up ensures an 4utoiaticaily correct sequence of

coupl-ing separate computing elements, and also indicates the way of transforming

equations to a form, with which natural parameters of computing elements do not dis-

turb stability of work of the device as a whole (I. S. Gradshtayn 'ij). However

such a principle of set-up also requires increases of the quantity of computing

elements in the installation. Indeed, in considered example of eolution of a

third order equation there were required 12 operational amplifiers. In general it

is possible to consider that for solution of a third order differential equation in

this way there will be required, at least, 4n operational amplifiers. Often it may

be that a significant part of these computing elements either in general, will not

be used, or ray be. absent during solution of the formulated problem with another

nothod of connection of computing elements. Increase of the number of computing

elements leads to the necessity of increasing the number of pc.jer units, and conse-

quently, dimensions and ccet of the installation. Besides this, the matrix method
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of set-up hampers investigation on models of systems of autonatic control by equa-

tions of their dynamic aections whinh signifirantly lewers the graphicness of solu-

tion of problems of automatic control and hampers research on syntheses of thti.r

structures.

During composition of functional dia-

811 Z o grams of connect Lon of computing e*lements

S(6 for solution of differential equations witU

-ariabla coefficients one should provice

possibility of connecting to the output

corresponding ,imts voltage dividers, con-

trolled from special bunchers (see Ch. XI).
Fig. 176. Functional diagram of set-up
of computing elements for solution of a In Fir. 176 for illustration there is
linear differential equation with vari-
able coefficients. brought a functional diagram for solution

of equations d'x dx
,(tP- + a2 Vt) X f- Y)t (O l

Equations with coefficients variable in time can also he set-up on installate- on

by nonlinear computing elements, vultipliers and functional generators.

In Fig. 177 is brought a functional diagram of set-up of a Mathieu equation

a +ja-- 2qcos 2x),y O.

Since the independent variable in electronic models is time, then it is useful

to introduce in Mathieu's equation replacement of variables by relationship

X desigriates here angular frequency of change of parameter q.
S1; =

After replacement of variables we will receive

+ -V T qy cogn of -0.

Expression :=--qcosw$ can be obtained in the form of solution of the

corresponding differential equation

- t l --O *en T0-
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C.OW CA L

i d, ,

WdO + Tl ' = (1.1

FTg. 177. Functional diagrameon of tht. r aof computihe
elements for solution of a Mathieu equation.

Therefore for composition of the functional diagram of Fig. 173 we use the

system of equations:

r (XO. U)
d33,4,0 +2 =0.

The presented method of presentation of tht right side of the set-up equation

as the solution of a corresponding differential equation, introduced first by Bush

for a mechanical integrator, turned out to be very fruitful also for electronic

models.

Ilomposition of functional set-up diagrams of nonlinear differential equations

does not oresent any essential peculiarities.

A number of ca•es with typical nonlinear characteristics are e,=zmined in Chap-

ter XIII.
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2,. Determination of Transmissions Factors of Jeparate
Computing Elements by Coefficients of Initial

L(.uations. Selection of scales of
Representation of Dependent

Variables and Time

Purinp determination of transmission factors of uepardte comnputinp element,$ we

will start from the position that processes of simulators must be cescribec by iif-

ferential equations the same in form as for the initial problen,, and initial vari-

ables and their physical analogs and models can differ only by scale factors.

Therefore in princ.,.ple there can be two methods of determination of transmi5sion

factors of conmputirg elements in a circuit. The first consists in replacinr in ini-

tial equations variables by their physical analogs by the corresponaing transfor-

natijn. On the basis of the resulting equations we constitute the functional set-

set-un diarram. By this diapr&i we write equations, connectinp Nariables if tnsý

-del, and these eouations are compared with the transformed initial eomati ns.

7r',n comnarisin rf enuatibns they determine relati'mnships oetween c'efficients ,f

initial enuati ns and scales -f transformation of variables cn the •ne hand, ano

tra',s- i ssi n fact *rs if senarate e 'm-tutinp elerents in the Ather.

In the other method in equations, composed by functional set-up diagrar., we

effect by transformation of variables replacement of physical analogs by initial

variables anG compare resulting equations with the initial. Both systems of differ-

ential equations ihould be identical. From this condition there are cbtainea rela-

tionship between transmission factors and scale factors on the one hand, and coef-

ficients of the initial system, on the other. From this ensues complete equivaler-ce

of both methods of determination of transmission factors of computing elements in a

circ•,it.

5oth. methods assume composition of differential equations by functional set-up

diagram. For each computing element, participatini in the set-up diagrar, one

should write an equation, connecting output magnitude with the input, renur~berinr

rrelLrinarily in succession all conputing elements and their input and outp i t circuits.
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Transmission factor of a unit here acquires a number in the index, consisting of

two or three figures: the first figure (or first two figures) indicates the numrber

of the unit and the second, the number of the input circuit.

Thus, for example, in the general case for the i-th operational amplifier,

working in adder regime with n components, it is possible to write

UL= - •.• , U* (k=O. I. 2..... a,. (10.12)

where ak -- is the coefficient, indicating what part of the output voltage Uk of

the k-th unit is fed to the J-th input of the given unit from the pote.itiometer,

utilized for setting the coefficient of the smaller unit.

For a unit, working in integrator-adder regime,

U - P •iaKjUA (k=0. I. 2. a).. (10.13)

When using operational amplifier as an adder-differentiator

UI=-P P.,KU (0 =o. I. 2.. ). (10.14)

Equations of computing units, working in scale amplifier regime, and also utilized

for change of sign or integration, can be obtained from the given equations as a

particular case, when the number of components n = 1.

For nonlinear computing elements there is fixed only an ordinal number in the

diagram, and this number ii assigned to the corresponding transmission factor.

Thus, for a multiplier-divider we have:

U1m -IUU*.

us T 71 j (10.15)

where , is the scale factor of the multiplier, To -the scale factor of the di-

vider, i-the ordinal number of the unit in the circuit.

Usually so that output voltage does not exceed the scale of 100 T, P, is

taken qlial to 0.01 with penrissible change of U and U n within + 100 v. Coeffi-

cient 7, usually is taken equal to 10 in the interval of change of dividend

U3 : 100 v and divisor '! from 10 to 100 v.
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For functional generator of one arpinient the equation, connectiny cotnit rap-

nitude wit1F the input, will be

In pTrticular, for units, reproducinp piver functions, in analro r•l-5 there i•

U, 00sin U.

U, IOOco 10- U,.

U,•- 0.01 L". U .=,0 |V,.(10.17)

U,• 0.00o0 u0.

u,= 21.54 1' U.

In general when using peneral-purpcse functional penerators (for example, 1,1ilti

on electron-bt-am tubes in Acaderry of Sciences of 'J6R) mapnitude , can change frn

u to 15, and , from O. to 5.

If the probler is solved with rigidly fixed coefficients, preater than cne,

tten all 2., which can change within limits 0<8 shoia be set e iua. t'- one.

:,rring calculation cf transmission rstiom one should also consider static tran:r~is-

sion factors of penerators, connected tc input and output of si.Platcr in case of

simulation with elements of the control loop.

Values of resistances at the input cf operational amplifier requirec for real-

.zation of given transw.ission factor are calculated fror expressions:

for integrator I

for differentiator ATu RX'/'

for scale arplifier A,.

Capecitances Cij and Ci here are expressed in microfareds, but resistance R in

rap -hms.

For example we will constitute equations, connecting input and output
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magnitudes for separate computing units of the functional diagram considerea in

Fig. 172. Using relationships (10._2) and (10.13) we will receive:

us= ! - (K,,U5+K1 2 U,-+ KjU1 -t Ki 4UI- KuU,).
P

U2 (Kz•Uj).

U3= - (K3 ,Ud. (10.18)U (lO.18)-
p

U( = I (Ks 1U4).

U, (K,,U2 + K;.U 4 + A7L',).

V.e re p ~,~~is an inidependent v~riable of the installation for time.

In the resulting equations voltage U 6 represents the sought for variable x.

'$oUving this system for U= , we reci

U Ip + (Kjp U K= KjApU -+ 1K 21K31pP + K,1KK 3jK4jKp -tK0i.

+ KjK 21K),K,,A11jp + KI),:K,,K,,,,KIKsaeKnlI =-(O.9

,KgvK~zK 4jK3aKgIK3U*-

Magnitude J6can represent the initial variable in a certain scale; analogously

6

the independent variable, time, can differ from time of initial problem in the

sense that proceses on installation are reproduced in a sonhat dlayed or accel-

erated rate.

Introducing equations of transformation of variables, we receiv:

M Kue,.j (10.20)

where NM is the scale of representation of agnitudo x in the installation in the

fort of voltage, P, is the scale factor of representation of magnitude yp bl is

the time scale.

Substituting relationsoipe (10.20) In equation (10.19),, w receive equation

of modelling circuit, written in transmission factors, scale factors oo initial

variables:
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±desK,,,K,, 
d (12*xKr,s.LLýL •KK I,KpK,, dxx

d de
.. K,&I(.Kj,K.Kadf K.K.IK, I.K (i0f1

+ -A ?T Kt•K2IK3,K4,K,,K, (

Tt Is -bvious that ciefficients if .his eouation should be eaual t, coefficients

-f initial eouatinn (10.2).

Enuating clefficients for corresponding derivatives and right sides in Pouati )ns

(10.2) and (10.21), te receive:
Kj =b. KbK,,Kv =,, . K,,K,,K,, b3

A, Mt
K"#Ksj'K'N•K"KI -b,• K,,KI,KlK,K,,Ks

X t K,,K,,K1K A',,KKP, b (lu. 2)

N ~*= b,.
K, IKjKjK.,KIjKgj,

M,

From these relationships it follows that during selection cf transmission and

scale factors there is so3m free play since the rumber of equations is less tan

*the number of unknowns. Therefore for determination of marnitudes of separate

transrU3ssion factors additional considerations are brought in, connected with pe-

culiarities of work and propert.es of utilized computing elements. Among these

considerations is the desire to limit. error fror zero drift and the finite value of

the amplification factor, and also not to allow saturation of separate computinp

ele-ents in process of solution of problem due to boundedness --f linear ranj'e

IL iý v).

"•xperience shows that maximum transmission factor, established cr corroutinp

unit (made with triode circuit for drift compensation in the first cascade) workinr

as an integrator, msat no exceed 5-10 am in scale block regime 20. For a corw-

putinp elerent, rade with automtic stabilization of zero level, the permissiole

transrission factor increases accordingly to 20 in the first case and to 1Co2 '.n tt.e

second. Here the adder can be considered a scale unit with equivalent resistance

at Input, equal to resultant resistance of parallels connected input resistances.



If for given values of coefficients of initial equations transeission ratios re-

quired of operational amplifiers exceed the indicated boundaries, transmission

ratios must be decreased by reconsideration of .he functional diagram (changes of

scale factors) or introduction of additional units.

During selection of scale factors one should see that solution occurs at the

highest permissilbe level of voltages in the installation, since this will ensure

best use of its possibilities in the sense of obtaining low error of the solution.

During calculation of traramissions factors for the case of factors of variable

in time there are predetermined thelr maxinmurA values and by these values, setting all

20=,-. we select vaL.e-0 of Kij., uring solution of a problem required values

of transmission factors of separate units are obtained automatically by decrease

of these coefficients by introduction of voltage dividers e,(t) in needed places

in the circuit. Often the dividers are introduced also and when they wish tc es-

tablish a transmission factor leas than one or when it is necessary to pass inves-

tigation in a wide range of change of certain coefficients (parameters) of the

initial Syster".

Expressions (10.22) also perait one to formulate rules of composition of rela-

tionsh~ps between transmission factors of coMPUting u•nits, bAle factors aid coof-

ficients of initial linear differential equations, by which these relationships can

be written on/y on the basis of a functional set-up diagram.

Inceed, each coefficient of the initial equation in a dependent variable or in

its derivatives is expressed by the product of transmissions factors of separate

comruting elements which form a closed circuit, at whose output there is obtained

the considered dependent variable. If investigation is conducted not in natural

time scale (Ht * I), then this product of transmission factors is divided by scale

factor Kt in a degree, equal to the r4wib•r of considered coefficient bi. Coeffi-

cient in an irndependont variable is equal t. the product of tranaiasý.on factors of

comput•.ri. units, connected in series between the place of application of the uire-

penaoent variable and output of the sought for dependent variable, maltiplied by the
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ratio of scale of representation of the dependent variable to the product of scales

of the independent variable and time in a degree equal to the order of the hiphest

ranking derivative.

It is known that accuracy of solution of differential equation. on eiectronic

analog cor..puters is higher, the faster the solution converges. This rmans that

error durinr investigation of stAble systeirs of automatic control will be sirnifi-

cantly smaller, than durinp investigation of unstable ones.

In the latter Zase error grows in time and can reach an impermissibly great

ragnitude. At the same time there exists a number of linear systems of a.toratic

control with, parameters variable in time, motion of which on separate time inter-

vals for a number of reasons is characterizeed by instability, leading to build-up

of deflections. The problem is to explain the magnitude of deflections ari nature

cf notion of the systeM on a given time interval in order, by corresponding selec-

tion of parnmeters, to limit maximum deflection at the end of this time iJnterval.

To solve such, problem8 on simala* s without elements of the control loop it

is expedient t- introduce A -transformation for every variable of the initial prc'b-

ler.:

where I is a sufficiently Large positive ntumber. Introduction of P -tran3for-

ratlon of variables* for solution of such p-oblems on inst~lAtiCons of typ -:'-T

leads Lc ctAnge of diagcnal coefficients of initial *ouations by* ,uantitv- A

The resulting new syster ¢.f differential equations wili have a soLution, ¢•arfcter-

;zed by diminishing deflections, which it is Dcssible witt nufficlent accuracy to

obtain by an electronic analog compute.. For calculation -f sclutionrs of Xi(t)

fr•-- solution of yi(t) of the stable system. we use again transforrtion *e';Ation

*Offered by M. L. Brodskiy ("o L. I. routeromkher, N. V. KF'roi'kov, I. A.
Vissonov, L. S. P.labukov, and G. Y. ,'u'v)inck [I).
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(10.23). For acceleration of conversion it is possible to apply noographs.

wlhen set-up is carried out an a matrix analog, selection of factor A can be

accomplished experimentally on the actual installation, for wriich to diagonal co-

efficients aji(i 1, 2, . . . , n) there are added numbers, proportional to

bii(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) until the process of solution on the installation converges.

Indeed, if the initial system of equations is reduced to the form:

#J, 9 .-"=-(Stijl&+ ao , -" 4- aisXG)- + , fI ).
id

61 1 I+422 -J± + . + *U X-) +f 2()

-ý-. .= -- (&SX. , + a.+........... + .. f....

with initial conditions x1 (O), x(0), . . ., xn(O), then after transition to vari-

ables Y,-, ..... -- we will roceive

b, == - I(41, + b,k) y, +, 2 y +-.. + Sty.I + A M

it -+(-+b,)y t... -- bY.I+ +/(S), ".

•~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . f. -i ,.,F h k .| " (/,1) f , .

From comparison of transformed and initial systerts there ensuei the abc.e-inai-

cated rule of change of coefficients of an initial system of equations for finding

the required value of

•hen the £rnti,',. system of equations is set up on an inetallition of struc-

tural type with rese*ct to the general differential equation of a system with ce.n-

stant coefficients it' X,. ,,, di

for determination of the requirea value of A it is possible to use known theorerrus

a algebra (A. C. Kurosh [1 ) about limits cf rocts of a polynoial. F(x). For

example, it is pos.zhlie to use ihe calculation

IS" . (10.2L4 )

where M is the upper irdt of mnxuli of all real and complex roots cf a characteristic
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equat4 on, IA is the modulus of the largest coefficient, 6a81 ii the moulus of

the leading coefficient.

If coefficients of the characteristic equation are positive, it is possible to

use a generaiization of Cockay's theorem accordinp to which Jnoauli of rots of char-

acteristic equation A* are enclosed between numbers m and M, the least and greatest

ratio of a subsequent coefficient of the considered characteristic equation tc the

-,receaing one. Knowing magnitude A it is possible to calculate coefficients of a

new equation, sub.iect to solution on an in~tallation by Horner formulas:
D"Q)

As hi
where D (Q)- _,..

and H(p) is characteristic polynomial of initial equation. It is necessary- to note

that initial conditions for transformed equation ana the initial remain with this

identical.

In the transformed equation only coefficients of the left and the forn: of the

right side change.

3. Determination of Initial Conditions
anu Disturbingr Forces

To determine initial conditions and disturbing forces in those physical quan-

titi!'s, in which they are represented in the computer, one should use transforma-

tions (10.20). Thus, for example, if in solving differential equation (10.2) we

are given initial conditions:
%0) C a, X("VO)--Cj, X11 (O),-=C,. X•(O()=d•.

44 (0) = C4. x(' (0) = CS.

and disturbance y(t) B const, then on the basis of equation (10.20) we will re-

ceive
Z=ZMSUO. y(t)=B=M,O,.

whence U. (0) " -(- - C,

and o(s-=, (10.25)
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In order to find expre3sions for initial conditions for remaining derivatives,

we will u!e equations (10.18).

On the basis of ttese equations we obtain:

_ _ (0) CC

U4L(O) = - 0 __ ( S__

___0) AC,_,j.KeK,.K4j i Az•K , K"- K, "K " .'-

=_I _ xsK&,K4,Ku, 'K•

If disturbance represents a given function of timeý it can be reproduced on

the installation by solution of a certain auxillary equation (sere page 331 ) or by

introduction of a buncher cf coefficients. In the latter case it is useful to pre-

sent y(t) in the form

y (t) = Yoe% (10.26)

where ymax is the maimum value, taken by function y(t) on considered ttnt interval
Ymax

Here Uy maxr My = const, and change of Uy .. in time is carried out by the buncher,

as shown in Fig. 178.

Fig. 178. Method of intro-
Auction in analog of given
functions of tim.
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. �~SimuIatingR ystems of Automatic Control
With Very TAre Time Constants

furing investigation of these systenms of autonatic control on analogs without

elements of a regulator the problem boils down to selection of proper time scale.

1y introduction of a time scale they reduce speed of model processes to quc+ A -A-

nitude, there is no error due to leaks and output beyond the passband of separate

computlng elements.

In case cf work with elements of a reglator, n".tura22.- , IL is nece-sary tV

keep the tire scale natural, and then in slowly flowing processes of adjustment it

is necessary to solve differential equations with rinute coefficients. Indeed, 'Let

us assune that on the analog there will be investigated a controlled nernt.e , de-

scribed by differential equation

( + up -f m:) x =y. (10.27)

and let the period of natural oscillations of the object be T = 15 minutes, and

their attenuation such that with zero initial conditions and a step-by-step change

of y the x ccordinate reaches 95% xyct during the time t = 2T.

In these conditions

,t.i- n 1,•=.6 IO0 -• 9I-.1

Functional set-up diagram of differential equation (10.27) on installation is

shoim in Fig. 179.

On the basis of presented method coefficients of initial equation are connected

with parameters of computing units by relationships:

2 A _, . . k p i- A I l, '
"" C R C 1 and K ., we obtain

Raking R12 C1 = RC3C1 21'2 i1 1 31 =

=,i- k = 0.003. •, "12 49 - 10-". MV22 -- •when 0.003. k9 : 1 aM,

when £ ,=A0.007. k -I. =I w obtain 22 and 2.

Ti-us during modeling of slow processes there is no necessity to have capacitors

of very great capacity for integrators. Large time constants it is possible to

reproduce by combination of the usual integrators and dividers. Here one should
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Fig. 179. Functional set-up diagram on
simulator of equation of an object with
slow processes.

apply operational amplifiers with automatic stabilization of zero level and turn

special attention to eliminating possible leaks between their integrating point and

output, especially during work as an integrator. A number of practical methods of

decreasing these leaks is considered in Chapter IX.

5. EEmles of Solution of Problems

Solution of linear differential equation with constant coefficients. Let us

assume that it is required to find in full time scalt solution of the differential

equation
dzx + #1 O d'x d'x dx

, - +b3 d1 + b4 i + 64 i + + ,#S -+•b b ,( (10.28)

with given initial conditions: x(O) - 1, x(1)(O) - 0, x(2)(O) - 0, x(3)(0) - 0,

x(4)(O) = 0, x(5)(O) = 0 and the following numerical values of coefficients:

#, - b,3 3.75. k, =2.5. b4 = 0.937. b3 -O. N 7.
S- 0o,015. to , 0.

The functional set-up diagram of the problem is shown in Fig. 180. It differs

from the one .considered earlier (see Fig. 172) by inclusion of two voltage diividers

(2' .2) for reproduction of coefficients less than one. Using the relationship

received earlier (10.22) between transmission factors of separate units and coeffi-

cients of initial equation, we will receive when t - 1:
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Fig. 180. Functional set-up diagram of differential
equation of sixth order with wide range of magnitudes
of coefficients.

K14 -= 3. A11K,,KA = 3.75. K1K 21,K, -= 2.5A
KIKXIK3iK 4IKr, 0.937. I•/jKIK3' 1K4Ks1 ,21 -= 0. 187.

K,,K,,K1 KJ4 s,AK6 , 2, -. 0.0155.

Taking K = K = K3 K = K6 K 1, we will obtain Y 3.75,

Y13 = 2.5, K14 = 3.0, K72 = 0.937 and

6==0.187. 3=-0.0155.
To guarantee work at the highest possible level of voltages in the installation

we select scale Mv, proceeding from the fact that x = 1 corresponded to 1; 100 v.

Then
his--M V =-Z Tow• 0.01.

Voltage of ml tial conditions is

UO(O a IM. .1008(,.

"'n the oscillognm of Fig. 181 there is brought solution of considered equatiion,

received on coMpaer MN-5. Cominrioon with calculating data shows that relative

error does not excwd 1%.

•[ 4 a , -Jr 201 t If*

Fig. 181. Result of solution of linar differential equa-
tion of sixth order.
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Solution of Mathieu equation. It is required to find periodic solution of the

equation

•+ ( -2qcos2x)y z (10.29)

when y(o) - 1, y(o) = 0 and q 2.

As it is known, periodic solutions for the given q -ake place not for all val-

ues of coefficient a.

If we want to obtain a periodic solution of the form

SuAC,,(q. x). (10.30;

here yq x)

then, using known relationships or tables (see A. Stret [1]l), we find that a = al=

= 2.38. Replacing independent variable x by tim t, we MOV to system of equations

(10.11), whose set-up on a computer is shown in Fig. 177,

Equations of voltages for sep.sre copuIt.ing units of the circuit give:

II
V, , - i(K,,Ut + KaUzy.

U, -- - -1(10.31)

Us - K3,UO.

Us4 - NOTU6.,US-- • I U1.

~s -- K," Us.• (10.32)

Solving systems of equations (10.31) and (10.32) for UJ and U51 we will obtain

p'u, + (KnJw.,. - ;*K,,K,,u IuU = 0.
pRUs + K.rKy1jUs -- 0.

Introducing equations of trnsformttion of variables y - X n

we will obtain

9y + K1 KOKuy = M P, ARK,,Iy. (10.33)

#,, + K4,,,Ka, = 0



Comparison of coefficients in equations (10.33) and (10.11) gives
w I

1 a - K,,K2 K.1 . .- .K, '(,,A 4,

Initial conditions are determined on the basis of transformation equations of

variable relationships 1
U , (O ) -• -LA - . U s(O , .-= -M .

when q - 2, a - 2.38, 0,- 0.1, y(O) I 1, ,(o) - jq 1 1, 1 w will obtain

4KM3 , = 0.59. K4,K,,KO - 1. ,,K,1 , 10.

Taking K12 1 I, i 21 , K l - 1, we will obtain K3 1 - 0.595, Ma = 0.1. K nowing

Y., we find SIM I

a•US(O) M =a -- &T = 10 oV.

Scale My mst be select such that units do not leave the bounds of .inearity.

!At My - 0.02; then Us()5then U,(O)rn-- •. -5O ..

Change of mrgnitude U2 (O) influences only the scale of the obtained curve, and

not on its shape. In Fig. 182a and b are brought results of solution of this

problem on computer EDJ-5 for a quarter period and for several periods of solution.

Error of solution on the first quarter period does not exceed 2.5%

Sojution, of problem of oclcltalon o~f rotor of syncb~noug machie with step

.isAturLA& Equation of mchins without considering damping and eiectroragnetic

processes in coils can be approximtely presented in the form

^ + Adu 4 " Ft (10.3-4)

where 4 is the angle of displacement of aide of the rotor flux with respect to the

axis resultant stator flux, F(t) is acoelention, equilivalent to applied distur-

bance, A is vagnitude, proportional to synchronizing -nt. It is required to

find tse nature of change of its) for variouis vlues of F(t), given in the form of

a step function with A - 2 and sero initial conditions

a (0)- aO. 1(0)-- O.

Functional set-up diagm in accordance with equation (10.34) is shown in Fig.

183. Equations of voltages for sparats cocput4ng units will be-:
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a)

1ig. 182. Resuls of solution of Miathieu equation.

U,-- I (K,,IU'y-+ KIP.). Vz I
P K2#U,.

U3 = - , %in (%U3). U4  U f u• (10.35)

Solving these equaticns for voltage U2, we will receive

P:U,3- K)jK1 32 ,,jin41.1',) ý KliK,,ju. (10.36)

Introducing equations of transformation of variables

a=.: M,6.,. F it) ý Mp . ,, I-
and changing to initial variables, we will receive

EiI--K .~.M(n~ A.,KM F (I). (10.3?)

Comparing equations (lU.34) and (10.37), we obtain
A , A,,A,,.

C C

IUg

its).

FiF. 183. Functional set-up diagram
of cuffe~ptLng elevents for solution of
problern of oscillation of rotor of
synchronous machinm.
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In functional generators of computer M)J-5 for trigono.metric functions we take

"0IOU and Therefore M.;=ý C hen A ; 2 and Y r

'Y21 = l, F(t) 1 1, we obtain:
2 P 100

Mp

In Fig. 184 is presented the oscillogram of th.e solution. Comparison f týe

r':ven oscillogram with results, recieved on a mechanical integrator (see I. M.

1Arkovich 1 ), shows that error of solution does not exceed 21.

Fig. 184. Results of solution of problem
of oscillaticn of rotor of synchronous
machine.
KEY: (a) c ; (b) sec.

sec



CHAPTER XI

Sl)LATLING LINBARILED SYSTFMS OF AUTOMATIC CONTROL

In principle every system of automatic control during strict calculation of

various acting factors is described by a nonlinear system of differential ecqations.

Linearized systems therefore are only coarse models, ab it ws a first approximation

of the studied or recreated system of automatic control.

If in a number of cases the stability of the initial system can be Judged by

the stability of its linear model*, with respect to the quality of the transient

this can be done, a arently, only for a very litited class of systems.

One can create the iMression that in these cir€umstances irnrstiption of

transients of linear models of CAP loses its meaning in general, and, in particular,

there is no sense for solving these problems in applying eiectr.nic s lamLators.

However the matter is not so. As w know, developnt of systems of automatic con-

trol is conducted in separate stares. On the first stage. when the initial struc-

ture of the system is explained and there are established technical requiroeints on

the object and regulator, analysis of a linearised system gives necessa:r initial

data. Furthermore, analysis of a linearied model serves during further iniesti-

gation fcr coqarioon and explanation of influence of geparate nonlinear

*5"e, for exarple, M. A. Ayserman i.
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dependences, accoqmarqing physical realisation of the systam, lying at the basis

of the principle of %ction of th" objlect or regulator, or Lntr~auced artificially

for the urpoe" of improvemnt of dynanic properties of the reetem.

Application of electronic aralog ccqptars allows us to accelerate and facili-

tate invest.4ation of stability and .rmnsienta in linearixod suests&, especially

when they are described by differential equations of a high orde'- with variable

coefficients and constant deoly.

Equally with thia ccmaLnation of linear ;wdel I an cbject in the fort, of in

electronic integrat.r with elements of cont.cl equipment gives ths possibility to

consider the influence of deflectC ons of technological ci der and earlier ignored non-

linear dependences in t.his equipment.

Soluý.Ion of linearized iystums appears %lso of great help dihring checking of

cor,•.ct.-ee of set-up and solution of nonlinear problems on electronic integrators.

Th.i check is carried out by jeans of mxixzm transition to a linear system, for

wcich it ire easy to analytically .*tiMt. stability and certain characteristics cf

t.ansients. It is necessary to note that obta:ining of correct remslts with the

help of mthematical computers of any types requixes from the researcher a clear

idea of the phesial processes in the system, skill to est.imte a number of partial

solutions, obtained as the vsault of such investigation.

1. SlelAat"n WriAM,7 L~ieriejd $StLMe o)f
Amto,&mtic Control w th

Let us consider as an en=i. siaxutlion of the processes of automtic control

of speed of 6-c motor, 4ed fror a generator wits regulated vvltage. A skeleton

a:&grax of such a system cf automatic control is shown in Fig. 185. Equations of

motion of consaMred systm of autostic control after lhrwansatio• nd disregard

of reaction of armature nd induactance of armature circuits of generator aM motor

can be presnted in the form of the folawin system:



equat'.on of indicator of error
u.-u,-Au. (I. 1 )

equation of tachogenerator

U, (11.2)

equat.-on of amplifier

* K, w. (11.3)

equation of exciter
T, ±-.+ E(1.4)

dt

equution of generator

T, ±--,T + E. ,. z

equation of mo.ion of motor
SE, ,,(11.6)

where U0 is the master signal, ' is angular velocity of motor, T is tiUm constant

of excitation circiit of exciter, T- is time constant of excitation circuit of gen-

erator, T. is electromechanical time constant of acceleration of motor, m ris the

loau moment, kl, k, k3 are proportionality factors, KY is aMpliication factor of

anrplifier

Fig. .185. t'u~aimental circuit of eini-
la~ion of processes, of automatic contrel
of speed rf d-c motor. 9--exciter, F-
generator, LI -- otor, T-tachogenerator.
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It is necessary to explain stability of such a system of automtic control and

the influence on stability and nature of triaients of imposition of internal feed-

back with respect to acceleration of regulated motor with "he follow1iag numerical

values of parawtors of the system:

rdn

A,-- v se.._c
rdn a.s= 48 kg-.m V 3C

rdn

Tj --= 0.! 1e TO F = 0.5 sec I• -- ,c

h1=5. lh=5. A,= 10. 2o=1I0 see

Before investpgation on an electronic model it is expedient prelminarily to

explain whether the system is stable for the given numerical values of parameters.

With thu ai&n it is possible to use known criteria of stability of line&r systems.

The quickest is the modification of Routh's criterion little-known in automatic con-

trol practice, offered by A. M. Kats, useful for systems of any order.

In order t,, explain stability of a system, it is sufficient according to this

criterion to constitute a table from coefficients of the characteristic equation and

prove that diagonal members of this table are all greater than zero. Below is do-

scribed a sample of composition of Kats' tablo for the characteri.stic sixth order

equation

p44 SaP + '• + 4, 82P1,+ 00 + a -.- (11.7)

System is stable when a > 0. b4 > O. e3 > 0. d, > o. e, > o. /. > O.

In the considered case the characteristic equation will be of the third order:

Sa.=o.(11.8)

where I3. ! + I"as r + x +r, -a 13. •,=r+ 4-, 32 =.

- - =' 1270.
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Table VII

do M I e d'' to
- awa~i~uE r. F CSii~ I

SI I ' !.-o.

Kats' Table for that case has the form

Table VIII

and leads for positive a2, a&, and a 0 to the known Hurwitz criterion of stability

,ý> do. (1.19)

For given numerical values of parameters this criterion is not satisfied, and

tierefore, if by considerations of accuracy it is undesirable to lower magnitude

A0 by a decrease of the total amplification factor uf the system, then it is neces-

sary to introduce means of stabilization.

Introduction of a signal, proportional to acceleration of motor, leads to in-

crease of coefficient ai:

+( +,,~ TT FS- I• ~o

and, consequently, satisfaction of criterion of stability (11.9) with proper selec-

tion of coefficient k in the acceleration signal.

0sing the method brought in chapter X, we will constitute a diagram of connec-

t.ion of operational amplifiers and calculate their transmission factors for solution
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Fig. 186. Functioml diagrma of set-up of equa-
tionl, describing processes of automatic control
of speed of d-e motor.

of the "ystem differential equations (11.1 - 11.6) in the absence and i-n the pres-

ence of the acceleration sigal.

With introduction of acceleration signal after sinple transformations we will

obtain: I U hKjh1 2 ,Kyh, dQ
d•- -•- - T.- E" + -T-uO - -.-..,- ---. -,

-o "o

The functional set-up diagism of these equations Is sabowr in Fig. 186.

4quations of ueparate units of the circuit of Fig. 186 will be:

- (KuUo sU+ K ,&, + KjU, + K14U 1.
P

U3- ~(KU, :U K.,U,,).

U4 a-(K 41U, + I4uV K0:3U.).

Intr' ducing equations of transformatuon of variable:

E.s = MAbU 1 . 9- MvL. Ma A ,.

we wil obtain: '
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dE, MEN Ki me

0 DO f, a (11.12)

Mu~i KJMd KII
KE,

dQ M ~M ~ K.L'i-V-/ I, '-A-

ComparLton of the received system of equations (U.12) with the initial (11.11) giv-es

I K. hK, Mes KT J= •'--, 7- MOMDO'

&,K kh, K 13 M e b,Kyk, Ki,',M .

WV M, _7,2• - !

i 22 K2  Me, K2,To Te'• •=- - ',sL

I ! MK31  I K.jM2

To- AT,- Z*, r

We select the time scale, proceeding from the condition that frequency of pro-

cesses does not exceed the passband of the computing elements of the installation.

Estimating coarsely duration of process of adjustment by magnitude of the

largest time constant T3 = I sec, we will take Mt = 1. Here duration of processes

in the simulator will be equal to duration of process in initial system. Re-

maining scale factors, coefficients Kij and 2, , are selected from condition of

work of computing elements within limits of permissible error and the LInear range

of change of output voltage.

For the given numerical values of parameters we obtain:

K,I4  N K,, IK,_AI
to M. 500. 50.

Kmpe.f Kass Me K21• -=•. 4. -•--, =2•. 10• =•,.

" -^ -M-v, I, : 0.2Z . -4 M , _ I
-M-
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Whent -1, M--, NO l, 10

* As a result when 3-l we find:

K4 -m 10. Kt -m5. Ku - 5. KI4 -= 5h4 .
Kxu m2. Ka.m I0. K.am-,. Ka n-2.5.
-m K,-to. Le--- 4.8 . U;= IIV. %-LJW

Transmission factor K2 1 - 100 is carried out by connecting to the feedback

circuit of operational amplifier No. 2 a capacitor with capacitance C - 0.1 m.ýcro-

farad, and at input of resistor R - 100 kilohm, K22 - 2 is here carried by feeding
21

input impedance R22 - 1 megohm from divider 4 - 0.2.

In Fig. 187 are brought oscillograms of transients in the investigated system,

received with the help of electronic model W)U-5 accordingly in the absence of feed-

back with respect to acceleration and with introduction of this feedback with coef-

ficient k4 - 0.159 and application to the shaft of the motor of a constant moment

of lead mH - 48 kg-m.

As follows from the data, brmught "n the oscillogrsms, coincidence with calcu-

lated values is sufficiently near.

Indee: = - 0.096 rdn/secyeded: W-- - *_______
+ 4 6,

Agin.,so an - 0. 1 rdn/sec

Frequency of process it is possible tentatively to estimate by equation (11.8),

using formula
•--¢-7).!6,- -1,(1.13)

where • is a real root, and - ±J.--are complex roots of equation (11.8).

For process with small attenuation it is possible in expressions (11.13) to

disregard magnitude 2 1 as compared with t and I' as compared with W2

Then we will obtain:

1L qinse 9.99 rdn/sec.

With the help of electronic models it is possible also to determine in the planet

of paraeterrs of adjustmnt of the boundary of the region of stability, boundaries
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a)

b)
(b w-- eta

#I V

Fig. 187, Osciliograms of transients of auto-
matic - ntrol of speed of d-c motor.
KEY: (a) Sac; (b) Kg-rn; (c) r~dn

30c

of the region with given qualities of the transient, and ezecute rapid e.Aection of

parameters of various muans of stabilisation. This allows to accumulate factual

material about properties of separate classes of systems of automatic control and

thereby to fill the gap existing at present in theories of automatic control.

2. Situ~latWn Systems nf Autoeptjc Control with

Parameters Variable in Tim

To differential equations with coefficients variable in time are brought prob-

leos of investigation dynamics of processes of stabilization of motion of flying ob-

jects about the center of gravity with variable flight speed. As an .inple let us

consider simulating isolated motions of banking and course with sieints of stabili-

zation equipment.

Simulation of connected motion does not present any principal peculiarities,

with the exception of the appearance of additional cross connections in the set-up

diagram.
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JI

Ff

---- ----- J

Fig,, 188. Diagram of union if model vith
stabilisation equipme~nt.
l--re~dback potsntiolmetere, 2--steering
motors, 3--relay units, 4--amplifier, 5--
modulator, 6-6dfferentiating cell, 7-

potentiometers for receiving signal, prc•-
portional to deflection of steering mo-
tor, 8-load stand, A--an-log, -- stabil-
isatlon equipment.

Equation of motion of object with respect to banking in this consideration will

differ from equation (1.16) by the fact that coefficients B, and B2 are no longer

constant, and functions of time are given:

+- )_.

where F(t) B2 (t)av is the disturbance acting on the object.

The diagram of coupling the model with stabilization equipmnt. is shown in

Fig. 188. In the general case at places of union with real equipment there must be

established converters, whose transmission factors dictate selection of scale fac-

tore of conversion of corresponding variables.

In the considered problem tension, representing the rogulated coordinate in the a

model, is converted by a special device into the angle of rotation either of all the



stabilization equipment, or only of its sensory-.a gyroscopic instrument. In those

cases, where dynamics of the gyroscopic instrument can be disregarded, the need for

a converter drops.

Output of stabilization equipment is connected with input of simulator by po-

tentiometers. Voltage from cursorn of potentiometers, proportional to angle of ro-

tation of steering motors, moves to input of model. Here on shaft of the steering

device there should be reproduced load (hinged moments) by the help of a special

load stand. This load can change in time and depend on the angle of displacement of

the steering wheel and the coordinates of the object (angle of incidence or angle

of slipping). -As such a load device in the simplest cases we apply stands equipped

with springs (Fig. 189).

Fig. 189. Fundamental circuit of load stand.
PM--steering machine, P-reductor, Py -spring
mechanism.

Set-rp of the equation of ,vction of the obiect is conducted by maidmum values

of coefficients for the considered tiL .- interv•l, and to output of the corresponding

units of the circuit are connected voltage dividers, bringing at every moment of time

the voltage to the output of the units to the required value.

Let us assume that in the considered problem Bl max - 4.45, 82 wx - 309,

the gyroscupe is taken as a sero-moment eleownt with tranamission factor k, = 2.3

v/dog, and potentiometers on steering machines will convert the angle of rotation
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IIi
b)0

Fig. 190. Functional diagram of modeling of equations
of banking with variable parameters.

•f steering wheels -, into voltage U with transmission factor k, 1.

The set-up diagram is shown in Fig. 190 a.

Equations of separate computing elements give
U, IpI - Kzj (1) p] = - K1jKjti Mi U& - K12K21zj (t) UO.

After transformation of variables Ur = M U2 , 2 zU,. T Mttm, we will re-

ceive
,) , U , .(,

Comaring equation (11.15) with initial equation, in which coordinate ? is

replaced by Ur by substitution Ur kr ; , w will receive
K I' (I) " (f)(

During investlgation v ith elevents of contrA iLoop M, - 1. Furthermore, it is

necessary to take Mr - 1 so that it is possible directly to feed output voltage of

installation to the differentiatin4g circuit of the equipment.

Therefore finally we obtain when a,(t) tt) Id M - h

Ku - B, .- 4,45.

KA,,K,,,"- B,,k, h,= 711.

A
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These transmission factors could have been realised on two units of this cir-

cuit, 'f coefficients 1 and B2 were constant. In this case in the first unit it

wou_,. ve been possible to realize a trsnsmisiion faction of the order of 50 by

selection of a capacitor with 0.1 microfarad capacity and resistors RU = R12=

200 kilohm, and R 2.24 megohm. Transmission factor of the second unit here13
should have been K2 1 = 14.2 which for operational amplifiers with automatic stabili-

zation of zero level can be considered permissible.

Considering that coefficient BI can also take zero values, it is necessary to

supplement the circuit with amplifiers at input and output (F;.g. 190b).

Before solving a problem with variable coefficients and real equiprent, it is

useful to prove the corzectness of set-up and solution of equations on models for

several fixed values ,f coefficients.

Analytic solution of equation (11.14) with ? (0) -0, 4(0) -0 , F(t) - --. 24

and constant coefficients gives

0-,•,( - Bit - e-_84 ll 1

In Fig. 191 is brought the oscillogram of solution of this equation on a model

for BI - 0.98, B = 19.8 and • - 1.9, and in the table are brought results of com-

parison of this solutiot, with the analytic one. The table indicates the nrar co-

incidence of calculated and experimental data.

In Fig. 192a are brought oecillogisme of ch€ g of cooramte so during solution

of a probleir with variable coefficients, given by graphs in Fig. 192b. From the

orcillograr one may see characteristic change of period of oscillations , which fcl-

lows a change of coefficient 02 in time. Transients during application and removal

of disturbance converge to natural oscillations which bears witness to the presence

of nonlinearities in the stabilization equipment.

In the case of stabili•zation of course motion it is necessary to solve on the

model system of differential equations (2.5) with the distinction that coefficients

Alt A 4 A5 and A. are g'ven functions of time.
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Fig. 191. On checking acCu-
racy of solution.
FY: (a) in deg; (b) Sec.

''Ge I eta

(b) , -,

' 7; C2.

(d)

(g) •" , "

Fig. 192. Processes of stabilixati..-.mn v.'- banking with
variable pi~rwtstr3 and supplyi.r* WAn• r*M-•V~l Of =13-

turbing moment.
KEY: (a) Tixe T s•€c; (b) Uperim-.ntaj; (c) Calculated;
(d) Deg; (s) IKg•-m; (f) ý;quation ot <:,biect; (g) _--ec.

Proc**d.in•g by the above-stated method, we arri"e at the set-up diagram brought

in Fig. 193. As in the preced~ing casei, it is ulseful o'efore beginningK a solution

with coefficients variable in tim to checx 4ccuracy Of solution of eqUat!ions on

~[

the model. .

Solution of system (2.;,) for coordinate ý unaer the condition t~haL A2 - i, -;Is-

turbsnees Fb - 14b - 0, coefficients are constant and stee•ring• wfe-A: atý w•nt
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• 193. Functio~1 diagr~m of modeling of
'q•;&U:on of coirse motion w-ith varibbl. pmrs-
Heters.

EY : (a) •isturbance ; {b) T•• autopl~ot.

t • 0 £ instzntly sift~eJ an tngle ;. leads to *auat0.n

The inteprsl of this diffreoretmia~ euation in th. calse of dc~zx roots of

the ebar~lcteristic equation viii be

4 ~~A A 1AA 1.7

wher.- C1, C2,, CO ar• cnstants of integration, determind by initial conditions

,, (() 18)

,< A .-

,- 193. Functional di"-aram o"



w:1 T- is the attenuation factor, and . is the frequency of oscillations, de-

ter'ained by relationships:

I 'eou(b)-

'~I ce~)CC'x---!A6.i.+ A- •---'•-- ("

010 OF-s5WP cv ij'4 .y, Q 7 ce4

Fig. 194. Checking accuracy of solution.
KEY: (a) Deg; (b) Sec.

In Fig. 194 is brought the oscillogram of solution of the considered system of

equations (2.5) in case of constant coefficients, equal to A. = 0.435, A2 = O,

A4 = 17.67, A5 = 20.65. and A6 = 1.59. Comparison of received solution with the

analytic solution in distinction from the preceding Case can be made not for separ-

ate points of the solution, but bN: comparing characteristic parameters of the solu-

to:ce AreA, (As + A,) totion: c=-A. + AA.AA+A. +
•A$A,S,

-A., t A. (11.20)

T4.. g4 A,

Results of comparison, shown in the oscillogram, bear witness to satisfactory

accuracy of obtained solution. It is necessary to note that error of solution for

parameter ýYc, in significant measure is determined by how much transmission fac-

tors for both inputs of the operational amplifier, producing coordinate • (angle

of slipping) differ. Accuracy of setting of these transmission factors should be

not lower than the third significant digit.

As follovs from this example, for estimatii4g accuracy of a solution, received
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Fig. 195. Processes of stabilization of course with variab~e parameters.
KEY: (a) In degrees; (o) Sec; (c) Regime; (d) Kg-rn.

on the nodel, in a number of cases it is more correct to cornduct comparison not for

separate points, but of characteristic parameters of the solution. This is sensible

to do especidily when the solution has an oscillatory character or sharply expressed

ex-treu•

In Fig. 195 are brought three oscillogramns of processes of course stabilization

with coefficients variable in time, received during work of electric autometic pilot

with proportional feedback~, controlled by the signal and its first derivative.* Para-

meters of the differentiating circuit changed as a function of time in steps. From

oscillograms one may see characteristic change of amplitudes of natural oscillations,

connected basically with change of coefficilents A4 and A5 . On the oscillogram of

Fig. 195b is shown the influence of distarb Ines , applied in the form oa I.NVr ar

pulse~s of various duration, and on the oscillogram of Fig. 191c is shown influence

of brief change of sign of coefficient A4 (ftatistically unstable object).

KEY:(a)In egres; b) ec;(c)Regie; d) g-,



I Variable Speec Drive of Coefficients

Devices, intended for introduction of coefficients variable in time, are called

,ariators variable speed drives of coefficients.

• distinguish electromechanical and electronic variable speed drives of coef-

ficients. In those cases, when solution of a differential equation is produced in

full time scale and change of coefficients of differential equations occurs slowly,

we apply electromechanical devices. With iteration of the solution with a frequency

greater than 10 cpe eiectromechanical devices cannot be applied due to great inert-

ness. In these cases for introduction of variable coefficients we use diode Pnc-

tional generators, in which voltage of the argument changes linearly in time ac-

cording to saw-tooth law with t)h frequency of iteration, and corresponding multi-

pliers.

The simplest electromechanical variable speed drive of coefficients (Fig. 196)

consists of a certain number of linear potentiometers, cursors of which are moved

in time by a draw line and profiled cams, made in accordance with the function of

time given for reproduction. A tension spring serves to guarantee constant contact

of the roller and cam. All came are planted on a common shaft, moved by an electric

motor with constant speed.

One wide-spread modification of cam variator is -3hown in Fig. 197. Pulse step-

by-step motor, moving the cam, shaft, can be fed from a pulse generator of stable

frequency, provided in electronic models (for example, in IPT-4, IPT-5, MPT-9)

or from any other interrupter of current. This ensures possibility and simplicity

of change of spjed of rotation of cams in comparatively wide limits. Considered cam

variators with accuracy of profile of cam + 0.1-0.5 M and midma can radius 60m

introduce error of + 0.16-0.33%. Anong deficiencies of these devices one should

mention comparatively high labor-consumption of manufacture of cams.

In the design of variator of coefficients offered by engineer Ivanovskiy cams

are replaced by slip-rings, made of wire, bent by a given 1w and fastened to fixed
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Fig. 196. Fundamental circuit of cam var-
iable speed drive of coefficients.
1-slip-ring, 2-potentioneter, 3-tension
spring, 4-string, 5--drum, 6--cam, 7-le-
ver, 8--roller.

insulating plates 1 (Fig 198s). Along these plates moves a trolley with linear

wire potentiometers 3 of cylindrical form. Potentiometers by springs 4 are pressed

to the wire. Drive of the trolley is carried out from an asynchronous motor through

reductor with a changeable transmission ratio (movement of trolley at full speed is

provided after 440, 220, 110 and 55 sec). For stabilization of speedon the shaft

of the drive motor is put in a flywheel. The gneral appearance of such a variator of

coefficients as made by the Academy of Sciences of UISR is shown in Fig. l"b.

Examples of variable speed drives of coefficients with step-by-step approxima-

tion are the units of variable coefficients of electronic models IPT-4 and IPr-5

(Fig. 199). The basis of each unit is a 100-lamellar stepping selector. Step-by-

step motor is controlled by pulses from an interrupter, located in the control panel.

Time of switching from lamella to lamella can be fixed equal to 1.5 sec, 1 sec, 0.75

sec, 0.25 sec and 0.1 sec. Consequent.Ly, to time of cycle of work of variator can

have 6 values from 150 sec to 10 sec. Values of voltages, brought to lazmllae of

variator, can be set in steps by any law from the voltage divider, where on the

divider there are 100 divisions of positive voltage and 100 divisions of negative

voltage. Commtation from the divisor to lamellae of the selector is carried out
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Fig. 197. Kinematic diagram of modification
of cam variable speed drive of coefficients.
1-can shaft, 2--cam, 3--step-by-step motor,
4-lever, 5-tension spring, 6-winding of
potentiometer.
KEM: (a) d-c pulses.

on a special setting field. Besides, the level of a coefficient can be lowered by

an additional voltage divider with a coefficient of division 0 • s • i at an interval

0.001. of the itep.

A-11

ijjj

a)

Fig. 198. Variable speed drive of coefficients with wire-wiand shaped
slip-rings.



V
To obtain pulses, controlling the step-by-step motor, in analogs IPT-4 and

IPT-5 there is a special device, consisting of a quartz oscillator with a frequency

dividpr (with division of frequency from 1000 cps to 50 cpa) and an auxiliary pulse

generator, consisting of 6 synchronous motors, working from a irequency of 50 c

and interrupting contacts with six different frequences. If permissible error of

scanning of coefficients in time is 2%, then motors can be fed directly from an

a-c net.

l •,zoa(b)

-sm• (•) ,/ • (d)

Fig. 199. Variable speed drive of coefficients
with stepping selector.
KEY: (a) Setting field; (b) output; t'c) Step-
by-step motor; (d) Pulses.

Among the merits of the considered variable speed drive one should include the

fact that in separate moments of time there can be received coefficients with great

accuracy, since separate sections of the voltage divider can be made very accurately.

Essential deficiencies of these devices &re complexity of construction, large di-

mensions, appearance of additional interferences due to step-by-step in.roduction of

the variable coefficient.
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Variable speed drive of coefficients of analop MPT-9 is a modernization of the

ccnsidered device. On the tetbtinp field of the urit of the variahle coefficient

there ij no divider with negative values of voltages. Negative valuje3 of coefficipnt:j

4-mv

I S

(~b)

(a)

% % "

-U'MON (c)

Fig. 200. Modification of variable speed drive of
coefficients of Fig. 199.
IETY: (a) ietting field; (b) Output; (c) From pulse
generator; (d) cps.

result from gener--. displacement of level of the graph of the variable coefficient

by a special device, introducing negative input voltage with a constant coefficient

into the model. Furthe.-more, to the stepping selector of the variable coefficent

unit there can be fed pu1•e.' with one of five frequencies by program in time which

allows us to approximate the curve of the law of change of the coefficient more ac-

curately, i.e., on steeper sections of the curve to increase the frequency of

switching.
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To obtain programmed introduction of frequencies of pulses on the stepping se-

lector the variable coefficient unit, there is an additional device, including still

another stepping selector with 100 lamellae and a setting field, where to every

lamella there can be passed pulses with one of the following five frequencies:

8 cps, 4 cps, 2 cps, 1 cps, 0.5 cps. Lamella can also remain unconnected, and in

this interval of time not one pulse will pass to the stepping selector of the vari-

able coefficient unit. All main elements of variator of coefficients and auxiliary

devices (generator of stable frequency and others) remain the same as in variator of

analog IPT-4. The basic circuit i. shown in Fig. 200.

Shown designs of variators of coefficients cannot be recognized as totall.

perfect. Cam variators require comparntively great expenditure of time on manufac-

ture and replacement of cains; variators with wire on the insulating plate, do not

ensure smooth change of the time-speed scale of potentiometers and have complicated

drive mechanism. Variators with stepping selectors also are not very simple and

frequently serve as a source of undesirable interferences, caused by the step nature

of approximation of the variable coefficient.

Apparently, improvement of variators with wire, glued on insulating plate or

drum, can lead to creation of devices which are simple, accurate and at the same

time convenient to use. Significant simplification here can be attained by transi-

tion to smoothly regulated drive, in the form of a servo system. Supplying this

servo system with feedbacks with respuct to speed and position, it is possible to use

the variator of coefficients also as a functional generator or multiplier-divider

during investigation of processes with frequency ap to 1 cps. By this it is possibie

considerably to supplement the possibilities of the electronic model without in-

creasing the number of additional units.
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4. SiNulation of Systems of Automatic Control
wt Constant D~eAM

Constant delay is met primarily in industrial process systems.*

An essential role in formation of constant delay in industrial systems is played

by the terminal velocity of transfer of the substance. An ejample is the system of

automatic control of thickness of & sheet on a rolling mill, where the meter of

thickness of the sheet 1 (Fig. 201a) and pressure devile 2 are located a certain dis-

tance L from each other, due to which with a terminal velocity v of motion of the

rolled sheets there appears delay % between influence of pressure device and meas-

urement of its result by the sensor. Another characteristic case of the presence of

constant time delay takes place in system of autoratic control of concentration of

solution by change of input of one of the components (Fig. 201b).

2 Furthermore, often it is convenient in

studying multicapacity industrial processes

to replace the equation of motion of high

order by equations of the first u.- second

order with constant delay. Finally, during

investigation of control systems wit), very

b) -fast processes it is often necessary to ex-

-- plain the influence of small constant delays

of the order of 10-100 millisecond in theFig. 201. Examples of gym-

toms of automatic control controller, or delay of such an order, to
with delay. a) control cir-
cuit of thickness of shoot on which it is possible to reduce small para-
rolling mill. 1--mter of
thickness of sheet, 2-pres- moters of system.
sure device; b) control cir-
cuit of concentration of solu- The general range of constant delay,
tion; l--miter of concentration,

--reglating lemeant, encountered in systems of automatic control,

4 *5, for example, V. L. loessiyoyvsky £2].
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embraces intervals of time from 5 milliseconds to 100 minutes. However during simu-

lation, apparently, it is possible to limit maxiiufzm delay to 5 minute, since with

greater delays processes of adjustment proceed already so slow'j that the dynamics

of equipment of adjustment, in essence, can be disregarded and one can conduct in-

vestigation on an electronic model of the total system of differential equations of

the system of automatic control in an unnatural time scale.

For reproduction of delay in electronic models there are applied special de-

vices, named delay blocks. In ideal case the delay block should be characterized by

the following dependence between input e,, and output e.., magnitudes:

of. t" W. -ea (t -- ,). (1.1..21 )

where t = const is the constant delay. In operator form •quation (11.21) will have

the form

(P) (U. 22)

Thus, output magnitude of delay block should copy accurately the input magnitude,

but with a shift in time . Transfer function of block should be

b) L too

iij. A'02. Paesive networks, utilised for obtaining delay.
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-rtrisn c f Iiet*rate constructions of dekay blocxs and ttejr rT~rraisai ran he

carrie( uti on the hasis of comparison of frequency reopnnses. )ojr an ideal rjeiay

block the rain-frequency response is 1•,gJ,"d' I. and the phase-frequency is •.

nrwrw -ý-nstructionsi of delay blocks can be divided into two groups depending unrn how

=T

the given pain and ptases frequency responses are realized. In devices of the first

group the pain-frequency response is reproduced in principle accurately, and that of

phlase, apprnxi-rately; in devices of the second group, vice ve,-sa, the phase response

is reproduced in principle accurately, and gain, approximately. Among devices of the

first type are, in particul; r, RC circuits of passive and active quadripcles, siru-

lating long lines. In Fig. 202. is shown one circuit, consisting of passive RC

networks, isolated from cne another by separating amplifiers (for example, cathode

followers).

Transfer function cf each such network is
W, () = I -A •P (11.23)

Transfer function of circuit of such identical sections will be

aW (P) - W, (P) I \-- ! .p (11.24)

We will estimate error, introduced by replacement of W',(p) by w,(p). This es-

timate can be made by comparison of frequency responses. For considered the bridge

circuit we have:

= -2 arctg RC-. ~(11.25)

I,(.)I=I. 12I

From this, considering 2nRC = : and comparing with ideal values of jW.(J.)j and ?,.

we will find error in phase response

AySt w+ 2ouctgj~
or when -"< i approximately

S• . (11.26)

Error in gain response is

AM 70 -



Sr. e re'

•r (1 + V) (.A + _ I - ... (.,A t- I ),!

P (!A- 1) ... 2. - 1x-f jj- +• L~t (JAJ': "

When ,-2. x =-p we obtain

P'-6T p+ 12 (. * 28)

Conducting, as and before, comparison of the frequency response, received from,

(11.28) with trie ideal, we find that

and iWtjw)I ju 'W) .

- -+ 2 arc, - (11.29)

where - = T

If we take maximum, permissible error .i = 4'. then from expression (11.29) it fol-

lows that w7,,,, -- 2,3 Connection in series of identical cells with transfer function

(i.28) leads to increase of permissible magnitude of w-
dV

Je

'9.,

'° /

II

Fig. 204. Dependence of error on .. for var-
ious types of sections.
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Fn 1g. 2ý) is hrourht ,raph of dependence rf numnher (I nectlonr. n .rn w- frr

variini Y• rom expression (l1.26) and praphs of Fip. 2(j, calculiited r~y ttis

expression, it follows that when the number cf cell. n - arid perrissible -rrf,r

A3 0.04 rdn maximum permissible value of (-'i, -. 5. If one were to limit r anitilde

of resi3tances R and capacitances C of capacitors of the circuit to 1 meroehr, and

0.1 u f1, then maximuim possible delay when n - 6 will be

T.,& - 2n RC - 1.2 sec.

r*esides limited range of delay time application cf passive circuits also has

the deficiency that it does not allow us continuously to change delay time and

requires during its setting variations of parameters of every link.X

1 1I 4 5

Fig. 203. Graph --f dependence of number of
oection3 on . with given phase error.

Application of active circuits has significant advantages in this respect. Let

Xus consider one such circuit, reproducing the first two members of expansion of e

into a Pads fraction series (s0e 0. Perron [i]):

eft " (11.27)
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> ~ ýý i~ - :r ~"r o~rtv ~re f w~j~ itIý various n and

vari--.ý-s type5 (:f sections. olid lines are curves for sections with transfer 'unc-

tion of type (11.28), and dotted lines are fcr typo (11.23). From the fIgure it

follows that for values of '.-. greater than 3, it is expedient tc, change to devices

of the second type. Transfer function (11.28) can be realized both by passive

(Fig. 202b) and active quadripoles. Application of active quadripoles allows us

to simplily setting of required parameters and removes difficulties, connected

with neces3ity in case of passive quadripoles to have inductance with high quality.

a)

b a

Fig. 205. Functional diagram of
reproduction of delay.

Of special interest is application for these purposes of operational amplifiers

(C. D. Morrill [i]). In Fig. 205 are shown two variants of such circuits. During

composition of these circuits* it is more converient to present the given transfer

function (11.28) in the form
12pT

(11.30)

The circuit shown in Fig. 205b is used when in the process of the experiment it is

net required to change delay time. Amplifiers 1 and 3 here often can be taken from

remaining set-up circuit, so that on creation of delay there is expended only one

*According to methods of Ch. XII and Appendix L.
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opermtionail amplifier. ReLationships for determinetion -f parametere of tte';e cir-

cuits are obtained for piven vaiuie of by comparison of transfer functions rf tte!,ie

circuits with expression (lI.W0). For the circuit of pip. 205a we ýave:
12 __6 12

Kn -=T . K= -1 . K21Kj1Kj = - K2,K1 j -K 4jK1 .I It

Magnitude ' can be changea smoothly by setting volpage dividers and in step:j--by

change of magnitudes of capacities of capacitors C'1 and C2" With physically possible

values of transmission coefficients Kij general range of time cf delay constitutes

from 0.05 to 100 sec. In Fig. 206 are shown oscilloprams of work of circuit when

C=O---.t and 0.90 sec. In initial period upon switching on the circuit there takes

place the process of settinr, the voltage. Under conditions of modeling a CAP voltape

at output of the delay olock will scarcely ch&e by jump and therefore process of

setting up practically will not effect accuracy of si9=0ting processes of control. If

it is necessary to increase accuracy of reproduction of delay and to expand range of

perrissible values of %* it is possible to use, for example, the first six terms of

series (11.27), as C. V. Morrill reconmends [1]. Hovever for reproduction of such

a transfer function there will be required 10 operational amplifiers.

S- ec-

r.4r.)
6-•J #$q --J

b)

Fig. 206. Osci3logr•w of work of circuit of Fig.
205. tY is setting up time.

A sscuwhat different approach to synthesis of transfer functions, with respect
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t- ,•cation of their poles and zeroes, approximating the transfer function of the

lin,. wlth delay v - developed by 4. J. "'unningham 11).

;rrong devices, reproducing in principle acmuirtely phase-frequency responh. And

approximately gain-frequency are, delay units, based on use of capacitors and mag-

netic tape as memory units. Here the current values of the input magnitudes are con-

tinuously stored in the memry and continuously are selected from it after a given tim

delay.

t,

. CCC

Fig. 207. Fundamental circuit of delay block
with storage capacitors.

Principle of action of a device with remembering capacitors (V. V. GoArov [•))

consists of the following: for a definite, fairly sall intervals of time output

voltage of operational asaplirier 1 (Fig. 207)., representing input magnitude of the

delay block is stored by charging capacitors C1 , C2 , . . .by charged brushes 4. V,'-

tage cf these capacitors after a time, equal to the time .f delay, is tranomitted by

discharge brushes 5 to low-capacity capacitor Coc in the feedbaAk circuit. of output

i * operational amplifier 2. Use of operational amplifiers here ensures practically in-

stantaneous charge of capacitors C1 , C2 , . . . to value of voltage eIX due to the low

value of the output impedance of amplifier 1. Discharge of capacitor C in the inter-

val between two periods of charge, caused by external leaks Ry, will here be negli-

gible, since tt- time constant of discharge is very great!

T7 (I + K,



VV
w~ereb isthe arpilficat le fact:'r r•f t~-= r•perat• rvi. a'-rKIfitr ihe nate

feedback.

ý5 tte device, crrvutatinP car, citcre; f tiere are used .ite drip 5--
it 2'

lect.crs or special collector commutators. In case of application r-f sterpinp seiec-,

tcrs the brush contacts -cve, out in case of collector cormutators-col leeters rove

with constant speec.

Time delay ý is •et by change of angular velocity Q of rotation of motor 3 and

angle a between brushes:

(11.32)

Ry force of finiteness of interval of time At between charge of two adCacent

capacitors Ci and Ci+1 in such device there is stored and reproauced with shift not
a continuous curve e.t, , but a stepped curve. This leads te, error both in arnpli-

tude, and in time of delay of output magnitude. Error in delay time here does not

exceed mnanitude W. and error in amplitude can be estimated by the evident rela-

tionship

_,, (11. 33)

where 3 n is the number of storage capacitors, s2 is the general angle, at

which contacts of the colmwatator are located.

vith the help of reli ionships (11.32) and (11.33) when r., . we find

the maxim value cf relative error in the form

- _h

where s,. is minimum gap between brushes.

(4o'.4 = 0. 1.- (11-3)•

From (11.34) it follows that for obtaining =xla error 2% WAgndtude

must not be larger than 0.2. 9esides error, caused by stewness of curve of output

voltage, such a method of reproduction of dolAy introduces error due to finiteness of



-&,-ritude ,f capacltv (.f capacitor ''" bsolute error can re e3timated bv ex-vre3-
,)C'

1C d,*,
"t - di

"-ere k is the capacity," of the storage capacitor .I

3inr the earlier derived relationship for .11 and considerinrp lot - fox , m,

101, - we will .-eceive the maximm,, value of relative error in the form

0d ., (11.35)

Ahen 0. _,2 ant ,,nc , .j.5_ from (11.35) we obtain
C. -7 Ic.

.7

The fact that capacitor C during switching on of stomre copacitor is ci'art-ed

inaccurately up to vcltageo,., 1.caused au.iustment of the step-by-step variable signal

not at once, biut after several cycles of charge of capacitor .oe This as it were in-

troduces parasitic inertial delay in the system. !1sually capacitors Ci and Coc for

Qecrease of leak are selected as type KPG or 1-Gz (with styroflex dielectric).

An original method of lowerine, error due to step nature of the output voltage

curvm; was offereo In the wor,: of Ya. I. Grinya and P. N. opay-iorm (1]. This .ethoa

consists of adCinr to each step of curve et,,ft, a linearly variable voltage. This

voltage results from integration of difference of voltages on capacitors C ,-itoc

tabned for te duration of two ctdacent intervals of tire ti and ti.l:
Iit I 

W,

In craer to roeelve linear smoothinW of th. stepped curve, it is necessary, tý-t

VM1(f.t .11 1 This is possible, if r %.t In case of application of inteFrat.ng

operational amplifier the given condition reduces to

RC - .1t

7i•u, with correct selection of transmission factor of the integrtinp blocA

sm-mation cf result of integration with current value of stepped output volta". Fgves

output volta#e of piecewise-liear fonr. *e will estimate miiam value of relative

error wit such approxination. On bsis of previously derived relationsUip (6.;)
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we have 312

After substitutinr of value u1 when l., =f.,m,,fnwI and 'lot. w obtiin an

expression for relative error:

.Jon O....,, -t-- 2 the pe---,4- .... -f 71 " i,u4, uwair cunuations equal, in-

troduction of piecewise-linear approxination as compared with steppea gives an in-

crease of '-ximri permissible value of w- by an order. Hfowever error from!. inac-

curate transrission of voltage to capacitor C. remains. If one were to select

C., <C. then with preservation of low error *,U, it is possible to increase raxiruzrr

perr..issible value of .: to 4. Fundamental circuit of delay block, using considered

principle of smothinr the stepped output voltage shown in Fig. 208. For prepara-

tion of circuit at the end of interval of time It for forming the following linear

addition there is provided periodic discharge of capacitor C. By the given diagrain

delay bi,,cks are industrially produced in these block commutation of two gromps of

2( cape .itors of type PG5 of 0.1 microfarad is executed with the help of two stepping

selectors (type ShI 25/8). Duration of interval can be fixed at 0.1 sec, 0.2 sec,

0.5 sec, and 1 sec, time lag -.- from 0.1 to 20 sec in steps. Accuracy of reproduc-

tion of output voltage constitutes + 3%, up to (-'. • 5.

ipip

Fig. 20$. Pundaental circuit of delay block with
storage capacitors in which there is provided linear
smoothinrp.
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With the necessity of carrying out constant delay greater than 50 sec it is

expedient to use principle of magnetic recording. In Fig. 209 is presented block-

diarram of such an instrument (V. A. Ivanov [1]). Input signal, variable with low

frequency, is modulated by Entraice signal variable with low frequency, is modulated

in frequency by sweep oscillator of RC type. Magnitude of input signal can take val-

uie of - 6 v; here the voltage frequency of oscili.Ltor changes linearly from 500 to

900 cps. Voltage of renerator proceeds through power amplifier to race -ding head in

which there is set the raxirum value of amplitude of magnetizing field. The signal

thus recorded on the nmnetic tape, passing through a special device of "infinite

cassette" type, induces in the head of reproduction with delay time a voltage, which

mroves to the input of the amplifier. Infinite cassette can contain from 0.5 to 250 m.

04 4

Fig. 209. Fundamental circuit of delay block

with application of magnetic recording.
1--output device, 2-pulse counter, 3--ampli-
fier with limitation, 4-infinite cassette,
5-speed setting, 6--stabilized rectifier,
7-high-frequency oscillator, --motor, 9-
reductor, 10-generator of control pulses,
U1-power amplifier, 12-leading shaft, 13-
reproduction head, 14--erasing head, 15-
recording head, 16-tachogenerator.

At the output of the amplifier-limiter we obtain a variable rectangular voltage

tension variable in frequency, whose amplitude strictly is calibrated and does not

depend on magnitude of emf induced in the reproduction head. After the amplifier-

limiter the recbived square voltage pulses pass through a pulse counter, at whose
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output there is connected a capacitor, so that voltage on this capacitor is propor-

tional to the number of pulses per unit timr, i.e., frequency of recorded voltage or

magnitude of input signal.

In Fig. 210a is brought the general form of delay block with application of

magnetic recording as made by Acade• of Sciences of USSR. In t4 block the belt-

drive mechanism is moved by a d-c motor of type SL221. Speed of rotation changes by

a change of excitation current. Fixed speed is kept constant bya systam of auto-

matic adjustaent of speed. The delay block allows us to receive a delay time from

0.5 to 20 minute, and this range is covered smoothly. Magnitude of delay time is

sustained with great stability (error near 0.1%). Error of reproduction of input

signal does not exceed 1.5%. Maxidau frequency of reproduced signals is 2-5 cps.

In Fig. 210 (b, c, d) are brought several characteristic oscillograms, illustrating

work of described delay block. On a delay block, made on magnetic draum, see also

for K. W. Goff [2].

In Table IX are compared main technical characteristics of separate types of

delay block.

Table IX

No.
in Type Delay Block Limtint Values Maximum Error Note

Order T___

1 Block of 4 operatieb Error,
al almfiers by Fig from 0.05 3 + 2.5% phase, re-
201a diagram to 50 see lated to

2 Block with applica- Error, am-
tion of storage ca- plitude, re-
pacitors and linear r 0.1 ± 3% lated to
smoothg to 20 see 5 #asx- 100 V

when mým- 1

CDs.
3 Block with use of Error, am-

magnetic recording from 0.5 from 12 to ± 1.5% plitude, re-
se@ to 20 evernal lated to

in thousande

cps.



see

C)

"• 2 - 2

d)/

Fir. 210. a) general form of work of delay block with
application of magnetic recording; b,c,d) oscillograms
of shift with respect to time of rectangular, sinusoi-
dal and aperiodic processes:
1-.initial process, 2--delayed process.

If one were to consider that in systems of automatic control in practice w-< '.

then from the data brought in the table it follows that with mIll time lags on6 can

successfully use a circuit with operational ampitfiers, and with large ones-delay

blocks, based on magnetic recording. Delay blocks with storage capacitors as com-

pared with circuits of amplifiers, other conditions being equal,, are significantly
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more complicated, nore expensive and less reliable.

5. ;imulation of pystems of Automatic Control with Tnterferences

For a number of contemporary systems of automatic control (sy3tem of automatic

racking of radar stations, etc.) of large significance is calculation of influence

of interferences, penetrating the system simultaneously with useful signal. Prob-

lem of simulating of such CAP can be formulated in two ways. In one case the prob-

men is posed of more precise definition of parameters of system taking into account

influence of interferences, introduced to model by reproduction of recordings of

change of input signal, received by full-scale tests. In the other case there is

studied influence on the process of adjustment of change of main statistical char-

acteristics of interferences by addition to input signal of signal of interferences,

produced by special generator with predetermined statistical characteristics. The

last formulation of the problem usually occurs in the first stages of creation of

the CAP, when it is possible to express only highly tentative assumptions about

statistical characteristics of input signal.

With recordings of change of input signal, recieved in real conditions, repro-

ductici is carried out variously depending upon nature of carrier of this recording.

With use of magnetic recording one can successfully apply the delay block, described

in the preceding section. With the help of this block it is possible to carry out

both recording and reproduction of input signals. During reproduction of noises,

registered on the tape, there is used a servo electronic-optical system,in ,any

respects reminiscent of the cathode-ray functional generators considered in Chapter

VII. Signal, controlling the position of the spot on the edge of the oscillogram

during its movewnt before the screen of the cathode-ray tube, is used as the output

signal of noises.

For generating noises in radio engineering they use ordinary electron tubes

(most frequently diodes), fluctuations of whose current are amplified by multistage

broad-band amplifiers. Howver for nodeling CAP these generators are of little use,
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since during creation of noises in a narrow band of low frequencies (from 1 cps and

lower) with power of the order of 0.1-1 w requires very great amplification. Re-

placement o! vacuum tube by a gas-discharge tube (for example, thyratron) removes

only partly the need to ampli'-y the sigral. For generating noises in the band of

frequencies below 1 cps large advantages pertain to application of a ball generatcr

(A. M. Petrovskiy (1], (2]) and a generator, made of voltage dividers (C. A. Wass

(1]).

As can be seen from Fig. 211, he primary source of noises in a ball generator is

a drum, filled with steel balls. Axis and lateral surface of drum are made of con-

ducting, and the face covers are made from insulatine m6terial. To the axis and

lateral surface of drum by slide contacts is applied a constant voltage. The drum

is rotated by -n electric motor through reductor with variable transmission ratio.

11pon rotation of the drum the balls poured inside it create irregular contact be-

tween the wall of the drum and the axis, thanks to which current in the feed cir-

cuits continuously changes. The emf of interference is taken from a resistor, in-

cluded in the feed circuit. As was shown in the work of A. M. Petrovskiy, in regions

of low frequencies (, N") the spectrum of frequencies of generated noises is prac-

tically uniform:

S(u 2e, (11.36)

where S(w) is the spectral density, E4 is voltage of power source of drum with

balls, k is mean value of cylinder-axis conductance, N is the number of balls in

the cylinder, F is angular velocity o, rotation of drum in deg/sec.

Amplitude of output signal of such generator is subject to normal distributive

law, since the instantaneous value of conductance Yk is a function of a large muik-

ber of independent random variables.

Nambe-O of balls in drum shoud be sufficiently great to ensure free fall of sep-

arate balls and sharp changes of conductance of drm. It has been practi•ally fixed
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,-(b) soft

Fig. 211. Fundamental circniit of ball generator of noises.
1YEY: (a) Reductor; (b) Output; (c) Rectifier.

that balls must occupy approximately half of the volume of the drum (N : 50 to 2UO).

vith decrease of angular velocity of rotation of drum power of noises in the fre-
quency band, where Siw) is constant, increases, however sir'ultaneously there occurs

narrowing of this band of frequencies. Narrowing of band of uniform spectrum of

p'enerated frequencies also results from application of limiters of amplitude at out-

put of generator. With necessity of conversion of -pectrum of frequencies of gener-

ated noises at output of generator there can be connected the corresponding filter.

Usually the drum is fitted with balls of close diameters (from 0.5 to 4 nwm); with

filling by balls of stronply differing diameters fall of separate balls durinp ro-

tation of the drum no longe is free, since one ball of large diameter draws after

it a group of smller ones. In this case fall of separate groups will be free which

leads to appearance in output voltage of separate splashes. The latter can os suc-

cessfully used in a number of cases of simulation.

Principle of constructior' of generator of fluctuating oaf with use of switchable

potentiometers is illustrated by the diagram of Fig. 212. Potentiometers will form

a rectangular grid. Cursors of potentimaters, located in every vertical column,

are joined to a comai terainal 11/. tila. UII*. aMl these ane joined to output

o_' low--



~~I . . (b)

Og, 0III• Ii

0 no 17,

Fig. 212. Principle of construction of
generator of fluctuating emf with use of
swit~chable potentiomet~ors.
KEY: (a) Control unit; (b) Output.

through contacts of relays p,. P4. .... P,. Relays are controlled from cyclical elec-

tronic motor through conuitator. Distribution of amnplitudes of output voltage

is given by setting of cursors of potentiometers on the basis of experimental data

or given characteristics of random Procss Food nov s to potentiometers with the

help of two switch*3 07, and 171, Strictly speaking, output voltage of such instru'-

Mont cannot be called random. Nealblity of repetition of sigr~i from such Feners-

* ~tor is a knowin convenience, since it reuces the rs~m~r of required solutions on

models.
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C H A P T E R XII

INVIESTIGATION OF DYNAMICS OF AUTOMATIC SYSTrES JiITh
RATIONAL FRACTIONAL TRANSFiiR FUNCTIONj

In investigation of systems of automatic adjustment and control by electronic

ar.Elog computers there often is the necessity of reproduction of raLiunal fractional

transfer functions of form

wherein "n; b.. b_, ... . b,. b and. g.,. aq..,.. * ,.are given constant coefficients,

and p is a complex variable.

To such transfer functions leads, for example, approxizate presentation of delay

by Pade series, synthesis of correcting circuits; and also a number of problems of

statistical dynarics of autoratic control systems.

Application differentiators in setup circuits of these transfer functions is ex-

cluded due to sharp arplification of interferences, always attendinr output signal

of operatiorul auplifier; presentation of the right side &s3a given function of tire

is possible only in a very limited number of cases, when beforehand we know the

law of chanpo of input i1nal.

From literature 'A. K. G&aLlich (1], D. Nichol (l1, J. IHe iAS and

R. He Battin (19, C. L. Johomn(l)) we know various methods of reproduction of these

transfer functions witi application of only integrators and survers. Them. methods
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can be reduced to four rain ones:

1) direct integration;

2) decomposition of tran3fer function tito partial fractiors (method of trans-

formation of structures);

3) expansion into first order equations;

4) combining derivatives.

These methods in literature were not compared and certain of them were mentloned

only casually. Of interest also is establishment of the possibility of their prop-

agatiun when coefficents of initial differential equations for (12.1) are given

functions of tire.

1. Method of Direct Inte&ration

Let s:.ite. of automatic control be described by equation of for,

*ay' aa _y'a " - -•. -± +y± -+,.y =

=- SX's. +b.- -x'-- .,. -10x-'- h,,. - -+ m).

It is required to find y(t) for given constant coefficients ais bi (i = 1, 2,

. . . . , n) and perturbation x, whosu dependence on tire ic not given beforehand.

For finding rules of composition of the functional diagraw we solve the initial

equation for highest order deriative y(n), if n -. m, or when n - m for the difference

of highest order derivatives:

say " - P -4" -0, -1 44. ,xa II) #X

-(a.0 2 - .- *,1 11) - - (e,?" -- ,z'"- ( - 4A).

Introducing the symbolic designmtion of operation of integration f dt = R
. p•

j / dt dt = 'etc., we will receive
p2

I I
-- ( -I- A* 2y--) --

SI
-(fly -#I)-; -d.' (12.2)

In order to preserve during set up initial values of coefficients as, bi, we
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aitd tv the left and rirht sd of erpre!,5ion (12.2) the trerr -a-)) A~ a

re:ult we irceive

(41 P~ 4  fx

I 'Xrreýfion (i.)allows us directl~y to cr-,nntitute functi(r~al ,;evif, dJ4aprar~.

T -ued, we'braei 1.3) the ý,un of termns, contairninr s,,i-hols -f' (perati,;n 'f

irt.-rý.ration by a new vari~able zthen we will receive equation

Y -- Z, + b~zx~ - I) (all 0*4)

Pcr further construction cC" the diaprar, we rieterrine the valiie of th.e neriv~itivue '

-) rPa1 -- b-x -X , --Y 2C).

int rocucinj' desirrAtion
- (ae..2y - ba- 2x) - - uybix) -

we receive - U~ -- b~x).

cntinuinr' si;-ilar trans forrhaticns, we will, cere to the reneralized expressi~on

Pl. =-(a,..y - *.,x-10 a,1 (h - I. 2. a ~ 0
-quat ions (32.4) and (12.5) lead directly to the setup diarrars' how. in Fie-.

.13. TIhe total reonral number of required blocks when r -- n here is n 3. i~en

!.".n,, obviously, it is possible to do without the outrmzt adder, and the~n n'o-Iner

cf blocks will be n , 2. T.'e sot up diairm- for that case Ccr"03 AUtora-tiCAll'y fro-

I." one in Fip. 213 re~ectinp of all n I coupin~g@, WAich feod inpuit signal x

forward. Here naturally, thert is the tiossibility to extract fror the diarrok. cs-

rivkitivee2 of output coordirbat ,v of order above n - r- 1. J1. Matyas (1]) f 4.rst.

*It is oecessary to u'rn attention to the fact th~at tH~e- wethed is USe*,Lul t
A'PPl. vith Suf ficientiý larre ~,-Otherwise one shc'ald prolimrinarily divide

(lc2) : n.
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(a)

Fig. 213. ')etup diagram of differential ecuation
of n-th order by rathod of direct 4ntegration.
KYEN: (a) Odd; (b) en.

indicated this possibility and formulated rules of composition of diagram for that

particular case.

Initial conditions for integrators 1, 2 and n can be calculated by the given

relationships for & and sk by generalized forrula

6-1

Z1,ZO) - o t .,.,Y V y (0) -- b,. ,x'- (0)I. (12.6)

whre j n k, i 1, 2, 3, .

Main advantage of considered method is that setup is carried out with respect

initial coefficients, and calculation of initial conditions is executed coe*rat.w4ey

simply.

2, j~Ncg #o7n of TUWer Function

int Part&ia FractieMA

This rethod is based on the fact that any trnsfer function W(p), where p is

a coMplex variable, can be considered " a tmr•sfer function of a certain one-cir-

c€it system with negtive feedtick, which in the direct channel has tranefs r func-

tion eq1(p),and in feedback circuits W2 (p). On functios a1 &W a2r placed con-

ditions, according to which the runrator of tuw first does not contain tarV. with

p, and the rummrator of the second can have a polynanlal of p with degee, one

smlUer than the polyn1rdal in the ueirator of W(p).
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Andeed, let

(p) R (,- W,4p) I&-(p) " v"7)

[j}JFunctional diagrarn of connection of Wp)ano ,ý%P in :;k,.,wr

in i•p. 214. Let
Fl'-. 214. ý4iiv-
alent clr-sed cA*r- .,_ y) P) ,( I.)

cuit ý,f crnnectior - -)' (P)-(P)
[(p) and '2()L .e will find condition, which rust be satisfied bI) .-(p)

Q2 (p) ann Q3(p), so that equality (12.7) is correct:

_ ((;. .9)

whence T(P) -- V' iP) Q,(P) r V, (P),

RLP)=Q,{P). Pýp)-jQtp)Q2 (p)-r Q4(p).

Fror' condition :12.10) it follows that the depree of polynomia! .lp) should te

equal to the diffei-cn :f dcgrees of pol•Tionmials P(p) and R(p), and fror. (12.8) and

(12.9)-the degree nf a polynomial ,3(p) should be one less than the depree of poly-

nor•ial R(p). ;sin' these peculiarities, it is possible to write the general form of

p .l:norals ., p) and `3(P):

4-rn

wi--• 1i anu mi are constants to be determined.

Fo:. example, let R(p) b0 + blp + b2 p2 + b3p3 , and P(p) a0 + alp - a 2 P2  a3 ap3.

Then by (12.11) we obtain:
Q, (P) =oi. Qj (p) b') -f b, (p) + b2p, + bkp".

Q3(p) MO t-o+ mIp4 m2P2.

To deterrine 1_, tos, ml, anu rn2 we substitute the found values of 41, ,2 an• -3

in (12.10). As a result we receive

a0 + alP4-a2+-P= •'-Pi + (p0li M)W T(l•b +MI)P+lbbjMm).

whence the sought for coefficients will be:
I be b

MO=a -h "A'01 4 M2 a2

i nus,
W, (p)Z = F,' W,+ ,••4P +•,

,, (p) iln turn can be presented

2 ) I+ (P)
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where P 1 (P) = I it+oW.(p)-- ** ,.P. WV,(p).=,,4 almp + mops,

For determination of unknown coefficients we will use on the basis of (12.10)

the relationship

bU Ib rb, ir + - P•- - (,,7I- n1p)(,,, -" nip + jrp2 _+ (c. _r lT p).

Equating coefficients, we receive:

co ~ ~ b -- b' t ý 2-- 1: . [b3 !!

4e will decompose W2 2 (p) into partial componen .s:
W'., (r) _i - I

P) P) pj -f -

Coefficients r and z we will determine from relationship

(- q., - q qlp)cu -, cp) -• ra.

whence MI (
q1- - - M1' __i C, C: €

Thus, the problem was reduced to setup of the foliowing system of equations:
Y -I (x - u).

(n, + nsp) a Y -
jqv-"+ qPp) -- N
(cto+ -cp) -a r,,u,.

Functional and setup diagrams, corresponding to this system of equations are

shown in Figs. 215 and 216. Initial conditions with respect to new variables u, ul,

and u2 can be found by the given initial conditions by the above mentioned system

of equations.

As follows from Fig. 216, such a method of setup requires a large number of in-

verters as compared to method of direct integration. Furthermore, it is necessary

to expend comparatively greater time on calculation of coefficients of transformid

equations.
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Fir. 215. Functional dip
pram, explaining method of
decormposition of transfer
function into partial frac-
tions.

Q pox, > 
> 

>

Fig. 216. 3etup diagram, using method of decompo-
sition of transfer function into partial fractions.

3. expansion of Ini~ial Inhomoeneous n-th OrEr
•Quation into a System of n Inhomoeneous

First Order Equations

This expansion is not unique, however the best result is yielded by the method,

described by J. H. Laning and R. H. Battin [1i, accordinp to which a linear

differential equation with constant coefficients
d"%' d"Y dy

d aim d14 - ..- a -, -ay- (12.12)
do -4- 1 d14

can b, presented in the form of a system of lizear first order differential equa-

tions:
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Y -- YJ -+ 2,X.

dv,, Y +

dye a--.. - a,:y - a,,y1 4 1X.
dF

Indeed, excluding y, Y2, " " " • , 1Yn frorm the last equation of system (12.13),

we arrive at an equation of tke form

JI d'iy dy dtxdy a,, A die, d ' ' l dtl-ay -• •"

ddl' (4dff-'X, d (1
-+-z,,,-t zag, 1) W-d-,-T - .-r T (21 -t- a,.,,.-- 1%, + a,2.) -a 14

-(2, -2,a,,_-, + .. -+ %_,a,-- + 2,a,,) x.

So that equations (12.13) and (12.14) were identical, it is necessary, that

values of new coefficients :, satisfy the following equalities:

b,)=%-2 la,- ,+,- 2a,, +. . 2,, " a1  2,,a,,.

h- 1 _ '- ... -f- Ola(12.15) Ib.= z•. 1 -,- ... -•-. ,a,-4 2,a,, (2.
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I.b.3 2 . ,Un

The functional circuit is constructed for system of equations (12.13) in the

form shown in Fig. 217. The total number of required blocks is n + 3. Coefficients

2%. 2,.....2,. easily are calculated on the basis of (12.15) 'by consecutive substi-

tution of values 2. starting with a, -= b,. Initial conditions with respect to new

variables y. y.... y, are determined by system of equations (12.13) by given

y(O). y"'(O). y 1-11(0) ard x(O). X"'(O) ..

As an example let us consider reproduction of transfer fun'ction

. 12

approximating transfer function of a delay link e-r' by a Pade series where 2ý - .

12 6 12Here n-2.e o - , aO•- T • l Io T ,h -. .. , • .

Equivalent system of equations on basis of (12.13) will be written in the form

(zero initial conditions are assumed)
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IJv I_ sY,- U,,yj 2,11r. - - -Y:--, . Y =- l4 =x

and~~~~~~~ Y1oh~si pice~n'wl E 2jX.where v corresponds to output .sipnal e... and x to inpuit. C.o. r'efficient; ,. 2,

Sand 2, on hAs~is of precedint, will be.

12 U2

Setup diagram is shown in Fig. a.

Fip. 217. Setup diaprar of n-th order differential
equation, composed by meLnod of expansion of initial
inhomogeneous equation into n inhomogeneous first
order differential equations.

4. Method of Combininx IPerivatives

oe divide initial equation (12.12) in two, introducing new variable

"i.pt.(j1 .11)
" PO'/ +,No"-, " "6.. "P T- ,d@

As a result we obtain

=b, IL .- , -jj + +h, 4bý A*. (12.17)

.':xpression (12.16) can be rewritten in differential forr.:

d- + . _,o + + . + a, -do•x (12.18)

'-,'r co-Position of functional setup diarram it is necessary at first to 'setup"

equation (12.18) by method of lowering tke order of the derivative, and then fori,

the sought for variable y in the form of the sum of derivatives of u with corres-

ponding coefficients. Values of derivatives ý'o are obtained direc'..1 fror
Er

corresponding outputs of integrators during solution of equation (12.18). Certain

sirr~lification of the setup circuit can result if in equation (12.17) wt exclude
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Fig. 218. Diagram of setup of differential
equation, composed by method of combining
derivatives.

Sby substitution of its value from equation (12.18). As a result w pas to

equations

d% do -to X.

-48- ddtJ

+ (-+..-, b.) 4- +bX.

The functional setup diagram by these equations for. - n - i is shown in

Fig. 218. In general for setup it is necessary to have n + 3 coqmpting blocks.

For determination of coefficients during setup there is not rmquireq flallmint of

labor-cousuming cAlcu.Ations.

S& . ethods of Slmlatiaon of Dferential £QuatioU
vith lrable oefficient

Methods of sinmlation of differential equations with variable coefficients are

considered sufficiently enough by J. R. LaIng ad 3. LL attUn (1] and J.

"Natyas [3)]. Therefore we will limit oureelves here only to brief rea.rk.

Composition of functional setup diagram In case of solution of equation (12.12)

with coefficients variable in tim can be done by direct integration or method of
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I
transition to an equivalent system of first order differential equations.* Main

distinction of these vwthods consists in method of determination of new variable c')-

efficients for equation-s to be set up. Indeed, for setup by method of direct inte-

'ration we replace equation (12.12) by equivalent equation

- I

I I *J

where y,x are the same variable as in (12.12) and x "f,'11 are new functions of timo..,

MTsinr properties of ad 4oint linear operators, Matyas (3] showed that new var-

iable coefficient- sýhould he courlinE with the following, old rfrlatiur!,hi•t:

d-a A) uk -•1, b -0. i. 2. in). ",

b" - 4" ',-,)' :. , . .
k. a.-• kb $i, Ia? k- i -0. I1 ", No.
Au0

Functional setup diagran of equation (12.19) is obrained by method, rentioned

above for differential equation (12.12) with constant coefficients with only this

ht

difference, that in cnrreasondint, plAces there are connected dividers of variable t
I coefficients for 30ttiV, .(1 and 3., 41).

Transition to an equivalent system of first order differential equations is axe

cuted *ust as in the case of constant coefficients, but now new coefficients

);Soft.,, , .2., rust be considered certain functions nr time. reterniration of

these functions of tine by initial variable coefficients can be Gone on the b&asis

ef the work of J. H. Lanift and L H. Battin (1] by recurrence formula:

i i-I *-*

too( ,,

Fror comparison of the two considered rethods it follows that transition to

equivalent syster, of first order differential equttie requires fNlfilinent of less

4bthods of decomposition of transfer function into partial fractions and com-

binin of derivatiVes turn out to be iMMlid, since they lead to chanc- of places

of aifforential operators which is izppemissible with variable coefficients.
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calculating work, since in setup there participate all initial variable coefficients

Ujit, in unconverted form. During solution of the problem by the method of direct

integration it is necessary anew to calculate all variable coefficients in the

equations to be set up.

Comparison of considered methods of sitalation of a rational fractional transfer

functions allows us to draw the following conclusions:

1. Reproduction of rational fractional transfer functions and initial differ-

ential equations for them with the help of electronic models without differentiating

elements is possible to carry out by several methods. With non-sero initial con-

ditions there must also be known values of perturbation and its n 1- derivatives

at the initial moment of time.

2. Minimum number of operational amplifiers in functional setup circuit in

general case constitutes n + 3, where n is the order of setup differential equation

and does not depend on method of setup. An exoeption is the method of deconposition

of transfer function into partial fractions, leading to functional circuits with a

large number of operational amplifiers.

3. Sirplest frm the viewpoint of volume of required preparatory work is

Iothod of combinlig derivatives. This method is applicable only in problem wit?.

constant coefficients.

4. During resolution of problesmt with variable coefficients one should give

preference to mettod of transition to equivalent sWstan of first order differential

equations, requiring a minimum of awdliary calculations.
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CRAPTER XII

SM ATIOW 0! OF IIflNUKR STSTDIS OF AUTOIATIC COl6OL.

Necessity of solution of nonlinear problem appears every time it is necesury

to consider behavior of system of autmtic control with output beyond the limits

of mall delfectiona of regulated mapgitude, to consider limited pomwe of object

and actuatirg mechanim of rogulator, limitation of certain coordinates of system,

and also a umber of pecularities, acco•ng physical reallsation of Vostem

(dry frictUon, scea of Insensitivity, gap In tranmssions, etc.). Often nonlinear

comections are Introdced in Vstes to achieve optlmm proesses of adjustment.

In Ull uina• w t oams it is neessary not only to dwelop stability, but

also to selet structure ad of systm, aipwing giv•tn harecter of

flaw of pro**" of adjustsmmt for all possible psrtawbotls in syotem.

To avsmd earcrs* daring imimatiom of nonUinr ACS m shomld turn s.cial

attention to crrectness of mardiq of differential epeatimns. In ocwe tom with

this It to aediont. to distiaguish -r t of nL spweetnuc in

electronic ad Inertial olmnmts of control otesn*. As ws lre vemtl in

Chapter V .nIinearities, mot In Vatm of atatictie control, awa be divided into

typical 4s, thos, lIag to olMtSry fAtiems (sR z, coo x, q', X/y, etc. ),

&-A aztitary -en n bti it= Srint

*bsides athm these s ra r. wme •m•loated b1 0. I. 1.oNmurat~ in 11J
who offered to replace vetbal onteasion of eitin d graphs by intradwatim
of functions .



If for simalation of arbitrary aties and non]insarittie s iicb lead

to lementary functions, we need special nonlinear blocks (Soo Chapter Vg VI, VII

and VIII), then during simulation of typical noulinsarities we can use operational

amo1 fiers in cbination with diode limiters or electrmechanical relays.

Typical nanlinearities are what we usually call nonlinearities, connected with

intermittent changes of tramissiaon factor of separate sections, appea-rinig at one

or another value of input or output mogottude. Such intermittent change of trans-

mission factor usually results from presee of saw of insensitivity, dry friction,

gape in tranmissions, relay characteristics, limitation of coordinates, speeds and

accelerations in nodulus, loop hysteresis in elements of regilator and controlled

process*.

1. Simulaton ... .. of §M of Automatic E1• with Tnic"la"
Omm-tr i~~stics In Electroni Boo uts

LimiMatio of coordinates In modulus In real systsin at atma~tic centrol

for constructive c nsider ons amW due to pomer limitations usually the ronge of

chae of coordinates is limited.

Durirg simulation of such qstow of electronic Integrtor it is necessary that

output voltage of one or another operational ampliler, rejwpsentift the coordinate

interesting us, after reaching a certain predoternsd value does not shange further.

This can be realised b7 coneting a diode limiter in the feedback circuit or at

tWe output of opertional plifLer. In Fig. 219& is depicted one possible sc

of conmecting a diode limiter tn feedback circuit of operational amplfier. At low

values of input voltage diodes J1, amd 2  an locked by voltage + 9 and -- from

outside soum and opersatioal amplifier io -= R boa ttonsmison taste - 1.

*aeetions of $im0la0iag typica DMmoiearlti.. alre&% vs tousbed upon In
in literature by yarios authors (See T. U. Sokolov LI), A. A. Pellbeama E3], C. D.
Morrill and R. F. Boa (23, 3. Ta. togan 1419 C. A. Nemeley (1] and others).



When under the influence of increasing input voltage, output voltage attains absolute

manitude value K, one diode wiii unlock, and now tranissicn factor of amplifier

When R, fa- 1 mgoha, w 500 m4, r0 o 5000 o, r - 33 kilatm, r, - 10 kilohm,

we will take X - ,v,,-5.65• • 10 -3.

It is obvious that with such a mU transmission factor of block it is pos-eble

with accuracy suffirient for practice to consider magnitude on its output constant

during chae of Input memitude.

Changing magnitude of resistance R2 , it is possible to affect steepness of change

of output voltage of block In the intwvsX between the bowidaries of limitation.

Especialy impmartt is the ease Momre . Her", by in fares of the very larg'

gain factor of amplifier it Is poesible to consider that output voltage reaches its

limit with the slAlhtest change of input voltage (Pig. 219c). Such a block rero.-

duces &-form nonlinear chercteriutics.

4 A

'la

IfI
Pg. 219. Opeational wUfter with diWode
limitar In ii dbck eireut.



Diagram of comnection of lialtor to output of operatioaml amplifier (See R. I.

Modkeff and R. I. Parent (1)) is showm in Fig. 220a. At low output voltage of

block t, diodes -, -21,•3 and -74 pass current, an difference of potentials

between points aand bis equal to mero. Therefor -e.0 . * pondin

upon mnom'tude of E and r for defirite valuo ofte*. e... -- f L diodes

.J amd then 2. lock, and wihen 1)r,.,., diodes .7.. aw .1, lock, a a result

of tich voltage on output resistor with ft'rrher increase of e., raimins unchanged

and equal to i -. Afoul Such limiter ". compared with considered ow, has only the

advantag that it gives awe accurate cutoff of output voltage. 46 vWYr, it has

silnificantly higher output Impedance, increasing with growth of voltae of luimta-

tion, and it requxrs twice the number of diodes.

P

--- U

few

Ftg. 220. Oprstiomal amplifier wit' diode
limiter at otput.
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Accutm'e setting of voltag, of limitation is also given by the circuit of A

triode limiter (PFi. 220b), connected in the feedback circuit of the operational

&.piifier. Here triodes in son@ of linear change of output voltage remain locked

due to negative voltage between grid *ad cathode.

Slope of characteristic of circuit when diodes ar" conducting turns out to be

maller than for diodes due to removal of rosieacse of divisor r 0 and decrease of

interAl resistance of triode with sero grid potential.

RegoduAio'_ of zone of insennitivitt. If diode limiter, depicted in Fig.

219a, is connected ir serise with input impedipce of operational ampl4fXer, then

transmission factor of such block will change just as transmission factor of the

section possessing sone of insensitivity changes (Fig, 211a). Combination of two r
diode limiter, one, in series with input impd-U-ce and the other, patruiel to feed- i

back impedance of operational amplifier, allows us to reproduc3 static character-

istics cf a tacticai of a system of automatic control, poseeesing zones of insensi-

tivity with siiwltaneous limitation of output ,agtitude in modulus.

VL

A, +

Fig. 221. Schum for simulating a zone of

inseonsitivity.

If in ad-mw of Fig. 221 we change magnitude of resistance R1, then It is

possible to change steepess of voltage build-up at output and when R1 -. 0 we

can get pratieuly instantaneous uild-up. With limitation of output voltage of
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subsequent block in Fig. 209s or the very sam block in Fig. 220 it in possible to

reproduce characteristic of a relay with restoration coefficient, equal to am

(Fig. 221b).

Simulation of trAnmission &aps. For reproduction of static characteristics of

a section. containing a gap in kinematic circuit, there should be routed components,

reproducing the area of inevns3tivity, and also devices keeping constant the value

of output coordinate with ciinge of directicn of motion of driving component until

the whole gap of the k•nevatic circuit is taken out. Upon such consideration they

usuall assume that the driven component dtvs not possess a mcxent of inertia, but

in under influence of smll moment of griction, as a consequence of wich it keeps

ite poeiticn, antedating change of direction of motion of master component.

"1 tie 4

Fig. 222. Simulating gapa in tranmissions.

In the scheim of Fig. 222& as the memory component there is used an operational

amplifier with capacitor in feedback circuits and at input. Transmission of such

decisive amplifier will be:

When we disconnect the input circuit output voltage keeps its prnvious value

thanks to very slow discharge of capacitor C2 . Capacitor C1 with acc•uracy up to

*, always is charged to voltage a --. and therefore autotica.1y1 ensures

-407-
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1'secondary sitchin on of circuit with decrease of input voltage by & magnitude,

equal to 2

Scheme of Fig. 222b is built on principle of servo system. Input magnitude

here is compared with output on first operational amplifier. In the strengthening

errors amplification channel are connected in series a diode limiter, switching on

the circuit only when input magnitude exceeds output by magnitude ± £ , and an

integrating operational amplifier with a large amplification factor, at whose out-

put voltage is preserved during breaking of the channel of error amplification by

diode limiter. In namber of operational amplifiers the diagram of Fig. 22a is more

economical. To decrease error of first diagram due to resistance, introduced by

diode limiter to input of first operational amplifier, one should jecrease capaci-

tance of capacitors utilised in this circuit.

With help of these diagram it is possible also approximately to reproduce

characteristics of steady-state mode of a section, possessing magnetic hysteresis.*

Simulation of static relay characteristics. A scheme for reproduction of

static relay characteristics taking inot account restoration coefficient shown in

Fig. 223a (B. Ta. Kogan [4)). It consists of two operational amplifiers 1 and 2

with limiters in feedback circuit, changing like relays output voltage with change

of sign of input voltage, and one summing amplifier 3. In absence of input signal

due to constant voltages +U0 and -U0 fed to inputs of amplifiers 1 and 2, on output

of summing amplifier voltage turns out to be equal to aero. When with growth of

input voltage polarity of total voltage charngs, for example at input of amplifier

1, then on output of summing amplifier 3 there will appear with a jump voltage 2Z.

Part of this voltage, taken from the divider, moves in the form of ponitive feed-

back to input of amplifiers 1 and 2. Thereforepwith decrease of input signal

*For schome of modeling of family of static hysteresos loops see article of
V. G. Vasil'yev. V. A. Zverev II].
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b)i~1 Al, °

Irvu --W-

Fig. 223. Schemes for simalating static relay
characteristics.

change of sign of output voltage of amplifier 1 occurs now with a value of eas U0 ,

but with a value of e , W Uo-Ua. The lower part of the scheme works analogously

with opposite on input signal.

On oecillograms of Fig. 224a are shown dependence& of a out on 0 , received

with the help of considered scheme for various values of UO, E and U j . In Fig.

223b is presented a diagram of modeling of static relay characteristics on two

operational amplifiers, offered by A. I. Manukhin 11). Reduction of number of

operational amplifiers here is attained by limitation of possibilities of the cir-

cuit. U4 here can change from 0 to 4 v, U 0 from 0 to 6 v and A from24 to 100 v.

Combinatior of a relay element and memory unit in the form of integrating

amplifier in a circuit with negative feedback (C. A. Meneley 11J) allows us to

reproduce approximately the static characteristic of a linear potentiametric pickup
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taking into account stop nature of potentioter.

+

ar m tows,

o ok Ie)Il.

*i~ es,

T(e

t o. 225l tCharaoten ristic of potenionets ic pck-'
OA"v

up takit n into account step nature of potontio-
Fig. 224. tectl ot ust. r sen f. c. o Its e,
of work of *chenw from model.
Fig. 223.MY ()Rlyemnt

In Fig. 225 is shoncrutosuhadvc.Dpdigpn

form of churacteristic of relay element (I or Il in Fg25)it Is possible

appiroxma~tely to model the step rature of potentiometer accordingly without caicu

lation or taking Into aceomt the gap In kinsmatios of the cursor drive.

Relay element can be mad In various waym: by thyratrans, aeon tubes or am

accuratel~y by the diagram of Fig. 223 (S.. N. A. Mtnarymn E31).

TMe caompetion betmema pampters of the disaram the characteristic of the

-~ ----- --- --- - - - -41-- --



step am given by relationships:*

(Afe',, =-_ (-if..h - ( U* , h -- .. W e.,.) ( $)-

Speed of voltage build-up of a step will be

( Us
Step•k

Comparison of diairams on .isps. 219, 22U, 221, 222, 223 and 224, shows that for

reproduction of typical nonlinearities of electror€c elements of systems of automatic

control it is sufficient to have a diode li1i ter and a certain number of usual opera-

tional amplifiers.

Let us consider as an example siMUlation of several typical nonlinear problems

of automatic control on dc electronic analog computers.

Simuating relay system or automstA c control, Equations of investigated system

are given in the form

41 i.1iAj') (P,- t 2.~ 15 P i~
S... z •, l!x). I (i3.f)

Function f(x.2 ) is given by Vah (YU. 226).

It is required to determine charater of transients

With initial CovW1t'on X20 11, X2(0) a 0 aWW

• ., - -variums values of k, namel.y: k - 30, k - 4O0, k

km-200Ml k- O1.

The setup diagram on nodel for given equations

---. '(13.3) is so• Fig. 227. ThM dotted Ule circles

rig. 22b. Relay charac- that pert of the diagram %bloh r •pem ta e

*In these relationships the a1mw sop is atted min it is taken that

U 0.



relay chamaterimtic. J K 3 *$kpU +I 1 ,.

V Equations for voltages for every block of the setup diagraw will bo:

U - K 41U,*

II A

Pig. 2V'. PumetionAl disein of ulMAla-
timaf of relo3 "etem of auta~tio santiol.

*Solvlzt the. remitift sysum of equatIom fw U 30 wiih x opesms* toordimate

8000' + Km#a$~u~p + KNKIX.,w- M4XwkakssI PL

-U2-,



Comparing with initial equations and taking that MR$ !$-- x = O.I ýn d

•I., ~ wet.,,v have

K2,K'A',,j- '.5. K1,1 KX K11.,2 2 -a, K1 , Ku K1 A r.

K"K31K,K AtI.

Dependence 11, I ',j with the taken numrical values of scale is sham in

Fig. 226b.

Since coefficient k significantly differs from ramining coefficients and

thereby causes difficulty during setup (possibility of output of blocks beyond

the l]mits of linearity), it is expedient to introduce a tim scale.

If one sets t- then initial equations will take the form

how trwnmistion factors of separate blocks can be detesmined from relation-

ships:

K*,K.K,',2 a 0. 111.

K 1K),KIj &

Values of every traensdesin factcr for various k wre brooht in the following

table.

Table X

WM S.*) 0S 025 4 6 .111

410 *1110 0.!S 0..5 4 I i @511 0,111

.t & 0.!• O.) $ o * I n i ;eo~iiutil
2W O; L 0i.. ' 4 I klli



*see

%000

sowo

a)aeS6mIDbe

is* -

woo-.

22g6a. Ossilogirn of cat"tlI oc.~
lIn V'7 "*too

In 24 28 at bp al an gives *OciUlc n Of taMMsuts for verms. k.
cmpSi'm Of romits fr~m o..uqIum with dae *: ".aluaticap byr Dointwiss trumn-

fatwsiono* we -w In this tablet

*C" " luia n or 1. N. sairum v '43k'it o ot a t l a io )



Table XI

PO "OLI" jin&

40 1* j 16.4 1.13 j ID?

KEY: (a) Paramter; (b) Ca'xulated; (c)
£xperiuital.

7rm cpmpaison of data of the table can

see sufticienttly wel coincidence of calculating-wd aeperimntal values. A picure of phaes

plan, phot4pkaphed ftr we of cathode-ra,
4 oesi~omope twthree values k w 309, 4O wW

100 -1W vwl. initial canditiom, is shown in

CU,2 ig. 229, b, c.

w -- h"slts of Maw mmt eGotlur Proeme of a

Istable 11a t *"Il s wen k -a 4M, 3% w 2010.

uta s eatim taor Mia utpum of 9=.0, , ot

230 Is W"Ott the t Mu t a ircuit of

* leeta'..h~w*eau3e seaw syseatmomis In device,

1at frw ... wu'isrOta ofut~put voltAge of

lee110mi Int m~we" Of rstat4s of platl

tm, (V. A. Gw ,hI [I1). S3= mev, tur w,

Fig. 229. Phae poaits oft reqse Ia a ner of esea" of *malai&on
relay system of tratic car,-
trol. wIth 41141=1"a the aftiol in".



1
quati0on of motion of separate elomnts of diagram on the assumption that load

of hydraulic servomotor is mal And nonlinearity I a deveioped only in luatation

of current of electromechanical converter, will be:

equation of hydraulic gervomtor

where i is awgle of rotation of servcmotor, P, is displacement of valve, k

is proportionality factor;

equation of motion of valve with hydraulic amplifier

'r-, +h-. (13.5)

deere T is tim constant, and P is dislocation of needle of hydraulic aplifier;

ftg. 230"# ~ ma circui~t of
eletam~~iuaicservoqte.1
el~ctrohani al cm rter, 2p~i.

neter of setting of tableg 3-4Vdtamlic
amplifiw, *v--piek'ip of speed, 5--potentlo-
=Utr of tamdbincv &-hidrsulic actuatatro
7--dieoharp.

9*atic'n of eleetrciaeanima cnate4mrt (.*laY)

t.- -



where Iy--current of control in relay coil, variable within limits A < Iy < A, Kp

is proportionality factor, T2 , T3 are time constants;

equation of electronic amplifier

4here :)y is steepness of amplifier, koM-feedback factor, T 4 T5 are time constants

of differentiating circuits with respect to first and second derivatives.

Problem consists of finding influence of limitation of control current on the

transient in the system with the following numerical parameters:

T,.• 1.16 sec. k,.= 105 1Ic.*. T,=0.38- 10- sec.

T,--0. 15. 1O-sec. T7,=0. 18. 10sec. kP =0.13I- 1 c.0/ae.

SY =12.8 4B/i. &,h = 57.3 videg. -- 0 *a <;F a < 0 A&.,

T4=20. O-I'se• 1=--0.8. O-018c'.

Functional diagram of setup of these equations is showm in Fig. 231. 7'aking

scales of representation of initial variable

Af, 6 ,4if, =0.1. M, = 0.I. Me= M"T,, -0,1 am Id 1,

we receive transmission factors of separate co€•mter blocks:

K11 9.5. KU -" 10. KL -= 1.2. K11 -ý 10. KU = 6.67.
Ko"•4. Kzý26,3. Kýý=9.05. K:-.103. KU-6.73.1

KtU 1. K1,1 I

Fig. 231. FunctionSl diagram of simulatton of electro-
hydraulic servo system.



Results of oscilio0coping transients during sten chtnge of input sipnal are

shown in FIg. 232a, b accordingly for a linear probl6m and taking into account

limitation of current ly Cscillograms show noticeable lowering of speud of reachinv

steady-atate value with limitation of current.

It is necessary to indicate that during construction of converting devices

large difficulties &rise, caused by the fact that natural parameters of the device

must not distort processes of adjustment, obtained in the simulation. Therefore,

"the transmission band of the converter should be at least one order wider than the

transmission band of the investigated system.

CPO sa sec

40secc

NMI,

b)

Fig. 232. Oscillograms of processes of ad-
Justment in electro-hydravrlic servo system,
obtained during simulation.

At present converters are constructed an the basis of a servo system, converting

voltage into angle of rotation, voltage into angular velocity of rotation of plat.-

form and, finally, in the form of a model of physical analogy, converting voltage or

model into moment actirg on shaft of a mechanical syestem with one degree of freedom.

One example of a converter, based an combined use of enumerated principles, is

-Jjld-



described irn work of L. N. Fitsner I)].

2. Simulation of System of Automtic Cantrol with
ZUpJcaI Nonlinea~rities •nM Inertial Uiennt~s

Simulation nates. Drlng 31Aulation

of limitations of coordinates of electronic elements (for exALmple, liAttation Wi uUt-

put voltage of electronic amplifier) it makes no difference where the amplifier is

coupled in, at input, output or in feedback circuit of operational amplifier.

~4'IL

- - - -- - - - - - - -

Fig. 233. Diagram of electrc-hydraulic servo system, from
book of G. Korn and T. Korn [13. I-pickup of input
signal, 2--potentiometric pickup of miamtch, 3-feed-
back, 4--load, 5--servomotor, 6-converter, 7-amplifier,
8--valve.

Completely otherwise stands the matter "uring reproduction of limitations of

coordinates in inertial elements. For exanple let us consider simalAtion of the

hydraulic actuating mechanism of the servo system, doscribed in the book of G. Korn

and T. Korn [(1. Fquation of motion of this actuating mechanism (Fig. 233) in

linearized form wi2. be:

a) for electronic amplifier

Cu = (13.8)

b) fz)r eoectromechanical co•'vrter (relay, solemoid, etc)



c) for valve

(T4TjpP2+ T3p + 1) p-h2 ~.

d) for servomotor

TsPpx - k' (- l..)

In reality corrdinates U, p and x cannot change infinitely. Thanks to finite

value of voltago of power supplies and load output voltage of amplifier can change

line&rly only within limits Al 1 U C A1 . Tha. .a to limited productivity of oil

pu-M and finite area of apertures, covered by valve, A. 2 ,,, ' IA and, consequently,

speed rix, developed by piston, will also be limited. Also limited will be movement

of piston T(--A3 -,x.,A).

After coordinates U, p and x reach limits, these equations of motion become

invalid. AssuMing that vibration in mounts does not. occur and limitations of

coordinates do not set or aim•ltanecusly, we arrive at the following possible cases:

L. (TIP+ 1) a =k2A t.

(T4TdP2+ s'p- I)p=kh1 . when j*,JýýA, =coast.

2. U=k
(T2+-I)s=- kUJ. when jkj(j <A,.

pp = (). p = A,. but Ihl I> A2 .

T$Px = kSA2
3, U -- . when Ika < A,.

(T~p+ 1) = 2U, j 1ha1 < A2.

Px =O0. 4' p All•x = A. 0,P# •

It Is obvious that during simulation it is necessary to have the possibility

of reproducing all enumerated cases. Frequently they disregard such detailed re-

cording of equations, as a result of which they allow incorrectness into solution

of the problem.
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In Fig. 234a is shown setup diagram of computer blocks of the model, brought

in the mentioned book of G. Korn and T. Korn, for solution of the placed problem.

From analysis of this diagram it follows that after working of the output

limiter integrating amplifiers 4 and 5 will continue to integrate input signals, and

up to moment of reverse movement of servomotir on these integrators there can be

established voltage of any magnitude (within limits of linearity). These voltages

will represent initial conditions with respect to coordinates d and F fordt

reverse movement and will lead to motions of system, in principle differing from

those, which should take place in reality.

In Fig. 234b is shown a diagram of simulation, without the indicated deficien-

cies. Limitation of the coordinate of the inertial element here is attained by

forced conversion to zero of its speed by means of short-circuiting the feedback

circuit of the corresponding operational amplifier. For every limited coordinate

here there are introduced two additional units: a comparator and a unit of the

sign of acceleration. For the purpose of greatest graphicness for commutation, in

the circuit there are used electromgnetic and polarized relays (F). Analogous

commutation when indispensable can be fulfilled on diode keys.

Simulating an inertial actuating mechanism taking into account dry friction

on output shaft. Dry friction in an electronic element usualy is reproduced by

the same circuits, which are used for obtaining the static characteristic of clear-

ance.

For an inertial element such an approach leads to incorrect results. As it is

known, equation of inertail actuating mechanism taking into account moent of

freiction on output shaft can be reduced to the form

hen #0 or if *=O. but kal >!M,.))

and Z == const

@hen h-O = ha I<!MVP).
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Fig. 234. Functional diagram of simulation of CAP of

Fig. 233.

Here T' is tie constant of actuating mechanism, x is output coordinate of

actuating mechanism, w is speed of output shaft, u is control signal, k-a4apli-

fication factor, M~ is im xnnt of dry friction, * is coefficient of self-leveL~ing.

Moment of friction when w 0 is equal in modu.Jas and opposite in direction

to total effective moment h3 as load as the latter does not excel limit value

:
In Fig. 235. is brought diagram of solution of this equation on a model. Until

the input signal is less than voltage, Nhtich r'preoents friction U rp , the circuit

vorks as a unique relay servo system. Operational aaplifier 2 here reproduces tL-

relay characteristic. Indeed, with output voltage IU2 I < IEI gain factor of

amplifier due to breakin of feedback is very great and the least chang. of input

signal leads to appearane. at oaitp' of esinal 4E or -E dependi•ng upon u|ign of input

signal. If the input signal determines speed, then output signal of suc:h block will

4e4 A 4



0%4 0

f0

Ot.

IPIi
V4V

4a4
4w

C, 1

* 3 ._4_
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represent mcsnt of friction.

OUtput voltag of first block, which is the mismtch signal of the considered

servo system, will be minute (sine gain factor of subsequent block is ver'y great),

and, therefor,s long as Uo < U T , U U = O, and consequently, U rp in wtagnitude

will follow U ' •

After signal U exceeds value of UP .was the latter does not change further wA

processes in system occur in accordance with given equation for constart value of

U ,?pa For rdoval of natural oscillations, apari in circuit of del uring

work in mode of relay servo system, one mast connect in feedback circuit of opera-

tional amplifier 2 sm.l capacitance of order C z 300 pf.

In Fig. 235b, c are brought oscillogram of change cf separate voltages in the

circuit of FU. 235a when time constant is T - 1 se and 0.4 millsecons. The last

case takes place during calculation of dry friction, for example, in low-inertia

sensor of a regulator.

As an e•mple let us consider simulation of the 2ystom of automatic control of

speed of stem turbine taking into acount frictioa in valv of o.w-!omotor.*

During investigetion of the system of automatic control of apeed of steam

turbine on stamd in the VTI (All Union "Order of Red Bamer of Labor• Scientific

Research Institute of Heat Dgneering in nao o.' F. N. DerahinskAy) there wre"

revealed natural oecillatios of the control system in the premce of friction,

artificially introduced in sensr of control ciruit t, th diagonal coupW 4 . There

WM formalated the problem of reproducing these phanomna on an electronic model and

of investiating Influence of manitude of introduced friction on character of

tranlents, ampUtufd and frequency of natural oecillAtions.

Equa 4ms, which describe motion of .naestigated system of automatic control,

Work an simulation of this CAP is being conduwt4d by the author with G. A.
Kirokosywatso

Kfrc~o-424-



according to the data of VTI have form:

equation of sensor

T•+v---p+? -- If sign , ". 1.

equation of valve

(13.14)

equation of servomotor

T "" (d3.15)

equation of controlled process

T- + 2 2_),. (13.16)

where 1i is coordinate of sensor, % is coordinat, of ervomotor e is coordinate of

valve, i is regulated mangaide (speed), a is coefficient of self-levelllng,

r is force of dry friction, T O, T€, T ara time constants of system.

Equations are given in relative mwspituwis.

Functional setup diagrua of these equations on electronic model is show in

Fig. 236. For reproduction of friction w use the earlier considered circuit. The

connection between tranmission factors of oepate blocks fht coefficient. of

differential equations is deteruLned fram eutian.:

! IjKjOr

I

"Ma • I, ,.,. T -= KsM .

K II-- u *lft" 41. a , ., re :•^ , *:, ,

t •-= K,:-425-.



I
On oecillop'sm of Fig. 237 for illustration of received results there are

brought transients In system at initial. value of coordinates 0 (0) -- 1, 17 (0) - 0,

M (0) 1 and values of paramsters Tk - 0.22 sec; Tc -0.3 sec, a -0.316, T? - 0.41

sec, M. " 1.16, 16 2.3 , -0. 92 vithout and with of frictional force r u. 0.1.

sece

•I loser- -

-PIýeI I----

b)

Fig. 237. Oecillqmm of transients in syten
of auto.atic control of speed of stem turbine.
a) far lUnarised sy••m, b) with calculation
far dry friction in valve of servomotor.

As follow fron the ocillagrams with these values of parameters of system

and its strauctue friction in senr leads to a of natural oecillations and

coniderabltd mse quality of poeas.

SiMlatgig of iMM9 aCtuMtlM mehan m " into acc t tno An k lnmtic

circuit, eR!MIa lA. Sao frictIon ona atM sh-aft. Let us consider equation of

motion of actuatiag machanise, in ulhch motor is coupled with regulating unit by

mane of Sear t muisssion, powewesIft clearmnce (Fig. 238). Ws will also consider

inertia of the wep'sted anit and I of load, created by it on output shaft

of reductor.* Iqmwtion of sot. i. of such dynamic sstea ill vary depend upon

whether there is selected a gap in trensission ar not.

*As far as this author know, simulation of much a problem ws first considered
by A. A. el'dbawa (4); see also A. A. Pel'dbeun and S. P. Onafryuk [11.
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Take the following designations: Jl is given moment of inertia of driving

shaft, J 2 is moment of inertia of driven shaft, k, is coordinate of driving shaft,

Sis coorninate of driven shaft axis, a is gap of transmission, MW is moent,

aeveloped by motor of actuating mechanism on driving shaft, M is counteracting

moment, developed by load (in particular case tOis can be moment of dry friction).

Fig. 238. Toww-d deriving equations
(12.21). 1--motor of actuating mchanim,
2-reductor, 3-regulated unit.

Bnaking of system due to presence of tranmission clearance will take place

whenever I at- &3 < 4 . Here equations of motion of driving and driven elements

will be independent:

J- M. (1.317)

M.(13.18)

When gap is selected - a , systow vIll move as a Wole. Here w will

receive

'I'

V., + J,)-, M. - Aq. (,~

During solution of this problem on a simulatr it is pos•ible to ww two dif-

ferent methods. Introdiacir for consideration -m -t of reaction of driven elnt

to driving and of driving to drivwe* ( oed by A. A. elldbam) it is possible

to preserve recording of equation of motion of easidered system in the form of

systet of two equations both for motion in wm of gap, and for ntions WItQ

*Physically this mament of reaction cun be treated as a nonout of elastic
strains, appearing in redutor during transm ion of moying met to load.
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selected gap. In ant• method of toiation of pr0b.m t?-anoition from system of

two indepedet equations (13.17) and (13.18) to equation (13.19) is carried out

automatically with departure from cl*ervw.e limits.

when tY~I j. I>O0

Me 0when ,I--I <i. (13.20)

't 4,- 1 + when Ia. - ao>-j. &I <O.

we write eations of notion of considered actuating mchi•w:A• in t.

*%

n4-* 239. Pwa~cticma1 dieorpm of aiam-
4Uian of pac ae in ýjwrttal e, mte

Ou~tinis gape.-
Thus, problem of simulatio,, ol ire.rtil act .rUg rec a.nisz in the Fre.aoce

of gap in trananmiuion boils dorn to sciution of system of nonlinear oquAtions,

into which there enter* nonlinear function X,, ieteriwined by relationship (13.20)).

Wh an P0 - 0 (wtion in &one of gap), system of investigated equations becoees free,

and when ,, I 0 it Is cornvcte1. *"-11noar function o "s it were c¢ utates system

of equations (13.21). Fonrwng of tis ftiction is moat conv*enbtly carried out by

tvso operational mplilfiers, united in series wttih diade elmaints.

Fig. 239 is brought complete diagram of simidaticn of conuidereu problem.
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eer'es with diode elements.

In Fig. 239 is brought complete diagram of simulation of considered problem.

Tt differs from that offered by A. A. Feld'baum only in amller number of operational

amrlifiers ind coverage of diodes 4, and •, by a feedback circuit. The latter pur-

3ue the goal of decreasing error, caused by non] 4nearity of volt-ampere charac ,,is-

tic of diodes with small plate -ýltages. Diodes -.7 and A coupled in circuit of

auxiliary feedback of amplifiers 3 and 6, serve to switch in this feedback during

break of main diodes A4 and Aj This ensures prese. vation of voltage at s-mning

points of operational amplifiers 3 and 6 in all regimes at a very low level and

allows us to receive output voltage in blocks 3 and 6 practically equal to sero

t&5.- diodes .4 and A, are locked.

Ahen motion is In the zone of clearance ( 0 o-r- 0 or 0

diodes 1, n ?, are locked and 4, and 1j are unlocked and variables a, and

Z.• • • independentl~y (accordingly under the influence only of X4 and X, ).

Outsiae the clearance sormA(Ja-&, )doepending upon direction of rotation either

diode -2, or diode _7, opens and the circuit as a whole should reproduce equation

(13.19).

F4. 240. Equivalent 9hme for limit cape of

Fig. 239.

In Fig. "40 LI depicted dia of model for that limit oan under the con-

dition that ,., ,0. With cnge of diection of motion ( '.,. 0 )diagrm of

Fig. Z40 In structure reimne a botinr, but in it operational aqlifier 3 ehould
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be replaced by operational amplifier 6 together with connected input impedances.

We will find thote limitations, which it is necessary to put on parameters of

diagra. (Fig. 240), so that transients in it are described by equation (13.19).

Output voltage of amplifier 3 taking into account switched in feedback circuit of

integrators tan be writt6 in the torm

tip so,.-.+Y" - " T11T2 + (13.22)

wh re ?,• ?Rl, . T11 = R2.1C. Y= - . V3 . =

With sufficiently large gain factor K3 , when in working range of frequencies

the follcwing is valid

expression (13.22) can, with accuracy sufficient for practice be presented in the

form Us A T-S u, r2,1P, - uNS. + U .UaU YT 12T2 p2 T,,T ,IP.

(13.23)

Equation, connecting output voltage of fifth block with input of fourth, will be

us I(1U,3 + IU'W.).
Tel? (r"+ -T-U3 ) (13.24)

where

r,, R&,C,. 741 = ,41C. TL j = .

In the model, presented in Fig. 240, voltage U5 represents output coordinate

• .* Thereforev equations (13.23) and (13.24), describing procesoes in conuidelz'd

circuit should be solved for voltage U5.

After excluding U3 and transition to originals taking into account that

Us -monst, we receive

+TtT,, Yo ppst sin.

*With opposite sign.
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Assuming T " T and consideriLg that scales *, of input magnitude* Mae
4A 43

selected identical, Le., U. "to -. and Ui.--ku.t1,, we vili receive

(rT~+T~rY~t dit 1 wMa-Mj (13.26)

So that equation (13.26) is identical to equation (13.19), it is necessary,

that when Us. -As we have

I; k5T4,Ts51 = h,,Jl: kjjt == IkNJt.i'; ,',,r,=,,

where k5 is scale factor of output magnitude.

Main deficiency of presented method of solution is inclination of circuit of

model to generate undamped oscillations. Indeed, considering circuit of Fig. 240

in the form of one amplifier with ccnplicated feedback, we can verify that in its

circuit for a finite value of gain factor there must appear undamped oscillations.

If one were to consider that gain factor K3 is not a constant magnitude, and by

force of inertness of the amplifier represents a certain function of frequency,

then the possibility of loss of stability will become evident. Presence of undamped

oscillations leads to distortion of transmission of signals of maLin process of

adjustment. Use of usual methods of removal of these oscillations leads to lowering

upper limit of frequencies of signals, developed without distortion in such siuila-

tion of the investigated servo system.

In connection with this it is useful to consider another method of solution of

the formulated problem, in which simultmneously on models there is not reproduced

the main process of adjustment and oscillations, caused by elastic deformations in

transmission, but there is carried out automatically transition from one differential

equations (13.17) and (13.18) to another (13.19) and back depending upon state gap

in transmissions.

If Fig. 24la is presented a complete fundamental circuit of the model, necessary

during solution of problem by the considered method. In circuit are shown Ohose
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switching operations, which provide transition from equation (13.1'/) and (13.18)

to equation (13.19) and vice versa. These operations are executed by normally-

closed diode keys Kl, K2 , K3 and normally open ones K4 and K5 . Change of state of

key is car. ted out by comuutating voltage +Uk, appearing every time after selection

of gap in transmission. With appearance of conuutating voltage occulrs cross-conn'c-

tion of input voltages to blocks 1 and 4 and disconnection of block 5 from block 4.

Simultaneously) with this transmission factor of blocks 1 and 4 increases which re-

produces increase of general moment of inertia of system due to moment of inertia

of output axis.

So that after selection of clearance we have equality •, ; . , in the

circuit is an additional sixth block, forming circuit of negative feedback for

blocks 5 and 3. Selecting great gain factor of this circuit (by decrease of .52))

it is possible to achieve satisfactory accuracy of tracking. Voltage UN,, is

fed to block 4 so that at output of this block after selection of clearance we re-

ceive voltage, proportional to &I . This voltage during reverse input in zone of

clearance serves as voltage of initial conditions and ensuresthereby correct

repeated union of blocks 4 and 5.

Fundamental circuit of normally-closed diode key, shunting input impedance of

operational amplifiers is shown in Fig. 241b. From this diagram it Is possible

to obtain the diagram of normally closed key K3 . With change of polarity of voltages

Uk and Ua , 1 e obtain diagram of keys K4 and K5.

Impedances of normally-closed key are selected from relationships:

in absence of commutating voltage

± U"Y,3 -T- (13.27)

in the presence of comiutating voltage

; UYM ± U.YI 3 ± ,,,,as.Y1Z!O. (13.28)
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Hence **., ". .. ~* t• em-* Ylcr> "a-, Y , :> Y13 U0+ *@'Plt -,

If U.= ± 30 v. e*as .=-U = ±. 100 V, then

YU -r Yit. Y14  2YI,.

C 9

ITIC

b) " w

Fig. 241. Diagram of simulation of processes 'in
inertial elements with gap, based on application of
electronic keys.
KEY: (a) Output.

Conductance Yll usually is determined from required values of transmission

factor of block in every position of key. Let there be giwn two required values of

transmission factors of block K1 #Ad K2 accordingly for closed and opened state of

key. Then
KI = Y ws = Y I Y,,

Hence

(1.3.29)

Considered examples of sla-lation of certain nonlinear problems also give an
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idea of methods of simulating problem of adjustment, requiring realization of auto-

matic transition from certain equations to others, differing not only in coefficients,

but also in structure. Apparently, presented methods may also be used for realiza-

tion of automatic transition of a CAP from one law of adjustment to another dependingI
upon phase and nature of the transient.

3. Examples of Solution of Nonlinear Problem of Automatic Control

During investigation of systems of automatic control by electronic models it

is possible to obtain not only particular solutions, correct for the given numsrical

values of parameters, but also, which is very valuable, to reveal the total picture

of possible motions for givne structure of the system and, thus, to make recommenda-

tions on selection of parameters. Let us consider the method of formulating such

investigations with two examples of very simple systems of industrial control.*

As the first example let us conwider system of automatic control of inertial

object of first order, regulated by relay astatic regulator. Here we will assume

presence of delay r in transmission of controller action. In these conditions con-

sidered system of automatic control is described by following system of differential

equations:

where To is time constant of object, k0 is amplification factor of object, - is

time lag, p is controlling action, y is controlled variable, and function f( 7)

in determined thus:

0 when -- , y*9.

w when f y> . and <T --.

*These examples were considered by author on the advice of A. Ya. Lerner.
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Fig. 242. Functional diagram of simulation of
astatic relay system of automatic control with
constant delay. Fs, is delay block. Dotted
line circles circuit, reproducing relay charac-
teristics.

The problem is set in the following form: to find decomposition of plane of

parameters of system k0 and ye, into regions with attenuating process and natural

oscillations for various values of the zone of !nsonsitlvity of relay -"-_ ( ;M.a
Tman

is maximum value of controlled variable) and initial conditions -(0) 0. u( 0 )-0

Setup diagram is shown in Fig. 242. During simulation thare was established

a fixed value of magnitude A. Change of magnitude A is equivalent to change of

k0 . Magnitude To for convenience was taken equal to 1.0 sec. Zone of insensitivity

of relay was set equal to in V(o) - 0.1 and 0.05. Zone of insensitivity is related

to x v (0), since experiment ?(O)=?,,, . Results of sintlation for value ? (0)-

-1 is shown in Fig. 243a, and b. In Fig. 243a is brought decomposition of plane of

characteristic paramters of system, and in Fig. 243b is the dependence of amplitude

a., and frequency f,. of natural oscillation on * These materials allow

us to make selection of main parameter3 of object and regulator on first stages of

projection, and also forLulate a number of valuable conclusions about properties of

considered control system.

As a second example of simulation of control process let us consider the sam

object as in the preceding case, but with a proportional-pulse controller. Equations



I

II

5 lt

U

Fig. 243. a) Boundaries of regions
with attenuating processes and stable
natural oscillations in plane of pam.-

oters and f-for &static relay CAP
with delay. I-region of stable oscil-
lations, II--region of attenuating
processes. b) Dependence of frequency
and amplitude of natural oscillations
on ;,-with various values of ko and /

9 pfic

describi~ng process of aldjultaent in1 this c:ase are:



dl (13.31)
di I

where T iti time constant of bervomotor, I is coordinate of the driftless stabilizer

T• is time constant of the driftless stabilizer, ý is proportionality factor of the

dr'.ftless stabilizer. Operating characteristic of servomotor f('--) is given by

graph of Fig. 244.

.A4

Fig. 244. Characteristic of actuating

mechanism.

We find, as before, decomposition of plane of parameters of system ko and

into values regions with stable self-excited and attenu~ating processes for two

values of zone of insensitivity of servomotor and various values of coefficient of

the driftless stabilizer on the condition that To - To (condition "tuned

driftless stabilizer". A. A. Voronov (1)). Functional setup diagram is shown in

Fig. 245. We take also o 10, A - 1 tan 1 sid T0 1 sec. Chaneof

magnitude A and tan -; ends to increase or decrease of general gain factor. Chae

of k0 work@ in the eaxw direction. In Fig. 2,6 are given results of conducted in-

vesti:gatiois., 0scillograms of Fig. 247, and b illustrate effect of introduction of

a driftneos stabilizer in considered system. As follows from those o•eilogr.,

without a driftlecs stabilizer in system iMIermuIsibls natural oscillation if set.
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I
"Introduction of the driftless stabiliser removes natural oscillation and ensures

reduction of duration of transients approximately to one half-period of natural

oscillations.

pi

Fig. 245. Functional diagram of simulating a
CAP by proportional-plus-floating controller.
sJ--delay block.

Invostjgaticn of transients in systems of automatic control with nonlinear

dawpS. Lately nonlinear feedbacks have found wide application for improvement

of quality of transients in system of automatic control. However, calculation of

transients in such sytems, usually executed by approximate numerical methods, turns

out to be very labor-consuming. We will show as an example determination of

transients in such systems by a siulator.

In Fig. 248 is shonm a servo system (See Dsh. L'yuis ( ? Lewis or Louis] [1)),

in which for improvement of quality of transients there is introduced additional

damping, opposite in sign to signal of main damping and proportional to product of

performance speed by the magnitude of error signal. In beginning of process, when

error signal is great, additiwoel damping considerably decreases total damping in

system and, thereby, ensures manxImm possible build-up speed of process. With

decrease of error sial additional damping decreases and system is effectively

braked.

if we disregard inductances of armature and excitation coil of tachogenerator,

and also the delay, introduced by amplifiers K1 and K29 then equation of notion

I



of considered servo system can be reduced to the form

J x) +Dx,,. (13.32)

Fig. 246. Boundaries of region* with atten-
uating and diverent procoeses in plane of

paralters ic0 and ¼ with various value
of "- .I--region of divergent osoil~la
tion;: II--region of attenuating pr'ocoeses,
L-L--boundy of unstable niiat cycles.

Coefficients Ji. A and B are determined by parameters of motor, tachogenerator and

amplifiers.

Problem consists of determining character of transients in system for pro-

(A p Dselected parasmeters G ..... T- stop change of input signal

x , 1 and • ero initial conditions.

FPunctional setup diagram is sha in Fig. 249. Here to obtain identical effect

during supplying and rmoval of perturbation into the multiplier there is intro-

duced the modulus of error signal. Obtaining of modulus of variable is attained
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by use of additional sign-invertirn amplifier 6 and two diodos "2 , -1,, coupled oy

a scheme of full-wave rectification.

Equations of voltages for separate computing blocks of the functional diagram

ha&. the form:

S-= (KiLt - K,2U5 4 KU 3 f + K,4U,).

pp

U3V2- K 1UP.

U 4 = - (K 411V3 4-C UAKa).

U5 -=---K•o

-6 K,,UO.
UI ---- ut

Solving this system of equations for voltage U2 , representing in the circuit initial

variable x , wt will receive
Idwr

-- • K- K,2 "--- - K43stOK6, - K41U2 )i -di-d '(1 dl d
+ KA'K3 lK2 lt, -- K,,K 2,U,j.

Introducing transformation of variables x., A ,1.,U,, X,1,-Z ,W...U, and

assuming Mt 1 1, we will recieve after comparison with initial equation (12.32):

A , B K,,7 -- 8 ='. 14 :- 7.2 --- M,'

Af*~~:, -~.1. 2 K,.j K3, Kit K21

Assuming K4 1  K 2 and K6 1  1 and considering that we select scales of

presentation of variables. Having in mind best use of full scale of model, we let

x., - 1 be represented in Installation by voltage U0  100. Then .1., - - UA)1.

Here tranmi3sion of factors of blocks will be:

KA, -- S. K• I. KA, -:_ A,, ' 5.I7, , .. h. A',- 1.01.

Kit- =Ka - 1. K1--0.72.
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d)
rig. •eu. Transients In servo system: a)
with linear damping and step input; b) with
nonlinear damping and step input; c) with
linear damping and sinusoidal input; d) with
nonlinear damping and sinusoida1 input.

In Fig. 250 are shown oscillograms of transients in the circuit for two cases"

with supplying of unit perturbation ai and b and with sinusoidal input a and d. As

can be seen from the oscillogramn, duration of transients in system with unit per-

turbation is reduced apprwximtely to half of that with linear variant system,

possessing fairly great daminig.

With sinusoidal input there is attained certain decrease of phase shift, but
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there appear sl•gificant -ýnlinear distnrtions. The iatt.e idi cates once again

the wall-kncmn fact that by react-r L.. rwnlinear system to unit perturbstions one

must not judge its behavior durinx perturbations of other Ltpes.



G H A P T ER XIV

METHODS OF SIMULATING AUTrOMATIC STST9)1S
WITH DYNAMNC RANGE OF CHANGE OF VARIABLE,

LXCFA)ING DYNAMIC RANGE OF ELECTRONIC MOizrL

As is known, dqnaaic range of the best models of electonic analogs does not

exceed 0O. However in solving a number of problems of automation it is necessary

to deal with cases, when range of change of variable considerably exceeds this figure,

Among these cases one can mention solution of problem of moving a flying object

into +.he sons of self-guidance, processes of nuclear reactor startup, solution of

certain problems of automation of chemical processes, etc. In solving these problems

use of electronic models requires application of special methods. Of these methods

one should mntion: 1) deccmposition of total interval of change of variables into

subrat es vwth ) r-ite, permlsimaLe roa- eugeeronic mocýil, uf change &•d iealihatiw

of autotic transition from one step to the next with corresponding change of

scales of representation of variables and tranmissions factors of separate blocks;

2) transformation of initial equations into logarithmic presentation of variables.

Below both enumerated methods are expounded in the example of investigation of

processes of starting a nuclear reactor (B. Ya. Kogan [6J). Application of

electronic models also to reproduction of processes of starting considerably expands

region of their application, especially as trainers.



1. Fundamental 6qat'one of Reactor .tartujp

To show the main la•v of staurtin a reactor we will write the tuquation of

kinetics in simplified form, Ihth this aim we will take "one group" theory of

calculation of delayed neutrons, and also the assumption thaL all allocated power

goes for heating the reactor, and the effective multiplication factor linearly de-

pends on position of the moderating rod and temperature. Upon these assumptions

Sha ve :

dt 7

dI

where '4,4ýzat - 2T.

Here are accepted the following designations : n-total number of nuutrons

at moment of time t; -, -effective multiplication factor; P -percent of

delayed neutrons in total number of fission neutrons; i-average lifetime of prompt

neutron; C-number of radioactive fragments of equivalent group of delayed neutrons;

4 -disintegration constant c. radioactive fragme.s -"1 a,.v&lent group; S--number

of neut,'ons, radiated by outside sourco, T -average temperature of reactor; A

-proportionality factor, determined by physical properties of material of active

tone and geometry of reactor; a-speed of change of reactance with advanceunt of

rod; 2 -temperature coefficient of reactance.

By solving system (14.1) one must receive dependences n(t), C(t) and I (t) for

linear movemnt of rods and given initial ccnditionb.

Neutron por of reactor and concentration of nuclei-emitters of delayed neutrons

here can change in very wide liaits (for example, from 0 to 1010).



2. 5olution of Suati'na of 'Aartup tyv ,"ction.

%slution of equations of startup by bections can "e carried nut. r'oth mani.na.4y

and automatically. In the first case solution is conducted up to t e moment, when

voltage, representing in the model initial variable n, reaches 10C v. Then the

inst~llation is changed to te "stop" mode, we record values of all voltage: on in-

tegrators toward the end of the period of solution. Before beginning the following

stage of solution the new initial conditions are sc. in a scale, corresponding this

section of the solution. As shown below, values of transrission factors of

certain comuting blocks of the model must change with each transition to a new

scale of representation of variables.

Fig. 251. Setup diag[ram of equation~s of

reactor.

Indeed, relationship. for voltages in the setup liagrra. of equations (1.4.1)

(Fig. 251) viii be:
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•AlJ--- K,141 1 + O.OIKUL/1 U, -- KtsUIJ --1 jj,

At- - KU O.OlKn AUU -- KJ (OA 2)

dli • - - ,K•I

Ui f KsK.I ,* •dt - KaU.

Introd'icing scales of representation of initial variables A g- - MJU,.

C - •U 2 , T - K U3 , 31-=M.U. $=, $u5s and consicdering ti &cale

to be me, wt vwl- receive the follouing relatioanhips betwen coefficienta of

initial equation, scales and tr•aaissimon factors of separate block*:

X,=. KK, K *
0 1i.k,•, I .- 3 iknK. I -0.,0 1 ,. i M •.

M. .Air M

7rm ana.lysis of these rtv1tionhips it follows that during .Muze of s*also

me and Mc during transitions foa onw section of the ewxurio to the nt it Is

simJtanecas17 neestary to chane values of % and *I . Thus, for exmple, if

in Fe oees of startup N. i lneases with trnsition rn a section to the next

by an order, then coefficient M~AhLW be increased by the ~m mAitue *1 &n0

coefticient % should decrease.

DuWing ptoes sutmtiaon of aimlatim of startup of rwatw witU varible

scales of r.e Snmtution of VinIn-les It I& SOO aO7 to wtiips• aeinnltm •n

MW seals of voltag of Intial CONitioc for the fall at"* of soltim.

This em be realised in prinsiple br varimas s ata. In the wink of 3L Ta.

Kogs. (6] it %w with this &ln that It me propos to doale P~t at QPiSN'aiel

eleets of set In Crd"'t that Ube )no Part is oesepis lA soALat4101, the uthw
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1ig. 252. Setup diagrm of equations o1' rgactor tain into
account autoitic change of scale. duin transition fr on.
section of startup to th. next.

'ig. 253. Osoilop of startin •r.ss of r.Mtw b, stp.
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is prepared for solution, storing in new scale the initial conditions.

In Fig. 252 is shown setup diagram taking into account autcmtic transition

from section to section.

Control circuit of si.'ulator should with such ,wtt.td of solution fnsu-e auta-

matlcally a definite sequence of succession of regimes of each grovu of :omputing

elements, participating in the solution. With this aim they use two signals: one,

obtained from comparison circuit, switching on relay a when voltage, representing

variable n, attains a magnitude of 100 v, and the oLher form the delay circuit.

With growth of neutron power T grows and, consequently, thermat negative feed-

back increases by forch of which neutron po starts to f&ll and as a result of an

oscillatory process arrives at stev .statc reg'Aae. Fall of neutron power under

the influence of input of therm.al negative feeadbrk can in a number of cases be so

large that for its reproduc .on it will be nocessary, Just as in build-up, to go

through the whole procces in isct.'ons H'rre, naturally, with decrease of power it

is necessary to dacr,ýase ecais of representation of variables n and C.

Since process of change of cioentration of nuclei-emitters of delayed neutrons

will lag behind process of change of neutron power, then with decrease of Nf.r one

must decompose the solutio, into intervals, being oriented on the process of change

of C. For this purpose in the control circuit from operational amplifiers 11 and

12 there results a signal during change of sign of derivative -• . Derivative
'it

"dn is obtairoed by repeated sumation of all components of first equation of

system • .o). Cwitch•ag on of relay 0 excites auxiliary relay X , executing al.l

necessary co•mrutatior, for transition to tracking or U . Tranxmission factors of
amp, firs 8 and 9l Kt8 M 0.1, &-A K92 = KU2 = 10. So that output voltage

of amplifiers 8 and 9 not exceed 100 v in process of tracking C, at inputs of 92

and 82 there are connected autdliary limiters, preventing input into these amplifiers

of a voltage exceeding 10 v. Simultaneously with change of scales Mn ad Me,it is

necessary to change on every interval values of %•and 21 , but in the opposite



direction. For this there are used reversible stepping selectors WUHP] and 111HP2o

changing direction of otion alter every switching on of relay. In Fig. 253,as an

examplae t,here is brought the oscillogram of the procesb of starting of the reactor,

obtained by the above method.

(a),•

SOU •_ie O u

Fig. 254. A) Sotup diagram with appli-
cation cf adlitonal capaciorse; 8 Con-
trol of model with add!i4 ioral ra,-acitors.
KEY: (a) Control relay of base blocks,

When in process of startinig of magnitudes n and C due to action of therma i

feedb,:k are nt lower"d more than au, odad: or wh.n onv is interested only in the

process of build-up power, it is possible to considerably simplify the scheme of

automatic solution of problem by sections, With this aia C" thes bekin- .n& of everyý

subsequent stage of solution for setting voltages of integrators C and n, decr-oased

by 10 time, there is used connection for the preparatory period of edditionaJ

capacitors parallel to capacitors of these integrating blocks* (Fig. 25-4a). it

*bimultaneously with author this methud was offered by N. Filipchak, V..
Filipchak, T. Zelinskiy [13.
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is rnatu••l that in periods of work these additional capacitors must be disconnected

and reliably discharged. Since additional capacitors do not participate in process

of solution, they need not have a polystyrene or styroflex dielectric.

_•.L _ jLL I if JI I I jillliJ I

Fig. 255. Oscillogram of starting process with application of
circuit with additional capacitors.

Magnitude of capacity of additional capacitor C A is by evident relationship

cZ= U, when 10. Ca=-C. (1.3)(- 1 V-6

where C is capacity of integrator, Uk is volta qt end of preceding wrking inter-

val, UH is voltage, whicl should be at the beginning of the subsequent working

section.

Control and setup diagram with such a method of change of scales is considerably

simplified (See Fig. 254a and b). Oscillogram of starting process, taken with the

help of application of discharging capacitors, is shown in Fig. 255.

3. On Solution Error

Error in givar, interval of solution is caused by the following main factors:

inaccuracy of setting of transmission factors of separate computer blocks, static

error of multiplier, error of linear computing elements, inaccuracy of setting of

initial conditinns.

In acruracy if work of comparison circuits and scattering in operation of con-

trol relays need not in principle affect accuracy of solution. Their influence

shows only on magnitude and number of intervals of solution.
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I
Comparison of results of investigation of errors shows that one of the main

components is caused by error of multiplier. In Table XII is brought comparison of

data, received from solution of the problem of starting on digital computer and

on an electronic analog with application of multipliers of various type.

Table XII

(a) 3ma-itmvwouino cimO peaTop* IIpi fl)co. n-i.y-vame C M *0e

S(b ) ( c ) (d ))Rp~vt nT10a-pollu .le kTpoxmo 04t

l.WUIpom MOI3 IC 1Jr xl1-.X
f•i iovi- C *.IKT K N M'4r( I 'i IPH.M',-e'd"o

C.1W~ejl-I ___tA__ I 11J6.MAWW"61~ )(pklo TCPU61,1180

maqatas n)cka. ters N Iia Ol 1

36 4218 (h)
32 4,301 4.36 17,'o 4,318 4.,, OtIoOcwte.lbtfa

100 3,16 . f I norpewiocTb,
152 3.29 3-29
200 3.2 32561 3,255 ?Ar
300 326 3258 3.25• (O
90 3A6 3.25 132.Sj

KEY: (a) Value of power of reactor during starting
received by; (b) Power; (c) Digital compt'ter; (d)
Electronic analog with electronic multiplier; (e)
Electronic analog with electromechanical multiplier;
(f) Note; (W) Time from beginning of starting, sec;
(h) Relative error.

Comparison of data of table indicates expediency of application of multipliers

of increased accuracy. In a number of cases good results can be achieved with the

help of an electromechanical multiplier (See, for example, C. Korn and T. Korn (31).

Considering that A changes comparatively slowly and can be fed to inertial

input of the multiplier, application of such a multiplier will not put limitation

on transmission band of signal.

4. Investig&aton of Starwtvi Pkocelee,, with the Help of
EQuations. Proe-iin-rily Converted to Lo•arittvlk Repqsentation

of Power.

Ftxpounded method is based on the fact that the system of initial differential

equations (i4.1) is solved not for power n, but for magnitude y, the inverse of the

reactor period:
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Here Y dt f I da = In a' and consequently, y7 d -7-

Designating for brevity C/n - x, S/n - W e find:

dx n I dC C I dn dl n I dS S I daWt ~ "t- nt ;W Z n W -t- == -W--=-an Wt -n in Wt

Dividing the first two equations of system (14.1) by magnitude n and considering
'S_
dS ==0 . we will write taking into account (14.1) a system of transformed equations

(14.1) in the form:

dx t.-#3 - ix ? 4•-

dWd
dt' I -; dt

-v +=t- y I=- x +r-W.(1.5)
ik* -- at. -- it. n =- efv 7 .

Variables x, y in this system change in significantly narrower limits than in

the initial one which allows us to investigate the process of starting as a whole.

For solution of this system on electronic model there are required nonlinear com-

puting elements: two multipliers and one functional generator.

:r we designate by y not the derivative of Inn , but siply Inn itsel;

then we rose to a system, equivalent to the one brought earlier, with the same setup

diagram (Fig. 256). If one were to apply electromechanical or pulse-time malti-

pliers, then by one maltiplier there can be obtained both sought for products, having

n gerersl cc-factor.

*It is necessary to indicate that the requireent of accuracy of multiplier,
delivering the product w v. may be not so high, since with growth of power n magnitude
W begins to vanish and starti-4 from a certain value n it can be completely ignored.
Influence of thermal negative feedback at beginning of starting proc.es practically
is inconspicuous due to small values of t~erature Y , and therefore, this coup-
ling actually can be conwected, only starting from a certain value of P , i.e.,
after definite time after the starting process.
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I
qFquations of voltages for circuit of Fig. 256 will be:

Ut = - i:;: ,U, +K K32t1 0 -r AL! t K14U6).

duo - K21U1.dU

'U3

d. ... K41U3

S dt K .

S d~U--t - 'K;,U, j
dt• (14.6)

U? 0.01(111. U.
u. U + K+ j KUS) .g 1 U4).

U -- O.OIU 1 .U,,
•_U.__ . _ A' i,jU 9.

dt

Section of scales v and • for functional generator is executed proceeding

from requirement that when U2  100 v, U3 = 100 v.

RelationshiFs for determination of scales of representation of variables will

b: y " -M•u, n -MKU 3T " P1U, ,•,..= ,Kf= , W fd = -,If *2

After substitution in initial system of equations of voltage and comparison

with giver system (14.5) we will receive:

KK,

x 1f

From these relationships it follow that selection of scales b, and E influenc

value of transaission factors K2 1 , K a4& mannitude of scale N , and the latter in

turn effects the m•asm value of powr, which can be represented by the electronic

model. Limiting steepness, reproduceable by fnctiorhal generator, to magnitude

so =10, we will take
u , - . , (u •.7 )

! -



It is obvious that when U2 a 10UO, U3  - 100 v, and when U2  0O, of 3

(100/e 0) < 0.005 v.

Fig. 256. Setup diagram of equations of reactor,
transformed to logarithmic representation of power.

Steepness is

. ( 4U)) = 10 whenU 2 = o0 T.

Scale of representation of power is

M* 220.26.

When mxi0m- output. voltae U3  100 v, maxia power, which can be represented

on model, constitutes

-29 026.

It is necessary to note that during reproduction of dependence (14.7) oy

functional generator with pieceviae-linear approximation When permissible error

, - 0.25 the least length of interval of decomosition of axis of arupaent
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(See Chapter VI) constitutes

U, =1 . =- .4 1.

Length of adjacent section will be

Realization of such a functional generator by diode elements, as calculation

showb, requires at least 12 diode elements and runs into large difficulties from

comparative proximity of points of switching of diode elements toward the end of

the argument scale.

Application of quadratic approximation on diode elements with a carrier (R. A.

Bruns (1], A. A. Maslov and Yu. G. Purlov [I]) or by combining thyrite nonlinear

resistances (L. D. Kovach and W. Conley (2]) significantly simplifies the circuit

of functional generator and increases accuracy and reliability of its work.

Indeed, with quadratic approximation with permissible error 0 0.25 the

length of least interval of decomposition of argument will be

V"5 .. . ,. 6Av (6...)

Rounding to lower whole filgue, we take hi 6 v. Then rmaining sections will

bs: h2 - P v, h3 - 10 v, h 4 - 15 v, h 5 W 25 v.

Thus, the total ntmber of elements in case of quadratic approximation decreases

mor' than half as compared with case of linear approximation. Diagram of functional

generator with quadratic approximation is showm in Fig. 257.* Here for lowering of

*f•agra- was developed by A. A. Paalov aw Tu. G. Purlov.
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current characteristics of separate diode eleentm their coupling is taken mixed.

First four diode elements (numeration in taken in order of growth of arguaent) are

coupled at input, and two-in a circuit, parallel to amplifier. Ideal current-

corroded Aharacteristics of input circuit and circuit, parallel to amplifier, are

shown in Fig. 258. From Fig. 258 it follows that with accuracy of 0.16% current

characteristic of first diode element can be replaced by a segment of axis of

abscissas.

Fig. 257. Diagram uf functional gener-

ator with diode elements and carrier.

In F4 •. 259 is presented oscillogram of process of starting with logarithmic

representation of power and use of electromechanical multiplier. Comparison of

this solution with solution, received on digital machine, shows that madxium error

constitutes 26-301, includ ng and error of reading of magnitude* from oscillcgram

(from finite thickness of lin , which thselves can reach 10%. It is natural t'.at

application of electronic mua. iplier based on thyrites in this case leads to in-

crease of error.

In logarithmic representation of pwer to sWureos of error, taking place in

case of solution of problem by metions, iaccu?,ecy of work of fumctiona1 generator

(antilogarithm). However, inaccuracy of work of ftnctional generator leeds to in-

crease of error of resolution only starting from cmet of time, when thermal
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negative feedback becomes effective, i.e., after ftrst maximum attained by power in

process of startup.

I,/:• /'

Fig. 258. Current characteristJcs of
functional generator with carrier.

Fig. 259. Osrillogram of process of starting with

logarithmlic rerresentation of pnwr.

Thts, during solution on electroric models of problems connected with Investi-

pation of processes with wide range of change of variables, it is ex•ident to

apply rircuit of soluticn by s-.:tions with automatic transition from one section

to the next. This circuit gives higher accuracy as compared with solution during

logarithmlc presentation of variables, although it requires certain increase of

number of computing elownts and a special control circuit.

When investigation ir conducted only on section of build-up of variable or

when lowering of variab . after reaching a maximm does not exceed two orders,
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moddelrin should also be conducted by sections with automatic chance of scale of

representation of variables witl, the help of circuit with additionai capacitors.

This circuit is marked for simLicity of control system and does not require increaso

of number of computer elements.

With use of logarithmic representation of power the circuit is complicated by

necessity to have an additional genrator (reproducinrg antilogarithaic dependence)

and gives less accuracy of solution by sections.

From what has been presented, furthermore, it foilows that funcAonal generator

in circuit with logarithmic representation can be practically realized only with

application of piecevise-quadratic approximation and limLits margnitude of variable,

wr.ich can bo represented in electronic model to five orders.
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APPENDIX I

REPRODUCTIOW OF COTINED LINEAR OPMATAIONS 87
ONE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

Linear operations, executed by operational amplifier in combination with sLr-

plest passive e'.;,tric circui•.s, already were considered in Chapter II. It turns

out that by means of complication of these passive electric circuits it is possible

by one amplifier to obtain more complicated linear operatione. With such use of

oprational amplifier we can reduce q•,antity of amplifiers necessary for solution

of problem, and in certain cases (for example, during reproduction of oscillatory

sections of CAP) lower limitations, caused by imperfectness of frequency responses

of computing Llocks.

However, such complication of P3ssive circuits of operational amplifier often

leads to a state where we can no longer clearly divide input circuit from the cir-

cuit, parallel to the amplifier. This in turn demands a more general approach to

derixation of transfer function of such an operational amplifier.*

Let us consider the most general circuit diagram of linear circuits and amplifi-

er (Fig. 260).

In this diagram to input of operational amplifier and parallel to it are

3witched passIve multipole networks T and T2" For finding transfer function of

*Such approach is met in a number of works of F. H. Raymond (1] and R. Perets
[-4.
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•,ich operationa.i amplifier we will write equation of currents at the poles:

7,, Iy ,, (P, #,- + IY• (P)I, r., + jY,,(Pf, ,e.
34--IY,,(P)I, I , + IYU (P)I, t-..- +-I iV (P)lj,6

and I-•--IY,1 (P)Ie., + jYn(P)j2 e... + IYj(P)le 4. (1.2)

In - ,, (P)j to. 4+ I yn (P) 2 f.. + 1 Y233(P)12r4,

IS IY~,1 (P)2 -,. 4- 1 Y32 (P)jJ to.. 4 1 Y,, (r)j 2 t,.

I

Fig. 260. Skeleton diagram for deriving

basic relationships.

In expressions (1.1) and (1.2) the index after brackets indicates number of

multiterminal network. Conductances [Yij (P)I 1 and [Yij (P)1 2 are determined as

ratio of current Ijl or 112 in considered pole to voltage, stand4ng as a factor in

sought for condictance on the condition that &ll remaining voltages, determining

current of pole, are equal to sero.

Thus, for example, Iy,,(P)I], I when 0. 0, 1 12,(P), ,

when ,.. = el = 0. Disregarding grid current of input cascade of amplifier, we ar-

rive, as before, at equatione of operational amplifier in the form

= -
t
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where 131 aný 132 are determined by third lines of expressions (1.1) and (1.2).

On basis of (1.1)9 (1.2) and (1.3) w9 obtain finally operational equation of

operational amplifier in the most general form:

- IY,, (P)j, •- lr 3, (P)I, _____(___._)

%'SE= - .(YU (P)hI + (Y,, (P)I, I I'. (P)1 I4 3 iP,,,I-"
K, IY,(P)j1, -4 I.i(P)I,

With very great K., when in working range of frequencies the following is correct

I I )" <"a " (i -'i " ''°IY " (/.)j
!, IY. (aw)hI + I.Y,,lU, I< ,

equation (1.4) is simplified:

-VI (P)h 4- (Y,, (P)I, . (1.5)fowl •-- iy.-p-h + lY(P)I,

Relative error, caused by such simplification (finite value of Ky), is determined by

expression

Ky IY34 (P)J, + I),32 (P)l,

Let us consider several partioular cases, flowing from general relationships (1.5)

and (1.6).

Let in circuit of operaticr.nl amplifier thre be used umly miLtiterninal net-

work Y1. Then in expressions (1.5) and (1.6) all conductances with index "2" after

square brackets must be set equal to zero.

As a result we arrive at relationships:

- Ir,, (P (1.7)

"--- I 'rg(P)l,
,-INa.(P) I,nO i,

where I Y1, APl when =+ when 0. f.-- = -!' when

emu% -= ---- 0.

If we use only multiterminal network Y2' then, proceeding as in preceding cas.,
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we arrive at expression of form

• - ~~Irv, (P) • (l I
ato s IY. (P)IS

When in circuit of operational amplifier we use instead of multiterminal networks

two quadripoles Y1 and T29 connected so that Y2 is not directly coupled with in-

put, and YI is not directly coupled with output of operational amplifier, we obtain

IY 31 PPi, - IY2(PI, -O-0

Therefore

(1.11)

fl -= Y (P)I, -

" -Y.(P)l, ±,,.
I-Y(P)1, +A',,(,)WA (1.12)"suit = IYU (P)],

Some practicallyimportant circuits of operational amplifiers, ensuring fulf llment

of combined linear operations, calculated by these forzmaas, are shown in Table XIII

below.

Of great interest is circuit, brought in third colum of XIII on page 467 re-

producing undamped harmonic oscillations. Use of such a circuit as pickup of sinusoi-

dal oscillations has this deficiency, that for change of frequency of oscillations

it is necessary simltaneously to change all parwmeters of the circuit. Howr)

here there is attained econoW of computing blocks and bandwidth of generated sinusoi-

dal oscillations is cmnsiderably expanded.
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APPENDIX IT

BRIEF TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CETAIN TPFZS (F
D-C &LEC1M"ONIC ANALOG CUOP.ER.S
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Table XIV. CGneral Specifications of Certain Electronic
Analog Computere, Developed in USSR

-o LOW aw %A.. MW I ~ ~9 " we A r u m /MWl

aqwzkbý LeLaa am.
3 ra., ramee

9M•. I" I

Is Is 10.14s

4.-.. 6 1,11 I31<41XIf W Go

Sup, O 0.76

* b.6 *1 *0

- -M INa Xa% -- N I

I it IlX ITS'is*l Ielll I
I J I.:.:: -

"*2- "*0- 5 W3 ll)(5Ali• --

rm w GOO&"

S•klm m ,- ~ 56 ...., -'u

4 L)ata for theme electronic models are brought in article of E. A. Glusberg [1].

**fiprs are given for one base block, designed for resolution of seccnd ordar
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Fig. 261. Electronic analog computer of type IPT-5
(industriai. model). I - block of operational ampli-
fier, 2 - block of variable coefficient, 3 - block
of coefficient, 4 - control panel.

Installation is 1into6ned for solution of ordi-
raLry linear differential equations up to the ninth
order in.clusively with constant and variable coef-
ficients. It is constructed in the form of separate
blocks (in ,ie block is located one computing ele-
ment), united by woggle Joints in accordance with
problem to be solved. otaJL cciplx of comptin~g
blocks is fed from the stabilized rectifiers.

The installation is composed of:
I. Operationali amplifiers - 18 (9 with piate

load 20 kilohm, and 9 piece with plate load 10
k.loha).

2. Blocks of constant coefficients (divi-
der#) - 18.

3. Blocks of variable coefficients - 18.
4. Control panel.

OpCrat -vl aWplifiers are three-casc&ae with
triode compensation in first cascade (see diagram
of Fig. 37). installation a.lowe umion with auto-
matic control equiwment. There is automatic repe-
tition of resolutim for possibility of observa-
tion of solution of cathode-ray indicator.
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Fig. 264. Uiectronic analog computer of type ,P'r-9
(indusatrial model). I - setup field, 2 - control
panell 3 - section of operational amplifiers, 4 -
section of blocks of variable coefficients, 5 - sec-
tion of blocks of constant coefficients.

Installation is intended for solution of ordi-
nary linear differential equations ur to 16-th order
inclusively with constant and variable coefficients.
It is constructed in the form of separate section-
stands.

The installation is composed of:
1. ection of operational amplifiers - 4

(total operational amplifiers - 48; 16 integrating
and 32 scale - sumring).

2. Section of blocks of variable cot.nicients
- 4 (tot.l blocks of variable coefficients -- 48).

3. Sections of blocks of constant coefficients
4- (total blocks of constant coefficients fdivi-

ders] - 48).
4. Control panel.

5. Setting field.
6. Special crystal oscillator 50 cps.
7. Power blocks (electroaic stabilized recti-

fiers with ferroresonant stabilizers) - 4.
8. Power supplies of incandescence -- 2.

Opeirational amplifiers are made with automatic
stabilization of zero level (by circuit of Fig.
Blocks of variable coefficients are node of stepping
selectors.

Installation allows comcination with automatic
cortroli eqjiipment. There is automatic repetition
of sowution to ensure possibility of observation
of sclution on cathode-.ray indicator.
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Fig. 263. Electronic analcg computer type LMU-l
(industrial model): 1 - section of operational am-
plifiers - main, 2 - section of variable coeffi-
cients, 3 - power units, 4 - cathode-ray indicator,
5 - panel of check of blocks of variable coeffi-
cients.

Installation is "intended for solution of ordi-
nary linear aifferential equations with coefficients
constant and variable in time up to ninth order, and
also reproduction of typical nonlinear characteris-
tics. It is constructed in the form of machine of
structural-sectional type with two separate etabi-
lized power ruppiies.

The installation is composed of: 18 operational
amplifiers, 20 variable coefficients, 18 volt&ge
dividers, 68 plug-in input impedances, 1 setting
field (not interchangeable), 12 input resistance box-
es, 8 diode elements.

Operational amplifiers are three-cascade with
tijode compensation in first cascade. Gain factor
of amplifier at zero frequency is 5 * 103, drift 3
millivolt after _10 minute, bandwith in closed state
500 cps at L-vrl 0.99. Amplifiers are located 6 to
a plateau.
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Fig. 264. Electronic analog computer of type EMU-3
(Academy of Sciences of USSR). I - block of op3ra-
tior•al amplifier, 2 - block of constant coefficient,
3 - control panel, 4 - block of adjustment, 3 - pow-
er block.

Installation is intended for solution of ordi-
nary linear differential equations up to sixth order
inclusively Aith coefficients constant and variable
in time, Structural type in the form of a stanu.
Setup is carried out by connection of separate blocks
by flexible cords.

Fecding is carried out from one stabilised rec-
tifier.

The installation is composed of:
1. Operational amplifiers - 12 (allowing ex-

ternal load of 10 ma).
2. Blocks of constant coefficients - 22.
3. Blocks with capacitors - 2 (0.01 - 1 m.-

crofarad).
4. Block of dividers - 1 (0.01 - 1). -
5, Electromechanical variable speed drive of

coefficients - 1 per 20 variable coefficients (added
separately).

6. Control panel.

Operational amplifiers are three-casaade with
triode compensation in first cascade (see circuit of
Fig. 37). Installation allows combination with auto-
attic control equipment.
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Fig. 265. Electronic analog computer of type MN-7
(industrial model). I - setting 'ield, 2 - knobs
for adjustment of zero, 3 - functonal generator,
4 - multiplier block, 5 - control buttons, 6 - knobs
for setting initial conditions.

Installation is intended for solution of ordi-
nary linear and nonlinear differential equations up
to sixth order inclusively, with constant coefficients.
Installation is i.n the form of portable desk instru-
ment with separate power block.

In MN-7 there are 16 operational amplifiers
with triode compensation (see circuit of Fig. 37),
six of which can execute function of integration. 3

Remaining amplifiers are used as adders and sign-
inverters.

In lower part of installation are four cells,
into which can be inserted multiplier blocks or
blocks of universal dLode functional generators.
These blocks do not have their own operational am-
plifiers. Multiplier blocks are made from silicon
diodes and for work require three operational ampli-
fiers. In functional generator they use tube diodes.
Functional generator can be coupled both to input of
operational amplifier and in feedback circuit.
For work of generator there are required one or two
operatiomal amp~ifiers. Setup is carried out by I
plugs and short wires on setting field, located on
top of the computer.
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Fis. 268. Klectric amioaalr4 calter of t;ype 3hi
(Academ of SCiwWo* of USSR). 1 - MltiliPU, 2 -
functional gwrAtorv 3 - linea part, 4 - .l.otraue
indicator, 5 - additicml,. ccntrol block,, 6 - pam
block.

Installation is ivtomiad for elutiona of adl-
nary linear and norlUrAr diLfermt.al squatiats up
to and including tno siVt order. Ct stnmtwral t"%
in the form of portable desk inr"tzint with "Wato
power block.

*del is comoe1 of t
1. Operatinl amp li~fiers -- 12.
2. tkltiplier - 1.
3. ?wmticnal Samreto - I.
,4. Blecks of ty'pical 11j' #eariti~ee-4
5. Additional eWI.ral ble". - 1.
6. Csth~de-weI iIniostor - 1.

Operstomal -sui a oo am n1o W h aut
mtabillatiom t "M level Ms kS R 60
oaie (ow. eizwwt of PIg. 52)o b SeslaU&mi mm
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Fig. 269. Slectronic aalog ccmputer of type MN-10
(industriAl model).

Installation is intended for solution oa nonlinear
differential equations with constant coefficients up
to and inoluding sixth order. Womber of nonlinear com-
putinj blocks (f~wtional generateor of me var•able
and ualtipliers) does not exeed 6. Setup is carried
out an specl&L evitchiM field. All computing elemnts
of mahine ad sourcee of etabilised powr (block VW-lU)
are made of seiooonductore.

Insta~lation is composed oft 24 operational aeili-
tiers, 6 diode cells for reproduction of typecal non-
linseariti., 4 mwversal functional generators of one
variable, 4 uAltiplielr. Operational amplifiers are
made of mnicondaetore by a schm vith autoatic stahi-
lisation of sere level.
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Fig. 270. Electronic analog computer of type EMV-8
(Aca•dem of Sciences of USSR).

Installation is intended for solution of ordinary
linear and nonlinear differential equations. Constructed
in the fcrm of separate base blocks, designed for solu-
tion of differential equations of second orde-. Every
base block is supplied with four operational amlifiers
(see circuit of Fig. 58) not requiring stabilised aled-
ig, power supplies and a certain number of linear and
nonlinear feedback circuits, in the form of plug-In
inserts.

In typical setup of model, intended for solution
of linear and nonlinear differential equations up to
and including the lO-th order, there are foreseen fol-
lowing varieties of inserts: a) linear (integration,
summation, chlange of sign, setting of scale, reproduc-
tion of typical noWriinearities); b) nonlinear, intended
to execute a-ltiplior-divider operations; c) noline&ar,
intended for reproduction of nonlinear dependences of
one argument; -) nonlinear, intended for reproduction
of fixed nonlinear dependences of type sine, ooine;
e) intended to execute operations of control; f) ans-
uring, intended to execute operations of maeauremsnt
during adjustment. Cathode-ray indicator is mounted
in separate base block.

Installation allows union with real .quipset.



Fig. 271. Set of nonlinear blocks NNB (industrial
model).

Setup of nonlinear blocks is intended for ex-
pension of the circle of problems, which can be
solved by linear electronic analogs of type IPT-5,
MPT-9, LXU-I, and increase of number of nonlinear
computing elements of ?U-7 and others.

NNB ensures fulfillment of following nonlinear
opera.ions: reproduction of three nonlinear depend-
ences of one variahle, three operations of multi-
plic&tion or division. It is constructed in the
form of three base blocks. In each base block are
two doubled operational amplifiers, made in a cir-
cuit with parallel amplification channels (see Fig.
58), two plug-in inserts of nonlinear feedback cir-
cuits nd a power supply. Drelomoent on basis of
installation EMU-O.
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Fig. 272. Electronic analog computer of type •A
(AcadenMy of Sciences of USSR).

Installation is intended for solution of ordi-
nary linear and nonlinear differential equtions up
to and including 19-th order. Of structural tye,
constructed in the form of two cabin,-ts.

Instalation im composed of:
1. Operational amplifiers - 38.
2. %±Itipliers - 4.
3. Functional generators of ome variable - 4.
4. Generator of harmonic* - 1.

Operational amplifiers are supplied with " am
of periodic setting of zero level (se ng. 10).
Paltipliers are based on the pulso-tlime principle.
Functional generator uses apprwdsation of givsn
function by8 terms of a Fourier series (T. S. Bruk
and N. 4.eo 1)

Installation allowm combination with control
equi pment.
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Fig. 273. Comipl-x of electronic simuIwAoon equitment
of type NN-lA (industr4al model). Intended for solu-
tion of complicated dynamic problem, described by
ordinary linear or inmlinear differential equatlais
up to and including 3]K-th order with large number of
nonlinear dermondmices.

Installation includes: 90 operational amplifiers
With automatic stabilization of zero level, of which
30 car work as integrator, 30 - as adder, 20 - in
change of sign made and 10 - auxiliW7y to execute
certain linear, nonlinear und logical operations. To
execute nonlineiLr operationr there are: 50 blocks,

etxecutJ n operations and

20 blocks of universal functional generators of an^
variable, 4 blocks cit typical nonlinearitlrs, 6 ' ks
fcr reproduction of trigonceetric functions, 12 t'se-
time .iltipliers. Total number of ampliflers in
machine is 360. There is automatiom of introduction
and rvcovery of data. Setup is carried out on plLV-
in setting field provided with digital voltieter and
a two-coordinate table.
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Fig. 274. Complex of electronic simulation equipment
of type EMU-10 (industrial model); on the right and
on the left - universal stands; in center - special-
ired stand.

Complex of simalation equipment EMU-10 is intended
tor solution of l inear and nonlinear differential
equations up to and including 24-th order, and also
solution of certain problems of optimisation with num-
ber of regulated paraeters, not exceeding 7. Equip-
ment consists of universal and xpeciallied stands.
U1niversal stand contains: 48 broad-bond operation&l
amplifiers, assemled in circuit with parallel .-.pli-
fication chaiels (see Pig. 59), of which 24 can work
as integrator; 4 electronic witipliers; 4 electronic
universal funtticoal generators; 4 coined electro-
mechanical functional generators (for 20 coefficients;
variable in time; 4 electromechanical afltiplier-
dividers; 84 ten-tur potentimteters, of -4hich 64
are se-L automatically by servo system of digital volt.-
mter; plug-in sottt-ng field, standard of tension and
tiwe. System c control ensures static and dyniwc
control of prmbles stop at a given moment, iteration
of solution for all or part of the computing elements.
It includes special block for automatic change of scale of
representation of variable. Specialised stand in-
cludes smai-channel relay optimiser and 4 blocks of var-
iable delay, for which time 1 can continuously chane
into voltage functions of the P14del.
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Fi4g. 275. Electronic analog computer with auto-
mated solution scanning of type MN-U (industri.al
model).

Installation MN-il is intended for autoawtic
finding of a solution, satisfying certain pro-
scribed criteria. Installation includes: 9 in-
tegrating operational amplifiers, 38 summing oper-
ational amplifiers, 6 multipliers, 3 blocks of
variable coefficients, 4 three-dacade voltage di-
viders. There are three main regimes: detecting
of sclution by method "minimixation," semiauto-
matic detecting of solution by method "survey",
c-rdinary solution of problem with selection wAnu-
ally of required soiation.

Structually the installation consists of the
electronic model itself, working with frequency
of repetition of solution I(X0 times per second, power
section and control table for checking and tuning
plug-in elements and functional blocks.
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Table XV. Main Indices of El1ectronic Analog
Coqmpters Produced Abroad
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(a) q'MNp}

L~w Ci rn~J fi v pnt

(C)

Fig. 277. Electronic analog cmputer (Radio Cor-
poration of America) of type "Typhoon".
KEY: (a) General form; (b) Thrue-stage plat-
form; (c) Control panel.

It is intended for investigation of pro-
blems of control of spatial motion of missiles.
It consists of four main blocks: block of roc-
ket missile, carrying out solution of equation
of motion of missile for given initial conditions
and current values of forces and moments; aero-
djyamics unit, executing, according to given
data of wind tunnel test and current values of
coordinates and speed of object, calculation of
forces and moments; target block, giving coordi-
nates and speed of target; guidance unit, pro-
ducing control signals and stabilization by data
on motion of tc.rget and missile.
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Composition of computing elements of installation can bef characterized _y the following table:

Number of computing
elements

Designation of Note
blocks of model Stabilized

operational systems
amplifiers

Block of aerodynamics 135 6 There are 36 multipliers

Guidance umit 148 U of increased accuracy.
From total of 445 oper-

Blck of rocket missile 135 -- ational amplifiers, 80
are intended for work
as integrator. All
equipment is mounted on
43 panels

Target block 9 2 Total number of tubes
4000

Total power consumption

Recording devices 18 frm networrk :6 kilo-
watts

In all 445 19

Rese.1ts of nolution are fixed on two recording tables. For visual
observation theor is a three-stage platform with model of missile, re-
producing motion %bout center of gravity. Trajectory of motion of cen-
ter of gravity ol rocket imissile and the target can be observed on
special table with lwainescent balls. Poesibility of conjunction with
real equipment of stabilization and control is not foreseen.
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Fig. 278. rlectronic analog computer of "Beckman
Instruments, Inc." type .A36-1.00 (the United
States).

It is intended for solution of linear and
nonlinear differential equations; it consists of
60 operational ampl•fiers with autotic stabili-
zation of zero level (made by Goldberg's diagram).
To execute nonlinear operations there are 8 elec-
tronic pulse-time multipliers with two frequencies
of saw-toothed voltage for work with narrow and
broad band width, 10 electromechanical' multiplierN
made with servo systems. Klectronic diode func-
tijn&a generators (20) allow us to carry out ap-
proximation in 20 sections. With the help of ad-
ditional block there is foreseen poesibility of
automatic djustnent of these generators for re-
production of given nonlinear dependence. Fur-
thermor, in insta.Lation are mounted 6 devices
for transformation of coordinates, 8 sine-cosine
generators, 10 pairs of diode elements. Setur
is carried out on plug-in setting field with
3600 holes, by shielded connecting wires. With
machine there can be uqed system of automatic set-
ting of potentiometers from punched tape and
electric typewriter. 9y this it is possible to
give signal for measuirment of output of any
computing element of the installation.

Passive circuits of operational amplifiers
are located in special hausing, inside which a
constant temperature is maintained.
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Fig. 279. Electronic analog comnruter of
"Goodyear Avicraft Corporatt.o Ly' pe W5A.

InetalAtion is inter for solution
of linear and nonlinear differentia .qia-
tions. Installation incldes: 108 ope.,-
tiona.1 ampl1ifiers with cmntrs-avi-ý sytem
of compensation~ of drl ft zr ero ýevel,
6 electronic diode ruictiool gene.e
approx ing givend nonlin ear dpepentice-
in 10 sections, 6 electronie e-time
multipliers.

For setup there serv.3 two plug-in set-
ting fields. There is a di4ital -,oltetm*r,
hich in combination with tecurste bridge
is used for setting potentleawters and auto-
matic printing of results. Servo systms
are used for automatic settipn of PO-
tentitsterg• W functional generators. in
Installation is a *yvtin, ailowrtng us auto-
maticlay to control aW rued output voltage
from any computing e!et.
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Fig. 280. lectronic a•- og :omputer of
Reeves Instruments Corpom-tio of type
REAC-301.

insat&latinn is Intendod for solutico
of ordinary iinear differential equa.tiorns
up to and including sixth order. It con-
sists of 12 operatic~tit amplifiers with
automatic mtabilisation of sero ievel, 18
accurate potentiometers, stabilized power
supplies and a 26-volt supply for relays.
Setup is carried out cm plug-in setting
field.



-. 0

Fig* 281# Electronic ailgCnuRY-A(C..J4() Of fReeveq Instalos CorPotra.

operationa amplifier,, J- our hg-peservo 'syt ems for multiplAe, w.tan.tor er~ Of COOIYOi~tes a.-Id plug..±i n e-ting field. mt
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Fig, 282. Electronic analog computer of
Control Specialists, Inc.

Installation is intended for solution

of ordinary linear differential equations
up to and including sixth order. It con-

sists of 12 d-c operational amplifiers with

gain factor near 3.10 (six of them can
work as an integrator).

J•u

Fig. 283. Electronic analog computer of

Donner Scientific Company.

Installation consists of 10 opera-

tional amplifiers, each f which is made

with one pentode. Setup is carried out on

a separate setting field.
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Fig. 285. Model assembly of stands of non-
linear analog with 12 operational amplifiere.
sEA (France).



Fig. 286. Simulator of increased accuracy
of type O?-P-2 of SEA (France).
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Fig. 287. Electronic analog computer, with itoration
of solution, of Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co.

Installation consists of 12 operational ampliflerf,
intended for work as integrator, adder, and also for
fulfillment of other linear operatioas, and 6 aapli-fiers, utilised for miltiplication by constant coeffi-
cient and inversion. To execute nonlinear operations
there is foreseen a multiplier, two functional genera-
tore and a certain number of elements for reproduction
of type nonlinear characteristics. Limits of linearityof output voltage + 50 Y. Control voltage is fed from
separate generator of cyclic pulses. For obsoeration
of solution there is used a built-in cathode oscillo-
graph.
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Fig. 290. Sms] electronic analog cuputer
of type MWA (Czechoslovakia).

It is intended for solution of linear
and nonlinear differential equatioin. It
contains 20 opereti onal amplifier* with
autamstic stabilization of zero level.
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Fig. 292. Electronic analog compter of
VEB Archimedes Rech nm-chinenfabrik of
type FAR-64 (G.smn Democratic Republic).

Universal installatiou for solution
of linear and nonlinear differential equ-
tions. It consists of 64 operational an-
plifier. with autotic stabilization of
zero level, of which 32 can wrk as into-
grator and stmer. To oxecit. rnlinesar
operatioms there can be used 16 nonlinear
computing el.mu to (electronic zmultiplisrs
and wm.v.r•"•l functional generators). Mon-
linear copting elemeto are constructed
an basis of piocewi.-linear approxtmtion
on diode .lmonts. There is a setting
field of 100 accurate potentiometere for
setting coefficients, 4 awlfiers with re-
lay output.
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